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ABSTRACT

The classification of ceramics in the Southwestern United States 

has progressed to the point where ceramics have become invaluable aids 

in placing sites temporally and culturally, and in examining site func

tion, subsistence, intra-site organization, and external relationships 

and regional systems. While the significance of ceramic typology for 

Southwestern prehistoric reconstruction cannot be denied, the reasons 

for the variability in ceramic manufacture through time and space which 

make these studies possible are not understood. Archaeologists have 

been unable to examine the causes for this variability because they 

lacked appropriate assemblages from adequate contexts for undertaking 

such research. In order to study variability in detail both time and 

space must be controlled, as well as the quality of the assemblage. A 

site of short duration with few rooms but a large assemblage of whole 

vessels would provide the appropriate data base for the study of ceramic 

manufacturing variability in one place at one "point" in time.

Excavations undertaken from 19?6 to 1979 at the Chodistaas Site 

(AZ P:l4:24, A.S.M.) in east-central Arizona have revealed a 20 room 

pueblo occupied for no more than 50 years with a large collection of 

whole vessels found in situ. The pueblo burned at the time of abandon

ment, leaving roof beams and artifacts in the rooms. Tree-ring dating 

provided cutting dates for most of the rooms, and the analyses of the 

occupation sequence and households incorporates further information of

xix
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the relationship between architectural units in the site. The excava

tion of 11 rooms left an assemblage of 197 whole and reconstructable 

vessels. These vessels were used in a detailed analysis of variability 

in ceramic manufacture within and between rooms at the site.

One hundred five technological, formal and stylistic attributes 

were recorded for the vessels and these attributes were examined in the 

contexts of variability by type, form, and room of use. Generally 

variability in these attributes tends to correlate most highly with type, 

and secondarily with form. Room of use does not appear to influence 

variability in the manufacture of vessels to a large extent. In addi

tion, a cluster analysis of formal attributes demonstrates that nine 

jar and four bowl forms were being consistently produced for use at the 

site, each with a specific set of dimensions and proportions. A style 

of form was definitely current at the site, influencing the manufacture 

of vessels beyond purely utilitarian needs. The attempt was made to 

assign functional interpretations to these formal classes, but inde

pendent evidence is lacking to corroborate these assignments.

A study of style of design on the vessels demonstrates the pres

ence of eight separate styles at the site, many occurring concurrently 

in single rooms. This phenomenon demands the reexamination of the con

cept of style in archaeology. A discussion of style, drawing from the 

understanding of the concept in other disciplines, leads to a model of 

stylistic variability which promotes the importance of context of manu

facture and use of the decorated items in interpreting style.

Ultimately, the size of the Chodistaas assemblage is inadequate 

for assessing variability in ceramic manufacture in absolute terms.
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But it does suggest new avenues for research and reveals the need for 

a reevaluation of some of the basic tenets of Southwestern ceramic

classification



CHAPTER 1

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Historicallyt ceramics have represented the single most important 

class of material remains for archaeological.analysis in the Southwest. 

From a point early in the study of Southwestern prehistoric sites, 

ceramics have been recognized as sensitive indicators of cultural 

affiliation and temporal placement, as well as tantalizing examples of 

a sophisticated form of artistic expression. The "decipherment" of the 

ceramic sequence in the Southwest occupied considerable amounts of 

energy in the early years of Southwestern archaeology, energy reim

bursed continually by the almost unconscious dependence on ceramics in 

interpreting the archaeological record. This addiction to ceramics is 

complemented, but never superceded, by other forms of orienting sites 

temporally and culturally, never superceded because ceramic analysis is 

accessible to all researchers. As the knowledge of ceramics has in

creased in the Southwest, the use of these ceramics as analytic tools 

has increased also: the "power" of ceramics as interpretive bases has

grown. From the gradual recognition of unified tradition and subse

quent definition of types, archaeologists have been able to make inter

pretive leaps to the evaluation of site and room function, trade 

networks, social organization, and population size. Sherds provide the 

artifactual foundation for varied studies of Southwestern cultural 

behavior. They have assumed this most crucial place in the lines of

1
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archaeological interpretation for several reasons: they are easily

recognized, there is never any question of their production at the hands 

of man, they preserve in almost all conditions, and they are abundant in 

all areas of the Southwest after the Archaic period. In the last cen

tury, several million sherds have been removed from archaeological sites 

in the Southwest, and millions more remain.

In analyzing the materials, archaeologists have approached the

ceramic assemblage from many different theoretical perspectives, each

assessing different aspects of the pottery. Pottery vessels suffer such

eclecticism because they are imbued with so many traces of their makers'

labors. As expressed by Colton (1953:7):

In the manufacture of pottery the world over, certain basic 
principles are the same: a plastic clay mixed with water is 
moulded into some useful form, dried, and heated red hot in a 
fire. But the exact details of how a piece of pottery was 
made followed established practises and varied from time to 
time and from place to place, and these details preserved in 
the baked clay offer more characters for study than any other 
one product of primitive man's culture; hence pottery's im
portance in archaeological studies.

Archaeological Interpretation and Ceramics 

Because the number of characters on pottery is so great, the 

archaeologist cannot hope to record them all. Most archaeologists 

therefore select from the nearly infinite universe of ceramic attrib

utes while probing a particular question or explaning a particular 

situation.

Time

At the lowest level, ceramics are consistently used in the 

Southwest to develop relative chronologies and place sites temprally
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The early stratigraphic work of Wetherill, Nelson, and Kidder (Kidder 

1962) led to the recognition of pottery sequences in stratigraphic pro

files, work which culminated in the extremely complex ceramic typo

logical system in use today (Colton and Hargrave 1937; Oppelt 1976). 

Many ceramic types have been tied in to the tree-ring dating scheme for 

the Southwest (Breternitz 1966). In placing ceramics temporally, the 

archaeologist is concerned with examining those attributes which are 

temporally sensitive. In particular, designs on pottery have been 

found to be temporally sensitive attributes, since designs tend to 

change more often than technological attributes.

Space

Archaeologists may be concerned with two aspects of geograph

ical origin when analyzing ceramics: cultural affiliation and
exchange.

Cultural Affiliation. For most areas of the Southwest, the 

cultural affiliation of any site is no longer in question: geographi

cal boundaries have been defined to such an extent that archaeologists 

working in an area do not need to question the placement of that site 

culturally. However, in the past, cultural affiliation was a question 

of major impact, a fact which has resulted in the state of the art as 

we know it today. While decorated types were felt to contain the in

formation necessary to derive temporal placement, plainwares were felt 

to contain the information necessary to derive cultural placement:

The index ware is important in synthesis because in many 
cases it gives a clue to the branch or prehistoric tribe of 
Indians to which the makers belonged. The Index Ware is
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defined as a pottery ware including a number of more or less 
similar types used for cooking and storage and which are 
peculiar to a certain prehistoric tribe. Large pottery ves
sels used for cooking and storage were difficult to transport 
and so with few exceptions are found close to the place of 
manufacture, and thus act as indicators of the people that 
made them (Colton 1953!67).

As stylistic attributes were felt to be most indicative of temporal 

affiliation, technological attributes were felt to be most indicative 

of cultural affiliation.

Exchange. As technological attributes are considered most 

significant in evaluating cultural affiliation of a site or area, they 

are also considered most significant in evaluating cultural affiliation 

of the ceramics themselves. Once a particular ceramic ware or type has 

been shown to originate in a certain area, sherds of those types found 

outside of that area can be traced to their point of origin. Analyses 

of exchange in the Southwest take as their model the seminal work of 

Anna Shepard in the Rio Grande Region (Shepard 1942). Our ability to 

pinpoint the source area of ceramics depends on the degree of tech

nological analysis performed: whether the grossest analysis by eye

alone or the finest analysis of constituent elements in the paste.

Due to the expense of the more elaborate techniques of technological 

analysis, they are infrequently practical for most projects.

Site or Room Function

The study of settlement and subsistence patterns in the South

west often takes as its point of departure the functional analysis of 

sites. In order to evaluate the place of a particular site in the 

regional site system, its function must often be understood first
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(Gratz 1977» S. Plog 1977; Doyel 1980a). Ceramic vessel function is 

often appraised by site in order to differentiate site function. By 

the same token, vessel function is often used in differentiating room 

function within a site (Hill 1970; Rock 1974; DeGarmo 1975; Ciolek- 

Torrello 1978). In order to evaluate vessel function, archaeologists 

have typically recorded two classes of attributes: formal and use

attributes. From the recorded attributes to functional evaluation 

requires an interpretive leap, a leap often chartered by ethnographic 

examples of vessel use.

Social Interaction

Over the past two decades, numerous ceramic analyses have been 

directed toward evaluating the amount of interaction between or within 

specific groups.

Social Organization. Several of the early studies dealt with 

the question of social organization of prehistoric Puebloan groups 
(Longacre 1970; Hill 1970).

Degree of Interaction. Using the same techniques of the 

earlier studies several researchers (Connor 1968; Kintigh 1979; Leone 

1968; Tuggle 1970; Wiley 1971) attempted to estimate the amount of 

interaction between different sites within some geographical region.

Both types of studies were based on the assumption that the 

greater the social interaction between two groups of any size, the 

more the design behavior they exhibit in common. Thus, stylistic 

attributes, motifs in particular, were recorded in these analyses.
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Population Estimation

The amount of trash generated by a group has often been taken 

as an indicator of the size of the group. Ceramics have been used to 

estimate population size in Southwestern sites both through assessment 

of total volume of trash per architectural unit (Cook 1972) and through 

assessment of volumetric capacity of storage, cooking, and serving ves

sels at sites (Turner and Lofgren 1966).

The different types of research thus require different types 

of information from ceramic vessels, depending on the problem under 

consideration. Attributes recorded fall into four classes: techno

logical, stylistic, formal, and use attributes, although different re

searchers may consider particular attributes representative of 

different classes. All of these studies depend on variability in 

ceramic vessel manufacture: variability in time, space, culture,

materials, form, and intended and ultimate use. Such variability is 

the mainstay of archaeological endeavor: if all sites were alike there

would be no point in excavating more than one. In all studies utiliz

ing ceramics, this variability is the source of investigation. From 

the brief review above of types of problems which depend upon ceramic 

variability, it should be clear that our exploitation of ceramic vari

ability has expanded through the last century, increasing in complexity 

as our ability to recognize, recover, record, and interpret new attrib

utes has increased.

Yet for all of this addiction to ceramic vessels in the South

west, all of this dependence on ceramic variability in understanding 

archaeological variability, all of this time, effort and money spend in
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the pursuit of attribute definition, the most basic question of ceram

ic variability remains totally unanswered and uninvestigated. This 

paradox is not due to lack of interest, but rather to lack of available 

data. Nevertheless, ceramic analysts have built over the last century 

an enormous edifice of interpretive assumptions, which lack a compre

hensive foundation. This is not to imply that the assumptions made are 

incorrect; we simply do not know. The question remains: how much

variability in ceramic manufacture was there in one time at a single 

site? In other words, did all households produce their own vessels, or 

was there specialization in the manufacture of types, forms, or ceramics 

in general, or were vessels obtained through exchange with other groups? 

How many vessels were produced in a single year, and of what types?

Where did the materials come from and why were they used, and were 

different materials used for the different types? Why were some vessels 

decorated and others not? Did the decoration mean anything, or was it 

simply the product of the imaginative universe? Was innovation valued 

or stability demanded? Were specific forms manufactured for specific 

functions, or did individuals have their own formal preferences? So 

many questions must be answered before the studies which have been done 

can take on meaning. Suppose, for example, that design elements could 

be shown to have absolutely no significance at all to the potters, 

other than as decorative features of an "alphabet." The years of labor 

poured into design element studies would have been wasted. Our only 

supportive evidence for our assumptions to date comes from two sources: 

circular reasoning and ethnographic analogy. The circular reasoning 

used to bolster many of the ceramic studies is blatant: for example,
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if design elements cluster at sites they must have meaning, ergo they 

mean x, y, or z. Ethnographic analogy is more fruitfully applied, and 

yet still dangerous in a region in which most ceramics are produced for 

a market and no ceramics are manufactured and used in the way they were 

in the past. The many excellent studies of ethnographic ceramic manu

facture are invaluable. For the Southwest these studies include those 

of Rogers (1936), Fontana et al. (1962), Bunzel (1972), Stanislawski 

and Stanislawski (197*0» and Russell (1975)• However, the applications 

of such ethnographic information to prehistoric cases is fraught with 

pitfalls.

We are left then in archaeology with a hope of finding the 

perfect site, one occupied for a year which would provide complete and 

unscavenged inventories of vessels in situ, for analysis, and their 

prehistoric makers interviewed to confirm the analysis. Unfortunately, 

there will never be anyone to confirm or deny the analysis, and to date 

no site has been excavated with such a known short occupation. However, 

recent excavations by The University of Arizona Archaeological Field 

School at a site in east-central Arizona have revealed a site of short 

term occupation with a large collection of whole vessels found in situ 

in rooms at the site. Although the site does not fit the characteris

tics of the ideal described above, it provides one of the first oppor

tunities to examine ceramic manufacturing variability in a large 

collection of whole vessels.

The Chodistaas site is a twenty room masonry pueblo. Occupa

tion of the site was terminated by a fire which destroyed the entire 

pueblo. Excavation has exposed the collapsed roofs and artifact
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assemblages of each room intact, apparently unscavenged since the day 

the pueblo burned. Thus, each room contains a large inventory of non- 

perishable artifacts which were utilized or stored in that room. This 

inventory includes an extraordinarily large number of ceramic vessels: 

197 in the eleven rooms excavated. In addition the collapsed roofs of 

the rooms have provided a large number of tree-ring samples. These 

samples have dated to reveal that the excavated rooms were built between 

A.D. 1270-1285, and ceramic evidence indicates that the site was prob

ably abandoned no later than A.D. IJOO. The temporal control, large 

number of whole vessels, and secure archaeological context provide an 

exceptional opportunity to examine ceramic variability as it relates to 

vessel manufacture and exchange under controlled conditions.

Attribute Selection

There are no ’’rules” for archaeological analysis, no concensus 

on how to approach an artifactual assemblage. And, because the number 

of recordable attributes is almost infinite, the number of ways analyz

ing an assemblage is also almost infinite. It would take a lifetime to 

record all possible attributes for a complete collection, and it would 

be methodologically unsound to do so. Attributes should be selected 

according to their ability to aid in answering a particular question or 

probing a particular problem.

For the Chodistaas assemblage selection of attributes to record 

was difficult because such a unique collection of vessels provided 

seemingly limitless possibilities for exploring ceramic variability. 

However, since my particular interest was in exploring the bases in
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reality of some of our time-honored assumptions in ceramic research, I 

decided to concentrate in this analysis on recording those attributes 

which could best aid in answering some of the questions above, leaving 

other problems for the future. In order to do this, it seemed best to 

approach the assemblage in exactly the same way that ceramics had been 

approached in the past years: recording the attributes which were con

sidered most appropriate in recent studies of sherd or whole vessel 

material.

As illustrated by the review of ceramic studies discussed above, 

most archaeologists tend to divide attributes on ceramics into four 

categories: technological, formal, use, and stylistic. Within any one

class of attributes, there are numerous possible variables to record, 

but typically a few are preferred over others.

Technological Attributes. In recording technological attributes 

the archaeologist is exploring how the vessel was made, what materials 

were used to make it, and, in the best of circumstances, where it was 

made. For the Chodistaas assemblage, it was felt that, in many ways, 

the last question was the most important. If the question of locus of 

production, the presence or absence of trade vessels in the assemblage, 

could be answered then for the first time archaeologists would have a 

true picture of the magnitude of exchange in ceramics in the Southwest 

at one site. Although this isolated site would not answer the question 

for other sites, it would provide some idea of how many trade vessels 

an individual architectural unit might possess. Furthermore, the prob

lem of local versus non-local production was crucial for the remainder
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of the analysis because many other questions would be meaningless unless 

the locus of production were known. The question of variability in 

vessel manufacture takes on significance only if the vessels were known 

to have been manufactured at the site. In order to determine manufac

turing technology at the site, the following attributes were recorded:

a. Manufacturing Techniques

1. method of construction

2. exterior finish

3. interior finish

4. wall thickness

b. Materials Used

1. temper type

2. clay type

3. slip type

c. Locus of Production

1. petrographic analysis of temper types

2. trace element analysis of clay types

Formal Attributes. Both formal and use attributes (and pres

ence of decoration and occasionally temper type) are typically recorded 

in order to determine vessel function. In the case of the Chodistaas 

assemblage, vessel function is a matter of secondary importance. The 

overriding problem here is to define manufacturing variability and 

hopefully explain its origins. Vessel function is not related to manu

facturing variability except as a by-product. The assumption is 

typically made that specific forms were used for specific functions, 

and that form, combined with use wear attributes, will indicate
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function. Although the ultimate use of specific forms is certainly a 

matter of interest for the definition of room and site function, it is 

not a necessary adjunct to the problems addressed here. The basic 

question here is: did the manufacturers of vessels at the site produce

vessels in specific standardized forms, or was form a haphazard entity 

applied as the potter desired, within limits. If specific forms were 

produced, then it may be possible to discern a "style" for form (Shepard 

1971:251). In order to evaluate the presence of formal classes of 

vessels in the assemblage, the following attributes were recorded:

1. gross form: bowl versus jar

2. interior aperture

3 . diameter
4. height

5. neck length

6 . volume

Use Attributes. Use attributes typically recorded include use 

wear on base and interior and sooting of vessel wall. These attributes 

were not recorded on the Chodistaas assemblage for two reasons: first

because the question of vessel function was not the focus of the study. 

But also because these attributes could not be recorded on the assem

blage with any reliability. Almost all of the vessels were stored on 

the roofs of the rooms, which burned. Therefore, almost all of the 

vessels had soot and charcoal on them, in them, and around them when • 

recovered. Many vessels had their designs burned out or masked by 

secondary firing, and use wear of vessels which were damaged falling 

with roofs cannot be recorded confidentally.
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Stylistic Attributes. In recent years, if ceramic analysis ex

tended beyond simple classification by standard type, it typically 

involved some form of stylistic analysis. Unfortunately, the plethora 

of studies on stylistic variability do not provide any concensus on 

how style should be evaluated. Stylistic analyses are often complex and 

the interpretation of the results more complex yet. Stylistic attrib

utes are used always to distinguish the producers of the ceramics. 

Different "levels" of stylistic behavior may be used to discern dif

ferent "levels" of production groups (Redman 1977), and the attributes 

recorded obviously depend on the problem at hand.

All of the stylistic attributes currently recorded for ceramics 

were proposed by Shepard (1971?259-305). These include the following: 

field of decoration (Carlson 1970); composition and structure (layout) 

(Amsden 1936; Carlson 1970; Washburn 1977); elements (S. Plog 1977; 

Redman 1977; Hantman et al. 1978; Kintigh 1979); motifs (Colton and 

Hargrave 1937; Clarke 1935; Cronin 1962; Connor 1968; Hill 1970;

Longacre 1970; Tuggle 1970; Grebinger 1971; Wiley 1971; Gerald 1975; 

Clemen 1976); fillers (Beals, Brainerd and Smith 1945; S. Plog 1977; 

Hantman et al. 1978); symmetry (Shepard 1948; Washburn 1977; Zaslow 

and Dittert 1977); line quality (S. Plog 1977; Redman 1977; Kintigh 
1979; Doyel 1980b). The ways in which design has been recorded in 

recent years have ranged from the gross numbering of entire designs 

(DeGarmo 1975) to the measurement of hatching lines, spaces in between, 

and number of hatches per unit area (Redman 1977; Doyel 1980b). Clearly, 

the line has to be drawn at some point in order to complete the study.



In analyzing the designs on the painted vessels in the Chodis- 

taas assemblage, the attempt was made to record those attributes which 

would most aid in evaluating the variability present in the assemblage. 

This required recording a diversity of variables, but still 

ignoring some. I wanted to examine some of our assumptions about 

design behavior in this assemblage, but unlike almost all of the assem

blages used in previous studies, the Chodistaas collection is made up of 

whole vessels with complete designs. While this permits the analysis of 

more attributes overall, it also forces the analyst to recognize the 

tremendous difference between sherd and vessel. Quite often more vari

ability in design was present on one vessel than between two vessels. 

Therefore, some of the more detailed forms of analyses were not included 

here. For example, hatchure width was not measured after it was found 

that the widths of the hatchures on a single vessel varied enormously, 

depending primarity on the size of the space to be filled. There were 

definite differences between vessels in terms of the quality of the 

line work, but this was impossible to quantify: the hatchure on two

vessels might exhibit the same quantitative measurements, but differ 

entirely in "look."

The following attributes of style were recorded:

1. location of design

2. width of design

3. diameter from the rim

4. width of framing lines

number of repetitions of the basic design

6. presence and type of counterchange (Washburn 1977)

14
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7. category of design

8. orientation of design

9. symmetry of the structure of the design

10. symmetry of the whole design

11. design irregularities

12. design layout

13« focus of the design

14. motifs

15. elements

16. elaborations (fillers in the terminology of Shepard 1971i
Beals, Brainerd and Smith 1945)

17. relationship of elements in the motif

18. relationship of motifs in the design

19. filler motifs or elements

20. style

In addition to recording stylistic attributes on decorated 

vessels, they were recorded for undecorated vessels also. Here there 

is less variability overall, and although an attempt has been made to 

record design elements on corrugated vessels (Brunson 1979), such an 

approach does not appear fruitful. The stylistic attributes recorded 

were suggested by the work of Gifford and Smith (1978) with the Tusayan 

graywares: number of indentations per four centimeters, number of

coils per four centimeters, direction of indentations and direction of 

coiling.

The purpose of the analysis of stylistic attributes was not to 

identify individual potters, although this might be an interesting
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by-product of the analysis. Rather, the stylistic analysis alone was 

aimed at defining the amount of variability present in a single assem

blage at one site of short occupation. It may be revealed that as much 

variability exists in this contemporaneous assemblage as in assemblages 

produced over extensive periods of time. The overriding concept of 

stylistic homogeneity in time and space needs to be tested prehistori- 

cally.

Analysis Questions: Independent Variables

Once the variability in technology, form, and style has been 

defined it will be possible to attempt to correlate this variability 

with other aspects of ceramic manufacture. These additional factors 

are those of trade, ceramic ware, gross form, and ownership. In 

attempting to test the association of the recorded attributes with 

these additional attributes, we are asking three questions concerning 

the locus of manufacturing variability at the site:

1. Is the variability due to trade of vessels into the site, did 

the inhabitants "purchase" most of their vessels or were they manu

factured in the local region?

2. Is the variability due to ware, that is, did potters change

their manufacturing techniques according to the ware of the vessel 

under production? Since ware is defined according to visible attrib

utes of technology, it is expected that many technological attributes 

will correlate with ware. But many additional recorded attributes do 

not define a ware: we do not count the number of indentations on cor

rugated sherds in order to sort them into wares. Therefore, ware is 

not an independent variable, but it is not entirely dependent either.
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3. Is the variability due to the form of the vessel under produc

tion: did potters change their techniques when manufacturing a bowl as

opposed to a jar? Again the variable of form is expected to correlate 

with the formal attributes recorded for each vessel, but the variable 

of form may or may not be correlated with technological and stylistic 

attributes.

4. Is the variability due to the ownership of the vessel: did

inhabitants of the pueblo own vessels with particular attributes? Be

cause all of the vessels were found in room contexts, it is possible to 

test the association of the recorded attributes with the rooms in which 

the vessels were recovered. Ideally, we would know if the inhabitants 

of these rooms produced their own vessels. But, in the absence of this 

knowledge, we may assume that the inhabitants of those rooms owned those 

vessels and owned them for a reason. If they did not manufacture them, 

they at least possessed them because they wanted to, and individual 

taste may have dictated the variability found at the site. In addition, 

vessel ownership will be viewed in terms of room function, social unit 

differences, and roomblock differences.

Overall then we are asking the question: is the variability

present in the assemblage due to trade, traditional ways of manufac

turing wares, traditional ways of manufacturing forms, or individual 

taste in ownership?

The Chodistaas assemblage provides an unusual opportunity to 

evaluate ceramic manufacturing variability, an opportunity which may 

or may not arise again in the Southwest. In performing the analysis 

my interest was in the assemblage itself: the variability it exhibited
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and the possible reasons for that variability. Unlike many other 

analyses of ceramics published in the last twenty years, the analysis 

was not the first step in evaluating a hypothesis or testing a model: 

rather the purpose was to define the range of variability in ceramics 

at one site with good temporal and contextual control, and hopefully 

by this definition reveal the extent to which the underlying assumptions 

in ceramic analyses are correct.

However, it is extremely important at this juncture to point 

out that the results of one analysis from one site are not to be taken 

as true for all times and all places in the Southwest. These results 

apply to the Chodistaas material and perhaps may be taken as a single 

confirmation or denial of those assumptions; a caveat to ceramic 

idolatry. But in no way should the results from the analysis of the 

ceramics from this, or any, site be construed as ceramic truth.



CHAPTER 2

THE CHODISTAAS SITE

Prior to 1976 systematic excavations in the Grasshopper region 

had been conducted at only two sites: AZ P:l4:l, The Grasshopper Ruin 

(Hough 1935? Thompson and Longacre 1966; Longacre and Reid 1974) and 

Canyon Creek Ruin (Haury 1934). One of the goals of research in the 

Grasshopper region had been an inquiry into the process of population 

aggregation. Such a process in the Grasshopper region coincides with 

the Pueblo IV occupation of the area and is apparent at a number of 

pueblos located on surveys conducted by The University of Arizona 

Archaeological Field School. After 13 years of excavation at The 

Grasshopper Ruin, the research staff of The Field School deemed it 

crucial to excavate an earlier site in the area, a pre-aggregation site 

which might reveal information on the causes for the Pueblo IV aggrega

tion (Thompson and Longacre 1966). The Chodistaas Site was selected 

for this investigation because its estimated dates of occupation had 

been placed between A.D. 1100 and 1250 on the basis of ceramics 

(Tuggle 1970). Although other pueblos in the Grasshopper area dated 

to this gross time period, the Chodistaas site had architectural fea

tures suggesting a date late in this period and a complexity more 

directly antecedent to that at Grasshopper. Finally, it was easily 

accessible by vehicle, permitting transportation of excavation mate

rials and personnel. Excavation was initially conducted in July of

19
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1976, and continued during the seven week field seasons of 1977 and 

1978, with a final four weeks of excavation in June of 1979•

Location and Environment

The Chodistaas site (AZ P:l4:24, ASM) is located 2.4 km north of 

The University of Arizona Archaeological Field School camp at Grass

hopper, Arizona, on the White Mountain Apache Reservation (Fig. 1).

The site is located on a northwest-southeast trending ridge rising 

24.38 meters above a minor drainage of the Salt River Draw, which 

parallels the ridge to the west. The elevation of the site is 1853 

meters above sea level, and the view from the site extends from Blue 

House Mountain to the south to the Sierra Ancha on the west.

Western Yellow Pine (Pinus Ponderosa). Alligator bark juniper 

(Juniperus deppeana), Live oak (Quercus sp.), and pinyon pine (Pinus 

edulis) grow on and around the site, in addition to smaller shrubs 

(Manzanita), weeds, and agave parryi.

Physiographically, the Chodistaas site lies in the Transition 

Zone, within 21 km of the Mogollon Rim and 29 km north of the Salt 

River Canyon, which forms the boundary between the Transition Zone and 
the Basin and Range Province.

Geologically, the site rests on an outcrop of Permian Supai 

Formation (Cibecue Member). This forms a calcariously cemented, non- 

fossilferous, and partly variegated sandstone, which defines the cap

ping of the bluff (Scarborough and Shimada 1974).
Native soil (Jacks Gravelly clay loam) is found underlying the 

layer of forest litter and sheet trash surrounding the site (Mitchell 
n.d.).
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Prior to excavation the site was easily recognized by the occurrences 

of heaps of wall stones marking the actual standing wall tops, and sheet 

trash. Clearance of the tops of these wall remnants revealed an 18 room 

masonry pueblo with a large walled plaza. Root disturbance of the site 

was extensive, often destroying room walls, floor features, and arti

facts. Fortunately, however, only one possible pot-hole was found at 

the site, in Room 14, and the aluminum Coca-Cola cam found in this hole 

indicates recency for disturbance.

There is no direct evidence from the Chodistaas site for en

vironmental conditions at the time of occupation, but patieo- 

climatological data derived from tree-ring samples from the Grasshopper 

ruin indicate that the period of the Great Drought (A.D. 1276-1299) in 

the Grasshopper atrea, which coincides with the known occupation of 

Chodistaas, was characterized by thinning of the forest and a lowering 

of the water table, producing conditions generally more amenable to 

agriculture than are found today (Dean and Robinson n.d.).

Excavation Procedure

The initial concern in excavating the Chodistaas site had been 

to examine a pre-aggregation site in order to gain further understanding 

of the processes of aggregation in the Grasshopper region during the Pueblo 

IV period. However, aspects of the site occupation and abandonment

record which could not be predicted prior to excavation provided the 

opportunity to investigate problems of a more site-specific nature, but 

with wider consequence than the regional question of population aggre

gation. Thus, during each of the years from 1976 to 1979, the
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excavations undertaken at the Chodistaas ruin reflected gradually con

tracting research interests, interests which in turn reflected increas

ing knowledge of the site's unique research potential. What we 

discovered during the summer of 1976 was that each room at the Chodis

taas ruin was filled with architectural debris, charred roofing beams, 

and an unscavenged artifactual inventory. Consequent dating of the 

beams taken from the excavated rooms has revealed a very short occupa

tion span for the site: no more than 30 years for the rooms excavated,

50 years for the site as a whole.

This changing view of the research potential of the site shaped 

the sampling strategy of the site (Fig. 2). The two rooms dug 

originally (Rooms 2 and 3) were sampled on the basis of accessibility, 

their walls were clear prior to excavation, and location on opposite 

sides of the site for complete coverage. During the succeeding three 

seasons, sampling of rooms was guided by two research problems: de

fining site occupation span and construction sequence. Thus in 1977, 

excavation of the four room unit of rooms 3, 5, 8 and 9 was completed 

in order to define residential unit size. Having found here that two 

rooms constituted the household, the four-room unit of 1, 11, 15, and 

16 was tackled in 1978 in order to increase the sample of households to 

four, and excavate what were believed to be earlier rooms at the site.

In addition, information on outdoor activity areas was re

trieved by the excavation of strata below the floors of Rooms 1, 2, 3, 

11, 15, and 16, and by the trenching of sections of Plazas 1 and 2.

All rooms were excavated by dividing them into roughly equal 

quadrants by strings, and excavating opposing quadrants to floor.
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This left continuous profiles running in both directions across the 

rooms. The stratigraphy apparent in these profiles was then utilized 

to aid in excavating the remaining two quadrants. Rooms were typically 

excavated in four levels based on cultural or natural levels:

surface —  a surface collection and excavation of loosely packed 

material in the first centimeters above wall fall,

wall fall —  a level comprised of all wall fall debris and trash 

and soil washed into the rooms over the years after site abandonment. 

Because the rate of deposition is not known, the validity of the con

text of these materials is also unknown, they may have been deposited 

in a few years or several centuries. The depth of this level varies by 

room and room position in the site. The northern and especially north

western part of the site appears to have experienced the most erosion 

and least deposition, while the southwestern part of the site has the 

deepest deposit. Deposition of this material was probably gradual; 

walls fell stone by stone and lie on the surface down to a depth of 

60 cm within the rooms, indicating some time lapse between the first 
collapse of wall stones and the last.

roof fall —  a level including all material from the first charred 

roof beam fragment encountered in each room down to the lowest roof 

beam fragment in a room. In most rooms wallstones and roof beams were 

interlaced, with no abrupt transition between the two levels. It was 

felt that material in this stratum was in a more reliable context than 

material in either of the higher levels. Stratigraphic evidence has 

shown that at Chodistaas, the roof was as important an occupation



surface as the floor; the roof was, in some cases, covered with arti

facts.

floor —  this was the most difficult of all the strata to identify. 

Floors were not clear from any change in soil texture, color or com

paction; no lense was apparent in the profiles which could be identi

fied as floor. Therefore, three criteria were usually employed in 

identifying floor level:

a. features: Because features have to originate from a surface,

any features encountered below roof fall level were assumed to originate 

at floor level. Here the danger lay in excavating through the actual 

last floor level to earlier floors or pre-room occupation surfaces. 

Furthermore, the level at which the feature originated was often diffi
cult to discern.

b. artifacts or rooks: It is unusual for artifacts or rocks to

fall into an abandoned room as trash and land flat on any layer. Arti

facts and rocks, often assumed to be pot rests or supports, lying flat 

in any quantity were considered to be indicative of an occupation 

surface.

c. roof beams: In most rooms the charred roof fell directly

onto the floor level with no deposition of material in between the 

floor abandonment, roof burning and roof collapse events in the room.

Not all beams fell flat, most fell at an angle in relation to the 

floor, but the lowest layer of roof beams in the roof fall stratum 

either lay directly on the floor or at least contacted the floor in some 

part of their extent.

26
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Employing the above criteria, the problem often lay not in 

identifying a particular segment of the floor, but in identifying its 

entire extent. At Chodistaas, following features, artifacts, roofbeams, 

and mottling always led to a plausible occupation surface, undulating 

and often sloping slightly, but this recorded "floor" may actually have 

consisted of patches of several "floors." This problem in strati

graphic interpretation does not affect in any way the analysis of the 

ceramics, since all of the vessels were clearly associated with either 

the roof or the last floor, but discerning the presence of multiple 

floors is necessary both for understanding the depositional history of 

the site and for the analysis of other, smaller artifact categories 

within the site.

From the above, it is clear that the nature of the site, the 

wealth of well preserved tree-ring samples and large number of arti

facts, all of which are essential in site interpretation, slowed the 

excavation. The time needed to carefully record and extract tree-ring 

samples and artifacts from each room required skimping on other aspects 

of room formation and deposition processes. All levels down to stratum 

3, rooffall, were thus excavated with pick and shovel, while strata 3 

and 4, floor, were excavated primarily with trowels and smaller tools. 

All soil was passed through 1/4" mesh screen.

Construction Seouence

There are four types of evidence generally used in deciphering 

the sequence of wall construction in Southwestern pueblos: dating,

bond-abut relationships, stratigraphy, and presence-absence of access
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between rooms. No one of these variables is adequate in itself to 

provide the evidence for the construction sequence at Chodistaas, but 

taken together, these data permit a reasonable approximation of that 

sequence, as accurate as is possible without the complete excavation 
of the site.

Tree-ring and Archaeomagnetic Dating

One hundred-five tree ring dates have come out of the nine rooms 

excavated at the Chodistaas site. The number of dates for individual 

rooms ranges from 3 to 22. While the majority of these dates are not 

cutting dates, most of the rooms have at least one cutting date. This 

information, combined with clusters of non-cutting dates, allows us to 

postulate dates for all of the rooms at the site. Tree-ring dates 

calculated by the Laboratory of Tree Ring Research at The University of 

Arizona are given in Table 1. These dates suggest two general construc

tion phases for the site.

A.D. 1269-1272. Five of the excavated rooms have cutting dates 

or clusters of dates falling in the time period between A.D. 1269 and 

1272. Rooms 1 and 11 appear to have been built in the year from 1269- 

1270 on the basis of cutting dates for those years. Rooms 2 and 16 

provide series of w  dates which also suggest construction in the late 

1260's to early 1270's. Room 15 has two cutting dates of 1272, sug

gesting a slightly later construction date for that room.

A.D. 1285. Four of the excavated rooms have dates suggesting 

construction in A.D. 1285. Rooms 5, 8 , and 9 have cutting dates of 
1285, and Room 3 has 22 w  dates clustering in the early 1280's.
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Table 1. Tree-ring dates calculated by the Laboratory of Tree-ring 

Research at The University of Arizona.

(outside) Dates (outside) Dates

Room 1 1195w Room 5 12?4w
1203w 1275w
1 2 2 4 w 1279vv
1240w 1279w
1242w 128lvv
1250+vv 1 2 8 2 w
1 2 6 6 w 1 2 8 4 w
1267+v v 1 2 8 4+w
1269+r 1284+vv
1269+r 1 2 8 4+w
1270+r 1 2 8 5 v v

1285vv
Room 2 1260w 1285vv

1267+vv 1285w
1267+vv 1285vv
1269w 1285r
1271VV 1 2 8 6 v v

1288+vv
Room 3 1255w

1266w Room 8 126?vv
1267vv 1271vv
1272vv 1273vv
1272vv 1282vv
1272vv 1285r
1276v v 1286+vv
128l w
1 2 8 2 v v

1286+vv

1 2 8 2 w Room 9 1245vv
1 2 8 2 w 1256vv
1 2 8 4 w 1256vv
1 2 8 4 w 1262vv
1284+vv 1 2 6 4 w
1285w 126?vv
1285vv 1 2 7 9+w
1285vv 1282vv
1285w 1283vv
1286+vv 1284vv 

1284vv
Room 3 - 1113vv 1 2 8 5 v v

subfloor 126lvv 1285w
1275w 1285v

1285r
1285r
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Table 1— Continued

(outside) Dates (outside) Dates

Room 1 1  1 2 6 6 v v Room 1 5  1 2 6 8 w
1 2 6 8 v v 1272r
1269vv 12?2r
1269w
1269vv Room 16 1258w
1269w 1260++W
1269r 126lw
1269+v 1269vv
1269+r 1269vv
1269+r 1271vv
1269+r
1269+r
1270vv
1270vv
1270vv
1270+vv
1270+r

r = less than a full section is present, but outermost ring is con
tinuous around available circumference.

v = a subjective judgment that, although there is no direct evidence 
of a true outside on the specimen, the date is within a very few 
years of being a cutting date.

w  + there is no way of estimating how far the last ring is from the 
true outside.

+ = one or more rings may be missing near the end of the ring series 
whose presence or absence cannot be determined because the speci
men does not extend far enough to provide am adequate check.

++ = a ring count is necessary due to the fact that beyond a certain 
point the specimen could not be dated.
(Laboratory of Tree-ring Research Archaeological Date Reports 
April 19i 1977; November 23, 1977; October 4, 1978).
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In addition three of nine archaeomagnetic samples taken from 

Chodistaas have been dated. Dates provided by Jeffrey Eighmy for the 

Laboratory of Paleomagnetism at The University of Arizona include:

1255- 40 for the firepit in Room 2A, 126$*- 80 for the jacal wall be

tween Rooms 2A and 2B, and 1240- 40 for a firepit in Room 9 (Eighmy, 

Sternberg and Butler 1980:514)• The dates for the firepits should 

indicate the date the pueblo burned. Given the tree-ring dates for the 

rooms with these features, the latest archaeomagnetic dates are con

sistent with both the tree-ring dates and ceramic dates for the site. •

Dates for the ceramics found at the site, both whole vessels 

and sherds reveal an abandonment for the site around A.D. 1300. As 

illustrated in Figure 3i the presence of St. Johns Polychrome, but lack 

of Pinedale Polychrome demands an absence of occupation at the site 

after A.D. 1300. Furthermore, the ceramic types present testify to a 

probable lack of occupation on the site prior to A.D. 1250.

Bonding-abutting Sequence

While tree-ring dates can provide dates of construction for the 

nine rooms excavated, we have had to depend on bond-abut relationships 

to provide relative dates of construction for the remaining nine rooms 

at the site. Deciphering bond-abut relationships is not always an easy 

matter, and at the Chodistaas site it was further complicated by the 

somewhat sloppy masonry style and the low height of the standing walls. 

Most of the bond-abut designations for the corners of the excavated 

room walls are thus tentative; short of dismantling the walls, there 

was no way to verify the designations. Unexcavated room corners could
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only be tested by sticking a trowel or chaining pin at the wall juncture 

to "feel" for the bonding obstructions. Two students, Chester Shaw 

(1978) and Felipe Jacorae (1979) took on the onerous task of reconstruct

ing bond-abut relations for the entire site. Their findings are pre

sented in Figure 4.

Stratigraphy

Apart from three architectural features found in strata below 

room or plaza occupation surfaces, floor and subfloor stratigraphy was 

of little use in reconstructing the construction sequence at the 

Chodistaas Site. Occupation surfaces could be identified with diffi

culty in the rooms and in the levels below the room floors, but these 

surfaces could not be connected from room to room.

The three architectural features found below floor level were 

a relic wall found just north of the south wall of Room 1, running from 

the east wall of Room 1, under the west wall of Room 1 and $0 cm into 

Room 11; a subfloor pithouse found under Room 15 and running under the 

south wall of Room 1; and a possible pithouse located in Plaza 2, 

identified on the basis of a firepit, trough metate, and two recon- 

structible vessels on a surface 70 cm below the present ground surface. 

There are many other subfloor features at the site, but all of these 

are firepits, roasting pits, and storage pits situated in pre-room 

outdoor activity areas, rather than earlier architectural units.

Access

The presence or absence of doorways is useful in determining 

not only relationships between room inhabitants, but relationships

33
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Figure 4. Bond-abut relationships among rooms at the Chodistaas
Site.
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between room construction episodes. Four definite doorways and two 

possible doorways are present at the site (see Fig. 4). In addition to 

the doorways, four rooms had openings formed simply by the lack of 

enclosing walls: Rooms 2C, 17, and 16 have only three walls each,

while Room 11 has a smaller opening formed by the lack of a southwest 
corner to the room.

The Construction Sequence

Given the data provided by tree-ring dating, bond-abut rela

tionships, stratigraphy, and access, a construction sequence for the 

Chodistaas Site can be proposed. Four separate construction phases are 

hypothesized for the site, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Phase I. The hypothesized initial construction at the pueblo 

is based solely on evidence of bonding-abutting relationships. None of 

the rooms included in this initial construction phase have been exca

vated. Excavation of these rooms would undoubtedly provide a basis 

for a finer scaling of construction events.

The initial construction at the pueblo apparently involved 

eight rooms and one or two pithouses. The walls surrounding Plaza I 

and seven of the rooms at the site are bonded in all corners except the 

northeast corner of Room 1. These exterior walls are also bonded onto 

two sets of rooms: a northern set of three rooms (12, 13, and 14)

which are bonded to the plaza along their western extent, and a western 

group of four rooms (4, 6, 7, and 10) which are bonded along their 

eastern extent. In addition, there are two wing walls extending from 

the plaza, one from the eastern wall of Plaza 1 (the remnant wall under
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Room 1), and one from the northwest corner of Plaza 1. The pithouse 

south of the northeast wing wall may date from this period; no artifacts 

or features were found on the floor of this structure and the tree-ring' 

samples taken did not date, but there is nothing to suggest that it is 

earlier than the masonry rooms at the site. The ceramics present in the 

fill and the few sherds on the floor of this pithouse fit well within 

the assemblage present in the remainder of the site. The possible pit- 

house found in Plaza 2 also appears to have been contemporaneous with 

the pueblo, but again, there are no absolute dates for the occupation 

surface of this feature.

Phase II. The next phase of building occurred in A.D. 1269- 

1270, when Rooms 1, 11, and probably 2 were constructed. At this time, 

two walls were built to form Rooms 1 and 11, both abutted onto plaza 

walls. This construction also obviated the need for the wing wall 

found under Room 1, and covered over the burned pithouse found under 

Room 15. Simultaneously, Room 2 was built by abutting a three-walled 

structure onto the wing wall northwest of Plaza 1. We cannot be as 

confident of the construction dates for Room 2 as we are for the other 

two rooms, but it was definitely built sometime during the decade from 

A.D. 1265-1275. The construction of Room 2's east wall completed the 

three-walled Room 17•

Phase III. Two additional rooms were annexed onto Rooms 1 and 

11 during the early 1270's. These two rooms may originally have been 

built as one long room similar in configuration to Room 2, by abutting 

the south wall onto the east plaza wall. The partitioning wall between



Rooms 15 and 16 may then have been placed in between the north and south 

walls at any date during or after A.D. 1272. The doorway between Rooms 
11 and 16 may have been closed off at this time.

Phase IV. Finally, in A.D. 1285, the roomset consisting of 

Rooms 3i 5» 8, and 9 were built abutting onto the roomset of 4, 6, 7, 

and 10. All of these rooms produced dates which place their construc

tion securely in A.D. 1285.

This reconstruction leaves only Room 18, a large two-walled 

structure on the southwestern end of the site, which is the only "room" 

on the site that is not aligned with the cardinal directions. Given 

the dates and other data from the site, we can be confident of all of 

the above reconstruction except the dates for Room 2 and the pithouses. 

The relative dates for the remaining rooms are correct.

It is clear from this reconstruction that the Chodistaas Site 

was constructed between A.D. 1250 and 1285, and abandoned by A.D. 1300. 

A minimum of four construction events during this fifty year span pro

duced a twenty room masonry pueblo. While no rooms at the site could 

have been occupied for more than fifty years, seven of the excavated 

rooms were occupied for no more than thirty years, and four for no more 

than fifteen years. This short occupation span and secure dating for 

the excavated rooms combine to supply the ideal laboratory for investi

gating problems of a synchronic nature. For examining the problem of 

ceramic manufacture during one short time period, it is first crucial 

to know which rooms are related by common function and which rooms are 

related by use as households.

39
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Room Function; The Data

The analysis of room function generally involves the considera

tion of two types of variables: assemblage attributes including lists

of artifacts and features and their distributions on floor surfaces 

(Martin and Rinaldo I960; Hill 1970; Rock 1972; Schiffer 1975), and 

architectural attributes including masonry types, room sizes, and 

roofing species (Sullivan 1974; DeGarmo 1975)• Although analyses of 

these variables have often been successful in isolating clusters of 

rooms significantly different in sets of attributes to permit func

tional assignment, the use of artifacts and features to inform on room 

function necessitates assumptions concerning site abandonment, scaveng

ing, preservation, and disturbance after abandonment. These assump

tions include: all artifacts were left when the site was abandoned;

no artifacts were disturbed or scavenged after abandonment; all arti

facts were preserved in place after abandonment; and all features were 

preserved without disturbance or scavenging after abandonment. This 

technique for assessing room function also requires an assurance that 

our functional designation of feature and artifacts classes are correct 
and complete.

The use of architectural attributes precludes the above assump

tions, but requires inferences regarding functional relationships 

between activities performed and the characteristics of the room in 

which they are performed. Thus, even when architectural attributes 

provide the means for separating rooms into classes, assignment of 

specific functional designations to these classes is often impossible. 

Architectural attributes have generally been used alone only when
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features and artifacts are lacking, or when disturbance of artifact con

text is clearly present. The problem of change in room function after 

construction also cannot be handled by using architectural attributes 

alone, unless they reflect this change in some way.

Therefore, before considering the function of rooms at Chadis- 

taas, it is important to make some assumptions about attribute 

reliability explicit.

Changes in Room Function

As stated above, we know that the rooms excavated were built 

between A.D. 1269 and 1285. On the basis of the ceramics present at 

the site, we also know that the remaining rooms at the site were not 

built before A.D. 1250 and not occupied after A.D. 1300. By accepting 

these dates, we concluded that no room at the site was occupied for 

over fifty years, and none of the rooms excavated was occupied for 

over thirty years. Stratigraphic information recovered from the site 

supports this short occupation span. Concomitant with this short occu

pation span is a lack of evidence for change in room function over 

time. There is no stratigraphic evidence for abandoned rooms, floors, 

or features among the excavated rooms. All of the features associated 

with the rooms and room floors appear to have been used up to the day 

of the site abandonment.

Given the lack of material evidence for change in room function 

over time, and the short occupation span, we will assume that the 

architectural features found in the eleven excavated rooms accurately



reflect the functions for which they were built and that room function 

did not change after room construction.

Scavenging

There is no evidence for prehistoric scavenging or historic 

pothunting in the rooms excavated at the Chodistaas site. The majority 

of the artifacts at Chodistaas were located on the roofs of the rooms 

when the rooms burned. The burning caused the roofs to slump, and in 

some cases collapse immediately (Rooms 2, 3» 5« 8, and 9)» In other 

cases stratigraphic evidence suggests that the actual roof collapse 

took longer, allowing some deposition of sterile material between the 

floor and the roof layer. The collapsed roofs presented a jumbled mess 

during excavation, with charred beams and wall stones under, in and 

around ceramic vessels and other artifacts. There was no evidence in 

any of the rooms that the roofing material had been moved aside and 

some of the artifacts removed. Rather artifacts were distributed 

evenly, both artifacts and beam positions demonstrating differential 

roof collapse in different rooms. In most of the rooms the roof col

lapsed first at one end, forming a slide for the artifacts, which then 

rolled to contact the room floors. The soft bed of wood, combined with 

the slow crumbling of the roof ties kept the majority of artifacts from 

breaking in the fall. Even where thirty vessels were located on a roof, 

the majority of them survived the roof collapse intact. While most of 

the ceramic vessels were broken when found, the fact that almost all of 

them were articulated and filled with dirt proved that they were intact 

when the fill washed into the rooms and broke later from ground
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pressure. The vessels were surrounded by roofing material, with their 

positions often askew from the rolling, but with jar necks and mouths 

sometimes as high as 30 cm below the present ground surface. We do not 

know the rate of deposition for the area, but we do know that the depo

sition could not have covered these rooms completely within days, and 

some of the vessels may have been visible for the next century after 

the roof collapsed. These vessels were not removed from the rooms, how

ever, despite the fact that the inhabitants of Grasshopper pueblo 

prized the sandstone outcrop not more than 20 meters from the site as 

a quarry for at least 60 years after Chodistaas burned. If the large, 

unbroken, highly visible and accessible ceramic vessels were not re

moved, it is possible that smaller items would not have been removed. 

Examining the inventory of items removed from the rooms during excava

tion at Chodistaas and comparing it to Grasshopper and other sites in 

the area, few items stand out as "missing" from the site inventory. 

Primary among these are perishable items, luxury goods, and ceremonial 

artifacts. These items may have been transported from the site, or 

perished in the fire and succeeding centuries. Therefore, apart from 

these items, the assumption will be made that the site experienced no 

scavenging since its abandonment, and that the assemblages found in 

the rooms are therefore reliable informants on roof function.

However, although we can assert that artifacts were not scav

enged from the rooms, we also must assert that artifacts were not 

present in the rooms in their original locations. All of the artifacts 

which fell from the roof were disturbed in the fall, and most floor 

level artifacts would also have been disturbed by the fallen roof.
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There is no evidence that artifacts ever fell outside the rooms. When 

a roof collapsed, it collapsed at its weakest point, which in these 

rooms was either a wall edge or a central roof hatch. In either case, 

the artifacts collapsed into the rooms, but not straight down. There

fore, although gross activities can be hypothesized for the individual 

rooms, no specific activity areas in the rooms are identifiable in the 

jumble.

In conclusion, the assumptions that room function did not change 

at the site between construction and abandonment and that artifacts were 

not scavenged between abandonment and recovery will be used in the dis

cussion of room function that follows.

Assemblage Attributes and Room Function

Features

Examining a list of features present in rooms in Table 2, it 

is clear that clusters of feature types were not present at the site. 

One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that all of the exca

vated rooms had different functions. Since this is difficult to 

accept, we must examine the features in rooms in a more general way, 

not looking exclusively for patterns.

Hearths and Firepits. There are hearths and firepits in most 

of the rooms at the site. These features take on different forms, but 

were functional equivalents in the grossest sense. It is particularly 

noticeable that some rooms have several such features on the same sur

face. Rooms 1, 11, 15, 8, and 9 all have multiple firepits, and 1 and
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Features present in rooms at the Chodistaas Site.

_______________________ Features___________________________
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11 also have slab-lined hearths. Clearly, these features are used for 

cooking or heating in these rooms. Other rooms had little evidence for 

the use of fires Rooms 2A and 5 had one firepit each, and Room 2C had 

one slab-lined hearth, while rooms 2B, 3> and 16 had no floor level 

firepits or hearths.

Mealing Bins. Only one room had a mealing bin, Room 8. On the 

basis of the number of metates found in other rooms, we can confiden

tially state that mealing was done in other rooms, but that slab-lined 

mealing bins were not considered a necessary concomitant to mealing.

Platforms. Only one room had a raised platform in it, Room 2A. 

This room also exhibited completely plastered walls and floor. The 

combination of features suggests a function unlike other rooms at the 

site.

Slab-lined Floors. Room 16 had the only completely slab-lined 

floor at the site. Although flagstone floors are often associated with 

kivas in other areas of the Southwest (Neely 1974), at the Grasshopper 

Ruin flagstone floors are associated with storage rooms (Longacre, 

personal communication 1979) • Here the flagstone lining would help 

keep rodents and mud from the stored materials. Room 11 has a small 

area of floor covering with flagstones, whose function is unknown.

At many sites in the Southwest, room function can be hypothe

sized on the basis of features alone (Ciolek-Torrello and Reid 1974; 

Hill 1970)# The feature types present at other sites in the Southwest 

were present at Chodistaas, but in low frequency across the site, so
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that an attempt at assigning room function strictly on the basis of 

feature presence or absence would be impossible•

Artifacts

Table 3 gives a list of all artifacts found in definite floor 

context, and Table 4 gives a list of all artifacts found in roof fall 

strata. Artifacts in the roof fall level include artifacts in definite 

roof context, and some of probable trash context which washed into the 

level. The roof held greater quantities of artifacts than the floor, 

and the list of artifacts from the roof shows some interesting distinc

tions between rooms, differences which would be useful in distinguishing 

functional classes of rooms. This fact raises a difficult problem with 

using the roof fall data at the site; that of roof ownership and use.

If the materials stored or used on the roofs were used in the rooms 

below, then we can use the information from the roofs to make infer

ences about room function. Resolution of this problem is imperative for 

the analysis of the ceramics because the vast majority of them were 

recovered in roof context.

Other sites in the Southwest have been excavated which show 

such intensive use of roofs for artifact storage and possible perfor

mance of activities (Dittert 1959; Martin and Rinaldo i960). Ethno

graphic information on roof use is generally lacking, but it is clear 

from early photographs of historic pueblos that roofs were important 

causeways across pueblos and used for storage of some household goods. 

At multi-storied pueblos, it appears that roofs often belonged to the 

rooms which opened onto them. Information on single story pueblos is
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Table 3« Artifacts recovered in floor context at the Chodistaas Site.

Room
Artifacts 1 11 15 16 2A 2B 2C 3 5 8 9

Jar 1 1 2 1 l 1

Bowl 1

Metate 1

Mano 3 2 1 8 2 5 2 2

Ax 3 3 1

Biface 1 2 3
Core

Scraper 10 12 10 4 2 1 1 1

Steatite

Pigment 1

Shell 1

Bone 1 5 1

Hammerstone 1 1

Polishing 1
stone

Worked 1
sherd
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Table 4. Artifacts recovered from rooffall levels at Chodistaas

Room
Artifacts 1 ll 15 16 2A 2B 2C 3 5 8 9

Jar 3 10 8 10 3 9 25 29 26 17
Bowl 1 4 7 1 4 3 9 6 10 4
Metate 2 4 2 4 2 2
Mano 5 8 10 6 1 10 2 6 10
Ax 1 1 2
Biface 48 32 35 28 11 15 15 12 6 13 17
Core 14 8 4 2 3 4 4 4 2 30
Drill 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Knife 1 5 2 4 1 1 3
Scraper 1 1 4 1 4 1
Steatite 5 3 6 2
Pigment 8 14 5 10 1 5 4 1 1 3 2
Shell 7 11 7 6 1 2 5 2 3 1
Bone 5 2 4 3 3 3 3 3
Hamm. St. 5 9 9 2 2 2
Pol. St. 1 6 2 5 1 1 2 2
Worked Sherd 5 2 4 1 1 1 1
Corn Cob
Turquoise
Palette

1
1

Bowl/Assembl. 
Ratios for 
Roof and 
Floors .33 2? .4? 09 57 25 26 .17 .27 .18
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lacking, but it is logical to assume that, given roof entry into most of 

the rooms, the inhabitants of a given room also owned that space that 

gave access into that room. If we assume that roofs were part of the 

rooms below them, we must take a second step, and assume that the mate

rial found on a roof was used in the room below, and therefore is use

ful in informing on room function. There are numerous arguments which 

can be leveled against such an interpretation, but having made it 

explicit, we can further assess room function by examining artifact 

classes found on roofs as well as on floors of rooms.

Ceramic Vessels. All of the counts of vessels presented here 

are based on single whole or reconstructible vessels (over one-half of 

the vessel was present). The raw counts vary considerably from room to 

room, but the frequencies of bowls to jars varies less overall. Ex

amining the ratios of bowls to total number of vessels per room, it is 

clear that the majority of rooms exhibit bowls numbering approximately 

one-quarter of the assemblage (range from 17-53%)• Only four rooms 

deviate from this pattern: Room 2A has no vessels, Room 2B (57%) and

Room 15 (4?%) have almost equal numbers of bowls and jars, and Room 16 

(9%) has almost exclusively jars. If we accept that jars were tradi

tionally used for cooking and storage, bowls for serving, eating, and 

ceremonial use, we can assign tentative functions to these classes of 
rooms.

a. Rooms with primarily storage function: suggested by Room 16

with almost exclusively jars.



b. Rooms with storage function combined with some serving and eat

ing and possibly ceremonial function: suggested by Rooms 1, 11, 2C, 3»

5, 8, and 9.

c. Rooms with primarily eating, serving or ceremonial function: 
suggested by Rooms 2B and 15.

d. Rooms with no storage, cooking, eating, serving or ceremonial

use of vessels: Room 2A.

Ground Stone. Although a mealing bin is present only in Room 8 , 

a total of 18 metates were found during excavation of the rooms at 

Chodistaas (Kipps 1980)• Their occurrence verifies that grinding of 

pigments, foodstuffs, and clay was performed in the rooms at the site. 

Examining the numbers of manos and metates at the site, it is clear 

that rooms with metates had much higher frequencies of manos. It is 

again possible to separate the rooms into three classes on the basis of 

ground stone artifacts.

a. Rooms with evidence for grinding activities (Rooms 1, 11, 15,

16, 8 , 9 , and 2C).

b. Rooms with evidence for no grinding activities involving

metates: Rooms 2B, 3, and 5»

c. Rooms with no evidence for grinding activity: Room 2A.

Chipped Stone, Ornaments, Shell, Bone Artifacts, and Other 

Small Artifacts. No real breakdown of rooms is possible given the 

small artifacts. This may be due to the small number of items re

covered or to the general paucity of such material on room roofs and 

floors (Hall 1980; Lange n.d.; McSwain 1980). The provenience for
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this material is very uncertain at any rate. The only pattern visible 

in the artifacts lists divides early and late rooms: early rooms have

more small items than late rooms. Since many of these items were 

probably either trash or lost at the site, it is logical that rooms 

occupied longer would have more items.

The only other artifact type that needs to be mentioned here 

is the palette recovered from Room 15. It is the only artifact found 

on the site which can truly be considered a luxury trade item. The 

palette is made of slate, and incised with a pattern which, combined 

with its general morphology, places the palette as a Sedentary Period 

Hohokam piece (E. Haury, personal communication 1979? see illustrations 

in Gladwin et al. 1937:Plate CV). Given the dates for Sedentary Period 

Hohokam (A.D. 900-1000), this piece has to be an heirloom, whether for 

the inhabitants of this site or passed on to them during their occu

pancy of the area.

Architectural Attributes and Room Function

Masonry

Following the lead set by Scarborough and Shimada (197^:Fig. 1) 

at the Grasshopper Pueblo, an attempt was made to place the walls at 

Chodistaas into the Grasshopper masonry typology. This typology sepa

rates wall types by amount of stone shaping, amount of mortar, presence 

of chinking, and amount of actual coursing (Zialcita 1977)• Unfor

tunately, the majority of the walls did not fit the Grasshopper typol

ogy. A fifth wall type was therefore developed by combining several of 

the attributes of the other wall forms. Figure 6 illustrates the wall
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Figure 6. Wall types and locations of wall types in the Chodistaas 
Site.



types present at Chodistaas, and presents a map of the site showing the 

various locations of these wall types. It is clear from this that only 

two rooms exhibited masonry types which deviated from the norm (Type 

5). Type 1 masonry occurs on the interior surface of the west wall of 

Room 15; and Type 2 masonry, an intermediary wall type, occurs only in 

Room 2 at the Chodistaas Site. Because Rooms 2A and 2B were abutted 

onto the northern wall of Room 2C, this masonry type does not occur in 

the northern wall of Room 2C, only in the eastern wall of that room.

Room Size

Individual room dimensions taken inside the room walls at the

Chodistaas Site are given in Table 5» Average room size at the site 
2is 29.08 m • Given the room areas in Table 5, the excavated rooms can

tentatively be divided into two types according to size: small rooms
2less than 20 m in size (Rooms 2A, 2B, 2C, 5, 5, 8 , 9» and 16), and 2

2large rooms over 20 m in size (Rooms 1, 11, and 15).

Roofing Material

Although only 14# of the tree-ring samples removed from the 

Chodistaas Site dated, all of the 757 samples removed from the 11 rooms 

excavated provided species indentifications. As illustrated in Table 6 , 

the actual number of samples removed from the rooms varied drastically, 

from 25 to 138. Within the rooms, the species present also varied, the 

relative frequencies of Ponderosa Pine (PP), Douglas Fir (DF), and 

Juniper (JUN) provided a means of separating rooms into two categories:
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Table 5» Room dimensions taken inside room walls at the Chodistaas Site.

Room
Dimensions

North-South East-West Area Meters Square

1 5.86 7.85 46.00
2 4.70 12.50 52.50
3 4.25 4.40 18.70
4 4.75 3.50 l6.6o
5 4.10 4.30 17.60
6 6.25 6.25 39.10
7 6.75 6.00 40.50
8 4.40 4.60 20.20
9 4.20 4.30 18.10

10 6.50 4.75 30.90
11 5.70 4.50 25.79
12 4.75 4.75 22.60

13 3.75 5.00 18.80
14 4.25 6.50 27.60
15 3.76 7.90 29.70
16 3.60 4.95 17.80
17 4.75 6.00 . 28.50
18 5.00 10.50 52.50



Table 6. Species identifications for tree-ring samples removed from excavated rooms at the
Chodistaas Site.

Room
Estimated

Dates
Douglas
Fir

Percent
Douglas
Fir

Ponderosa
Pine

Percent
Ponderosa

Pine Juniper
Percent
Juniper

Total
Species
Identi
fication

1 1270+ 20 31 38 58 7 11 65
2A+B 1270+ 7 11 43 67 14 21 64
20 1270+ 1 5 12 63 6 32 19
3 1285 79 73 28 26 2 2 109
5 1285 72 52 63 46 3 2 138
8 1285 75 71 28 27 2 2 105
9 1285 48 69 21 30 70

11 1270+ 19 14 106 80 8 6 133
15 1270+ 2 8 18 72 5 20 25
16 1270+ 14 56 9 36 2 8 25



a. Rooms 1, 2, and 15 had high percentages of PP and JUN (PP rsing

ing from 58-72#, JUN from 11-32#), while Room 11 had a high percentage 

of PP (80#, but a low percentage of JUN);

b. Rooms 3, 5, 8, 9, and 16 had high percentages of DF (52-73#) 
and low percentages of JUN (0-8#).

The lists of rooms generated by this division are nearly identical to 

those generated by dividing rooms by construction date. Rooms built 

prior to A.D. 1285 are roofed with PP and JUN, with the exception of 

Room 16, while those built after A.D. 1285 were roofed with DF. The 

fact that Room 16 does not fit the general scheme may be due to the 

relatively small number of samples taken from the room. Since both PP 

and DF have a linear growth pattern and would be equally acceptable in 

roofing broad areas, we would expect species to be used according to 

some cultural preference rather than to functional necessity. Rooms 

built early utilized PP and JUN which are available on and around the 

site today in abundance. Late rooms were built using the more diffi

cult to obtain DF. The closest stand of DF available today is found 

3 km north of the Chodistaas site (Orton 1979). Remnant stands may 

have existed in locations closer to the site during the time of occupa

tion, stands which may have been depleted by the construction of the 

pueblo. There is no way to estimate today the amount of energy which 

would have been required to cut and transport so many beams of DF. DF 

is usually considered to be a denser, stronger wood than PP, and may 

have been a preferred wood type for that reason. These data do suggest 

that the roofing material used at the Chodistaas Site was selected 

because of factors other than room function.
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Room Function Interpretations

Given all of these rather scant data on features, artifacts, and 

architecture present in the rooms excavated at the Chodistaas site, it 

is possible to tentatively assign room functions to these rooms.

Habitation Rooms

Room 1. This room is the largest of the excavated rooms at the 

site. Characterized by an unusually large number of firepits and a 

slab-lined hearth, cooking and heating activities can certainly be 

assumed. There is also evidence for grinding activities in this room 

in the form of the large subfloor pit with a metate in it and large 

numbers of manos. The pit and metate may have been used for grinding 

clay for pottery and plaster, and since the pit originated at floor 

level, the activity was certainly performed during the life of this 

room. Although the unusual size of this room would appear to call for 

an unusual interpretation, perhaps ceremonial, there is no evidence for 

such a use, and Room 1 must be interpreted as a large habitation room.

Room 11. Room 11 has attributes similar to those of Room 1. 

Combined with the large number of firepits, slab-lined hearth, and 

grinding implements, Room 11* s ceramic assemblage suggests storage, 

cooking, and serving functions. In addition, a small area of Room 11* s 

floor was covered with flagstones of unknown function. The evidence 

suggests that Room 11 was also a habitation room.

Rooms 8 and 9. Both of these late constructed rooms show arti

fact and feature assemblages typical of habitation rooms. The large
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number of firepits, presence of mealing artifacts, and high number of 

jars in proportion to bowls suggests that the primary activities per

formed in these rooms involved storage and preparation of food, in 

addition to heating for warmth. Both rooms can then be classified as 
habitation rooms.

Storage Rooms

Rooms 3 and 5» Rooms 3 and 5 lack the major features character

istic of habitation rooms in this region. Room 5 has one small firepit 

instead of the clustering of firepits present in other rooms at the site 

classified as habitation rooms. Neither room has metates, and manos are 

present in low numbers. The ratio of jars to total assemblage is as 

high as it is in habitation rooms at the site. In other rooms this high 

ratio is taken to indicate evidence of both storage and food preparation 

activities in the habitation room. Here, in the absence of other evi

dence for food preparation or serving, the rooms will be considered 

storage rooms. Since most of the vessels were found on the roofs of 

the rooms, the empty rooms themselves may have been used for many 

activities other than food preparation during the warm months when 

vessels were stored on roofs, and for storage during the colder months 

when use of roof tops would have been impractical.

Community Rooms; Secular Activities

Rooms 20 and 16. The two three-walled structures in the site 

show evidence architecturally and artifactually for use beyond indi

vidual households. Both rooms are only three-walled, which exposes
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their contents and activities to the rest of the pueblo and to the ele

ments. Both opened onto outdoor activity areas: Room 16 onto Plaza 1,

and Room 2C onto Plaza 2. This arrangement suggests strongly that, 

although the entire community may not have used the rooms, the activi

ties performed here were of a secular nature attached with the commu

nity as a whole.

Artifactual and architectural evidence from both rooms suggests 

activities associated with food preparation and storage were performed 

in these rooms. Room 2C has a slab-lined hearth in the center of the 

room, but the floor was almost bare of artifacts. The roof held a 

number of ceramic vessels, primarily jars, and four metates.

Room 16 had a slab-lined floor, associated with storage rooms at 

Grasshopper Pueblo, and the highest ratio of jars to total vessel 

assemblage of any room excavated at the site. This combined with the 

presence of two metates and several manos suggests food preparation and 

storage activities on the roof and in the room.

Community Rooms: Ceremonial
'Activities

Room 2A. This room has features which strongly suggest its use 

as a kiva, or kiva-like chamber. Architectural evidence for such an 

interpretation includes: the platform on the western end of the room,

the centralized firepit well-plastered into the floor on the eastern 

end of the room, and the kaolin clay plaster covering the walls and 

floor of the entire room. The complete lack of su’tifactual material 

on the floor (apart from a broken spindle whorl) suggests that: (a) a
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limited set of activities were performed here; (b) all artifacts were 

perishable; or (c) all artifacts were removed before the site burned.

Any of these interpretations suggests an assemblage unusual to the site 
as a whole.

Rooms 2B and 15. Rooms 2B and 15 both exhibited attributes sug

gestive of ceremonial use, but without the features usually associated 

with kivas. Architecturally Room 2B is distinguished by the masonry 

Type 2, present only in Room 2 at this site. The room is sandwiched 

between two rooms with hypothesized community functions: Room 2A, a

probable kiva, and Room 2C, a probable community room. The room has a 

high number of bowls compared to jars. The lack of metates and fea

tures in the room renders the evaluation of room activities impossible, 

but it appears likely that the entire Room 2 complex was built as a 

community building, with secular activities on the east, a kiva on the 

west, and a central room, probably used for storage of vessels and 

possibly other artifacts associated with kiva ceremonies. The fact 

that a doorway may have connected 2A and 2B supports this interpreta

tion. This use might be analogous to historic Hopi clanhouses, where 

the ritual paraphernalia used in clan controlled ceremonies was stored 

(Parsons 1936:LXXXII; Eggan 1950:62).

Room 15 may have served much the same function. Architectur

ally, three of the walls in Room 15 are identical to those in the rest 

of the site (masonry Type 5), but the west wall is the only interior 

room example of Type I masonry in the site. Floor features include 

four firepits and a low column of rooks. Room 15 had a large number
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of grinding implementst including four metates and 10 manos on the roof. 

All of this suggests that the room was used for food preparation, but 

food apparently was not normally stored here in large quantities: the

bowl to jar ratio is quite high. Perhaps the most conclusive evidence 

for community use of a ritual nature comes from both architectural and 

artifactual attributes of the room: the room has a doorway which is

open onto the Plaza 1. Access between the large Plaza and room was 

guaranteed by this doorway, and this room produced the most exotic arti

facts recovered at the site. The Hohokam slate palette, a definite 

heirloom, was recovered from this room, and the only White Mountain 

Redware vessel (a probable trade ware) found at the site came from this 

room. This combination of exotic artifacts suggests that ritual arti

facts were stored or used in this room. Combined with the architec

tural evidence, we can argue that the room was used for food preparation 

and storage of ritual artifacts. It might itself have been a locus for 

ceremonies, but it may have served as a repository for items used in 

ceremonies associated with the plaza.

In summary, there are four types of rooms defined for the exca

vated portions of the Chodistaas Site: habitation rooms, storage rooms,

ceremonial community rooms, and secular community rooms. In addition, 

there Eire two large areas at the site which would have been the locus 

for outdoor activities: the plazas. Plaza 1 excavations revealed

nothing in the way of features or artifacts associated with this area.

A test trench in the northeast corner of the plaza revealed a bench on 

the outside of Room 15. This suggests the possibility that the entire 

Plaza is a Great Kiva, but time and resources prevented further



investigation of the area. The Plaza is 700 square meters in size, how

ever, and there was no evidence for a roof over this area, so it is 

doubtful that the area functioned as a Great Kiva. It probably func

tioned in much the same way as plazas in modern pueblos: a causeway,

locus for outdoor activities for the community, and floor for dances. 

Plaza 2 may have functioned in the same way, but it is doubtful that 

this outdoor area had the importance of the large walled Plaza to the 

east of this smaller Plaza between sets of rooms.

Households

The household may be defined as "the smallest economic unit in 

a society" (Rohn 1965:65). Defining the household has been the object 

of many archaeological investigations, and several methods have been 

developed for deriving the household from archaeological data (Rohn 

1971; Rock 1974; DeGarmo 1975; Wilcox 1975). Wilcox (1975) proposed 
the utilization of five separate types of information for perceiving 

social groupings, which when combined provide a reliable model for dis

tinguishing the household: information on wall abutments, building

techniques, wall openings, stratigraphy, and tree-ring dates. These 

types of data have been discussed above, and the results will not be 

repeated here. Given these data, it is clear that only two pairs of 

rooms would represent rooms occupied simultaneously by individual 

social groups. These rooms are 3» 5* 8, and 9» The four rooms were 

built simultaneously in A.D. 1285, with bonded walls around all four 

rooms, and partitioning walls between the rooms. Masonry techniques 

are therefore identical and stratigraphic relationships, although
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scant, reveal only contemporaneity of the rooms. Perhaps the most con

clusive evidence for the existence of households here lies in the open 

doorways between each of two of the rooms. A doorway existed between 

Rooms 5 and 8 and between Rooms 5 and 9* The hypothesized room func

tions for the four rooms would result in two two-room households, with 

one habitation and one "storage" room each. The only other strictly 

non-community structures excavated at the site are Rooms 1 and 11. 

Although built simultaneously, with identical masonry, tree-ring dates, 

and stratigraphy, there is no access between the rooms. Furthermore, 

hypothesized activities performed in the two rooms overlap completely, 

which would be unusual for a two-room household. Therefore, these data 

suggest that excavation has uncovered four households consisting, 

respectively, of Room 1, Room 11, Rooms 3 and 8, and Rooms 5 and 9«

Summary

The Chodistaas Site (AZ P:14:24 ASM) represents the remains of a 

masonry pueblo occupied at the end of the Pueblo III period. The site 

was constructed some time after A.D. 1250, with subsequent construction 

in 1269, 1272, and 1285, bringing the total number of rooms to 20 sur

rounding a large walled plaza. The site was occupied continuously 

until sometime prior to A.D. 1300. At that time, the site burned com

pletely, apparently with household inventories of artifacts intact on 

the roofs and floors of the rooms at the site. Hypothesized room func

tions for the 11 rooms excavated include: habitation rooms, storage •

rooms, community rooms with secular functions, and community rooms with 
ceremonial functions. There are an hypothesized four separate house

holds included in the 11 rooms excavated.



In conclusion, the features of the Chodistaas site which make it 

unique and exceptionately favorable for a detailed study of ceramic 

manufacture are: the smallness of the community, 20 rooms, with only a

probable nine households total; the brevity of the occupation, about 30 

years as established by tree-ring dating for the excavated rooms, 50 

years for the site as a whole; and the richness of the material remains 

which have lain undisturbed since the destructive fire ending the 
pueblo's life.
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CHAPTER 3

THE COLLECTION

One hundred and ninety-seven whole and partial vessels were 

recovered at the Chodistaas site in room context. Several additional 

vessels were encountered below room floors and in the plazas and in 

one of the burials, but these vessels lacked either the temporal or 

contextual control possessed by the others and were therefore excluded 

from this analysis.

A description of this collection follows, first by type and 

then by room. In assigning the painted vessels type designations, I 

adhered strictly to previously published type descriptions where these 

were appropriate to the assemblage. In few cases did the vessels devi

ate from these type descriptions, and in these few cases the difference 

was in terms of paint types or style. Such minor variations suggest 

individual departures from a norm, departures which, by their singular 

nature in the assemblage, apparently did not catch on. The type desig

nations given the corrugated, plainware, and redware vessels were 

descriptive ones, and thus not type designations in the traditional 

sense. Although there are type descriptions published which would sub

sume the vessels in the assemblage, the use of strictly descriptive 

names omits the regional connotations which usually accompany type 

names. Furthermore, the purely descriptive names permit the reader to 

visualize the type immediately.
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Decorated Wares: Polished Types

The most prevalent decorated type is Pinedale Black-on-white.

As originally defined by Haury (1931)» Pinedale Black-on-white consists 

of a sherd-tempered ware with white paste, a thin, light grey slip, and 

black mineral paint. On jars, there are two zones of decorations, at 

the neck and the body. The body decoration consists of a single broad 

field beginning a few inches below the neck and extending toward the 

base of the vessel. Two black lines border this field of decoration. 

Here opposed solid and hatched elements are common in the design, and 

hatchwork is characterized by frequent changes in the direction of 

hatching line. Colton and Hargrave (1937:242) add that jar necks 

usually display a stripe along the rim or immediately below the rim 

with pendents from this rim stripe.

The predecessor of Pinedale in the Cibola White Ware series is 

Tularosa Black-on-white. The published descriptions of the decoration 

of Tularosa and Pinedale Black-on-white jars are almost identical, but 

they differ in two respects. First, Tularosa Black-on-white jar necks 

are decorated with frets, solid elements, opposed steps, nests of chev

rons, or balanced solid and hatched elements, never with panels of 

vertical bars; while Pinedale Black-on-white often exhibits panels of 

vertical bars in jar neck decoration. And finally, viewed upside down, 

Tularosa Black-on-white jars manifest unpainted polygonal or star

shaped outlines, and only rarely exhibit curvilinear unpainted areas, 

while Pinedale Black-on-white has framing lines above and below the 

band of decoration, consistently leaving a circular area unpainted at 
the base of the jar.



It was on the basis of these layout traits that the assemblage 

from Chodistaas was placed under the rubric of Pinedale Black-on-white. 

Other aspects of the decoration and the known temporal placement of the 

collection would otherwise as easily permit a Tularosa Black-on-white 
designation.

Pinedale Black-on-white has been tree-ring dated in other sites 

between A.D. 1275-1325 (Haury 1931» Bannister, Gell and Hannah 1966:35- 

37? Breternitz 1966:88), while Tularosa Black-on-white is dated between 

A.D. 1100 and 1250 (Breternitz 1966:99)• This dating leaves a 25 year 

gap from A.D. 1250-1275, a gap which overlaps with the known dates for 

the Chodistaas Site. The evidence from the Chodistaas site demonstrates 

that black-on-white vessels with the basic layout attributes of Pinedale 

Black-on-white were being produced at least as early as A.D. 1270.

All of the 27 jars (including one canteen) in the assemblage 

are characterized by the basic layout described above. They exhibit a 

wide range of design motifs in addition to the opposed solid and hatched 

elements usually associated with Pinedale Black-on-white.

In addition to the jars, four bowls, a ladle, and a stirrup 

spout (without the vessel) were recovered at the site. The bowls do 

not fit the defined description for Pinedale Black-on-white and they 

are all somewhat peculiar stylistically for any Cibola White Ware col

lection. Colton and Hargrave (1937:242) describe bowls as exhibiting 

all-over patterns on the interiors, similar to jar exteriors, with iso

lated motifs on the exteriors of the vessels. Framing bands are fre

quent below the rim in bowl interiors. None of the bowls from 

Chodistaas have all-over patterns, but two exhibit the offset quartered
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layout often found in Pinedale Black-on-white bowls. Two of the vessels 

also have framing bands just below the rim on the interior. None of the 

vessels have painted exterior decoration, although the smallest bowl has 

white finger-marks in dotted patterns on the exterior gray paste. This 

type of exterior decoration is reminescent of Reserve Black-on-white, 

Black River Variant (Martin and Rinaldo 1950:503)• None of the vessels 

has opposed solid and hatched designs characteristic of Pinedale Black- 

on-white. The collection of bowls is too small to permit any sort of 

reasonable placement typologically. The ladle and the stirrup-handle 

are more anomalous, but their unique occurrence does not permit any 

typological placement. The only definite statement which can be made 

about all of these eccentric vessels is that they are Cibola White Ware, 

and were used in a pueblo occupied between A.D. 1270 and 1300.

The Salado painted types, Pinto Polychrome and Pinto Black-on- 

red are the second most prevalent decorated types at the site. These 

types have been defined previously in Gladwin and Gladwin (1930), 

Gifford (1957), Young (1967), and Lindsay and Jennings (1968). Al

though most of the 21 bowls of Salado painted types agree with the 

published type descriptions, four bowls exhibit variations in the color 

schemes usually associated with Pinto Polychrome and Pinto Black-on- 

red. Thirteen of the bowls are Pinto Black-on-red and four are Pinto 

Polychrome. Of the remaining four vessels, two have black-on-red 

designs on the interior with bold white designs on the exterior; one 

has black and red designs over a white slip on the interior; and one 

has black and red designs on the interior and black designs on the ex

terior. Apart from variations in the paint colors used in decorating
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the vessels, there is a great deal of variability in the slip color used 

on the interior of the black-on-red bowls, possibly the result of experi

mentation with pigments. Because these types were clearly derived from 

a common base, they will be lumped in the discussion of the analysis 

as "Pinto Painted" vessels.

The only other polished decorated type that occurs in the 

assemblage is St. Johns Polychrome (Gladwin and Gladwin 1931; Carlson 

1970). Only one complete vessel has been recovered at the site, al

though a few sherds have been found in every excavated room at the site. 

The occurrence of this White Mountain Redware type, dated at A.D. 1175- 

1300 (Breternitz 1966:93; Carlson 1970), at the site demonstrates the 

utilization of this ware in the Grasshopper area by A.D. 1270.

Finally, there are two brown plainware miniature vessels in the 

assemblage which have white painted decoration. The miniature bowl has 

white finger marks on the exterior, and the miniature jar a more com

plex but unfortunately fugitive and barely visible design on the ex- . 

terior.

Decorated Wares: Corrugated Types

Three types occur at the site with white paint over exterior 

corrugations: Salado White-on-red, Cibecue Polychrome, and McDonald

Corrugated. There are two jars of Salado White-on-red in the assem

blage from Chodistaas (Gladwin and Gladwin 1930)• In form and tech

nology they appear identical to the more frequently encountered 

unpainted Salado Red.
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Two bowls of Cibecue Polychrome occur in the assemblage from the 

site. The type was originally defined by Haury (19)4) on the basis of 

material found at the Canyon Creek Ruin. Here it was tentatively tree

ring dated from A.D. 1337-1348 (Breternitz 1966:72). The type does 

occur with some frequency at the Grasshopper Ruin, where it has been 

suggested that Cibecue Polychrome was a funerary type (Mauer 1970). It 

occurs in room contexts at the Chodistaas Site, in rooms tree-ring 

dated to A.D. 1270. This extends the dates for the production of 

Cibecue Polychrome back an additional 70 years. Both bowls are oblit

erated corrugated types.

Finally, two complete bowls of McDonald Corrugated have been 

recovered at the site. Both are small vessels on which the fugitive 

white paint has all but disappeared. McDonald Corrugated has been 

tree-ring dated to between A.D. 1100 and 1300 (Breternitz 1966:84) so 

that its occurrence in the assemblage is not anomalous. Both bowls are 

obliterated corrugated types.

Plainwares: Corrugated Types

The corrugated plainware vessels form the majority of the ves

sels recovered at the site: 91 pots fall into the corrugated type cate

gories used for the site. Out of the 91 vessels in the collection, 87 

fall under the rubric of Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated. A 

similar type occurred at other sites in the general area dating from 

the 13th and l4th centuries (Haury 1934;-Vendorf 1950:36; Longacre, 

personal communication 1979) • The vessels from Chodistaas are in 

general characterized by a brown paste, coarse texture with heavy
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tempering, and wide coils and indentations. The vessels exhibit varying 

amounts of obliteration of the coils caused by wiping across these 

coils. Seventy-nine of the vessels are jars, six bowls, and two plates.

The remaining four vessels exhibit general characteristics 

similar to Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated, but with differing 

types of surface manipulation. A Brown Plain Corrugated jar is charac

terized by unindented coils which were wiped while the clay was damp 

flattening the coil slightly (as described for Reserve Plain Corru

gated: Rinaldo and Bluhm 1956; and Point of Pines Plain Corrugated:

Breternitz, Gifford and Olson 1957)• Two Brown Zoned Corrugated jars 

have alternating bands of indented and unindented coils. The type is 

similar to Point of Pines Patterned Corrugated (Breternitz et al. 1957) 

and Tularosa Patterned Corrugated (Rinaldo and Bluhm 1956). The fourth 
jar has indented and slightly obliterated coils which were incised with 

designs running vertically down the body of the vessel. This Brown 

Obliterated Incised Corrugated is similar to the earlier Reserve In

cised Corrugated (Rinaldo and Bluhm 1956:164-65).

Plainwares: Polished Types

In addition to corrugated plainware vessels, there are eight 

smoothed plainware vessels in the assemblage. Four of these are large 

jars and the remaining four are miniature vessels, including bowls, 

jars, and a trilobed pot. The vessels are characterized by a smoothed 

and often polished surface and a fine paste.
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Redwares: Corrugated Types

Three bowls and five jars in the assemblage are Salado Red 

types. The traditional type name is used here because, although it in

vokes a geographical image which may or may not be substantiated by 

future research, it more importantly evokes a specific color image which 

is singular to the type and well-known by Southwestern archaeologists 

(Gladwin and Gladwin 1930; Hawley 1936; Colton and Hargrave 1937;

Lindsay and Jennings 1968). All of the obliterated corrugated vessels 

have the raspberry slip characteristic of Salado Red, and the three 

bowls are all smudged. Burials were not excavated at the site, but in 

the one case where ceramic vessels were encountered before they were 

identified as funerary goods, the three bowls accompanying the burial 

were all smudged Salado Red. The bowls were left with the burial and 

not included in this analysis due to the lack of contextual information 

relative to the room above the burial, however this occurrence does 

give us some knowledge of one ceramic type which accompanied burials 

at the site.

Redwares: Polished Type

A total of 26 vessels in the collection are characterized by a 

red slipped and polished exterior. This Polished Red type includes 

four bowls, 20 jars, one plate, and one boot vessel. The bowls are all 

smudged and jars blackened on the interior.

Recovery Context

All of the vessels used in this analysis were recovered from 

rooms at the Chodistaas Site (see Appendix A for plan views of vessels
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in excavated rooms). As illustrated in Table 7i the number of vessels 

found in individual rooms varied from a high of 37 in Room 8, to a low 

of six in Room 1. Vessels were recovered within rooms and in only one 

case were fragments of the same vessel found in two rooms. This 

occurred with the Cibecue Polychrome bowl found in Rooms 2B and 2C. 

Since only a jacal partition separated these two rooms, the collapse 

of the roof of Room 2 may have caused such mixing of vessels. For this 

reason, the vessels recovered from Rooms 2B and 20 were lumped together 

for the analysis.

Room 1 had the least number of vessels, with two large Pinedale 

Black-on-white jars, one Cibecue Polychrome bowl, and a small Brown 

Indented Obliterated Corrugated bowl on the roof; and two large Brown 

Indented Obliterated Corrugated jars on the floor.

Room 2 (Rooms 2B and 2C) contained a total of 21 vessels, seven 

bowls, and 14 jars. The vessels found on the roof included: one Pine- 

dale Black-on-white bowl; a Cibecue Polychrome bowl; one Pinto Poly

chrome and two Pinto Black-on-red bowls; a Brown Indented Obliterated 

Corrugated miniature bowl; a plate, and six jars, three large Red Plain 

jars; a large Brown Plain jar; and two Zoned Corrugated jars. The 

floor of this room contained two large Brown Indented Obliterated Cor

rugated jars.

The vessels found in Room 3 were clustered primarily in the 

western half of the room. The roof level contained all of the 34 pots 

in the room, including: a bowl, ladle, and four large jars of Pinedale

Black-on-white; a McDonald Corrugated bowl, one Pinto Polychrome and 

two Pinto Black-on-red bowls; a miniature Brown Plain jar with white
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Table 7— Continued

Type

Rooms
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designs on it; two Salado Red jars; two miniature bowls, one miniature 

jar, and 13 large jars of Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated; three 

Red Plain jars; a miniature Brown Plain bowl with appliqued bumps on 

the exterior, and a large Brown Plain jar.

The 36 vessels recovered from Room 5 included 35 located on the 

roof and one on the floor. The pots found on the roof comprised three 

small and one large Pinedale Black-on-white jar in addition to the 

stirrup handle from a black-on-white jar; two large Salado White-on- 

red jars; one Pinto Polychrome and two Pinto Black-on-red bowls; one 

miniature Brown Plain bowl with white finger marks on the exterior; one 

miniature Brown Indented Obliterated bowl, two miniature jars and 16 

large jars of the same type; one Red Plain bowl and two Red Plain jars; 

one Brown Plain jar; and a large Incised Indented Corrugated jar. A 

single Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated jar was recovered in a 

floor context.

Although Room 8 held the largest number of vessels, the roof in 

this room collapsed in such a way that the vessels crashed into the 

southern wall of the room prior to dropping to the floor. This created 

a mass of broken pottery in the fill of this room, making reconstruc

tion of the vessels tedious. Out of the jumble came 36 pots from the 

roof, and one on the floor. The roof contained one small and four 

large Pinedale Black-on-white jars; one Pinto Polychrome and six Pinto 

Black-on-red bowls; a miniature bowl, miniature jar, and large jar of 

Salado Red; one Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated bowl and 18 jars 

of the same type; one miniature bowl, one "boot" vessel, and four large 

jars of Red Plain; a large Brown Plain jar, and a Brown Clapboard



Corrugated jar. The single jar found on the floor was of Brown Indented 

Obliterated Corrugated type.

Almost all of the vessels in Room 9 remained intact when they 

fell with the roof, and many were still whole when excavated. The roof 

stratum contained a bowl, canteen, and four large jars of Pinedale 

Black-on-white; a plate, miniature jar, and six large jars of Brown 

Indented Obliterated Corrugated; a miniature jar, large bowl, and three 

large jars of Red Plain; and a miniature bowl of Brown Plain. A single 

jar of Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated was recovered from the 

floor level of this room.

Despite the exceptional preservation of the roof in Room 11, the 

14 vessels retrieved from the roof level of this room were in poor con

dition. Two partial Pinedale Black-on-white jars were placed together 

from the rubble on the roof, in addition to a Pinto Polychrome and two 

Pinto Black-on-red bowls, a McDonald Corrugated bowl, a Salado Red jar, 

Brown Plain miniature trilobed jar, and six Brown Indented Obliterated 

jars. A seventh Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated jar was found 

resting on the floor of Room 11.

The 15 vessels found on the roof level of Room 15 were also 

shattered in the fall of the roof, and therefore scattered over the 

entire room. Decorated vessels found in this room included: a bowl,

pitcher, and large jar of Pinedale Black-on-white; the only bowl of St. 

Johns Polychrome recovered at the site, and two bowls of Pinto Black- 

on-red. The plain and redware vessels located in the room included: 

two smudged Salado Red bowls, a miniature plate and two large jars of
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Red Plain; a single jar of Scored Brown, and three jars of Brown In

dented Obliterated Corrugated.

Finally, Room 16 held 11 vessels, all on the roof and all jars. 

In addition to a pinch pot "knob" of Brown Plain, ten large jars were 

recovered including: two of Pinedale Black-on-white, six of Brown

Indented Obliterated Corrugated, and two of Red Plain.

There appear to be some consistencies in the types of vessels 

found in the rooms at the site. However, our ability to quantify this 

consistency is hampered by the discrepancies in the number of vessels 

present from room to room. The number of vessels present in the indi

vidual rooms varies from six to 37, a variance which is magnified when 

household totals are considered. Thus, the early constructed house

holds of Rooms 1 and 11 have six and 15 vessels respectively, while the 

later constructed households of Rooms 3 and 8, and Rooms 5 and 9 have 

71 and 58 vessels respectively. The reasons for this variance were not 

clear during the excavation or analysis of the ceramics themselves, but 

there are several possible explanations. The inhabitants of the later 

rooms may have had different standards or needs from the inhabitants of 

the households of Rooms 1 and 11. Alternatively, the inhabitants of 

Rooms 1 and 11 may have stored some of their vessels outside of their 

rooms and roofs.

Another possible explanation arises if we consider the manufac

turing schedule of the potters themselves. Among historic pueblo 

potters, ceramics for use throughout the year were generally produced 

during a particular season of the year, often in a few intensive manu

facturing episodes (Bunzel 1972)• Such a manufacturing schedule may
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account for some of the discrepancies between the room inventories at 

Chodistaas: the rooms may have burned after some of the households had

produced a years' supply of vessels and others had not. Finally, Rooms 

1 and 11 may'have been scavenged and some vessels removed before the 

burning of the pueblo.



CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

The analysis of the 197 vessels recovered from the Chodistaas 

Site involved three separate stages: reconstruction, attribute re

cording and computer analysis of the material. Although advice and 

consultations were necessary during the computer analysis phase, the 

reconstruction and attribute recording phases were performed solely by 

the author in order to reduce biases in the analysis.

Reconstruction

The reconstruction of the vessels consumed the majority of the 

time spent in the analysis of the assemblage. Not all of the vessels 

were "reconstructed" into whole vessels with glue, but the reconstruc

tion phase involved primarily organizing all of the bags of sherds and 

supposed restorable vessels from each room into the actual vessels. 

Reconstruction here then means placement of all known and recovered 

parts of individual vessels together. Most of the vessels were easy to 

reconstruct, since all of the sherds were found together, but each room 

contained a few shattered vessels, and some rooms (particularly Rooms 

8, 11, 15) had pieces of individual vessels scattered over wide areas. 

Since the sherds and vessels were covered with a thick layer of caliche 

when excavated, it was impossible to identify types or sort the frag

ments that came from one pot in the field. Obviously typological
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identifications would have greatly facilitated complete recovery of in

dividual vessels. But because the vessel types could not be identified • 

the same vessel was often separated in the field and bagged as several 

individual vessels. In the rooms in which vessels broke only after 

filling with soil, such a separation of vessels did not often occur.

In Rooms 8, 11, and 15 where the pots shattered in the fall of the roof, 

groups of sherds found together and believed to represent portions of 

one or several vessels were bagged as "sherd clusters." Once washed and 

labeled, the sherds could then be reshuffled into their constituent 

vessels. In all of the rooms, sherds were recovered which did not 

belong to any restorable vessels. These were bagged as bulk sherds, and 

in the laboratory all bulk sherds were searched for stray sherds belong

ing to the reconstructable vessels.

Reconstructing decorated vessels by this technique was rela

tively simple. Reconstructing corrugated, plainware, and redware ves

sels by this technique was tedious and time-consuming. Such laboratory 

reconstruction was necessary however, in order to correct field errors 

by reuniting actual vessels, and to search for vessels which may have 

fallen into more than one room.

Once all of the vessels were bagged correctly, restoration of 

the vessels began. Such restoration involved gluing of the most com

plete vessels back together. Initially, miniature and decorated 

vessels were reconstructed for rooms excavated prior to 1978 (Rooms 2,

3, 5i 8, and 9). An attempt was then made to begin restoration of all 

reconstructable vessels. This task was undertaken by room, but only 

Room 1 and most of Rooms 2 and 3 were completed before the task was
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abandoned. Given the number of additional attributes which could be 

recorded on restored vessels as opposed to broken vessels, the time 

needed to reconstruct the vessels was not worth the effort. The only 

attributes which could not always be recorded on broken but complete 

undecorated vessels as opposed to restored vessels were volume and 

height. Neither of these attributes were considered crucial to the 

analysis, and although it would contribute to the completeness of the 

study to be able to record these variables for each vessel, restoration 

took too long to make the task feasible. On decorated vessels the lay

out and complete motifs often could not be deciphered without restora

tion of the vessels, and virtually all of the decorated vessels were 

thus restored. A total of 70 out of the 197 vessels are now complete, 

either found unbroken or restored. The remaining 127 vessels were not 

restored due to lack of time, but they are separated into individual 

vessels.

Despite the search for all sherds belonging to individual ves

sels, many of the vessels, restored and unrestored, are not "complete." 

However, only vessels about 5096 complete were used in the analysis.

The reconstruction of the vessels required an estimated 500 

hours of work performed in 1977t 1978, and 1979* Restoration of indi

vidual vessels took up to 60 hours for the larger unpainted jars.

Attribute Recording

Once all of the vessels had been identified and reconstructed 

for individual rooms, the attribute recording phase began. This in

volved examining each vessel and recording a list of up to 105
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attributes for each vessel. A sample recording form is presented in 

Figure 7 with a recording key listing all possible values for indi

vidual attributes. Since the rationale behind the selection of these 

attributes was presented in Chapter 1, it will not be repeated here.

Because the recording form was prepared for computer analysis 

of both decorated and undecorated vessels, attributes were divided in 

order to fit a maximum of three separate cards per vessel, and so that 

attributes recorded for undecorated vessels would fit onto one card. 

Thus provenience information, identification number, technological 

attributes, and formal attributes were all recorded on a single card 

for each vessel, while stylistic attributes for jar bodies or bowl in

teriors were recorded on Card 2, and stylistic attributes for jar necks 

and bowl exteriors were recorded on Card

In the review of the coding format that follows, only those 

categories which are not self-explanatory will be described in any 

detail.

1. Identification Number: a number assigned to each vessel in the

laboratory for identification purposes.

2. Room Number: the number of the room in which the vessel was

recovered.

3. Cultural Level: the stratum in which the vessel was found.

4. Vessel Type: a code for the types described in Chapter 3»

Form of Vessel: a description of the general shape of the

vessel.

6. Condition of vessel: a code for the percent of the vessel

available for this analysis.
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AZ P:l4:24 Ceramic Analysis 
Reconstructable Vessels

POT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Room Number 
Vessel Type 
Method 
Exterior A 
No. Indentations 
Weight
Int. Aperture 
Thickness Side

Cultural Level 
Form
Paste Color 
Exterior B 
Direction Coils 
Maxi Diameter 
Length Neck 
Thickness Bottom

Condition 
Interior Treatment 
No. Corrugations 
Height
Volume |_
Thickness Lip 
Style

DESIGN A
Location Design
Width Framers
Category Design
Design Irreg.
Motif 1 
element a 
elaboration 
element b 
elaboration 
element c 
elaboration
Fillers

DESIGN B
Location Design
Width Framers
Category Design
Design Irreg.
Motif 1 
element a 
elaboration 
element b 
elaboration 
element c 
elaboration

Width Diam from Rim 1 1
No. Reoetitions Counterchange
Symmetry Struc. Symm. Design
Design Layout ii— i Focus —
Motif 2 Motif 5
element a element a J_
elaboration elaboration
element b L __ element b
elaboration elaboration _
element c element c _
elaboration elaboration

— Width Diam from Rim 1
No- Repetitions Counterchange
Symmetry Struc. Symm Design
Design Layout Focus
Motif 2 Motif 3
element a element a
elaboration elaboration •
element b element b
elaboration _ elaboration
element c L I element c

] elaboration elaboration

Figure 7. Recording form used in ceramic analysis.



kZ P;l4:24 Ceramic Analysis Recording Key

Card I
Column
1-3
5-68

10-11

13

15

17

19

Code
Identification Number 
Room Number
Cultural Level: 1 Surface

2 Wall Fall
3 Roof Fall
4 Floor

Vessel Type: 1 Pinedale Black-on-white
2 St. Johns Polychrome
3 Pinto Black-on-red
4 Pinto Polychrome
5 Pinto Black-on-red with white
6 Cibecue Polychrome
7 Salado Corrugated
8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
9 Red Slipped Indented Obliterated Corr.

10 Salado Plain
11 Red Plain
12 Brown Plain
13 Brown Corrugated
14 Patterned Corrugated
15 Incised Corrugated
16 McDonald Corrugated
17 Scored Brown
18 Salado White-on-red
19 Pinto Polychrome with red
20 Pinto Black-on-red with black

Form of Vessel: 1 Bowl
2 Jar
3 Plate
4 Canteen
5 Ladle
6 Eccentric
7 "Boot" vessel
8 other

Condition of Vessel:
1 Complete (75-1009?)
2 Semi-complete (50-75%)
3 Large Sherd (25-50%)

Method of Construction:
1 Paddle and Anvil
2 Coil and Scrape
3 Pinch

Paste Color: 1 Grey-White
2 Brown-Orange
3 Black

Figure 7— Continued
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21 Interior Treatment;

1 Slipped, Polished
2 Smudged
3 Smoothed
4 Interior Neck Washed

23 Exterior Treatment A;
1 Red Slip
2 White Slip
3 Orange Slip
4 Unslipped
6 Painted
7 Finger Dots

25 Exterior Treatment B;
1 Polished
2 Corrugated-Clapboard
3 Indente d-Obliterated
4 Pattern Corrugated
5 Scored
6 Smoothed
7 Applique

27 Number of Corrugations/4 cm.
29 Number of Indentations/4 cm.
31 Direction of Coils;

1 Clockwise
2 Counterclockwise

33-35 Height (mm)
36-41 Weight (grams)
43-45 Diameter at Maximum Point (mm)
47-49 Volume (liters) to nearest decaliter
51-53 Interior Aperture (mm)
55-56 Length Neck (mm)
58-59 Thickness Lip (mm)
61-62 Thickness Side (mm)
64-65 Thickness Bottom (mm)
67 Style (Painted Wares Only /see Fig. 14

1 Tularosa
2 Snowflake
3 Roosevelt
4 Puerco
5 Kayenta
6 Pinedale
7 Other
8 Cibecue

Figure 7*— Continued

. 29§7):
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80 Card

Card II
I- 3 
5

7-9
II- 13 
15-16 
18
20

22

24-26
28-30
32

34

Direction of Indentation:
0 Not Observ.
1 L-Right \
2 R-Left /
3 Straight|

I

Identification Number
Location of Decoration:

1 Bowl Interior
2 Jar Body

Width of Design (mm)
Distance from Rim (mm)
Width of Framers (mm)
Number of repetitions of basic design
Type of Counterchange (Fig. 13; p. 2?4):

1 pure (one color)
2 true
3 false

Category of Design:
1 one-dimensional
2 two-dimensional
3 finite
4 asymmetric

Symmetry of Structure (Table 62, p. 279)
Symmetry of Design
Design Orientation:

1 parallel to rim
2 perpendicular to rim
3 oblique to rim
4 all over (for finite)

Design Irregularities:
1 design structure indicates intended 

symmetry but elab. technically reduce it
2 alternation of motifs
3 combination of 1 and 2

Figure 7— Continued



36-37 Design Layout (see Fig. 12, p. 264):
1 unsectioned band
2 vertically sectioned band
3 multiple concentric bands
4 quartered
5 bisected (usually without structural lines)
6 diagonally sectioned band right to left
7 diagonally sectioned band left to right
8 trisected band
9 diamond plaited

10 offset quartered
11 isolated
12 zigzag

39 Focus of Decoration:
1 Walls
2 Whole field
3 Central

41-51 Motif 1 (see Fig. 8, p. 108)
41-42 element (primary)
43 elaboration of primary element 
44-45 secondary element 
46 elaboration of secondary element 
47-48 tertiary element
49 elaboration of tertiary element
50 relationship to one another
51 relationship in motif

53-63 Motif 2 same as above
65-75 Motif 3 same as above
77 Fillers

80 Card 2

Card III
1-3 Identification Number
5 Location

3 Bowl Exterior
4 Jar Neck

same as Card II 

80 Card III

Figure 7— Continued
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7» Method of Construction: coded only when the method of construc

tion was clear for the vessels. Vessels manufactured by the coil-and- 

scrape technique were either corrugated or had unsmoothed interior 

coils, or showed the "angle" of coils often visible in the paste of 

coil-and-scrape vessels. Vessels manufactured by the paddle and anvil 

technique typically exhibit dimples or indentations on the interior 

walls left by the anvil. Pinch pots are by definition small, usually 
crudely formed vessels.

8. Paste Color: a designation for the general color of the paste.

On larger vessels, fire clouds often left blackened areas of paste on 

the vessel wall, but for this analysis such spotty color variants were 

ignored and only the' true paste color recorded.

9. Interior Treatment: a description of the finishing techniques

applied to the vessels. Interior neck wash refers to black-on-white 

jars in which the slip or wash was carried over the rim to just inside 

the vessel neck.

10. Exterior Treatment A and B: two numbers referring to the finish

ing techniques applied to the exterior of the vessels. Exterior treat

ment A covers the application of slip or paint, and Exterior treatment

B covers the manipulation of the clay during or after vessel construc

tion.

11. Number of Corrugations/4 cm.: a count of the number of complete

coils present in a four centimeter section of the corrugated vessels.

The count was taken on the body of the vessel, and usually taken in 

several places and averaged if any variation occurred over the vessel



wall. 4 cm. was chosen as the standard in an attempt to keep the number 

of coils counted under ten.

12. Number of Indentations/4 cm.: a count of the number of com

plete indentations present in a four centimeter section of the body of 

the corrugated vessels.

IJ. Direction of Coils: a code for the direction in which the coils

on corrugated vessels ran. The evaluation of the direction required the 

presence of the base of the pots, and the clear, unobliterated beginning 

of the coils. Unfortunately on obliterated corrugated vessels this 

attribute was not often available for observation.

14. Height: a measurement of the height of the restored vessels in

millimeters.

15. Weight: the weight of complete vessel in grams.

16. Diameter at Maximum Point: a measurement of the diameter of

the vessel at its widest point taken in millimeters. The measurement 

was taken only if the widest point of the vessel were present (Shepard's 

"point of vertical tangency" 1971:226). Since only 70 of the vessels 

were reconstructed, most of the diameters were measured with curved 

templates of diameters available in two centimeter intervals.

17• Volume (liters): the volume was taken to the nearest decaliter 

in all restored vessels. Vermiculite was used to take these measure

ments because it is very light and therefore did not strain the 

restored vessels. Since most of the restored vessels had holes in 

them, the smaller holes were blocked with masking tape, and the larger 

holes with plastic sheets of paper.
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18. Interior Aperture: a measure of the size of the opening of jar

or bowl mouths. Since the interest here was in access to the vessel, 

the measurement inside of jar necks was taken at the point of vertical 

tangency when one was present. On many of the jars, the mouth at the 

rim was slightly wider than the opening further down the vessel neck 

(see Shepard 1971:226).

19. Length Neck: a measure in millimeters of the length of the jar

neck from the lip to an inflection point or corner point where the body 

of the vessel theoretically begins (see Shepard 1971:226).

20. 21, 22. Thickness Lip, Side and Bottom: three measurements of

the thickness of the vessel walls. Thickness of the lip was measured 

either at the lip or directly below on the neck. Thickness of the side 

of the vessel was measured at several points along the vessel wall and 

an average of these recorded. The measurement for vessel base was 

taken only if the center of the base was available for the analysis.

23. Style: a code indicating the presence of one of the styles

listed on a vessel. The criteria used in assigning vessel style are 

described in Chapter 7 on style and will not be repeated here.

24. Direction of Indentation: records the angle of the indentation

from top to bottom. On most of the corrugated jars indentations have a 

consistent angle, but a few vessels exhibit a straight indentation.

25. Location of Decoration: the information keypunched on Card 2

recorded attributes present only on either the bodies of jars or the 

interiors of bowls. Card 3 contained the same types of information for 

decorations on jar necks or bowl exteriors.
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26. Width of Design: the measurement, in millimeters, of the total

width of the design. Since decorations on jar necks or bodies were with 

few exceptions banded designs, their widths were easily measured. On 

Pinedale Black-on-white jar bodies, the framing bands were not measured 

as part of the decoration. On many Pinto Painted vessels the decoration 

was not banded, so that a measurement of design width was not possible.

27. Distance from Rim: a measure of the distance between the rim 

of a vessel and the beginning of the decoration under analysis. Again 

on Pinedale Black-on-white jar bodies, the measurement was made from the 

rim to the top of the banded decoration, ignoring the framing bands.

28. Width of Framers: an average measurement of the width of all 

framing bands on the vessels under examination. Framing lines typi

cally varied only slightly in width around a jar or bowl, but an aver

age of measurements taken at several points on the vessel were recorded.

29. Number of Repetitions of Basic Design: a simple count of the

number of times the same design was repeated on the vessel.

30. Type of Counterchange: a code indicating the presence of pure

one-color designs or counterchanged two-color designs. Two-color 

designs, in this collection present as solid-and-hatched designs, 

exhibited both true counterchange and false counterchange. In true 

counterchange solid and hatched elements alternate, but are equivalent 

in size, shape and significance in the structure of the design. In 

false counterchange, solid and hatched figures may alternate, but they 

are not of equivalent size or shape or significance in the structure 

of the design (Washburn 1977:16).
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31• Category of Design: Four types of design categories may be

present on the ceramic vessels defined according to the presence of 

symmetry in the design and the types and number of axes present in the 

design. One dimensional designs exhibit a single lineal axis, while two 

dimensional designs exhibit both horizontal and vertical axes. In con

trast, finite designs exhibit a single point axis. Finally, assymetri

ced designs have no axes. For detailed explanations of symmetry 

analysis for Southwestern ceramics see Shepard (1948, 1971)i Washburn 

(1977), and Zaslow and Dittert (1977). In the analysis of symmetry on 

the vessels from Chodistaas, the techniques of analysis and recording 

format employed by Washburn (1977) were replicated. Since her descrip

tion of this methodology is so complete, it will not be repeated here, 

but a fuller explanation of these attributes is present in Chapter 7.

32. Symmetry of Structure: a code for the type of symmetry repre

sented by the layout of the vessel.

33. Symmetry of Design: a code for the symmetry class which de

fines the overall symmetry of the vessel design, including layout, 

motifs, and fillers. Because areas with different motifs may alternate 

within a repetitive layout, the symmetry of the design may differ from 

the symmetry of the structure (Washburn 1977:21).

34. Design Orientation: a code indicating the angle of the design

layout in relation to the rim of the vessel. Since most of the designs 

present on the Chodistaas ceramics had banded layouts, the most basic 

orientation was almost always parallel to the rim. But within the band, 

the structural lines of the design and the individual motifs could be
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oriented in a number of directions relative to the rim. The code for 

design orientation refers to this more basic level of design.

35» Design Irregularities: indicates the presence of irregulari

ties in the execution of a design which reduce the symmetry of the 

design. The code 1 refers to a design structure which indicates in

tended symmetry but which has elaborations which technically reduce it. 

This type of irregularity or error has been found to occur on many 

Southwestern ceramic vessels, and this high frequency of occurrence may 

indicate the need for a less than accidental explanation. When such 

"mistakes" were encountered in the Chodistaas assemblage, they were 

generally ignored when assigning a symmetry class to the design present 

on the vessel, but the errors were noted and coded as design irregu

larities. Motif alternation (code 2) was felt to be a more significant, 

error-free type of irregularity, and therefore grounds for reduction of 

a design symmetry class (Washburn 1977:21).

36. Design Layout: a code designating the basic structure of the

vessels design. The layout was recorded in this analysis regardless of 

whether actual structural lines were present in the design demarcating 

this layout. Such lines were often present, particularly on the black- 

on-white jars, but they were consistently absent on the Pinto Painted 

vessels. Nevertheless, an intended layout was almost without exception 

apparent in the design. The categories were derived from Amsden (1936), 

Carlson (1970), and Washburn (1977).

37# Focus of Decoration: the categories used here were derived

from Carlson's (1970:86-87) analysis of White Mountain Redware vessels. 

While the focus of decoration on jar designs will always be on the
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walls of the vessel, the focus in interior bowl decoration can be on the 

walls, entire bowl interior, or merely the center of the vessel.

38. Motifs: in coding the exact design attributes of elements,

elaborations, and relations between elements and motifs, a format had 

to be developed for this specific analysis which would encompass the 

definitions of these design attributes maintained here. Therefore, be

cause the explanation of this coding format is assemblage-specific and 

not derived from the work of other researchers, it will require a more 

detailed explanation than has been given the above attributes, an 

explanation which follows.

Techniques for Recording Designs 
on Whole Vessels

For the most part, the analysis of the vessels from the Chodis- 

taas Site was a composite of the types of analyses performed by South

western researchers over the last 100 years. Formal and technological 

attributes are commonly recorded in ceramic analyses, and there could 

be little debate over the types of attributes to record or the means 

with which to record them. Stylistic attributes presented much more 

difficulty. Those recorded and described above were derived from the 

analyses of other researchers in the Southwest (Carlson 1970; Shepard 

1971; Washburn 1977)• All of these attributes measure or chronicle 

the overall vessel design, without considering the more elementary 

units of design. It was in attempting to devise a technique for re

cording design specifics that an impasse was reached.

The initial problem was to decide by what method specific 

design attributes were to be recorded. The traditional hierarchy of
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design attributes developed for Southwestern ceramics includes elements, 

motifs, and patterns (Colton and Hargrave 1937:14). Archaeologists have 

traditionally defined elements as the "simplest geometric figures" 

(Colton and Hargrave 1937:14) or the "simplest regular parts" (Shepard 

1971:266), and many archaeologists have analyzed ceramic design in 

terms of what they call design "elements" (Cronin 1962; Connor 1968; 

Clemen 1976; Leone 1968; Longacre 1970; Hill 1970; Tuggle 1970;

Grebinger 1971; Wiley 1971; Gerald 1975; Washburn 1977). When the data 
are available, close examination of the actual design "elements" re

corded in these studies reveals consistent mixtures of motifs with ele

ments. From the early studies of Amsden (1936) and Clarke (1935) to 

the more recent studies of Hill (1970), Longacre (1970) and Washburn 

(1977)i the motif has been the most common, if typically unstated, unit 

of design. Furthermore, the technique used in recording these "ele

ments" is not outlined for any of these studies.

Stephen Plog (1977) recognized the discrepancy between speci

fied objectives and actual recorded forms. He therefore developed a 

system for recording design according to a hierarchy of design. The 

system, outlined by him in some detail (S. Plog 1977:58-63) follows what 

he states are "alternative choices made by the potter at different 

points in the process of decorating a vessel" (S. Plog 1977:61). The 

potter is assumed to have made up to eight decisions while painting a 

single motif, including: the form of the primary unit, composition of

this unit (solid versus hatched, etc.), type of hatching, form of 

appended secondary units, form of unappended secondary units, linearity 

of units, line shape, and line interaction. Plog prefers this method
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of recording designs because all of the possible attribute states 

found at each level of the hierarchy may be substituted for one another 

and they are equivalents in the minds of the potters. Thus, as a 

decision is reached at one level, the potter is then presented with 

another decision at a lower level.

In concept, such a hierarchy scheme of classifying designs on 

pottery is ideal. It presumes to record the cognitive process involved 

in ceramic decoration, certainly one goal of all ceramic analyses. Its 

shortcomings are, however, due to this presumption. Thus, the recti

linear and curvilinear scrolls are seen as possessing identical attri

bute states (a scroll), with the decision to make the scroll rectilinear 

or curvilinear made only after the potter decides to paint a scroll.

The decision to append a secondary element such as a terrace to a 

scroll is made only after the decision is made to paint a scroll. While 

this hierarchy of decisions may actually approach the decisions made by 

the artisan in painting actual vessels, there is no direct evidence 

that the system matches reality. Plog (1977:46), after criticising 

Longacre for presuming to know "which elements would not be consciously 

selected from an artistic point of view" produces a hierarchical classi- 

ficatory system which presumes to outline which decisions would be 

consciously made while decorating a vessel. He does this apparently in 

large part because of the results of an ethnographic analysis of pot

tery production in a Tarascan village made by Friedrich (1970).

Friedrich (1970:335) defines design elements as "the smallest self- 
contained unit; in addition they are the smallest unit named by painters." 

Her definition of the design configuration echoes the concept of design
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motif, as "arrangements of design elements that are of sufficient com

plexity to fill a spatial division" (Friedrich 1970:335)• The fact that 

individual elements had names in this ceramic design tradition might 

suggest that these are the true units of design, each recognized as 

such by the painters themselves. But the fact that motifs or configu

rations (with constituent elements) are the units of diffusion (Fried

rich 1970:337) suggests that these are indeed the "psychological" 

units of design.

Examining an ethnographic model more closely related geographi

cally and probably culturally to the Southwestern ceramic analyses, we 

find a similar difference between the units as they are painted, and 

the units as they sure conceived by the painters. Bunzel (1972) pro

vided a detailed description of ceramic production at several historic 

pueblos. When Zuni and Hopi ceramists were asked to sketch the "units" 

used in painting vessels, they consistently painted what Southwestern 

archaeologists have termed motifs. As Bunzel (1972:23) stated:

These are not design elements in any sense that would satisfy 
a sophisticated analyst of design. They are patterns adapted 
to use on special parts of vessels. Native analysis goes no 
further. These are the psychological elements, although they 
might be reduced to a very much smaller number of structural 
elements.

And indeed, artists typically sketch the entire design prior to begin

ning to paint it on the vessel (Bunzel 1972:49).

Both of these ethnographic studies suggest much the same thing: 

motifs may be broken down into constituent elements, either by the 

archaeologist or by the artist himself, but the motif is the actual 

unit of artistic expression. It is the unit which is conceived prior
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to decorating a vessel, the unit which is diffused (witness the diffu

sion of Sikyatki style and motifs into the historic Hopi villages after 

1895 ̂ fera 1939z 2^), and therefore the unit which is painted on a 

vessel. Design elements as we conceive them, and as we see them, may 

be painted on the vessel individually, but ethnographic evidence sug

gests that decisions on what elements to paint or how to paint them are 

simply not made while painting. Rather, a motif is conceived mentally 

and then painted, with the elements painted in whatever order. The 

"substitutability" so important in Plog's cognitive model is simply not 

a factor in painting elements; once an element is changed, the entire 

motif changes as a "psychological" unit, and many elements simply would 

not be substituted for one another in the same arrangement.

The dispute is unresolvable: ethnographic analogy may or may

not provide a reliable picture of prehistoric processes; in turn, Plog's 

cognitive reconstruction may or may not delineate the actual decisions 

involved in painting pottery. There is simply no way of evaluating the 

mental processes involved in decorating vessels, and no way of demon

strating that all artisans thought in the same manner while painting a 

vessel.

The argument here is only with Plog's interpretation of this 

hierarchical scheme, it is not with the recording technique per se. In 

point of fact, his scheme is the most clearcut, replicable, and com

plete scheme of the multitude of Southwestern design element studies 

that have been published. Its value lies both in its replicability and 

in its availability for examination: there is no way of knowing



exactly how most of the other design element analyses were performed 

since no methodological steps were outlined.

It seemed logical therefore to adapt this scheme to the Chodis- 

taas material, incorporating those changes which fit my own interpreta

tion of motif and element execution. Unfortunately, I immediately ran 

into the greatest impasse in the entire study: how to record designs

on whole vessels. Plog's scheme, and others like it, were developed for 

analyzing sherd material, not whole vessels. Discussions with re

searchers who had used the technique for analyzing sherd designs, 

revealed that they did not envision any means of adapting the technique 

to whole vessels (Jeff Hantman and Kent Lightfoot, personal communica

tion 1978). Simply stated, the problem is that sherds typically reveal 

only a few elements, occasionally isolated motifs or several motifs, 

while vessels contain many motifs containing many elements. The motifs 

on the whole vessels are seldom isolated, instead motifs of different 

sizes and shapes interact in creating an entire design. It is this 

pattern, or design, which the artist planned in painting a vessel, 

working with a whole piece, rather than patches or sherds. We are thus 

left with the problem: how does one describe a complete design on a

vessel, including motifs, constituent elements, and their relationship 

to one another in the total design. Recording only elements does not 

give one any notion of how they figure in the total design. But re

cording this total design is difficult and rarely done in the Southwest. 

Most studies of whole vessels concentrate on describing technological 

or stylistic attributes for a particular type, frequently recording 

design elements that occur on the vessel, but not attempting more
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detailed analyses of motifs or design patterns. Three exceptions to 

this pattern are: DeGarmo's (1975) study of the vessels recovered from

Coyote Creek Pueblo; Washburn's (1977) study of am assemblage from Upper 

Gila Area sites; and Carlson's (1961, 1970) studies of the White Moun

tain Redwares.

DeGarmo (1975) solved the problem by simply numbering whole 

designs1 and recording one for each vessel. He thus analyzed only 

design patterns on his whole decorated vessels, amd was able to reduce 

the number of patterns present on these vessels to six. He defines the 

design patterns as "a maximal configuration of design components ob

served to have been used repeatedly on the same container" (DeGarmo 

1975:315, emphasis in the original). This collapse of the vessel 

designs into six patterns involved equating certain patterns, including 

elements amd motifs, assuming that several vamiations on a theme would 

be present on the vessels at the site. An examination of his patterns 

certainly would cause some disagreement as to the equivalence of the 

patterns, at least from archaeologists interested in Southwestern 

ceramics. It is clear from his illustration of the patterns (DeGarmo 

1975:313), that his basic, if unconscious, common denominator was what 
has traditionally been called vessel "layout." A comparison of his 

patterns with any standard illustrations of layouts reveals direct 

correspondences between the two (see for instance, Washburn 1977:174). 

The only exception to the pattern-layout equation occurs with his 

Pattern 4, part A of which would be placed with Pattern 3 on the basis 

of layout (a Y-frame). DeGarmo recognized this lack of equation, and 

stated that Pattern 4 could be partitioned into two or more separate
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patterns (DeGarmo 1975s321). This analysis is the least detailed of the 

three and the least replicable.

Washburn (1977) recorded a total of 83 motifs and 22 elements,

and then proceeded to analyze them as separate entities. Part of her

stated purpose in performing the analysis was to focus on,

. . .  how these elements are combined into motifs and how the 
motifs are structured into whole designs. It is the thesis of 
this report that the element composite (motif) and the basic 
design structure are diagnostic, since they are the vehicles 
which reflect the common pools of knowledge and tradition con
cerning the "correct" way to construct designs within that 
design school (Washburn 1977:20).

Motifs on vessels were recorded as they were encountered, each 

motif drawn and numbered. There apparently was some overlap on the 

vessels since 126 vessels exhibited 83 individual motifs (Washburn 1977: 

167). Washburn does not make it clear how individual motifs were 

identified (reduced from the whole design), and although she describes 

the presence of certain types of motif relations, she does not describe 

a technique for coding these.

Her methodology is essentially sound, and certainly does not 

equate designs the way DeGarmos' method did. But, it is a technique 

for those collections which promise to reveal a great deal of repeti

tion of basic motifs. The greater the variability, the more motifs 

recorded, the less the repetition, and hence the less our ability to 

analyze the data in a comparative fashion. An attempt to record 

motifs of this type for Chodistaas vessels revealed virtually no repe

tition of the basic motifs. Constituent elements, fillers, or hatching 

types precluded lumping motifs. Ideally, such a motif analysis would 

be possible, but it would probably require an enormous collection of
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vessels or a stagnant and repetitive design style. Because Washburn’s 

•interest was not only in the motifs themselves, but also in their sym

metry, it was necessary to use a "splitter's" typology. The typology 

would not be useful for some other types of analyses. These may re

quire some "lumping" of elements or motifs by allowing for the equiva

lence of some designs. This does not parallel Plog's notion of 

substitutability, since certain elements may have been "required" 

constituents of certain motifs, but it does necessitate certain 

assumptions on our part as to what constitutes equivalent forms. 

Washburn (1977*180) herself performed some lumping when recording her 

motifs into elements, but as discussed below even her elements could be 

further reduced. Furthermore, she did not exhaust the actual "elements" 

present in her motifs: the dot was apparently not considered an ele

ment, although it occurred in several of the motifs.

Carlson’s (1961, 1970) analysis of the White Mountain Redware 

types is a detailed and complete study of whole vessels from several 

collections in the Southwest. In both his dissertation and subsequent 

publication of the study, he described the types of attributes recorded 

and presents a detailed description of the results. Carlson stated 

explicitly that, "the comparison of motifs and the way in which motifs 

of varying composition are combined on a given field of decoration are 

of basic importance in understanding stylistic changes within the tra

dition" (Carlson 1970:84). Attributes such as color patterns, motifs, 

layouts, and foci of decoration were also recorded on vessels but found 

to have less importance in explaining change in styles through time.
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Carlson defined his units of analysis in some detail, dividing 

design attributes into primary motifs, filler motifs, both defined in 

terms of form and composition, and methods of combining units. Hatching 

type was defined separately from composition in his study. Finally, he 

recorded patterns, which "described the interplay of primary motifs 

within the field of decoration" (Carlson 1970:85). Within the category 

of patterns, he found continuous or sectioned patterns, repeated, 

alternating, or single unit motifs, and repetition on the horizontal 

or vertical axis (Carlson 1970:85). Unfortunately, Carlson never pre

sented a list or examples of possible motifs, methods of combining 

motifs, or specific patterns, so that the reader is forced to examine 

photographs of vessels in order to determine what specific attributes 

look like. Thus, it is impossible to attempt to replicate this method

ology exactly without first pulling the information out of the vessel 

photographs.

Given the variety of methods used in the past to record design 

attributes, and the problems with trying to replicate these techniques 

on the Chodistaas material, it was deemed best to develop a recording 

system which would permit the investigation of the problems set forth 

in Chapter 1, while providing as complete an account of the designs 

present on the vessels as possible. Because the object of this stylis

tic analysis was to examine any patterning in the occurrence of motifs 

and elements, every attempt was made to avoid an inherent bias in set

ting up the design analysis. Therefore the ideal recording system would 

possess the following characteristics: a means for recording (a)

elements (basic geometric shapes); (b) the way in which the elements
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were filled; (c) entire motifs (structurally meaningful combination of 

elements in a design); (d) the relationship between elements in a motif; 

(e) the relationship between motifs in a design; (f) the position of 

specific motifs on the vessel; and (g) the position of specific elements 

in the motif.

If all of these attributes could be recorded for a single ves

sel, the recording scheme would permit the complete reconstruction of 

the designs present on any vessel. Unfortunately, the drafting of such 

an ideal scheme was never accomplished. Instead, a scheme was devised 

which permitted the chronicling of most of these attributes, drawing 

techniques from several of the previous methods of design analysis.

Elements. One of the most attractive aspects of Plog’s (1977) 

recording scheme lay in his separation of form of the elements from 

composition of the elements (way in which the form is filled, i.e., 

solid or hatched). The somewhat basic concept behind this separation 

is that elements with the same form are equivalents in a fundamental 

sense. Thus, a triangle is a triangle regardless of its solid or 

hatched interior. By accepting this concept, the number of elements 

which can occur is reduced drastically. For instance, the 22 elements 

recorded by Washburn (1977:180) on vessels from the Upper Gila region 

could reasonably be collapsed into 15, while Colton and Hargrave’s 

(1937$^7) original 29 elements could be reduced to a maximum of 25.

Elements in this scheme constitute the basic geometric shapes 

into which motifs can be reduced. Individual shapes (elements) were 

isolated by examining the presence of structural lines in a motif, and
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the presence of elaborations in the motif. Elements thus represent the 

basic shapes which were actually painted as units by the potter, regard

less of whether the potter considered these to be the units of the 

design. The motif in Figure 8 can be reduced down to three elements on 

the basis of elaborations and structural lines: a square, a triangle,

and a dot.

Elaborations. Although the technique for recording elements 

does permit the collapse of element groups into a relatively few basic 

shapes recognized by all, it requires a separate recording of what Plog 

(1977) called "composition,” the way in which the basic shape was 

filled. The same attribute in this study will be callel "elaboration." 

Plog only mentioned three alternative states of composition: solid,

hatched, and checkerboard, and two types of hatching: simple and cross.

In this scheme, Plog expanded on the work of Carlson (1961, 1970). But 

Carlson (1970:85), in discussing composition listed solid, hatched, and 

negative designs, and then discussed four types of hatching: parallel,

diagonal, crosshatching, and zigzag hatching. This seems a more reason

able scheme than Plog's, although more elaborate. Since Wasley (1959), 

Carlson (1970) and others (Doyel 1980b) have found type of hatching to 

have temporal, spatial, and perhaps idiosyncratic significance for 

Southwestern ceramics, it is important to record this attribute in as 

much detail as possible, when such variability exists. The motif in 

Figure 8 could then be described as: a square with parallel hatching,

a triangle with no elaboration, and a solid dot.
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MOTIF

A •
square triangle dot 

ELEM ENTS

parallel no solid 
hatching elaboration

ELABORATIONS
Figure 8. Motif recording scheme: elements and elaborations.
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Relationship Between Elements in a Motif. Carlson (1970:85) 

discussed briefly techniques for combining units to form motifs, men

tioning interlocking, joining and enclosing within a boundary line. He 

never specified how he recorded these attributes, and the attributes 

discussed certainly do not exhaust the techniques for combining elements. 

The relationship between elements in a motif can easily be recorded how

ever, by assigning a number to each "type” of relationship, and record

ing this number for each group of elements forming a motif.

Relationship Between Motifs in a Design. Carlson (1970:85) 

also discussed techniques for combining motifs under the rubric of 

"patterns." The various types of patterns found on the White Mountain 

Redwares included: joining, interlocking, and separation of motifs,

with repetition or alternation of the motifs within the pattern. Again 

he did not detail how he recorded these attributes, but the types of 

"patterns" described do not exhaust the techniques for combining motifs. 

The relationship between motifs in a design can be recorded in much the 

same way as the relationship between elements in a motif.

Location of Elements in a Motif. Although some attempt was 

made to regulate the position of coded elements in a sequence with the 

position of the elements in the motifs, no satisfactory technique for • 

equating the two was found. Some control could be maintained with in

clusive designs (by coding from inside to outside), but it was impos

sible to control the position of elements in designs exhibiting other 

kinds of relationships between the elements. The attempt was thus 

abandoned. This admittedly was a serious omission in the recording
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system; not only did it permit combinations of elements in motifs which 

are not equivalent to appear equivalent to the computer, but it made 

reconstruction of the vessel design impossible from the coding form 

alone. But there was no way to rectify the problem without resorting 

to a highly complex coding system for each motif. The attempt was 

abandoned because it was felt that the number of motifs equated by the 

coding system which were actually not equivalent would be relatively 

small, and these could easily be identified visually.

Location of Motifs in the Total Design. The same problems en

countered in locating elements in the motifs numerically were encoun

tered in trying to locate motifs in a design numerically. The location 

depends primarily on the layout of the vessel. There was no way to 

code the position consistently from vessel to vessel, although it would 

have been possible to code the position consistently within a layout.

In this case it was felt that given the relatively small number of 

vessels, use of the computer in examining similarities in locations of 

specific motifs on vessels would be superfluous. Any correlation be

tween location and motif was immediately clear after examination of the 

vessels.

Fillers. On many vessels lines were encountered which were 

structural lines or filled space between motifs rather than part of the 

motifs themselves. These lines were coded in a "filler" category, 

separate from motifs. In addition, a few vessels exhibited more than 

three motifs in a given field of decoration. When this occurred, the
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Specific Methods of Motif Analysis

For any one field of decoration on a vessel, space was provided 

on the coding sheet for recording up to three separate motifs, with 

space for three elements with their elaborations, the relationship be

tween these elements in the motif, and the relationship between the 

motif and other motifs on the vessel (see Fig. 7). Occasionally, more 

than nine elements and three motifs were found on the vessel, and these 

were then coded in a single space for fillers. By examining the coding 

format again, the precise categories used in coding vessels and the 

definitions for the attributes recorded become clear.

Elements. A total of 28 elements were recorded, covering all 

of the geometric forms and one life form found on the vessels from the 

Chodistaas Site. The list is easier to understand visually than to 

explain, so no individual descriptions will be given here. It should 

be clear than besides the basic geometric forms (dots, triangles, 

squares), a number of "connecting" forms were found on the vessels: 

junctions, "A" frames, "L" frames, and "Y" frames. All of these "con

necting" forms appeared to represent basic forms rather than combina

tions of two or more geometric shapes. These connecting elements were 

painted as units, and are coded as such for that reason. All of these 

elements wore selected for coding on the basis of the manner in which 

forms were painted: all of the elements were painted as units.

smallest motif, that considered least significant for the overall design,

was coded as a "filler" motif.
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2. circle 16. diamond

| | 3. square 49WF17. barb

^0 0 ^ running diamonds 18. squiggle line
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2 2 3  12. enclosed diamonds 26. flag
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0 S P Si4. bird ^X. 28. stepped line

Figure 9» Ceramic analysis: design elements recorded on the
Chodistaas ceramics AZ P: 14:24.
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Elaborations. Seven types of elaborations were encountered on 

the vessels and recorded here (Fig. 10). These included:

1. solid: completely blackened elements;

2. parallel hatching: hatching parallel to at least one framing
line of the element;

3« oblique hatching: hatching not parallel to any framing line

of the element, but at an acute angle to some of the framing lines;

4. unembellished: no elaboration of the element's basic outline;

5. perpendicular hatching: hatching perpendicular to one framing

line of the element;

6. combination hatching: some combination of types of hatching

direction with change in the hatching direction apparent on the ele

ment;

7. cross-hatching: hatching with lines crossing in two directions.

Relationship of Elements in the Motif. Six types of relation

ships between elements were found to occur on the Chodistaas ceramics 

(Fig. 10). These may not exhaust the types of relationships found on 

other ceramics in the Southwest.

1. Inclusive: the elements in the motif are painted one inside

another.

2. Running: the elements in the motif are all the same basic geo

metric shape, and are repeated in a line, typically connected with one 

another.

3. Connected: the elements in the motif Eire all connected to form

a single large shape.



EMBELLISHMENTS 
k  Solid

kk Parallel Hatching

hk Oblique Hatching

tX  Unembellished

I k  Perpendicular Hatching

Combination Hatching

FELATIONSHIP OF ELEMENTS IN A MOTIF D Inclusive

0 0 0 0  Running

Connected

Doubled and Interlocked 

Combination 

L b b .  Parallel

RELATIONSHIP OF MOTIFS IN DESIGNS
Interlocking

Opposed

£  Isolated

Doubled and Interlocking

O 0 Q  Repeated in a line

Figure 10. Motif attributes recorded on the Chodistaas ceramics
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4. Doubled and Interlocked: the elements in a motif, typically 

connected to form a single shape, are repeated as a second form which 

is interlocked with the first, still forming a single motif.

5» Combination: the elements in the motif exhibit some combination

of relationships outlined here.

6. Parallel: the elements in the motif are repeated on a line,

but are not connected with one another.

Relationship of Motifs in a Design. The five types of motif 

relationships recorded on the Chodistaas ceramics included (Table 8):

1. Interlocking: the motifs in the design interlock with one

another.

2. Opposed: the motifs in the design are opposed to one another.

In opposing designs, the elements of the two motifs touch one another 

while in interlocking designs, the elements of the two motifs are 

interlaced, but do not touch.

3. Isolated: the motif is isolated from other motifs in the

design, usually separated from the other motifs by structural lines.

4. Doubled and interlocking: the entire motif is doubled and

interlocks with itself.

5. Repeated in a line: the motifs in the design are repeated in

a line around the vessel, without structural breaks in the pattern.

Fillers. The fillers category includes both structural lines 

painted on the vessel which are not part of any of the motifs, and any 

motifs which could not be recorded completely due to lack of space on

the form



1. Fine lines: lines less than 3 mm in width.

2. Wide lines: lines over 3 mm in width.

3. Other elements or motifs: any elements or motifs which could

not be recorded above due to lack of space.

4. Combination of 1 and 2: the occurrence of both fine and wide

lines on the same vessel.

5. Combination of 1 and 3? the occurrence of fine lines, and 

motifs which did not fit on the coding sheet above.

6. Combination of 2 and 3: the occurrence of both wide lines and

more than three motifs on the same vessel.

This technique for coding the vessel designs was found to pro

vide a relatively complete and yet simple and efficient way to record 

elements and motifs on a vessel. Individual vessel designs could be 

coded in a short amount of time, and in many cases the motifs and whole 

designs could be reconstructed by individuals unfamiliar with the de

signs. The coding system does have numerous drawbacks however: it did

not handle more than three motifs in a field of decoration (although 

this was only by my choice due to an attempt to fit all of the design 

information on a single computer card: almost all of the vessels

exhibited less than 4 motifs), and it did not specify the locations of 

either elements or motifs in the design. This unfortunate omission does 

not permit the complete reconstruction of the design desirable in a 

recording system.

This is a primary drawback to any type of numerical recording 

of the designs: complex two-dimensional painted designs on three-

dimensional vessels do not lend themselves readily to fragmentation
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into units of any sort. Any breakdown of the design will be by neces

sity subjective, since there can be no "correct" way to analyze prehis

toric designs without understanding the minds of the potters. Therefore 

we can only devise techniques of analysis which will approach the 

problems at hand from as many angles as possible. By studying as many 

attributes as is reasonable and feasible, we can only hope to find 

patterns which will give us a clue as to the stability and innovation 

present in the culturally biased artistic system.

Many archaeologists and art historians have advocated approach

ing the analysis of style as one would a language, breaking down the 

grammar into analytical units (Rowe 1959; Muller 1973, 1977; see 

Jernigan 1979 for a critique of this method). However, the problem 

with these and any other purely notational systems for recording styles 

is the absence of any means of describing the whole and its own par

ticular qualities (Schapiro 1953:289). Two designs may appear identi

cal in code, but entirely different in reality, as any teacher of art 

can testify. This problem was encountered in the Chodistaas material, 

and could not be solved.

In the analysis of the Chodistaas material, the attempt was 

made to record all of the variables believed at this time to be im

portant in evaluating the technological, functional, and stylistic 

variability present in the manufacture of ceramics at the site. Given 

the exceptional nature of the assemblage, its temporal and spatial 

control, it was deemed particularly important to examine the collection 

in as much detail as was financially and physically possible at this 

time. The attempt was specifically made to avoid the perceptual



bias inherent in so many of the studies made of ceramic design in the 

past.

After completing the recording of all of the attributes outlined 

above, each vessel was then drawn on the back of the recording form (the 

recording forms were xeroxed on graph paper to facilitate accurate 

drawing of the vessels). This was done efficiently by the camera lucida 

method, which permitted rapid but accurate reproduction of the vessel 

shape and design. When the vessels had not been reconstructed, rim 

profiles were drawn, and a sketch made of my interpretation of how the 

vessel would look if it were reconstructed. In addition, notes were 

made on the general appearance of the vessel, its temper, and slip 

color according to Munsell color chart designations (Munsell 1949)•

Once all of the above information was available for every ves

sel, the computer analysis and the more detailed technological analyses 

were instigated.

Technological Analyses

The technological analyses were limited primarily by the avail

ability of funds, but sherds from the vessels were sent to different 

laboratories for petrographic, neutron activation, and x-ray fluores

cence analyses.

Petrographic Analysis. Jane Wheeler, a graduate student at the 

University of Hawaii, undertook a petrographic analysis of 43 sherds 

from vessels from the site. For this analysis, I selected one sherd 

from all painted vessels and 109$ of all unpainted vessels from four 

rooms at the site. The rooms were selected for maximum temporal and
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spatial variability in the site, and consequently sherds were taken 

from two rooms in the northeast part of the site built between 1270 and 

1272 (Rooms 11 and 15), and two rooms in the southwestern part of the 

site, from two separate households built in A.D. 1285 (Rooms 3 and 9)» 

Whole vessels were not broken to provide sherds for this analysis. The 

results of the petrographic analysis are discussed in Chapter 5t and 

Wheeler’s report is found in Appendix C.

Neutron Activation Analysis. Six sherds representing five types 

found at the site were sent to Dr. H. David Tuggle at the University of 

Hawaii for neutron activation analysis in 1978. These sherds were from 

room fill and were not taken from individual vessels. A second group 

of sherds taken from the restored vessels were sent for analysis in 

1979. The results of these analyses were not available for inclusion 

here.

X-ray Fluorescence Analysis. Ray Rogers of the Los Alamos 

Scientific Laboratory generously agreed to take on the task of analyz

ing sherds from the Chodistaas Site by the X-ray fluorescence technique. 

With the exception of the 21 unbroken vessels recovered from the Chodis

taas Site, one sherd from each vessel was sent for analysis. In 

addition, three clay samples were sent: one from the clay substratum

found under Room 3, one from fired daub found in Room 15 and probably 

representing roofing material fired in the fire which destroyed the 

site, and one from a pot made in 1978 from a whitish clay found in an 

outcrop on the ridge below the site. A total of 179 samples were sent



for the analysis in 1979, but the results of this analysis were not 

available for inclusion here.

Computer Analysis

Although much of the analysis of the technological, functional, 

and stylistic attributes found on the vessels necessitated complete 

visual knowledge of the vessels, and although I had a personal knowledge 

of all of the vessels from the site, much of the very detailed aspects 

of the analysis simply could not be completed without the aid of the 

computer. Therefore, as the technological analyses were being performed, 

the attributes recorded for computer analysis were keypunched and run 

using several programs. Initially frequencies were generated for all 

variables, followed by crosstabulation of all variables by room and all 

variables by type, with the aid of the SPSS program (Nie et al. 1975)• 

Finally a series of cluster analyses (Anderberg 1973) permitted the 

more detailed investigation of form and design.
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CHAPTER 5

TECHNOLOGICAL VARIABLES

In recording and evaluating technological attributes, archae

ologists are interested in two basic questions about a ceramic 

assemblage: how were the artifacts manufactured and where were they

manufactured? To answer the first question, it is necessary to record 

manufacturing variables such as construction and firing techniques. 

Variability in these attributes may aid in answering the question of 

local versus non-local manufacture, but more detailed analyses of tem

per and paste constituents are usually required to adequately address 

this problem.

Manufacturing Techniques

Method of Construction

The most basic problem to consider in documenting manufacturing 

techniques is the method of vessel construction. Two basic methods of 

vessel construction were used in the Southwest: the coil and scrape

technique, typically associated with northern and eastern populations 

in the Southwest, and the paddle and anvil technique, typically associ

ated with southern and western populations in the Southwest. Distin

guishing between these techniques using sherd material is difficult, 

but it is generally quite simple on whole vessels. Coil and scrape 

techniques typically leave coil joints visible in a few places on the
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vessel. Walls on coil and scrape vessels are generally uniform in width 

and often show scraping marks and coil orientation lines in the paste. 

Paddle and anvil vessels may also reveal coil joints, but not at as 

regular or closely spaced intervals. The outstanding characteristics 

of paddle and anvil vessels are the presence of concave dimples in the 

interior vessel wall left by the anvil and sometimes paddle marks on 

the exterior vessel wall.

The vast majority of the Chodistaas vessels were manufactured 

by the coil and scrape technique. However, 31 of 195 vessels were 

manufactured using the paddle and anvil technique. As shown in Table 

8, the techniques are correlated strongly with type: red and brown

plainware vessels were manufactured by the paddle and anvil method, 

other types were manufactured by the coil and scrape method. Three 

miniature vessels of red and brown plainware were made by hand modeling 

the clay.
This correlation of technique and type immediately raises the 

question of whether the plainwares were made at the site, since it is 

somewhat rare to find both techniques in use at one location. Although 

manufacturing evidence alone cannot prove or disprove a particular 

locale of manufacture, it is possible that the paddle and anvil vessels 

were made at the site. Twelve round ground stone fragments (manos) 

were recovered at the site, all suitable for use as anvils. Pebbles, 

perishable objects, and miniature vessels may also have been used as 

anvils, as they were ethnographically (Rogers 1936:10, 46). The spa

tial and formal distribution of the vessels with these techniques



Table 8. Vessel construction technique by type
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obviously mirrors the distribution of the types and therefore will not 

be discussed.

Although the pottery wheel was not known in the prehistoric 

Southwest, vessels were often constructed ethnographically on a device 

called a "tournet" (Gushing 1886:500-501; Fontana et al. 1962:58;

Bunzel 1972:6; Russell 1975s126). The tournet may be a large broken 

potsherd, or plate-shaped vessel or basket, and it allows the potter to 

turn the vessel during construction. Vessel bases may be molded in the 

tournet or simply coiled in it. While no evidence of on-going vessel 

manufacture was found in any part of the site, there are obviously 

quantities of broken pot bases and two ceramic plates which may have 

been used as tournets. The best evidence for its use is the shape of 

the vessels themselves. Large black-on-white jars, which were almost 

all reconstructed and therefore available for evaluation, almost uni

formly show evidence of a slight slump at a point above the vessel base. 

The "slump" is often so slight that it can be felt better than seen, 

but is clearly present. This slump is unquestionably caused by the 

slight collapse of the drying vessel wall at the point where it was no 

longer supported by a base. Few undecorated large jars were recon

structed so that the use of the tournet for manufacturing other vessel 

types is not verified, but given the enormous size of some vessels and 

their rounded bases, the use of a tournet is almost certain for all 

types at the site.

With few exceptions, vessels were constructed in symmetric 

forms. Jars were generally globular to oval, bowls ellipsoidal. Excep

tions include: three shouldered Red Plain jars, one of which is oval
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in shape rather than symmetrical, and a "boot" vessel, also Red Plain.

A single Brown Plain miniature jar has a trilobed base.

Wall Thickness

It is nearly impossible to assign a single determinant to ves

sel wall thickness. The thickness of the wall is itself the result of 

the techniques used to produce it; but it may have functional signifi

cance, or may be the result of individual or group stylistic preferences. 

It is discussed here because it is the result of manufacturing tech

niques, but it must be recognized that wall thickness may have functional 

or stylistic significance and probably has both.

Thickness of the Neck or Rim. The neck measurement on jars was 

taken at a point just below the lip on the actual neck of the vessel.

On bowls, this measurement was also taken just below the actual rim.

For the entire collection, a mean of 5*6 and standard deviation of 2.5 

was obtained. Examining these measurements by type (Table 9 )» it is 

obvious first that the unslipped corrugated types have the widest neck 

walls, on an average 2 mm wider than the average for the site. The 

small sample of Brown Plain vessels exhibits the most narrow necks.

The remainder of the types are slipped, and most are decorated also.

All of these types have neck walls averaging 5 mm in width.

The distribution of neck wall thicknesses by room (Table 10) 

reveals much the same pattern. The few rooms with high frequencies of 

vessels with walls thicker than 5 nun are also the rooms with high fre

quencies of corrugated vessels.



Table 9«

Thick*
mm

Thickness of vessel rim by type and room. —  *Includes all undipped corrugated types; 
**includes Salado Red and Salado White-on-red.
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Thickness Rim/Type
3 4 (14) 1 (10) 1 ( 1) 6 ( 3)4 4 (14) 1 (10) 7 ( 8) 2 ( 9) 4 (40) 3 (14) 21 (12)
5 7 (24) 5 (50) 13 (15) 8 (35) 2 (20) 9 (43) 1 (100) 45 (25)
6 5 (17) 2 (20) 13 (15) 7 (30) 1 (10) 8 (38) 36 (20)
7 5 (17) 16 (19) 6 (26) 1 (10) 1 ( 5) 29 (16)
8 3 (10) 14 (16) 1 (10) 18 (10)
9 1 ( 3) 1 (10) 8 ( 9) 1 (10) 11 ( 6)

10 9 (10) 9 ( 5)
11 2 ( 2) 3 ( 2)
12
13
14 1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)

Totals 29 (16) 10 ( 6) 86 (48) 23 (13) 10 ( 6) 21 (12) 1 ( 1) 178

Thickness Rim/Room
Room 1 % 2 % 3 * 5 * 8 % 9 % 11 % 15 % 16 %
3 1 ( 5) 1 ( 3) 3 ( 9) 1 ( 4)
4 1 (17) 2 (11) 9 (28) 3 ( 9) 2 ( 7 ) 1 ( 5) 1 ( 7) 2 (14)
5 4 (67) 6 (32) 5 (16) 7 (21) 6 (21) 7 (32) 3 (21) 6 (43) 1 (10)
6 1 (17) 4 (21) 1 ( 3) 8 (24) 11 (39) 5 (23) 2 (14) 2 (14) 2 (20)
7 2 (11) 5 (16) 4 (12) 4 (14) 5 (23) 3 (21) 3 (21) 3 (30)
8 2 (11) 1 ( 3) 4 (12) 3 (ID 3 (14) 3 (21) 2 (20)
9 1 ( 5) 5 (16) 2 ( 6) 1 ( 7) 2 (20)

10 4 (13) 2 ( 6) 1 ( 5) 2 (14)
11 1 ( 5) 1 ( 3) 1 ( 4)

Totals 6 ( 3) 19 (11) 32 (18) 33 (19) 28 (16) 22 (12) 14 ( 8) 14 ( 8) 10 (6) 178
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When the vessels are divided by gross form and then subdivided 

by diameter, it is possible to examine the thickness by size and form, 

and perhaps therefore by function. From the counts and percentages in 

Table 10, it is obvious that size is a primary determinant of wall 

thickness: the larger the vessel, the thicker the wall, for both bowls

and jars. Bowls tend to have rim walls slightly thinner than jars.

Thickness of the Side Wall. The side walls of the vessels are 

typically thicker than the rims: averaging 6 mm (the mean was 5.8,

standard deviation 1.4) in width for the entire assemblage. However, 

individual types are thicker than others (Table 11). Most types have 

their highest relative frequency at 5 mm, while Brown Indented Obliter

ated Corrugated and Red Plain have their highest relative frequency at 

6 mm. All of the rooms except two have their highest percentage at 

6 mm, but rooms 5 and 9, which constitute one "household," exhibit 

highest percentages of vessels with walls 5 mm thick. This distribu

tion may simply be fortuitous, but it may suggest that the inhabitants 

of this household preferred thinner-walled vessels. Again, Table 12 

reveals a correlation between size and wall thickness. Bowls tend to 

be slightly thinner than jars.

Thickness of the Base. The bases of the vessels average 5*3 mm 

in thickness. The most interesting detail to come out of the distribu

tion of basal thicknesses by type (Table 13) is the difference between 

uncorrugated painted and other types. Pinto Painted, Pinedale Black- 

on-white, and St. Johns Polychrome all have, on an average, thinner 

bases than walls, while the remaining types have slightly thicker bases



Table 10. Thickness of vessel rim by form

Thick, mm/ 
Diam. mm

0-100
&

100-200
9*

200-300
i

300-400 400-500
&

Totals
96

Bowls
3 3 (30) 1 ( 5) 4 ( 8)
4 5 (50) 7 (32) 12 (25)
5 1 (10) 8 (36) 8 (57) 17 (35)
6 4 (18) 5 (36) 1 (50) 10 (21)
7 1 (10) 1 ( 7) 1 (50) 3 ( 6 )
8
Q

2 ( 9) 2 ( 4 )
10
11

Totals 10 (21) 22 (46) 14 (29) 2 ( 4) 48

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 Totals
Jars % % %

? 1 (10) 1 ( 1)4 3 (43) 2 ( 4) 5 ( 4)
5 3 (43) 5 (50) 2 (25) 13 (25) 2 ( 6) 25 (21)
6 1 (14) 3 (30) 3 (38) 11 (22) 8 (26) 26 (22)
7 1 (10) 3 (38) 11 (22) 5 (16) 4 (40) 24 (21)
8 5 do) 5 (16) 3 (30) 13 (11)
9 5 (10) 6 (19) 11 ( 9)

10 3 ( 6 ) 4 (13) 2 (20) 9 ( 8)
11 1 ( 2) 1 ( 3) 1 (10) 3 ( 3)

Totals 7 ( 6) 10 ( 9) 8 ( 7) 51 (44) 31 (26) 10 ( 9) 117



Table 11. Thickness of vessel side by type and room.
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Thickness Side/Type
2 1 ( 3) 1 (.5)
3 2 ( 6) 2 ( 2) 4 ( 2)
4 4 (12) 3 (30) 9 ( 9) 4 (15) 3 (30) 1 ( 5) 24 (12)
5 10 (30) 4 (40) 16 (17) 9 (35) 3 (30) 11 (52) 53 (27)
6 9 (27) 3 (30) 33 (35) 12 (46) 1 (10) 7 (33) 1 (100) 66 (34)
7 5 (15) 19 (20) 1 (10) 1 ( 5) 26 (13)
8 2 ( 6) 10 (11) 1 ( 4) 1 (10) 14 ( 7)
9 5 ( 5) 1 (10) 1 ( 5) 7 ( 4)

10 1 ( 1 ) 1 (.5)
Totals 33 (17) 10 ( 5) 95 (48) 26 (13) 10 ( 5) 21 (11) 1 (.5) 196

Thickness Side/Room
Room 1 % 2 # 3 % 5 # 8 * 9 a

% 15 # 16 %
2 1 ( 3)
3 1 ( 5 ) 1 ( 3) 2 ( 9)
4 2 (33) 3 (14) 8 (24) 3 ( 9 )  4 (11) 2 (13) 1 ( 7 )  1 ( 9 )
5 2 (33) 4 (19) 6 (18) 12 (34) 10 (27) 8 (36) 3 (20) 4 (27) 4 (36)
6 2 (33) 8 (38) 11 (32) 10 (29) 14 (38) 7 (32) 5 (33) 8 (53) 1 ( 9)
7 2 (10) 6 (18) 3 ( 9 )  6 (16) 3 (14) 2 (13) 4 (36)
8 1 ( 5) 2 ( 6) 5 (14) 2 (5) 1 ( 5) 1 ( 7) 2 (13)
9 2 (10) 1 ( 3) 1 ( 3) 2 (13) 1 ( 9)

10 1 ( 5)
Totals 6 ( 3) 21 (11) 34 (17) 35 (18) 37 (19) 22 (11) 15 ( 8) 15 ( 8) 11 ( 6)



Table 12. Thickness of vessel side by form

Thick, mm/ 
Diam. mm

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 Totals
°J> $> g * $

Bowls
2
3 1 (10) 1 ( 7) 2 ( 4)
4 3 (30) 3 (14) 1 ( 7) 7 (15)
5 4 (40) 12 (55) 6 (43) 22 (46)
6 1 (10) 5 (23) 5 (36) 2 (100) 13 (27)
7 1 ( 5) 1 ( 7 ) • 2 ( 4)
8o 1 (10) 1 ( 2)

10 1 ( 5) 1 ( 2)
Totals 10 (21) 22 (46) 14 (29) 2 ( 4) 48

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 Totals
Jars % % % £

2 1 (10) 1 ( 1)
3 1 (13) 1 ( 1)
4 3 (43) 2 (20) 2 (25) 4 ( 8) 1 ( 3) 12 (10)
5 3 (43) 4 (40) 2 (25) 17 (33) 2 ( 6) 28 (24)
6 1 (14) 2 (20) 2 (25) 17 (33) 15 (48) 2 (20) 39 (33)
7 1 (10) 1 (13) 7 (14) 6 (19) 5 (50) 20 (17)
8 5 (10) 5 (16) 1 (10) 11 ( 9)
9 1 ( 2) 2 ( 6) 2 (20) 5 ( 4)

10
Totals 7 ( 6) 10 ( 9) 8 ( 7) 51 (44) 31 (26) 10 ( 9) 117



Table 13. Thickness of vessel base by type and room.
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Thickness Base/Type
2 1 C 3) 1 ( .7 )
3 2 ( 4) 1 ( 6) 3 ( 2)
4 6 (20) 2 ( 4) 1 (17) 4 (22) 1 (100) 13 (10)
5 9 (30) 1 (14) 4 ( 8) 5 (24) 3 (50) 5 (28) 28 (21)
6 7 (23) 1 (14) 5 (10) 5 (24) 4 (22) 22 (16)
7 4 (13) 2 (29) 9 (17) 6 (29) 3 (17) 24 (18)
8 1 ( 3) 1 (14) 5 (10) 3 (14) 1 (17) 1 ( 6) 12 ( 9)
9 2 ( 7) 1 (14) 5 (10) 1 (17) 9 ( 7)

10 9 (17) 1 ( 5) 10 ( 7)
11 7 (13) 7 ( 5)
12 1 (14) 3 ( 6) 1 ( 5) 5 ( 4)
13
14
15 1 ( 2 ) 1 ( .7 )

Totals 30 (22) 7 ( 5) 52 (39) 21 (16) 6 ( 4) 18 (13) 1 ( 1 ) 135

Thickness Base/Room
Room 1 # 2 % 3 & 5 % 8 % 9 % 11 % 15 95 16 95

2 1 ( 9)
3 1 ( 8) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 5)
4 1 (25) 1 ( 8) 4 (14) 1 ( 4) 2 ( 9) 1 (20) 2 (18) 1 (14)
5 1 (25) 1 ( 8) 4 (14) 3 (13) 5 (22) 7 (35) 3 (60) 2 (18) 2 (29)
6 1 (25) 2 (15) 6 (21) 3 (13) 1 ( 4) 5 (25) 3 (27) 1 (14)
7 1 (25) 5 (39) 3 (ID 4 (17) 5 (22) 2 (10) 2 (18) 2 (29)
8 2 ( 7) 4 (17) 3 (13) 3 (15)
9 1 ( 8) 3 (ID 1 ( 4) 2 ( 9) 1 ( 5) 1 ( 9) 5



Table 13— Continued

Thickness Base/Room
Room 1 % 2 % 3 % 5 %
10 1 ( 8) 2 ( 7) 3 (13)
11 1 ( 8) 2 ( 7) 3 (13)
12 2 ( 7) 1 ( 4)
13
14
15 1 ( 4)

Totals 4 ( 3) 13 (10) 28 (21) 24 (18)

11 % 15 % 16 %
1 (14)

8 % _9___%
2 ( 9) 1 ( 5)
1 ( 4)
1 ( 4 )  l (20)

23 (17) 20 (15) 5 ( 4 )  11 ( 8) 7 ( 5)

H
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than walls. The distribution of basal thickness by room is fairly uni

form. The distribution by form (Table l4) again demonstrates the 

smaller size of bowl bases relative to jar bases. However, while size 

is correlated somewhat with base thickness, the distribution is more 

anomalous than for rim sides. For instance, one of the two largest jars 

has one of the thinnest bases (3 mm).

In conclusion then, the thickness of the walls is correlated 

with type, size, and form primarily. It may be secondarily correlated 

with location at the site. The correlation with type may be related to 

method of manufacture and decoration. Vessels made by the paddle and 

anvil technique have thinner walls than coil and scraped vessels, un

less those vessels are decorated with slip or paint. The thin bases 

found on decorated jars and bowls may be the result of the use of a 

basal mold to start these vessels rather than coiling the base. Other

wise, the form (jar or bowl) and the size of the vessel determined the 

wall width.

Coiled Vessels: Stylistic Attributes

Although archaeologists have commonly dissected the stylistic 

attributes on decorated vessels in attempting to analyze the behavioral 

"residues" present in these designs, they have only rarely considered 

the stylistic attribute of plain and corrugated wares. This discrep

ancy may be ascribed primarily to the general feeling that corrugated 

types contain less information than decorated wares. The variability 

present is not as great as the variability present on the decorated 

wares, and the ways in which clay can be manipulated may not be as



Table l4. Thickness of vessel base by form

Thick, mm/ 0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-300 Totals
Diam. mm W ~ W“ % W" ^ %
Bowls

2
3 1 (10)
4 2 (20)
5 5 (50)
6 1 (10)
7 1 (10)
8
9

10
11

Totals 10 (24)

0-100 100-200
Jars %

2
3
4 1 (17) 1 (11)
5 1 (17) 2 (22)
6 2 (33) 2 (22)
7 1 (17) 3 (33)
8 1 (17)
9

10 1 ( 1)
11
12
13
14
15

Totals 6 ( 9) 9 (13)

1 ( 6)
1 ( 6) 3 (25)
4 (22) 3 (25)
5 (28) 3 (25)
5 (28) 1 ( 8)
1 ( 6) 2 (17) 1 (100)

1 ( 6)

18 (44) 12 (29) 1 ( 2)

200-300 300-400 400-500
i %

1 (50)
1 ( 3) 2 (12)
7 (23) 1 ( 6)
5 (16) 1 ( 6)

1 (50) 7 (23) 2 (12)
5 (16) 
1 ( 3) 1 ( 6)
3 (10) 2 (12)
1 ( 3) 5 (29)
1 ( 3) 2 (12)

1 ( 6)
2 ( 3) 31 (46) 17 (25)

2 ( 5)
6 (15) 

12 (29)
9 (22)
7 (17) 
4 (10)

1 ( 2)
4l

500-600 Totals
i %

1 (50) 2 ( 3) 
5 ( 7) 

11 (16) 
10 (15)

1 (50) 15 (22) 
6 ( 9) 
2 ( 3) 
6 ( 9) 
6 ( 9)
3 ( 4) 

1 ( 1)
2 ( 3) 67 %
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numerous as the ways in which paint may be applied. Therefore, corru

gated and plainware stylistic attributes cannot be as sensitive as 

painted wares to individual or group variation. The few attempts made 

at recording stylistic attributes on the "utility" wares have been 

successful for the most part (Gifford and Smith 1978; Brunson 1979;

Crown 1980). They have shown for several regions of the Southwest that 

utility wares exhibit stylistic attributes which are sensitive markers 

of cultural, temporal, and perhaps functional differences between sites. 

Given the overwhelming frequency of corrugated types relative to deco

rated types at the Chodistaas Site, it was deemed as necessary to 

record stylistic attributes on these utility types as on decorated 

wares.
Four different attributes were recorded for corrugated vessels 

regardless of the presence of paint or slip. In constructing a coiled 

vessel the potter has a number of choices as to the direction of coil

ing, the spacing of the coils, the spacing of indentations placed on 

the vessel, and the direction in which the vessel is wiped. Some of 

these manufacturing variables may be dictated by the handedness of the 

potter. Otherwise, the choice is the potter's and may be more or less 

influenced by cultural traditions or style, or the intended function of 

the vessel. It is probable that while the presence of corrugations and 

indentations on a vessel is functionally significant in most cases, the 

spacing of the coils and indentations is stylistically significant.

Number of Indentations per Four Centimeters. The total rela

tive frequency for the number of indentations per four centimeters is



presented in Table 15. The majority of vessels were produced with four
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to six indentations per four centimeters. However, given the sample 

size of vessels, it is impossible to compare classes with any relia

bility. Considering the number of indentations by type, it appears that 

Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated had on an average slightly fewer 

indentations than the Salado Red. Considering the number of indenta

tions by room, the only pattern which seems to emerge is that some rooms 

have a higher frequency of vessels constructed with four indentations 

per four centimeters (Rooms 2, 3, and 11), while other rooms have ves

sels constructed with five indentations per four centimeters (Rooms 5,

9 , 16), and yet other rooms have vessels with six indentations per four 

centimeters (Rooms 8 and 16). The most interesting correlation comes 

from examining the number of indentations by diameter and form (Table 

l6)• We might expect that, the larger the vessel, the more tedious the 

construction and therefore the less, indentations per four centimeters. 

This does appear to have been the case in part. Ranked by size, from 

smallest to largest, both jars and bowls exhibit fewer indentations per 

four centimeters with larger size. In addition, bowls, on an average, 

show a higher number of indentations per four centimeters than jars, a 

trait which may be related to size or function. It is possible then 

that the number of indentations per four centimeters was consciously 

altered when different functional classes of vessels were produced. 

There are at least three bases for the differences in number of inden

tations on a vessel: type, size, and formal class. Within a single

type, the size of vessel and use for which it was intended molded the 

number of indentations placed on it. The differentiation by room is



Table 15. Number of indentations by type and room.
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Type
3 4 ( 4) 4 ( 5)
4 31 (30) 30 (35) 1 (100)
5 35 (34) 1 (13) 30 (35) 1 (50) 2 (100) 1 (50)
6 22 (21) 1 (50) 4 (50) 16 (19) 1 (50)
7 8 ( 8) 1 (50) 1 (13) 5 ( 6) 1 (50)
8 1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)
9 1 ( 1) 1 (13)

10 1 ( 1) 1 (13)
Totals 103 2 ( 2) 8 ( 8) 86 (84) 2 ( 2) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 2 (20)

Room 1 # 2 # 3 * 5 % 8 % 9 96 11 96 15 96 16 96
3 2 ( 9) 1 ( 6) 1 (11)
4 5 (39) 8 (42) 6 (26) 4 (24) 2 (25) 4 (44) 2 (33)
5 1 (33) 4 (31) 5 (26) 9 (39) 4 (24) 5 (63) 3 (33) 1 (20) 3 (50)
6 1 (33) 3 (23) 4 (21) 4 (17) 5 (29) 1 (11) 3 (60) 1 (17)
7 1 (33) 1 ( 8) 1 ( 5) 2 ( 9) 2 (12) 1 (20)
8 1 (13)
9 1 ( 6)

10 1 ( 5)
Totals 3 ( 3) 13 (13) 19 (18) 23 (23) 17 (17) 8 ( 8) 9 ( 9) 5 ( 5) 6 ( 6)



Table l6. Number of indentations by form.

Diam. in 
mm

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 Totals
% i> *

Bowls%j
4 1 (13) 1 ( 7)
5 3 (38) 1 (50) 4 (29)
6 2 (50) 3 (38) 5 (36)
7
8

2 (50) 1 (13) 1 (50) 4 (29)

9
Totals 4 (29) 8 (57) 2 (14) :L4

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 Totals
Jars % %

3 1 ( 4 )  2 (10) 3 ( 4)
4 1 (25) 2 (29) 11 (39) 5 (25) 6 (67) 25 (35)
5 2 (50) 4 (57) 7 (25) 7 (35) 2 (22) 22 (31)
6 1 (33) 1 (14) 7 (25) 5 (25) 1 (11) 15 (21)
7 1 (25) 2 ( 7 ) 3 ( 4)
8 1 (33) 1 ( 1)
9 1 (33) 1 ( 1)

10 1 ( 5) 1 ( 1)
Totals 3 ( 4) 4 ( 6) 7 (10) 28 (39) 20 (28) 9 (13) 71



due to the relative frequencies of different types, sizes and forms 

within those rooms.

Number of Coils per Four Centimeters. Much the same considera

tions at work in the placement of indentations on vessels were at work 

in placing the coils on the same vessels. Brown Indented Obliterated 

Corrugated vessels (Table 17) have slightly fewer coils per four centi

meters than the remaining types. All rooms but 1, 15, and 16 have 

primarily vessels which fall into the four coils per centimeter group. 

These remaining rooms have smaller numbers of corrugated vessels, but 

generally five or more coils/4 cm. Examining the vessel forms, it 

appears that, for the bowls (Table 18) the smaller the vessel, the more 

closely placed the coils. For jars, the number of coils is generally 

fewer than the number of indentations in the same space. Basically, 

the patterning of coils on jars is similar to the patterning of inden

tations: the larger the vessel, the lower the number of coils.

For both of these variables, the number of cases recorded is too 

small to make statistically reliable statements. It does appear, how

ever, that the number of indentations placed on a vessel was dictated 

by the type, size and intended use of the vessel under manufacture.

The number of coils placed on vessels was more uniform for the assem

blage by type and room, and patterning emerges from the consideration 

of number of coils on formal classes. To some extent probably all four 

factors influenced the techniques used to construct the vessel, but 

given the sample size, no more detailed conclusions are possible.
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Table 17• Number of coils by type and room
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Type
3 11 (11) 2 (25) 9 (10)
4 36 (34) 1 (13) 34 (39) 1 (50)
5 26 (25) 4 (50) 19 (22) 1 (50) 1 (50) 1 (50)
6 18 (17) 2 (100) 1 (13) 14 (16) 1 (50)
7 8 ( 8) 6 ( 7) 1 (100) 1 (50)
8 4 ( 4) 3 ( 3) 1 (100)
9 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2)

Totals 105 2 ( 2) 8 ( 8) 87 (83) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2)

Room 1 96 2 # 3 * 5 96 8 96 9 96 11 96 15 96 16 96
3 3 (16) 2 ( 9) 3 (17) 1 (13) 1 (11) 1 (17)
4 5 (39) 6 (32) 11 (48) 5 (28) 3 (38) 4 (44) 1 (20) 1 (17)
5 2 (15) 5 (26) 6 (26) 4 (22) 2 (25) 3 (33) 2 (40) 2 (33)
6 1 (25) 4 (51) 4 (21) 1 ( 4) 4 (22) 1 (13) 2 (40) 1 (17)
7 2 (15) 1 ( 5) 2 ( 9) 1 ( 6) 1 (13) 1 (11)
8 2 (50) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 6) 1 (17)
9 1 (25)

Totals 4 ( 4) 13 (12) 19 (18) 23 ( 22) 18 (17) 8 ( 8) 9 ( 9) 5 ( 5) 6 ( 6)
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Table 18. Number of coils by form

Diara. in 
mm

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 Totals
$> % % %

Bowls
3
4
5 1 (25) 4 (50) 5 (36)
6 1 (25) 1 (50) 2 (25) 4 (29)
7 2 (50) 1 (50) 1 (13) 4 (29)
8 1 (13) 1 ( 7)

Totals 4 (29) 2 (14) 8 (57) 14

0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 Totals
Jars # % %

3 4 (14) 1 ( 5) 5 (56) 10 (14)
4 1 (33) 2 (50) 2 (29) 3 (46) 6 (30) 2 (22) 26 (37)
5 1 (33) 2 (29) 5 (18) 8 (4o) 1 (11) 17 (24)
6 1 (25) 3 (43) 4 (14) 3 (15) 11 (15)
7 1 (33) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 5) 3 ( 4)
8 1 ( 5) 1 (11) 2 ( 3)
9 1 (25) 1 ( 4 ) 2 ( 3)

10
Totals 3 ( 4) 4 ( 6) 7 (10) 28 (39) 20 (28) 9 (13) 71
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Direction of Indentations* The direction of the indentations on 

a vessel is primarily a product of the direction in which the vessel was 

wiped after indentation. A vessel wiped in a counterclockwise direction 

would have a right to left indentation, and a vessel wiped in a clock

wise direction would have a left to right indentation. It may be that 

potters wiped their vessels in a consistent direction, obliterating the 

coils and indentations and producing a consistent angle to the indenta

tion. For all of the vessels, a right to left orientation was observed 

most frequently (57#)» Few of the vessels had straight indentations 

(39$). It appears that the direction of the indentation was somewhat 

correlated with the type of the vessel (Table 19): of the eight Salado

Red vessels, only one has a straight indentation and the remainder have 

left to right indentations. This contrasts with the Brown Indented 
Obliterated vessels on which the majority have right to left indenta

tions. This fact produces the percentages found when indentations are 

compared by room: Rooms 3, 8, 11, and 15 have Salado Red vessels and

a higher than average percentage of left to right indentations. The 

presence of Salado Red does not explain all of the variation, however: 

Rooms 2, 5» and 16, without any Salado Red still have vessels with left 

to right indentations. The bowl and jar frequencies are more anomalous. 

All of the jar diameter classes but two exhibit higher frequencies of 

right to left than left to right oriented indentations, as we would 

expect. Of the remaining two classes (0-100, 500-600), the 0-100 cate

gory contains only three vessels. But the 500-600 category contains the 

largest corrugated Brown Obliterated Corrugated jars in the assemblage. 

It is difficult to evaluate these results given the small sample size.



Table 19* Direction of indentations by type, room, and form
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Type
Left-Rt. 7 (88) 32 (38) 1 (100) 1 (50) 41 (40)
Rt. to Left 2 (100) 51 (60) 2 (100) 2 (100) 1 (50) 58 (57)
Straight 1 (13) 2 ( 2) 3 ( 3 )
Totals 2 ( 2) 8 ( 8) 85 (83) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2) l ( i : ) 2 ( 2) 102

Room 1 % 2 % 3 * 5 , % 00 vO * 11 % 15 * 16 *5
Left-Rt. 5 (39) 8 (42) 8 (38) 11 (69) 5 (56) 3 (50) 1 (17)
Rt. to Left 4 (100) 8 (62) 10 (53) 13 (62) 5 (31) 6 (75) 4 (44) 3 (50) 5 (83)
Straight 1 ( 5) 2 (25)
Totals 4 ( 4) 13 (13) 19 (19) 21 (21) 16 (16) 8 ( 8) 9 ( 9) 6 ( 6) 6 ( 6)

Jar Diam. 0-100 100-200 200-3001 300-400 400-500 500-600 Totals
in mm i> % % i>

Left-Rt. 2 (67) 2 (50) 2 (25) 11 (42) 7 (35) 5 (63) 29 (42)
Rt. to Left 2 (50) 5 (63) 15 (58) 12 (60) 3 (37) 37 (54)
Straight 1 (33) 1 (13) 1 ( 5) 3 ( 4)
Totals 3 ( 4) 4 ( 6) 8 (12) 26 (38) 20 (29) 8 (12) 69

Bowl Diam. 0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 Totals
in mm £ % % % i>

Left—Rt* 1 (25) 2 (29) 3 (23)
Rt. Left 3 (75) 5 (71) 2 (100) 10 (77)
Straight
Totals 4 (51) 7 (54) 2 (15) 13
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Nevertheless, the presence of such a frequency of one type of indenta

tion in this formal class suggests three possible explanations which 

could only be tested in a larger sample: that these large jars, be

cause of their size, required manufacturing techniques different from 

other vessels; that a single potter with a left to right orientation to 

his or her manufacturing techniques was producing most of these large 

jars; or that the percentages are spurious artifacts of a skewed sample.

Direction of Coil. The coiling of a vessel may be oriented in 

a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The direction a potter 

coils vessels may be a function of his or her handedness. Unfortunately, 

on the Chodistaas assemblage, the direction of the coil, which can only 

be evaluated by examining the beginning of the coil on the base, was 

usually impossible to record due to obliteration of the base. Never

theless, on the 29 vessels for which coil direction was recorded, 25 

have clockwise coils, and the remainder have counterclockwise coils.

The distribution by type and room (Table 20) matches our expectations, 

and, given the sample size, may or may not be an accurate indicator of 

the actual distribution at the site.

In conclusion, the stylistic attributes recorded for corrugated 

vessels reveal some correlations with type, size and form of vessel. 

Secondary correlations with rooms at the site seem tied to the fre

quency of vessels in those rooms. This part of the analysis unfortu

nately dealt with a sample too small to permit more precise descriptions 

or explanations of distributions. The scant results do suggest that 

the recording of stylistic attributes on utility wares is a fruitful



Table 20. Direction of coils by type and room
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Clockwise 2 (100) 2 (100) 18 (86) 2 (100) 1 (100) 25 (86)
Counter 3 (14) 1 (100) 4 (14)
clockwise

Total 2 ( 7) 2 ( 7 )  21 (72) 2 ( 7) 1 ( 3) 1 ( 3) 29

Room 1 # 2 # 3 % 5 % 8 56 9 * 11 56 15 56 16 56
Clockwise 1 (100) 5 (83) 6 (75) 6 (86) 3 (100) 2 (100) 1 (100) 1 (100)
Counter 1 (17) 2 (25) 1 (14)
clockwise

Totals 1 ( 3) 6 (21) 8 (28) 7 (24) 3 (10) 2 ( 7) 1 ( 3 )  1 ( 3 )
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line of research, as sensitive to variation in manufacturing techniques 

as the stylistic attributes on decorated wares.

Exterior Treatment

Slip Color. Four basic colors of slip occur on six types of 

vessels: white, raspberry, red, and orange. Black-on-white vessels

have a uniform dead white slip, which on these vessels was often burned. 

The slip is undoubtedly made from kaolin clay, the same material used 

for the paste. Pinto Polychrome vessels exhibit a grayish slip in the 

interior, in part the result of polishing over the carbon paint designs 

onto the slip.

The Salado Corrugated and Salado White-on-red vessels exhibit 

the raspberry-colored slip characteristic of Salado Red. The Munsell 

Color Chart (Munsell 1949) reveals some variability in the slip color, 

possibly related to the amount of burning of the vessel wall. The 

basic slip color is 7»5R 5/6, but several of the vessels have a darker 

10R reading.

The Red Plain vessels have a dull red slip, which is 

fairly uniform across all of the types. Again, however, the amount of 

burning of the vessel either during firing or after firing darkened the 

slip. Munsell readings run from a light 2.$YR 5/4 to a dark 5YR 3/3•

The majority of the Red Plain vessels have 10R 4/6 (Red) slip.

The.Pinto Black-on-red, Pinto Polychrome * and St. Johns 

Polychrome vessels all have orange slip on the interior and/or exterior. 

The St. Johns Polychrome bowl has a uniform 2.5YR 5/6 "red" slip on the 

interior and exterior, the color characteristic of St. Johns vessels in
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the White Mountain Redware series. The Pinto Polychrome and Pinto 

Black-on-red exterior color is fairly uniform: either 2.5YR 5/6 red

or 10R 5/6 red. The two colors differ only in hue, which may be attrib

utable to firing temperature. The interior of the Pinto Black-on-red 

bowls shows considerable variability, however. Colors range from 

yellowish red (5YR 5/6) to reddish yellow (5YR 6/8) to orange (2.5YR 

6/6 and 6/8) to red (2.5YR 4/6, 5/6, and 10R 4/8), finally to reddish 

brown (2.5YR 5/4). The variability in the slip color is not correlated 

with room or gross size, and appears not to be entirely caused by vari

ability in firing temperature. Apparently the slip color of the Pinto 

Black-on-red vessel interior was not dictated by convention. Given the 

uniformity of the slip colors on other types, it is impossible to 

attribute the variability to a lack of control over slip color. Rather, 

the individual appears to have had latitude in color choice on this one 

type, and obviously took the opportunity to experiment with various 

colors.

Exterior Finish. The slipped or unslipped surfaces of vessels 

were treated in a number of fashions. Slipped vessels were typically 

polished. Many were then painted. Unslipped vessels were occasionally 

painted also.

Black-on-white vessels at the Chodistaas Site were always 

polished after slipping and then painted, although the polishing marks 

are not an obvious feature of the vessels. Vessels were generally 

polished in a circular pattern around the vessel. The slip is gener

ally thick, with the exception of a canteen from Room 9, which exhibits
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a wash rather than a true slip. On all jars, the slip was carried over 

into the interior of the neck of the vessel. Sloppy applications of 

slip almost consistently resulted in drips of white slip on the interior 

base of the jars. The interior of all of these jars exhibits wiping 

striations caused by wiping with a rough object (such as a grass 

bundle) or dragging the temper during wiping. The striations do not 

approach the "scoring" of Chupadero Black-on-white, but they are promi

nent features of all vessel interiors. A single black-on-white bowl 

has white finger dots on the exterior.

The single St. Johns vessel was also polished after slipping. 

Thick white paint was then applied to the exterior of the bowl and 

black paint to the interior.

The Pinto Painted vessels exhibit a wide variety of slip and 

paint combinations, but given the overriding technological unity of the 

assemblage, these vessels will be lumped for the analysis. All are 

united by an exterior orange-red slip, well polished, and generally 

marred by mustard colored fireclouds (although some of these may be the 

result of the fire which consumed the designs on many of these bowls). 

Exteriors were occasionally painted with black or white paint. In

teriors were slipped white or orange-red and painted with a black and 

in one case, red paint. In all but a few cases, interior slip color 

was different from exterior slip color on black-on-red vessels.

The unslipped painted corrugated vessels have indented obliter

ated exterior surfaces, smudged interiors, and either white (McDonald 

Corrugated) or maroon and white (Cibecue Polychrome) paint on the
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exterior. Six Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated bowls were also 

smudged on the interior.

The Salado Red vessels were slipped over indented obliterated 

corrugations, and in the case of at least one vessel, polished over the 

slip. On two vessels white paint was applied in broad-line designs 

over the slip. Two Salado Red bowls were smudged on the interior.

The Plainware vessels exhibit the most distinct polishing marks. 

Unfortunately since few of these vessels were reconstructed, the pat

terns could not be recorded. However, for the shoulder area of the 

jars, immediately below the neck, most vessels were polished with a 

square pattern, around the neck. The "boot" vessel was polished paral

lel to the oblong shape (parallel to the "foot") down toward the toe, 

where the polishing marks intersect. Three Red Plain bowls were smudged 

on the interior and the jars of this type were all blackened on the 

interior. A single Brown Plain bowl has white finger dots on the ex

terior, and one Brown Plain bowl has appliqued knobs on the exterior.

The only other vessels with exterior finishing beyond indenta

tions and obliteration, are the Brown Scored and Brown Incised 

Corrugated vessels. The scoring on the jar covers the entire vessel in 

a random pattern, over the indentations and obliteration. The incised 

pattern covers the upper half of the jar in a zig-zag pattern percen- 

dicular to the jar neck.

Paint, Slip, and Clay Types

Refiring of sherds permitted the identification of paints, 

slips, and clay types used in the manufacture of the vessels from 

Chodistaas.
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Clay. Visually, paste color falls into two general groups. The 

vast majority of the vessels have a brown-orange paste, which was often 

blackened through part or all of the vessel wall. The remaining ves

sels have a white paste, which had virtually no iron content. Vessels 

with a white paste include: all black-on-white, and St. Johns Poly

chrome vessels, and one Salado Red jar (from Room 3)• There are two 

clay sources available on or within three meters of the site: a red

clay which underlies the site, and a white clay which outcrops on the 

sandstone ridge on which the site is located. The red clay fires to an 

orange or brown, and the white clay to a white to tan depending upon 

the firing temperature and atmosphere. These clays may have been used 

to produce the vessels in the assemblage, although the white paste ves

sels appear to have been manufactured with a clay with a lower iron 

content than the buff firing clay at the site.

Slip. The white slip was probably produced from the kaolin 

clay used to produce the black-on-white vessels. The slip is iron-free. 

The remaining red slips were produced with ground iron oxide. Iron 

oxide nodules occur with some frequency at the site in both magnetite 

and hematite forms, and a large iron mine is located 1 5 .7 kilometers 

from the Chodistaas Site.

Paint. Paint occurs in three colors at the site: white, black,

and red. The white paint was probably produced from kaolin clay. Three 

types of black paint occur on the vessels at the site. The Black-on- 

white vessels exhibit a black mineral paint produced from hematite or 

magnetite, which refires red in an oxidizing atmosphere. Two of the
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black-on-white vessels have a glaze paint, probably with a lead oxide 

flux, and copper, producing a greenish cast (Shepard 1971:4?).

The St. Johns vessel has a manganese black paint, which fires 

black in an oxidizing atmosphere. The Pinto Painted vessels were 

decorated with a carbon black paint, which burns out in an oxidizing 

atmosphere at 700° centigrade, and was partially burned out of most of 

the vessels recovered at the site. The red paint used on a single 

Pinto Painted vessel was produced with hematite firing red in a non

reducing atmosphere.

Locus of Manufacture

Temper

In understanding the petrographic analysis of temper constit

uents in the Chodistaas assemblage, four basic questions were of 

interest:

1. Are there definite intrusive types at the site?

2. Is there homogeneity in tempering material within the types at 

the site?

3. Is there homogeneity in the tempering material within the rooms 

at the site?

4. Is there homogeneity in tempering material within the forms at 

the site?

The sherds sent to Jane Wheeler of the University of Hawaii for 

petrographic analysis came from Rooms 3» 9i 11, and 15 at the site. 

Wheeler’s report is in Appendix C, and only the results will be dis

cussed here



The assumptions behind petrographic analysis of prehistoric 

ceramics have never been properly set forth. Shepard (1971:163-65) 

discusses the problems of evaluating petrographic results at some 

length. As she states, the basic question is whether potters were con

sistent in their practice of tempering. The presence of a tempering 

"tradition" can only be established by examining the pottery itself, 

according to Shepard. While recognizing the circularity of this argu

ment she feels there is simply no other way to justify petrographic 

analyses. Modern pueblo potters exhibit conservatism in the selection 

of temper (Shepard 1971:164). The assumption then, that a cultural 

group of some size will temper vessels with the same material must be 

accepted in order to evaluate petrographic analyses.

If we accept the fact that potters within the same cultural 

tradition will manufacture pottery with the same tempering material, we 

can ask if they will temper the pottery with the same proportions of 

material. Archaeologists have commonly accepted this proposition also 

(Plog 1977:80-84; Rugge and Doyel 1980). Typically, however, the 

interest in petrographic analysis is in regional exchange: are vessels

locally produced or intrusive. Sherds and often surface materials are 

commonly used in petrographic analysis. The context of manufacture or 

use beyond the level of the site is then not considered significant in 

petrographic analysis.

For the Chodistaas analysis, a much finer level of interpreta

tion had to be taken. The question of a tempering "tradition" must 

consider not only region-wide or site-wide data, but individual rooms 

and individual potters within a single site. The question becomes:
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did individual potters consistently temper their vessels with the same |

proportions and types of tempering material?

Ethnographic evidence of proportions of temper added during 

vessel manufacture Eire scant for the Southwest. The Papagos use horse 

manure or mineral temper, smd

. . .  potters add horse manure and other tempers in varying 
Eunounts, depending on the properties of the clay £md on indi
vidual experience and preference (Fontana et al. 1962:57)•

Only one type of temper was typically added to the batch of clay, and

the type smd amount of temper depended in part on the intended use of

the vessel.

According to Bunzel (1972:6), the modern pueblo potters

. . .  have no idea whatever of the proportions of tempering 
they use in the clay. In mixing the paste, they sure guided 
entirely by their tactile sense. Doubtless experience has 
taught them that for a given pile of clay a certain bowl full 
of ground sherds will make a paste of proper consistency.
The surety with which they mix the paste without having to
stop in the midst to grind more sherds, or fetch more clay,
shows that they sure guided by some such sense of quantitative
relations; but certainly they are quite unconscious of it, i
Emd unable to say when asked whether they use equal amounts I
of clay and tempering, or if not, what proportions prevail |
(Bunzel 1972:6).

’ iThe evidence from the Papago potters suggests that individusQ. j

and functional considerations are most important in tempering vessels. '

It is with these considerations in mind that the petrographic ansdysis j

of the Chodistaas material must be examined.

Wheeler analyzed the material primarily by type smd inclusion 

mineralogy. Her general description and inclusion mineralogy are pre

sented in Table 21. The inclusions in elLI of the vessels included only 

quEmtz, feldspar, Etnd ferro-magnesium. No sherd temper was identified.
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Table 21. Inclusion mineralogy by group.

# # #
Room Quartz Feldspar Mafics Type Group

3-28 50 40 10
3-41 45 50 5
3-59 45 45 10
3-58 40 55 511-168 40 55 5
15-176 40 55 5
3-29 40 40 10
3-32 40 50 10
3-36 50 4o 10
3-53 40 55 5
15-174 55 40 515-184 50 40 10
3-30 50 45 5
3-60 50 45 5
9-138 55 40 10
9-152 45 45 10

15-185 50 45 5
3-44 50 4o 10
9-145 45 45 10

11-170 55 40 5
15-180 50 45 5
3-49 65 30 5
3-39 60 35 5
9-156 60 30 10

15-175 65 30 5

11-162 5 75 20
11-157 20 60 20
15-178 20 60 20
3-37 20 70 10
9-141 - 90 10
9-142 10 80 10
9-148 30 60 10
9-149 5 80 15
9-150 20 70 10
11-158 20 70 10

15-173 15 55 30
11-167 10 50 40
3-33 5 55 40
3-40 30 25 45

11-164 10 60 30
15-183 5 55 40
15-179 5 60 35
15-172 15 50 35

Brown Plain 1
Brown Plain
Pinto Polychrome (bowl)
Pinto B/P (bowl)
Pinto B/R (bowl)
Pinto B/R (bowl)
Black/white
B/W
B/V
B/W
B/W
B/W
Red Plain 
Red Plain 
Red Plain 
Red Plain 
Red Plain
Brown Indent. Oblit. Corru.
BIOC
BIOC
BIOC
Pinto B/R (bowl)
BIOC
BIOC
BIOC

Pinto Polychrome (bowl) 2
Pinto B/R (bowl)
St. Johns (bowl)
B/W (bowl)
B/W
B/W
B/W
B/W (bowl)
B/W
B/W

Red Plain 3
BIOC
Salado Red 
Salado Red 
Salado Red 
Salado Red (bowl)
Pinto B/R (bowl)
B/W (bowl)
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Taken as a whole, these petrographic results would permit the division 

of all sherds into three groups: one of sherds with approximately equal

amounts of quartz and feldspar with low mafic content; a second with 

high feldspar content, low quartz, and low mafic contents; and a final 

group with low quartz, high feldspar and high mafic content. This 

division produced the results seen in Table 22. But interpreting these 

results is impossible. Do the three groups represent three different 

centers of production? And if so, are these centers households within 

the site or sites within the area, or areas within the Southwestern 

region? The tempering material used at the site consists of material 

available anywhere within the Southwest (Robert O’Haire, personal com

munication 19 79). All of the sherds have similar tempering constitu

ents, simply displaying differing proportions of these constituents.

The only vessel which stood out to Wheeler was 15-164, a Salado Red jar 

with elongate feldspar crystals, suggesting a volcanic origin for the 

inclusions. Volcanic formations are not present in the immediate 

vicinity of Chodistaas, but are present within the general region of 

the White Mountains. It is particularly interesting that the types 

crosscut group boundaries and the groups crosscut type boundaries, with 

the exception of the small sample of Brown Plain and the Salado Red 

vessels.

It is important to note that the clay sample analyzed, which 

was taken from the red clay substratum at the site, contained inclusions 

of quartz, feldspar, mafics, small biotite flakes, and charred fiber.

If the pottery were produced at the site with this clay, we could 

expect it to exhibit these natural inclusions.
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This petrographic information can also be examined by type 

(Table 22). Viewed in this way, there appears to be somewhat more con

sistency in the amount and type of temper added to the vessels. A 

considerable number of sherds still stand out of the groups by compari

son with other sherds in those types. Examining the means of the 

amounts of temper in each sherd, it is obvious that considerably more 

temper was added to the plainwares and Brown Indented Obliterated 

Corrugated than to the decorated wares and Salado Red. Vessels with 

white slip have the least amount of temper, and St. Johns Polychrome has 

a high amount of temper for a decorated ware. Grain size in the plain 

and corrugated wares is in general coarser than grain size in the deco

rated wares, and grain form tends to be less angular in black-on-white 

vessels than in other types.

Finally, when the petrographic data are combined by room (Table 

23), the patterning becomes even more complex. Room 3 exhibits the 

most uniformity in types and percentages of temper. All but three of 

the vessels analyzed are members of Group 1 temper class. The remaining 

vessels are two Salado Red jars, and a black-on-white bowl. These 

results suggest that a single temper source was used to produce almost 

all of the vessels in the room. The vessels analyzed from Room 9 can 

be divided into two groups. The utility wares all belong to temper 

Group 1, and the black-on-white types all belong to temper Group 2.

This suggests that two sources were used to temper these ceramics: one

for utility wares and one for decorated types. With only seven vessels 

analyzed from Room 11, it is difficult to make any statements about 

patterning. Vessels from Room 11 belong to all three temper groups,
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Table 22. Petrographic analysis results by type. —  *Sherds with

"unusual" percentages of temper constituents for the types. 
Abbreviations: m = medium c = coarse s = small

a = angular s = sub-angular r = rounded
m = muscovite b = biotite

Type
% Grain

Matrix Size
Grain
Form

*
Quartz

%
Feldspar

56
Mafics Other

Red Plain 60 m-c s-a 50 45 5m,b gypsum
55 m-c s-r 50 45 5b olivine
40 s-m a-s 55 40 10b selenite
50 s-m s 45 45 10b
35* 6 8 15 55 30b
50 m a-s 50 45 5b selenite

Mean (s.d.) 48(10)
Brown Plain 50 s-m a-s 50 40 10b selenite

40 s-m a-s 45 50 5b
Mean 45

BIOC 60 m a,8,r 60 35 5 selenite
50 m a,s 50 40 10b
45 s-m a 45 45 10m selenite
60 s-m s 60 30 10b selenite
30* s-m a 10 50 40b selenite
45 m-c s,a 55 40 5b ,m selenite
55 m s 65 30 5b,m
55 s-m a-s 50 45 5b

Mean 49(11)
black-on- 30 s-m s 4o 4o 10 calcite
white 25 6 s-r 4o 50 10

50 s-m r-s 50 40 10
20 s-m r-s 20 70 10
50 s-m s-r 40 55 5
35 s-m a-s 90 10b
20 6 a-s 10 80 10m
35 S r-i 30 60 10 calcite
25 S a-s 5 80 15
25 s-m a-s 20 70 10
15 6 a-sd 20 70 10
20* s-m a-s 15 50 35b
40 s-m i 55 40 5m
15 s-m a-s 50 40 10b, m

Mean 30(11)
Pinto 30 s a-s 45 45 10b, m
Polychrome 30 s-m a 5 75 20b

Mean 30
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Table 22—-Continued.

Type Matrix
Grain
Size

Grain
Form

%
Quartz

%
Feldspar

%
Mafics Other

Pinto 40 m a-s 65 30 5b
Black-on-red 30 s-m a 40 55 5b ,m

40* s-m a 20 60 20b, m
40 s-m a-s 40 55 5b
45 m-c a 40 50 10

Mean
35"
39(5)

s-m a 5 60 35

Salado Red 40 m a-s 5 55 40b
35 s-m a-s 30 25 45b
40 s-c a 5 55 40b

Mean
30
38(3)

6 s-a 10 60 30b

St. Johns 
Polychrome

50 m a-s 20 60 20b
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Table 23. Petrographic analysis results by room. —  •Sherds with

’'unusual*1 percentages of temper constituents for the rooms.

Room Type
%
Mtx Size Form

%
Quartz

%
Feldspar

%
Mafics Other

3 Red PI 60 m-c s-a 50 45 5m,b gypsum
Red PI 55 m-c s-r 50 45 5 olivine
Br PI 50 s-m a-s 50 40 10b selenite
Br PI 4o s—rn a-s 45 50 5b
BIOC 60 m a,G,r 60 35 5 selenite
BIOC 50 m a,s 50 40 10b
BA' 30 s-m s 40 40 10 calcite
B A 25 s s-r 40 50 10
B A 50 s-m s-r 50 40 10
BA* 20 s-m s-r 20 70 10
B A 50 s-m s-r 40 55 5
Pinto PC 30 s a-s 45 45 10m,b
Pinto BR 40 m a-s 65 30 5b
Pinto BR 30 s-m a 40 55 5m,b
Salado* 40 m a-s 5 55 40b
Salado* 35 s-m a-s 30 25 45b

9 Red PI 4o s-m a-sa 55 4o 10b selenite
Red PI 50 s-m s 45 45 10b selenite
BIOC 45 s-m a 45 45 10m selenite
BIOC 60 s-m s 60 30 10b
bA 35 s-m a-s 90 10b
B A 20 s a-s 10 80 10m
B A 35 8 r 30 60 10 calcite
B A 25 6 a-s 5 80 15
B A 25 s-m a-s 20 70 10

11 BIOC* 30 s-m a 10 50 40b selenite
BIOC 45 m-c s,a 55 40 5m,b selenite
bA 15 s a-s 20 70 10
Pinto PC 30 s-m a 5 75 20b
Pinto BR 40 s-m a 20 60 20m,b
Pinto BR 40 s-m a-s 40 55 5b
Salado* 30 6 a-s 10 60 30b

15 Red PI* 35 S s 15 55 30b
Red PI 50 m a-s 50 45 5b selenite
BIOC 55 m s 65 30 5m,b
BIOC 55 s-m a-s 50 45 5b
B A 20 s-m a-s 55 40 5b
bA 40 s-m ? 50 40 10m
BA'" 15 s-m a-s 15 50 35m,b
Salado* 40 s—c a 5 55 40b
St. Johns* 50 m a-s 20 60 20b
Pinto BR 45 m-c a 40 55 5
Pinto BR* 35 s-m a 5 60 35
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the vessels belong to temper Group 1. In addition, a Red Plain vessel, 

Salado Red vessel, Pinto Black-on-red, and Black-on-white bowl belong 

to temper Group 3i and the St. Johns Polychrome bowl to Group 2.

Given these results, it is impossible to state with any confi

dence which vessels were locally produced and which were brought into 

the site from other loci of production. No petrographic analyses of 

material from other sites in the immediate region have been performed, 

for comparative purposes. All of the vessels could have been locally 

produced. Some, however, probably were not. The isolated occurrence 

of one St. Johns Polychrome bowl, the low frequency of sherds of this 

type at the site, and its known manufacture elsewhere (Martin, Rinaldo 

and Longacre 1961:130; Carlson 1970), suggest that this vessel was not 

produced locally. In addition, the Salado Red vessels with internally 

identical characteristics of temper type and exterior finish, but quite 

unique characteristics when compared with the rest of the assemblage, 

probably were not produced at the site. However, if these vessels were 

manufactured outside of the site, were the remainder of the vessels 

with temper proportions such as these vessels have also traded in?

Here, the evaluation of the vessels becomes entirely subjective: it is

my own personal "feeling" that some of the vessels in each class of 

temper proportion were traded in and others not. If the vessels from 

Groups 2 and 3 were traded in, the internal homogeneity of these classes 

of temper proportion would imply only two loci of manufacture. Are we 

to infer that vessels were brought into the site, but from only two

with no correlation between type and temper percentage within the room.

Much the same problem occurs with the Room 15 sample: the majority of
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quite specific loci of manufacture outside of the site? The arguments 

become too complex, and the data from the petrographic analysis simply 

will not support either local or non-local manufacture with any ease. 

Therefore, until more specific information becomes available for evalu

ating the locus of manufacture of the vessels at Chodistaas, the only 

reasonable assumption to make is that they were locally produced. This 

assumption is undoubtedly incorrect for many of the vessels, but for the 

sake of the analysis, where petrographic results for 1$4 of the vessels 

are not available, the most conservative alternative must be accepted: 

that the vessels were locally produced.



CHAPTER 6

FORMAL ATTRIBUTES

As discussed in Chapter 1, the object behind the analysis of 

form was to determine the presence or absence of distinct formal classes 

in the manufacture of ceramics at the Chodistaas Ruin. It is important 

to know if potters produced vessels with specific formal attributes.

Such specific formal classes might be assumed to have had specified 

utility within the culture. The formal characteristics of such classes 

might help us to decipher what that utility might have been. In con

trast, the potters may have produced a range of sizes and shapes 

depending on whim or particular aesthetic qualities or individual needs, 

rather than classes of formal types. We are then interested in evalu

ating the existence of a defined and accepted style of form (Shepard 

1971:251).
Visually, the restored vessels appear to contain a few definite 

classes of vessel form, while the majority of vessels form a continum 

from large to small. In order to evaluate the existence of such classes 

accurately, the existence of formal preferences dictated either by 

vessel function or aesthetic appeal, a number of formal attributes were 

recorded for each vessel. These attributes were: interior aperture,

diameter, height, volume, and neck length. Obviously, all variables 

could not be recorded for all vessels; neck length was recorded only 

for jars, volume and height only for reconstructed vessels. Some
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vessels were simply missing some crucial segment of the vessel body, 

and were not suited for the analysis.

Interior aperture was recorded for all but 17 of the vessels.

The measurement was taken at the most constricted part of the opening 

of the vessel, jar or bowl, in order to measure ease of access to that 

vessel. The measurements ranged from 1.5 to 48 cm.

Diameter was measured at the widest point of the vessel, 

whether jar or bowl. For bowls with flaring sides, diameter was 

usually only a few centimeters more than interior aperture. But for 

incurved bowls and jars, interior apertures were always smaller than 

diameters. Expectedly, on the Chodistaas material, diameter measure

ments exhibit a wider range than interior aperture measurements: from

3 .3 to 60 centimeters for the 183 vessels measured.

Height could only be measured on restored vessels, or vessels 

with one complete profile. Only 76 vessels were complete enough to 

record this measurement, which ranged from 2.0 to 43.1 centimeters.

Although several techniques for measuring volume on unrestored 

vessels have been developed in recent years (DeGarmo 1975? Nelson n.d.; 

Smith 1980), volume was only recorded here for completely restored 

vessels. The volumes recorded on 56 vessels ranged from 1 to 405 

liters.

Finally, neck length was recorded for jars with available necks. 

On 127 vessels, measurements of .4 to 8.2 cm were obtained.

While there was no inherent bias in the vessels complete enough 

for measurement of interior aperture and diameter, since these could be 

measured on unrestored vessels, there was a definite bias in the vessels
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suitable for measurement of height and volume. Miniature vessels were 

broken less often than larger vessels, and even when broken miniatures 

were quickly and easily mended. Decorated vessels were, with few excep

tions, restored due to the difficulty in analyzing designs on broken 

vessels. Redwares were restored more often than plainwares, but few 

"utility" wares were restored. Thus, volume and height were measured 

for most of the miniatures and decorated vessels, rarely for other 

types. The bias then will be toward the low end of the scale.

The Cluster Analyses

These measurements recorded the range of all of the vessels 

taken together and for most of them there is a continuum from small to 

large. Such a continum is, however, deceptive and essentially meaning

less, since clearly distinct forms, including bowls and jars, are 

included. It was therefore decided to run a cluster analysis of all of 

the attributes in an attempt to discern specific "classes" of vessel 

morphology. A cluster program using Ward's criterion to measure dis

tance between cases and cluster the cases on the basis of that distance 

producing a dendrogram was run by Michael McCarthy for this material 

(Anderberg 1973)• The initial program used only the data from complete 

vessels with all measurements recorded for jars and all but neck length 

for bowls. From this dendrogram seven classes of vessel morphology 

were selected on the basis of distance in values for the 75 cases. A 

discriminant analysis from the SPSS program (Nie et al. 1975) was used 

to check the "fit" of the vessels to each class. The analysis correctly 

classified all (9590 but four of the vessels, three of which fall into



an intermediate area between two classes (see Table 24 for mean measure

ments for all of the variables).

The seven classes elicited by the computer include the following:

Class 1: Class 1 consists of nine bowls, all characterized by

flaring or straight sides, and all the largest bowls in the assemblage. 

Types present in Class 1 include Salado Painted types, Cibecue Poly

chrome , and Red Plain bowls.

Class 2: Class 2 also consists of bowls. The seven bowls in this

class are smaller than those in Class 1, with slightly incurved rims. 

Types include Salado Painted and McDonald Corrugated bowls.

Class 3: Class 3 includes smaller bowls and also subsumes the two

plates in the assemblage. The ten vessels in Class 3 are black-on- 

white, Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated, St. Johns Polychrome, and 

Salado Red.

Class 4: The 14 vessels in Class 4 are large jars with relatively

small apertures. The jars include black-on-white, a gray-paste Salado 

Red, and two red Plain types.

Class 5* Of the nine vessels in Class 5, three are black-on-white 

jars and the remainder Red Plain or Brown Indented Obliterated Corru

gated. As can be seen from the means in Table 24, the aperture size is 

larger on these vessels than in Class 4, although overall size is 

smaller.

Class 6: This class consists of small jars, pitchers, and canteens.

The nine vessels include black-on-white and Brown Indented Obliterated 

Corrugated types.
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Table 24. Means and standard deviations for continuous variables by 

vessel form class.

Class
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Means (in mm)

Height 154.9 134.3 90.1 345.0 272.0 142.9 61.7
Diameter 342.1 283.6 214.9 441.4 345.6 169.4 100.8

Aperture 338.6 266.0 202.0 129.1 166.1 84.1 69.7

Neck 0 0 0 48.1 29.3 20.9 7.0

Standard
Deviations

Height 21.2 14.2 23.2 39.8 37.6 19.4 27.0

Diameter 24.9 25.4 33.9 41.4 42.9 22.6 27.1

Aperture 23.9 13.8 26.8 22.8 44.9 16.0 25.3
Neck 0 0 0 12.7 12.6 5.3 8.4
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Class ?: Class 7 subsumes all miniature vessels, whether bowl or

jar. This fact accounts for the large standard deviation in aperture 

size and neck length. A variety of types are included here: black-

on-white, Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated, Salado Red, and Red 

Plain.

The results of this analysis suggest strongly that specific 

vessel forms were manufactured by the inhabitants of Chodistaas, a 

variety of size classes which exhibit relatively little deviation from 

a mean. The distribution suggests that three bowl shapes and three jar 

shapes were commonly manufactured along with a wide range of miniature 

vessel shapes. It is particularly interesting to examine the relative 

proportion of these classes of vessels. Considering the bowls first, 

if we examine the ratios of height to diameter and aperture to diameter 

(Table 25) we discover similar proportions for all three classes. With 

the jar classes, the height to diameter and neck length to height ratios 

are also almost identical for all three classes. What differs signifi

cantly, however, are the aperture to height and aperture to diameter 

ratios. Classes 5 and 6 are almost identical in these ratios, but 

Class k has a smaller aperture in relation to both height and diameter.
The consistency of proportions across bowl and jar classes 

suggests that these proportions had significance for the artisan. The 

fact that the classes differ in size suggests that the proportions were 

not necessarily dictated by vessel utility or function. Rather it 

appears that the proportions were a matter of formal style.

Although there is deviation from a mean, it is clear that vessels were, 

with some consistency, produced in a number of sizes all with similar
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Table 25» Proportions of vessels classes.

Height/
Diameter

Aperture/
Diameter

Bowls

Class 1 .45 .99
Class 2 .47 .94

Class 3 .42 .94

Height/
Diameter

Aperture/
Height

Aperture/
Diameter

Necklength/
Height

Jars

Class 4 .78 (.06) .38 (.06) .29 (.04) .14 (.05)

Class 5 .82 (.10) .65 (.18) .52 (.11) .10 (.05)

Class 6 .83 (.06) .58 (.11) .48 (.09) .15 (.04)



proportions. Proportions would have been dictated by vessel utility to 

some extent, but there is no logical reason why consistent proportions 

would have to be replicated on the various vessel classes. It has been 

suggested that consistency in proportion combined with diversity in size 

would provide for ease of transport for trade wares (Whittlesey 197*+) 

and this seems plausible. However, it does not explain the consistency 

in proportion across types of bowls, nor the consistency across the jar 

classes.

The only real diversity present in the assemblage, apart from 

overall size differences, is in jar aperture size relative to the other 

measurements recorded for jars. It appears that two separate, but 

internally consistent proportions were produced at the site. Each was 

a complement to the jar size under production. Large jars had rela

tively small apertures. Middle range and small jars (pitchers) had 

wide apertures. Thus the jars in Class 4, larger overall than those in 

Class 5, had smaller apertures than those in Class 5- Such diversity 

between classes but consistency within classes suggests that the dif

ference in aperture size is not a product of stylistic preferences, but 

rather, utilitarian necessity.

The work of Linton (1944), DeGarmo (1975), S. Plog (1977)t and 
Doyel (1980a) proposed that aperture size was directly related to vessel 

utility: vessels with wide mouths were used in cooking and storage,

vessels with narrow mouths were used for storage. A wide mouth would 

permit ease of access for stirring and eating, while a narrow mouth would 

protect items in storage in a situation of low access frequency (S.

Plog 1977:106). Such an association might well explain vessels with
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the general shape characteristics of Classes 4 and larger vessels 

with narrow mouths might well be more suited to storage than smaller 

vessels with wide mouths. The jars in Class 4 would be unwieldy for 

cooking over a fire. The vessels in Class 6, however, have the same 

proportions as those in Class 5, wide mouths relative to height and 

diameter. These vessels are also small for cooking vessels. They 

might have been used for a myriad of other functions requiring wide 

mouths however. This fact suggests that the proportions found in 

Classes 5 and 6 were, in fact, the more generally utilitarian in form. 

The vessel proportions in Class 4 were less suited to general uses, and 

probably produced for more specific uses.

Perhaps the most surprising fact to come out of this initial 

analysis of vessel form was the lack of correlation between types and 

forms. Types crosscut forms and forms crosscut types within the gen

eral shapes of bowls versus jars. This is directly contrary to the 

findings of Doyel (1980a), Plog (1977) and DeGarmo (1975)» where small 

mouthed jars were consistently painted and wide-mouthed jars consis

tently corrugated. An examination of their techniques for separating 

vessels into classes reveals probable problems with the correlation of 

wide-mouth and corrugation, narrow-mouth and painting. Doyel, Plog, 

and DeGarmo used only aperture measurements (of the possible continuous 

variables) in separating vessels: Plog and Doyel because they worked

with sherds. The use of only aperture in classing vessels is accept

able only if we are examining absolute access frequency, asking the 

question, can the average hand or ladle fit easily into this vessel? 

But this measure is not useful for examining vessel form and utility
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by itself. The more significant question here is one of relative mouth 

size: the mouth of a pitcher may be small in relation to large corru

gated ollas, but large relative to its own diameter. Absolute measures 

may then consider proportion of gross vessel forms if there are more 

small painted jars (pitchers) in an assemblage than large painted jars, 

and more large corrugated jars than small corrugated jars. Although 

the presence of many small painted jars would have significance for the 

utility of an assemblage, the assignment of a storage use to these jars 

would be premature on the basis of aperture alone. It is necessary to 

examine relative proportions of aperture to diameter and height in 

order to get an accurate picture of vessel form, and thus utility.

If we consider aperture measures alone for the Chodistaas

assemblage, dividing vessels into painted and unpainted, bowls and jars
*

(Table 26), we find much the same distribution found by Plog for the 

Chevelon area (Plog 1977:117). But the cluster analysis of the same 

material showed the fallacy of relying solely on aperture alone as a 

measure of form. It is the aperture size in relation to the overall 

form which is significant in determining utility.

As stated above, this initial cluster analysis was evaluated by 

a discriminant analysis (Nie et al. 1975)i which, in addition to testing 

the "fit" of vessels in each class, ranked the relative ability of each 

variable to account for the variability between classes. The discrimi

nant analysis using the Chodistaas data showed that, of the variables 

of height, diameter, aperture, and neck length, diameter was the most 

significant in separating the vessels into classes, followed closely by 

height, aperture, and finally neck length. Given the measurement of
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Table 26. Aperture measurements by type.

Orifice
Diameter
Interval

Black/Red
Polychrome

bowls

Black/
White
bowls

Corr. and 
Plainware 

bowls

Black/
White
jars

Corr.
jars

Plainware
jars

2-3 0 0 0 1 0 2
4-5 0 0 0 1 3 1
6-7 0 1 3 3 1 0
8-9 0 0 3 4 2 1

10-11 0 0 2 8 3 2
12-13 0 1 0 6 2 1
14-15 0 0 0 2 3 2
16-17 1 1 1 0 4 4
18-19 1 0 2 0 11 5
20-21 2 1 0 0 7 3
22-23 2 0 1 0 6 1
24-25 2 0 2 0 8 2
26-27 4 0 1 0 11 0
28-29 4 0 0 0 5 0
30-31 2 0 1 0 4 0
32-33 2 1 2 0 3 0
34-35 2 0 0 0 5 0
36-37 0 0 0 0 1 0
38-39 0 0 1 0 0 0
40-41 0 0 0 0 0 0
42-43 0 0 0 0 0 0
44-45 0 0 0 0 0 0
46-47 0 0 2 0 0 0
48-49 0 0 0 0 0 0
50-51 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 22 5 21 25 79 24
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neck length alonet we would be able to predict with little accuracy to 

which formal class a vessel belonged. Aperture is somewhat more power

ful in discriminating, while diameter and height are both crucial to 

predicting the placement of the vessel in the correct class. This 

information verifies the relative impotence of aperture alone in dis

cerning vessel form, and the relative strength of height and diameter 

in the same analysis.

Unfortunately, the majority of the vessels from Chodistaas 

suffer from incompleteness: while aperture, neck length, and diameter

could be measured for all vessels regardless of their present state, 

height could only be measured on whole or restored vessels. In order 

to examine the classes of vessels present for the entire assemblage 

from Chodistaas, it was necessary to cluster vessels without the height 

measurement. Since the discriminant analysis of restored vessels proved 

the significance of height in dividing vessels into classes, this clus

tering of vessels without height must be evaluated in this light. The 

classes isolated on the basis of this clustering program do not have 

the reliability of those isolated using all four variables.

In order to evaluate the amount of divergence we could expect 

from an analysis of form without the height measurement, the initial 

run considered only those vessels which were restored and had a height 

measurement, without considering this measurement. Thus, the same 

vessels were used here that were used in the previous clustering pro

gram, and we could compare the resulting classes on a one to one basis. 

For the most part, vessels which were clustered in the first analysis 

were clustered still. But the analysis, which included both jars and
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bowls, led to the placement of both jars and bowls in the same clusters. 

It was therefore decided to separate the assemblage into bowl and jar 

classes for the cluster analysis of all of the vessels. V/e thus pro

duced two dendrograms, one for bowls, and one for jars, with the 

following results.

Bowls
As with the initial cluster analysis of vessel form, the clus

ter analysis of form using only aperture and diameter of bowls permitted 

the isolation of four classes from the assemblage. The clustering of 

bowls using only diameter and aperture is especially tenuous, since 

these measurements are almost identical on most vessels. They differ 
significantly only on incurved or recurved vessels. The cluster analy

sis can therefore only be expected to cluster vessels on the basis of 

gross diameter, essentially replicating a histogram of the same data. 

Thus, the classes isolated on the basis of distance using Ward's cri

terion are differentiated basically by gross diameter (Table 27). Class 

1 , which included most of the members of former Classes 2 and 3* sub

sumed vessels with diameters of from 18 to 28 cm. Class 2, the majority 

of whose members were formerly part of Class 1, included vessels with 

diameters from 30 to 37 cm. Class 3 included only two large bowls with 

diameters of 49 to 30 cm. And finally, Class 4 included the bowls which 

were included in the miniature class of the initial clustering analysis, 

with a mean diameter of 9«9 cm. The discriminant analysis correctly 

predicted the class membership of all but one of the bowls.
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Table 27. Continuous variables for formal classes.

Class
1 2 3 £

Means (in mm) for Bowl Classes 
Diameter 235.8 335.9 495.5 98.6
Aperture 222.4 314.8 479.0 86.2

Standard Deviations
Diameter
Aperture

39.8
36.4

19.7
22.9

6.4
1.4

21.8

19.3

Clctss
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Means (in mm) for .Jar Classes
Diameter 390.1 489.6 398.7 337.1 250.0 572.0 477.1 165.2 92.0
Aperture 116.1 161.1 219.0 171.1 182.5 298.0 288.8 81.9 47.6
Neck Length 38.2 4l.l 33.4 33.0 20.8 36.6 25.8 22.7 13.1

Standard Deviations
Diameter 26.1 28.3 19.4 19.6 28.3 21.5 33.5 22.4 28.1
Aperture 9.1 37.6 33.9 15.5 21.2 32.9 37.2 18 .0 16.1
Neck Length 11.9 10.3 15.9 15.9 5.9 16.1 6.9 7.9 3.9
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Jars
While the new run of the bowl data added only 12 additional ves

sels to the original 36, the new run of the jar data added 78 vessels to 

the original 39* The discrepancy was due primarily to the ease with 

which bowls could be restored, and the difficulty of restoring large 

jars. Most of the decorated jars and miniature jars were included in 

the initial run because they had been restored. The remaining jars were, 

for the most part, large corrugated and redware jars. The dendrogram 

produced by the clustering program of jars led to the isolation of 9 

classes of jars, instead of the original 4, primarily because of the 

addition of these corrugated and redware vessels. Figure 11 presents a 

generalized view of the bowl and jar vessel classes.

Class 1; The first class contained vessels with a medium size over

all and generally small apertures relative to that size. Ten of the 14 

vessels were black-on-white jars, three Salado Red, and one a Red Plain 

jar.

Class 2: Class 2 also contained jars with small apertures relative

to their size, but in this case the jars were fairly large. Of the 14 

jars in this class, seven were black-on-white, one a Salado Red with 

gray paste, three Red Plain, and three Brown Indented Obliterated 

Corrugated.

Class 3: Twenty-one vessels fell into the third class. These jars

were all characterized by medium-sized bodies and medium-sized aper

tures. Fourteen of the jars were Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated, 

the remainder Red Plain.
Class 4: Of the 16 vessels in Class 4, nine were Brown Indented

Obliterated Corrugated, five Red Plain, and two Salado White-on-red.
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Figure 11. Idealized view of the Chodistaas assemblage formal 
classes
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All of these vessels are medium in size with medium mouths and short 

necks.

Class 5: Only eight vessels fell into Class which was character

ized by relatively small jars with wide mouths and short necks. Seven 

of these vessels are Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated and the 

remaining jar is scored brown.

Class 6: Class 6 contained the ten largest jars, all with medium

range apertures and long necks. Eight of the jars were Brown Indented 

Obliterated Corrugated, one the Incised Corrugated jar, and the remain

ing one a Brown Plain olla.

Class ?: The 17 vessels in Class 7 were smaller than those in

Class 6 , but their mouths were almost the same size and thus much wider 

in relation to overall size. All but two of the jars were Brown In

dented Obliterated Corrugated, and these two are Zoned Corrugated and 

Brown Plain.

Class 8: All but one of the vessels in Class 8 were in Class 5 in

the original dendrogram. These jars were all small with relatively wide 

mouths. Of the ten jars, four were Brown Indented Obliterated Corru

gated, two Red Plain and four black-on-white.

Class 9s Class 9 contained all of the miniature jars in the assem

blage. Included in the seven vessels were two Brown Indented Obliter

ated Corrugated, two Brown Plain, two black-on-white, and one Salado 

Red jars.

The discriminant analysis of the jars correctly predicted the 

class membership of 95»7^ of the cases, all but five of 117 jars.
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Vessel Classes by Type

Table 28 presents a cross-tabulation of vessel classes with ves

sel types. White it is clear from this that vessel types crosscut 

classes, and classes crosscut types, it is also clear that types are 

correlated to some degree with classes. Certain types were produced in 

a number of different forms, while others were produced in only a few 

restricted forms. Thus, the vessels with the attributes of Brown Cor

rugated types were produced in all of the 13 bowls and jar forms except 

three, while vessels with the attributes of black-on-white types were 

produced in only four of the nine jar classes and three of the four 

bowl classes. Red Plain was found in five of the nine jar classes and . 

three of the bowl classes, but Salado Red was found in only three of the 

jar classes and two of the bowl classes. To some extent the size of the 

sample may have affected the variability apparent here, but sampling 

error cannot account for all of the patterning.

It is instructive then to again examine the proportions of the 

formal attributes measured for each class. Table 29 presents these pro

portions for bowl and jar classes. Examining the bowl classes, it is 

clear that the proportions are fairly consistent, but as noted above, 

these measurements should not differ by much since most of the bowls 

are not deeply incurved or recurved.

The proportions for the jar classes are more enlightening. 

Examining diameter ratios first, we immediately recognize two different 

proportions which crosscut classes. The first encompasses Classes 1 

and 2 , in which the vessel aperture is approximately one-third the size 

of the vessel diameter. These are the vessels with narrow apertures.



Table 28. Vessel formal classes by type
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Jars
l 10 (4?) 3 (60) 1 ( 6)
2 7 (30) 1 (20) 3 ( 5) 3 (18)
3 14 (23) 7 (39)
4 2 (100) 9 (15) 5 (28)
5 7 (11) 1 (100)
6 8 (13) 1 (25) 1 (100)
7 15 (24) 1 (25) 1 (100)
8 4 (17) 4 ( 6) 2 (11)
9 2 ( 9) 1 (20) 2 ( 3) 2 (50)

Totals 23 (20) 2 ( 2) 5 ( 4) 62 (53) 18 (15) 4 ( 3 )  1 ( 1 )  1 ( 1 ) 1 ( 1) 117 §
\
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Table 29. Means and standard deviations of proportions for each vessel 
class.

Class Mean Standard Deviation

Bowls: Aperture to diameter
1
2
3
4

.94

.93

.96

.87

.04

.03

.009

.03

Jars: Aperture to diameter
1
2
3
4
56
78
9

.30
•33
.55
.51
.74
.52
.61
.49
.51

.03

.07

.09

.05

.12

.06

.11

.09

.08

Jars:
1
2
3
4
56
78
9

3.49
4.24 
7.79
6.25 
9.35 
9.14
11.92
3.98
3.99

1.67
1.69
3.15
2.79
2.54
2.94
3.61
1.76
1.99

Aperture to neck
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A second cluster is formed by Classes 3i 4, 6, 8, and 9» in which, 

despite size differential, the aperture is consistently one-half the 

size of the diameter. The remaining two classes, 5 and 7, have propor

tions unlike any other class. Class 7 has aperture close to two-thirds 

the size of the diameter, and Class 5 an aperture three-fourths the size 

of its diameter. Vessels with aperture to diameter ratios higher than 

this would almost have to be considered bowls rather than jars. It 

should be noted that the means of the ratios of these two isolated 

classes, 5 and 7, have the highest standard deviations of any of the 

classes. ,

The aperture to neck ratio exhibits less patterning overall, but 

neck length itself does not exhibit much patterning. In general, there 

is an inverse relationship between relative aperture size and neck 

length (see Table 27). Thus, the two classes with the relatively small 

mouths, 1 and 2, exhibit the longest necks. The classes with middle- 

range aperture sizes have middle-range neck lengths. The vessels with 

the widest mouths have relatively smaller neck lengths. Standard 

deviations for neck length means are quite high however.

Vessel Classes by Room

The presence of these classes of vessel form in the assemblage 

confirms the presence of a definite style of form. The potters of 

Chodistaas then produced vessels in four bowl shapes and nine jar shapes 

consistently. Some of these shapes were produced more frequently than 

others and in different technological modes. But, for the most part, 

vessel manufacture did not deviate from these templates. It is
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important then to plot the distribution of these formal classes at the 

site itself. It may be that specific classes were favored by some in

habitants or potters over others. It may also be that if these forms 

were produced for specific uses, rooms with different uses will display 

vessels of different classes. Tables 30 and 31 present these formal 

classes by room. Unfortunately, although most of the vessels were 

classified by this cluster analysis, 28 jars and one bowl could not be 

classified as to form due to the absence of some part of the vessels 

needed for measurement. While the bowl classes were not particularly 

affected, the jar classes were. It becomes especially important to 

include all vessels in the analysis when they are considered by room, 

for here we are interested in aspects of vessel manufacture and use 

which demand the complete sample. Therefore, the measurements available 

for 25 of the jars and the bowl were used to predict to which classes 

they would belong if all of the measurements were available. The tables 

thus present both known and predicted counts and percentages for classes 

by room. For most of the rooms, the addition of the predicted cases 

does not alter the relative frequencies of classes by much, but for jar 

Class 3 of Room 5 and jar Class 7 of Room 8, the addition makes a con
siderable difference.

Bowls. Examining the bowl classes first, the distribution 

appears to be somewhat haphazard. Only one room (5) exhibits a prefer

ence for the Class 2 bowl shape over the smaller Class 1 bowl shape. * 

The two enormous bowls in Class 3 are found in Rooms 9 and 15. And the 

miniatures are scattered between the rooms. Room 16 is the only room 

without any bowls.



Table 30. Formal bowl classes by room

Class/
Room Total % 1 % 2 #  3 #  5 #  8 # 9 # 11 # 15 # 16
Known Cases

1 22 (46) 2 (100) 3 (42) 4 (44) 6 (60) 1 (25) 1 (33) 5 (71)
2 14 (29) 2 (29) 1 (11) 4 (6?) 4 (40) 1 (25) 2 (67)
3 2 ( 4) 1 (25) 1 (14)
4 10 (21) 2 (29) 4 (44) 2 (33) 1 (25) 1 (14)

Totals 48 2 ( 4) 7 (15) 9 (19) 6 (13) 10 (21) 4 ( 8) 3 ( 6) 7 (15) 0

Predicted Cases
1 23 (47) 2 (100) 3 (42) 4 (44) 6 (60) 1 (25) 2 (50) 5 (71)
2 14 (29) 2 (29) 1 (11) 4 (67) 4 (40) 1 (25) 2 (50) —

3 2 ( 4) 1 (25) 1 (14) —

4 10 (20) 2 (29) 4 (44) 2 (33) 1 (25) 1 (14) -

Totals 49 2 ( 4) 7 (14) 9 (18) 6 (12) 10 (20) 4 ( 8) 4 ( 8) 7 (14) 0



Table 31. Formal jar classes by room

Class/
Room Total % 1 % 2 % 3 % 5 % 8 % 9 * 11 % 15 % 16 %

Known Cases
1 14 (12) 2 (67) 1 (10) 2 (10) 1 ( 4) 3 (19) 4 (22) 1 (13)
2 14 (12) 5 (24) 2 ( 8) 3 (19) 1 ( 6) 1 (13) 2 (20)
3 21 (18) 5 (50) 3 (14) 3 (13) 1 ( 6) 4 (22) 2 (25) 2 (29) 1 (10)
4 16 (14) 2 (20) 1 ( 5) 5 (21) 2 (11) 2 (25) 1 (14) 3 (30)
5 8 ( 7 ) 1 ( 5) 3 (19) 2 (11) 1 (14) 1 (10)
6 10 ( 9) 1 (10) 2 (10) 1 ( 4) 2 (13) 1 ( 6) 2 (25) 1 (14)
7 17 (15) 1 (10) 5 (24) 7 (29) 1 ( 6) 1 (14) 2 (20)
8 10 ( 9) 1 (33) 4 (17) 2 (13) 3 (17)
9 7 ( 6 ) 2 (10) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 6) 1 ( 6) 1 (14) 1 (10)

Totals 117 3 ( 3) 10 ( 9) 21 (18) 24 (21) 16 (14) 18 (15) 8 ( 7) 7 ( 6) 10 ( 9)
Predicted Cases

1 17 (12) 2 (50) 1 ( 7) 3 (12) 1 ( 4) 3 (13) 4 (22) 2 (20) 1 (13)
2 15 (ID 5 (20) 2 ( 7) 3 (13) 1 ( 6) 1 (10) 3 (27)
3 29 (20) 6 (43) 5 (20) 6 (21) 2 ( 8) 4 (22) 3 (30) 2 (25) 1 ( 9)
4 17 (12) 2 (14) 1 ( 4) 5 (18) 1 (4) 2 (11) 2 (20) 1 (13) 3 (27)
5 9 ( 6 ) 1 ( 7) 1 ( 4) 3 (13) 2 (11) 1 (13) 1 ( 9)
6 13 ( 9) 2 (14) 2 ( 8) 2 ( 7) 3 (13) 1 ( 6) 2 (20) 1 (13)
7 24 (17) 2 (14) 6 (24) 7 (25) 6 (25) 1 (13) 2 (18)
8 11 ( 8) 2 (50) 4 (14) 2 ( 8 ) 3 (17)
9 7 ( 5 ) 2 ( 8) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 6) 1 (13) 1 ( 9)

Totals 142 4 ( 3) 14 (10) 25 (18) 28 (20) 24 (17) 18 (13) 10 ( 7) 8 ( 6) 11 ( 8)
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Jars. The larger sample of jars exhibits more interpretable 

patterning. However, given the large number of classes, the number of 

vessels in each class is relatively small, and the number of vessels of 

each class in each room is even smaller. Nevertheless, a few observa

tions can be made:

Room 1: Room 1 has only four jars, two of Class 1 and two of Class

8. None of the large wide mouthed vessels are present here.

Room 2: Several classes of vessels occur here in low frequencies,

but Class 3 is present in unusually high numbers.

Room 3• Room 3 has a fairly even distribution of the vessel classes 

with unusually high frequencies of Classes 2 and 7.

Room Room 5 also has an even distribution of these vessel forms, 

with a larger than average number of vessel Classes 4 and ?•

Room 8: Among the known cases, Room 8 has high percentages of

Classes 1, 2, and 3, and low percentages of Classes 3i 4, and 7, but 

among the predicted cases, Room 8 has only a high percentage of Class 

7, and low percentage of Classes 3 and 4.

Room 9: Room 9 has a fairly even distribution of cases, interesting

notably because of the absence of any Class 7 vessels.

Room 11: Room 11 has a small sample of vessels, but lacks the

small vessel classes and widest-mouthed classes.

Room 13: Among the predicted cases, Room 15 has an even distribu

tion of vessels, only lacking vessels of Classes 2 and 8.

Room 16: Room 16 also has an even distribution of vessel classes,

lacking the largest class (6), the small Class 8, and the smaller of 

the two restricted aperture classes (1).
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We can then compare rooms with the same hypothesized functions.

Storage Rooms. Rooms 3 and 5 are believed to have been used 

primarily for storage rather than cooking. The relative frequency of 

classes of vessels for these two rooms are actually quite different. 

However, they have similar percentages of three types of vessels: a

high percentage of the medium-sized, medium width-mouthed vessels of 

Class 3» a low percentage of the wide-mouthed vessels in Class 5, and a 

high percentage of the large open-mouthed vessels in Class 7.

Habitation Rooms. Rooms 1, 8, 9, and 11 appeared, on the basis 

of architectural and artifactual evidence, to have been used for storage, 

food preparation, and cooking activities. All of these rooms have a 

fairly high percentage of Class 1 jars. Rooms 8 and 9 have a high per

centage of Class 5 and Class 8 vessels also. Otherwise, the remaining 

rooms (apart from Room 1) have fairly similar distributions of vessel 

forms.

Community Rooms. Rooms 2, 15 and 16 with hypothesized community 

functions (sacred or secular) all have relatively small numbers of 

vessels, with different distributions. The only real similarity in the 

distribution is the lack of Class 8 vessels.

Households. A final means of comparing the distribution of 

vessel forms is by the hypothesized households. For this comparison 

only the households made up of Rooms 3 and 8, 5 and 9 will be used, • 

since they have large samples of vessels. The predicted cases will be 

added to the known cases here in order to include all non-eccentric

forms
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Examining first the percentages by room, it is clear that Rooms 

3 and 8 are with few exceptions, similar in their assemblages. They 

both have large numbers of bowls, particularly of Class 1 forms, and 

with the exception of jar Classes 2 and 3, nearly identical distribu

tions of jars. Rooms 5 and 9 are distinguished by small numbers of 

bowls, and with the exception of Classes 1 and 7, almost identical dis

tributions of jar classes. Table 32 presents the counts and percentages 

by household. The household of Rooms 3 and 8 has a higher frequency of 

small bowls (Class 1), restricted-mouthed jars (Classes 1 and 2), and 

wide-mouthed jars (Classes 5 and 7)» The household of Rooms 5 and 9 has 

a higher percentage of larger bowls (Classes 2 and 3) and medium-width 

mouthed jars (Classes 3i 4, and 8).

If we accept that the assemblages recovered from all four rooms 

were the complete assemblages used in those rooms, then we must conclude 

that the inhabitants of these rooms owned and used vessels of different 

forms. These results admit several possible interpretations, as sug
gested by Matson (1965:204).

1. Social Unit Size: The number of persons inhabiting these rooms

may have been slightly different, producing the different relative 

frequencies of vessel types.

2. Needs of the Group: The inhabitants of the rooms may have been

involved in different activities, or in different relative occurrences 

of those activities.

3. Replacement of Vessels: If the households began the "ceramic

year" with identical assemblages, they might have ended the year with 

completely different survivors. Some vessels were handled more or were
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Table 32. Formal classes by household.

Households
Classes 3 and 8 5 and 9

% %

Bowls: Predicted Cases
1 10 (53) 1 (10)
2 5 (26) 5 (50)
3 1 (10)
4 4 (21) 3 (30)

Totals 19 10

Jars: Predicted Cases
1 6 (12) 5 (ID
2 8 (16) 3 ( 7)
3 7 (14) 10 (22)
4 2 ( 4) 7 (15)
5 4 ( 8) 2 ( 4)
6 5 (10) 3 ( 7)
7 12 (24) 7 (15)
8 2 ( 4) 7 (15)
9 3 ( 6) 2 ( 4)

Totals 49 46
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more fragile and therefore broke more easily, producing the differing 

assemblages.

4. Stylistic Factors: Form and function may be coterminous only

to a certain extent, and while the same range of activities were being 

performed in these two households, the members of these households were 

utilizing slightly different forms to fulfill the same function, re

vealing idiosyncratic styles of form.

All of these interpretations hinge on the eternal debate about 

the relationship between form and function. Most archaeologists would 

agree that the form of utilitarian objects is dictated by function to 

some extent (Jelinek 1976; Sackett 1977), but it is separating that 

aspect of form which is dictated by function from that part which is 

related to style which is constantly a matter of controversy. It has 

been demonstrated above that nine distinct forms of jars and four 

distinct forms of bowls were used at the site. The gross proportions of 

the vessels would have been controlled to some extent ,by the uses for 

which these vessels were intended, but the uniformity in form and pro

portion from room to room throughout the site suggests that a style of 

form united the manufacturers of this pottery. Forms of vessels clearly 

changed throughout the prehistory of the Southwest, and vessels intended 

for the same use differed radically in shape through time. Generally,

. then, the constraints of use only affected certain aspects of vessel 

form and left others to the taste of the producers of the pottery.

A concensus of sorts has been reached in recent years on which 

aspects of jar shape were in all probability determined by the use for 

which they were manufactured. These include volume and aperture size
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(DeGarmo 1975; S. Plog 1977)• Volume is viewed as important in dis

tinguishing storage and cooking vessels from other functionally distinct 

forms, and aperture size is viewed as crucial in distinguishing storage 

vessels requiring low access frequency from cooking vessels requiring 

high access frequency (Plog 1977:106)» Cooking vessels would therefore 

have wide mouths, storage vessels narrow mouths (Linton 1944). DeGarmo 

(1975) adds that cooking vessels in the assemblage from Coyote Creek 
Pueblo have a greater volume above the plane of maximum radius than 

below, while his "liquid" storage vessels have a greater volume below 

the plane of maximum radius.

Form is not the only attribute commonly used in distinguishing 

vessel function. Other attributes used include (Matson 1965:20$; 

Shepard 1971; DeGarmo 1975; S. Plog 1977):
1. Surface Treatment: presence or absence of decoration and slip

and smudging.

2. Use Wear: presence or absence of sooting and striations.

3. Technology: type of temper, method of firing, presence or

absence of corrugations.

While most of these attributes were recorded for the Chodistaas 

assemblage, several could not be. Given those attributes which were 

recorded we might tentatively discuss functional differentiation of the 

formal classes.
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Interpretations of Vessel Function

Bowls

Thus, the bowls of three of the four classes can be distin

guished on the basis of surface treatment and placed into three groups: 

slipped and decorated, smudged, and unsmudged. Additional groups could 

be distinguished on the basis of presence of corrugations and paint, 

but will not be here.

Slipped and Decorated Bowls. These include vessels in Classes 

1, 2, and 4, and black-on-red, polychrome, and black-on-white vessels. 

Such decorated bowls were probably used as serving, mixing and eating 

containers.

Smudged Bowls. These vessels are typically slipped red or cor

rugated and painted or slipped. It has recently been suggested that 

these vessels were used for storage or fermentation of alcohol.

Chemicals in the smudge would preserve food or promote fermentation 

(Rogers, personal communication 1979)• The bowls probably also were 

used for the storage or serving of dry foodstuffs. All plain and corru

gated steep-sided bowls in Classes 1, 2, and 3 are smudged. The two 

enormous bowls in Class 3 may have been used for larger groups or ritual 

purposes.

Unsmudged Bowls. The unsmudged category includes two Brown 

Indented Obliterated Corrugated plates in Class 1, and most of the 

miniature plain and corrugated types in Class 4. The plates may have
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been used as corn-husking trays (Cushing 1886:484-485; Haury, personal 

communication 1979); and the miniatures may have been toys, paint cups, 

or "condiment" cups (Stevenson 1883:362-63)•
For bowls then, the relative proportions remained constant 

despite the use for which the vessel was intended, and despite the over

all size of the vessel. The types of vessels which crosscut these 

classes were probably produced to fulfill different functions, but 

functions, such as mixing, serving, or eating which do not require a 
particular shape other than concavity.

Jars
The jar classes are more complex because there are more specific 

types and more specific classes. Again, jar classes could be distin

guished solely on the basis of morphology. Since the assumption has 

usually been made that wide mouths were for cooking vessels, narrow 

mouths for storage vessels, Classes 3» 4, 5, 6, and 7 might be cooking 

vessels and Classes 1 and 2 storage vessels. Classes 8 and 9 would be 

more difficult to place using these criteria: they are small for 

storage vessels. However, the vessels in Class 9 would probably be 

considered a group of toys or first attempts at pottery, and Class 8 

perhaps as individual storage or drinking vessels. Given the variety 

of technological bases upon which these forms appear, it is probable 

that the actual uses for which these vessels were manufactured were 

more specific. Again, the vessels within classes can be considered in 

terms of surface finish.
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two small jar classes (8 and 9)• Black-on-white jars have generally 

been viewed as water storage vessels or dry storage vessels (Holmes 

1886:284; DeGarmo 1975)i a view confirmed by ethnographic accounts 

(Stevenson 1883; Rogers 1956:32; Fontana et al. 1962; Russell 1975J124). 

The black-on-white jars in Classes 8 and 9 all fit such an interpreta

tion well: five are pitchers with handles and one is a canteen. The

pitchers may have been used for pouring or drinking, as bulbous mugs.

The larger black-on-white jars may have been used for water 

storage or dry grain storage. The small neck would prevent evaporation 

of water and the rounded, almost conical, base of the larger jars 

(Class 2) would permit pouring or tipping of the vessel without spil

lage. The smaller jars generally have more rounded bodies, which also 

would have been suited to this function.

Salado Red Jars. The Salado Red vessels occur in three of the 

same classes as the black-on-white jars: Class 1, 2, and 9. This fact

suggests that these vessels were probably used in the same ways as the 

black-on-white vessels. However, since the technological analysis has 

suggested that this type was intrusive in the area, and not locally 

produced, the vessels may have been manufactured for water or grain 

storage originally, but used for other purposes at the Chodistaas Site. 

There is no way of evaluating the function of these vessels. Given a 

tradition in which black-on-white vessels were manufactured for use in 

water or grain storage, vessels with the same shape but different

Black-on-white Jars. The black-on-white jars fall into only

four classes: the two classes with constricted necks (1 and 2) and the



technological attributes may have been viewed as inappropriate con

tainers for such substances.

Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated, Scored Corrugated, Zoned 

Corrugated, Incised Corrugated. All of these vessel types will be con

sidered together since they all were manufactured using the same 

materials and techniques, with only slightly differing finishing tech

niques. These types occur in all forms except Class 1, and they are 

the primary constituents of- all of the remaining classes except 2, 8, 

and 9. Thus, within the morphological classes, there are three basic 

shapes in which these types occur based on mouth size relative to 

diameter: a restricted mouth class (2); classes with mouths which are

approximately one-half of the size of the diameter (Classes 3» 4, 6, 8, 

and 9)i and classes in which the mouth is two-thirds to three-fourths 

the size of the diameter (Classes 5 and 7).

The usual interpretation of corrugated jars was that they were 

used for cooking (DeGarmo 1975*165, Plog 1977*105)» an interpretation 
born out in ethnographic records, where unpainted vessels were used for 

cooking (Stevenson 1883; Holmes 1886; Rogers 1936; Fontana et al. 1962; 

Russell 1975) and storage of food and household materials (Holmes 1886: 

300). It has been argued that wide mouthed vessels would have to have 

been large enough relative to the container volume to prevent the 

contents from boiling out and to permit ease of access for stirring 

(Linton 1944; DeGarmo 1975; Plog 1977)• It has also been argued that 

the corrugations and indentations provide a larger surface area to 

absorb heat and a non-skid surface for ease in handling (Linne 1965*35; 

see Kidder 1936*300 for an opposing view of corrugations as decorations).

195
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Ethnographic evidence for historic Pueblo cooking vessels 

confirm this view. Discussing Zuni cooking vessels, Stevenson (1883? 

358) observed:

These vessels are generally of medium size, though in some 
instances the dimensions vary exceedingly. Those used in 
cooking for feasts are quite large, sometimes with a capacity 
of about ten gallons; the smallest, designed only for family 
use, are less than four inches in diameter and not quite 
three inches high. They are of two general forms, one simi
lar to the ordinary pots used on cooking stoves, the other 
bowl shaped.

The Zuni cooking vessels illustrated by Stevenson (l883:Figs.

433« 435, and 436) have aperture to diameter ratios of .91, .73, and 
.91. They thus have the almost-bowl shape of Class 5 at the Chodistaas 

Site. The cooking vessels he collected from Walpi have ratios of .83  

and .74 (Stevenson l883:Figs. 515, 516). Much the same ratios of aper
ture to diameter are found on Papago jars designated as cooking vessels. 

Papagos differentiate between bean boiling vessels and bean frying 

vessels, and Fontana et al. (1962:37) state that the boiling vessels 

were more constricted than the frying pots. Despite the appearance of 

greater constriction, however, the actual dimensions of the vessels 

reveal only slight differences in the ratios of aperture to diameter. 

The boiling vessels illustrated in their Figures 29 and 30 have ratios 

of .72 and .72 respectively, while the bean frying pots in Figures 31 

and 32 have ratios of .77 and .88 respectively. Russell (1975:Plate 

XVIIIa) illustrates a cooking pot with a ratio of .70, and the cooking 

vessels illustrated in Rogers have ratios of .44, .71, .78, and .93 

(Rogers 1936:Plate 9)»

Such scant results from ethnographic situations obviously are 

not reliable indicators of the prehistoric situation. They do suggest,
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however, that aperture size not only had to be wide, but had to be over 

two-thirds the size of the overall diameter. The logic behind maintain

ing such a ratio is simple: foods can be stirred and removed more

easily from such wide-mouthed vessels and the only slightly incurved 

walls retain the food without permitting food to "stick" on the upper 

walls as would more steeply incurved walls.

The product of such an argument is that Class 5 can most reason

ably be interpreted as a class of cooking vessels. The relatively small 

size of these jars would be suited for "family" sized meals. Class 7 

has a smaller aperture to diameter ratio (.61), but it might also have 

been used as a cooking vessel for larger meals or groups.

Most ethnographic accounts do not discuss the dimensions of 

storage vessels. The vessels used for dry seed storage by the Papago 

(Fontana et al. 1962:47) have a high neck and narrow aperture for pour

ing, and a ratio of .29. Rogers (1936:Plate 9) illustrated five 

storage jars manufactured by Yuman groups with ratios of from .23 to .40.

Although the evidence is lacking to support such an interpreta

tion, it seems most reasonable to view the vessels with apertures 

approximately one-half of the size of their diameters as storage ves

sels. Obviously, all of the Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated 

vessels were not manufactured as cooking vessels. Given the range of 

sizes present in the large number of vessels which have a smaller 

aperture to diameter ratio than ethnographic examples of cooking ves

sels, the storage function appears legitimate. The variety of sizes 

may have been produced for a variety of substances. Vessels of Class 

6, when filled, were probably not easily moved.

h



The cooking storage dichotomy outlined here may not have been a 

dichotomy to the users of these vessels. The use to which a vessel was 

put may have been defined roughly by its form, but was probably most 

often defined by logistics at any point in time. Nevertheless, vessels 

were produced in specific forms which meet our expectations given the 

ethnographic and archaeological evidence.

The three Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated jars which 

belong to Class 2 are more anomalous, but may have been used as storage 

jars with more restricted mouths for pouring, by analogy to the Papago 

seed storage jars.

Plain Brown. The small number of Brown Plain vessels suggests 

that they were either intrusive at the site or produced for a specific 

function which was performed with regularity in the rooms at the site. 

The two large jars of Brown Plainware both have relatively wide mouths, 

but long necks (7.9 and 4.5 cm). Plainwares were used historically for 

a variety of functions, and these two vessels may have been used for 

storage or cooking. Their long necks would have made access more dif

ficult than for the short-necked corrugated vessels of these classes 

(6 and 7)i so a storage function may be more reasonable. The miniature 

vessels may have been toys or children's unfinished attempts at pottery 
making.
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Red Plain. The remaining type is the Red Plainware. It occurs 

in vessels belonging to Classes 1, 2, 5, 4, and 8. Thus, it overlaps 

in form with both Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated jars and black- 

on-white jars. Ethnographic and archaeological evidence for redwares
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suggest that they were produced almost exclusively for water collection 

and storage. The few archaeological examples of water source excava

tions have revealed an overwhelming frequency of redware vessels in 

wells at Point of Pines (Haury 1957:18) and Snaketown (Haury 1976:156). 

The interpretation of this phenomenon is that water was transported in 

redware vessels. Haury states that redware was preferred over corru

gated types because the surface slipping and polishing made the vessels 

less porous (Haury 1957:18).

Ethnographic evidence among groups which produced redwares 

suggests the redwares continued to be manufactured as water collection 

and storage vessels well into the historic period. Stevenson (1883:

347) illustrates redware water alias made by the Zuni and Hopi (Steven

son l883:349)« Other groups used polished plainware (such as the 

Papago: Fontana et al. 1962:34) or decorated ware (such as the Pima:

Russell 1975:27; and Yuman groups: Rogers 1936).*

If we interpret the redware vessels as water containers also, 

then we must explain the technological and formal differences between 

these vessels and the black-on-white vessels also interpreted as water 

containers. Fortunately, ethnographic evidence provides some clues. 

Among most historic Indian groups in the Southwest, a distinction was 

made between types of water containers. For instance, among the Papago, 

defined forms for water storage included: permanent water storage jars,

drinking water containers, water canteens for carrying water long dis

tances, and jars for carrying water short distances. Differences 

between the functional classes included formal and technological vari

ations. Thus, permanent water storage jars were large with short,
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straight rims without temper or with a fine temper to prevent evapora

tion. Drinking water containers had wide mouths to permit a dipper and 

course temper to aid in evaporation and therefore cool the water.

Water canteens were small jars with constricted necks for drinking.

The jars made for carrying water short distances were carried on the 

head on a yucca ring, and had small mouths to prevent spillage (Fontana

et al. 1962:34-47).

Yuman groups had canteens and water ollas (Rogers 1936:Plate 9) 

as did the Pima (Russell 1975:129). Stevenson describes two sizes of 

water vases, which were generally decorated; water canteens, which were 

plainware or decorated and used for long distance water carrying 

(Cushing 1886:512); and pitchers which were decorated (Stevenson 1883: 

325). In discussing Zuni water vases, he comments on the "uniformity 

of proportion" and gives measurements and ratios for the large and 

small sizes. Large water "vases" have a mean aperture to diameter ratio 

of .57, and small water "vases" of .61 (Stevenson 1883:324). The can

teens, used for carrying water, had more constricted mouths for 

drinking. The water containers he obtained from Walpi were the same 

basic shapes and forms (Stevenson 1883:378-382).

Bunzel (1972) found relatively the same dimensions present on

Zuni and Acoma water jars, but quite different dimensions on Hopi water

jars. The Zuni and Acoma vessels had aperture to diameter ratios of

.50. Hopi vessels had more constricted necks with relative proportions

of .31 (Bunzel 1972:8-10). Bunzel states that the Hopi form,

. . .  is especially well adapted for carrying water long dis
tances over steep, rough trails, as is necessary in the Hopi 
country. The low flat vessel is more easily balanced on the
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head than higher forms; the small mouth prevents spilling.
However tempting this theory is as an explanation of develop
ment of this peculiar form in Tusayan, it is without founda
tion in fact. In ancient times this type of vessel was 
developed when the Hopi villages were situated in valleys, 
and it flourished at the same time in the Zuni valley. During 
the nineteenth century the typical Hopi water jar was un un
wieldy globular affair, much clumsier than that now made at 
Zuni. Acoma, a mesa village, where conditions are similar to 
those of the Hopi country, favors high large-mouthed jars 
(Bunzel 1972:10).

In comparing these vessels with the records of vessels left by Steven

son (1883), it appears that modern Pueblo water containers have lost 
much of their variability through time. Curtis photographs of water 

collection, show Hopis filling canteens at a spring, and Acoma women 

filling wide mouthed jars at a well either by dipping the entire wide

mouthed decorated vessel or by filling the upright jar with a gourd 

ladle (Curtis 1972).

Given this evidence for formal variability in historic Pueblo 

water containers, we might expect such variability in prehistoric Pueblo 

water containers. There is not enough evidence to confidently state 

which form had which function. However, the following functions seem 

most logical given the form and technology of the vessels, and may be 

tested in future excavations.

Short Distance Water Carrying Jar. Such vessels would be manu

factured for ease of water collection and transport. This would 

necessitate a vessel small enough to transport on the head, but large 

enough to maximize the water collection per trip to the water source. 

The vessels might have wide mouths or narrow mouths. Wide mouths would 

facilitate filling while narrow mouths would prevent spilling. Low 

evaporation rates would be most desirable.
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Water Storage Jars. Once the water had reached its destination, 

it would presumably be poured into larger water storage jars, freeing 

the carrying jar for further trips to the source. Water storage jars, 

by analogy with the Papago vessels, should have characteristics which 

would prevent water loss: little and fine temper to prevent evapora

tion, narrow mouths, but large capacities.

Long Distance Water Carrying Jars. Used to carry water on 

trips, these vessels generally had small mouths for drinking, and shapes 

which made carrying simple. The vessel would be manufactured to prevent 

evaporation also.

Drinking Water Storage Vessels. By analogy with the Papago 

vessels, jars may have been manufactured especially to hold drinking 

water. These vessels would have had rough temper and thin walls to 

encourage evaporation, and wide mouths to admit ladles for drinking.

Considered in light of these four functional classes, it is 

possible to hypothesize associations between the formally and techno

logically defined Chodistaas assemblage and these functions:

1. Water carrying jars: Class 1 black-on-white vessels.

2. Water storage jars: Class 2 black-on-white vessels.

3. Water carrying jars for long distance: canteen, stirrup spout

vessel, possibly other Class 8 and 9 black-on-white jars.

4. Drinking water storage jars: redware jars, including the boot

vessel from Room 8.

The Class 1 black-on-white vessels would be most suited to water 

transport because of their relatively small size, narrow mouths, fine
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tempers relative lack of temper, and relatively thick walls. The Class 

2 black-on-white vessels would be suited to storage because of their 

bulk and characteristics preventing evaporation: temper, wall thickness,

and small neck. In addition, black-on-white vessels would tend to 

discourage evaporation because of their color, while redwares would 

encourage it for the same reason. The long distance water carrying 

black-on-white jars all have handles. Finally, the redwares have rela

tively wide mouths (14 out of 18 have apertures averaging one-half their 

maximum diameter), permitting ease of access to the drinking water; and 

their color, thin walls, abundance of coarse temper, and open mouths 

would encourage sweating of the vessel, cooling the water for drinking.- 

At the same time, the slip would prevent too rapid evaporation of the 

water.

Theoretically, then, the redwares found in the Chodistaas assem

blage have attributes better suited to rapid water evaporation and 

therefore water cooling than the black-on-whites. In order to test the 

relation between these attributes and actual evaporation and water 

cooling, several experiments were performed using black-on-white and 

redware jars.

In the experiments, two small jars were filled with equal 

amounts of water and the temperature and evaporation rates of the water 

measured over time. A redware jar from the Grasshopper Ruin was used 

because there were no unbroken redware jars from the Chodistaas site.

. However, the technology and form appear identical to the Chodistaas 

redwares. In addition, a black-on-white pitcher was used. Vessel size 

and form is almost identical for the two vessels. Each was filled with
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200 mm of water of known temperature, and changes in temperature and 

evaporation rate measured at five minute intervals.

Experiment 1. In the first experiment, the original water tem

perature was 32° centigrade in a room at 20° centigrade. The redware 

vessel began to "sweat" within five seconds after water was put in it. 

The black-on-white vessel took 11 minutes to sweat. However, the 

temperature drop for both jars was almost identical. After two hours, 

temperature leveled off at 22° centigrade for the redware and 20° cen

tigrade for the black-on-white. The evaporation rate for the redware 

was approximately 40 ml. an hour for the first two hours, but slowed 

after this. All water had evaporated after 22 hours. The black-on- 

white vessel did not permit such rapid evaporation, only 40 ml. were 

gone after two hours, and 40 ml. remained after 22 hours.

Experiment 2. In the second experiment performed in full sun 

outside, the water temperature was 30° and the air 24*. Temperature 

and evaporation rates were measured for only 30 minutes. In this time, 

the temperature of the water in the black-on-white jar fell to 29° 

accompanied by a low evaporation rate of 20 ml., while the water in the 

redware grew warmer (to 31°) and evaporated more rapidly (60 ml.).

Experiment 3« In the third experiment, in shade outside, air 

temperature was 15° and water temperature was 24*. In the 30 minutes, 

both containers permitted a temperature drop to 19°, and both lost

20 ml. of water



Experiment 4. Finally, using cool water (20°) in hot sun (28°),
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both vessels' contents grew warmer, ending at 24° after 35 minutes. 

However, in this experiment, the redware lost only 10 ml. and the black- 

on-white 40 ml .

These results are baffling. The black-on-white vessel holds 

water better, both preventing evaporation and cooling the water in all 

shaded situations and where the water is warmer than the air. But 

while the redware tends to permit evaporation more in most situations, 

it retains water better when the water is cooler than the surrounding 

air. Perhaps redware behaves like a thermostat, reacting more to the 

outside temperature when the water needs to be cooled, less when the 

water needs to be kept cool (when the water is cooler than the surround

ing air). When the water needs to be cooled, the redware sweats and 

loses the water through evaporation, cooling its contents. When the 

water is cooler than the surrounding air, it evaporates little, main

taining the cooler temperature of the water. The black-on-white 

behaves more consistently, losing identical amounts of water when the 

water is warm and needs to be cooled, but sweating profusely when the 

water is cooler than the air. While the results are not as we would 

have predicted, they do not confirm or negate the "water" functions 
discussed above for redwares and black-on-white types.

Conclusions

The functional evaluation of the Chodistaas assemblage is more 

complex than has usually been presented in the past. I do not think 

that the complexity is unwarranted, however. Instead, the complexity
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of the interpretation is justified by the complexity of the assemblage. 

Clearly Southwestern populations manufactured vessels in a variety of 

forms for a variety of functions. The general lack of formal vari

ability seen in ethnographic situations today is due to replacement of 

many ceramic forms with modern non-ceramic forms. However, when 

ceramic vessels were manufactured for local use, daily activities re

quired the constant utilization of these vessels for storage, cooking, 

eating and moving materials. It is extremely likely that different 

forms and technologies were developed to best fulfill these different 

functions. The technological and formal variability present in the 

Chodistaas assemblage supports such an interpretation. Seven techno

logically distinct types occur in 13 distinct forms, and although all 

of the rooms at the site did not hold all of these types and forms at 

the time of excavation, all of the rooms held a variety of types and 

forms. Given the functional interpretations assigned to the formal and 

technological classes of vessels, it is possible to examine hypothesized 

activities by room through the vessels present in those rooms. Examin

ing Table 33, it is clear that vessels destined for certain hypothesized 

activities were present more often in some rooms than others.

Jars: Functional Interpretation

Group-cooking Jars. The large corrugated jars of Class 7 occur 

almost exclusively in rooms previously defined as domestic storage 

(3 and 5) or community storage (2 and 16). Room 8, a habitation room, 

also has one known and three predicted group cooking vessels. Given 

the paucity of hearths in Rooms 3 and 5, a "group-cooking” function may



Table 33- Functional classes by room for known and predicted cases. —  Predicted cases in
parentheses.

Classes 
or Types Functions

Rooms
1 2> 3 5 8 9 ll 15 16

Cl. 7 Cooking-Grp. 1 (1) 5 6 1 (3) 1 2
Cl. 5 Cooking-Fam. (1) 1 3 2 1 1
Cl. 2, 3,
4S 6, 8 Storage 1 (1) 5 (2) 6 (1) 9 (4) 3 (2) 4 6 (1) 2 3

Cl. 1 Water Carry. 2 1 (1) 1 2 4 (1) (1)
Cl. 2 Water Stor. 2 2 1 1 1 (1)
Redware Drinking 3 2 (1) 2 2 (3) 5 2 ' 2
B/V Cl. 8 Long Dist. •

Water Carry. (1) 1
Cl. 8, 9 Pitchers 3 1 1

Salado Red 2 1 1
Salado W/R 2
Brown Plain. 1 (1) 1 (1)

Cl. 9 Miniatures 2 1 1 (1) 1
Dec. Cl.l Indv. Serv. 2 3 3 1 (1) 4
Dec. Cl.2 Large Mix./

Serv. 1 1 3 4 1 1
Cl. 3 Grp. Serv. 1 1
Cl. 4 Miniatures 2 4 2 1 1
Cl. 1, 2 Smudged Bowls 2 1 1 1 3 1 1
Cl. 1 Husking Tray 1 1

20?
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be questioned, the wide mouths of these vessels may have simply admitted 

access to stored items.

Family-cooking Jars. The smaller wide-mouthed corrugated jars 

of Class 5 are hypothesized to have been used for cooking also. Here, 
however, the distribution at the site is quite different. Community 

rooms 2, 15» and 16 still have single vessels of Class 5* but most of 

the vessels occur in the habitation Rooms 8 and 9.

Storage Jars. Apparently, items were stored in all rooms at 

the site. Corrugated jars of Classes 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 occur in every 

room. The greatest number occur in Rooms 3 and 5, with hypothesized 

storage function, 2 with a community function, and 11 with hypothesized 

storage and habitation functions. Clearly, however, so-called storage 

vessels were used in a variety of ways in a variety of locales at the 

site.

Short-distance Water Carrying Jars and Water Storage Jars. The 

distinction between Class 1 water carrying jars and Class 2 water 

storage jars appears to break down when actual frequencies are examined. 

While all of the large Class 2 jars probably were used strictly for 

water storage, some of the Class 1 vessels may have also been used in 

this way. Room 2, with a hypothesized community function did not hold 

any water carrying or storage jars. All of the other rooms held at 

least one black-on-white water container. The two habitation rooms 

(8 and 9) and one storage room (3) have the highest number of black-on- 

white water containers.
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Drinking-water Jars. Redware drinking-water jars occur almost 

exclusively in habitation rooms (8 and 9) and community structures (2, 

15, and 16).

Long-distance Water Carrying Jars. Only two such vessels 

occurred in the assemblage, a stirrup spout vessel in Room 5 and a 

canteen in Room 9. The redware boot vessel in Room 8 might also be 

considered a water carrying jar. Nevertheless, the uniqueness of each 

of these forms in the assemblage suggests two possible explanations: 

that they were intrusives at the site, while other perishable material 

such as gourds were used to manufacture water carrying vessels, or that 

the inhabitants removed their water carrying vessels from the site 

prior to abandonment.

Pitchers. Pitchers were not popular forms at the site either, 

although the design present on the vessel and their technology do not 

suggest external production. The occurrence of three such forms in 

one room (5) suggests instead that some individuals may have preferred 

to use such forms.

Salado Red, Salado White-on-red, Brown Plain. All three of 

these types occur in low frequency and may have been produced outside 

of the site. Their distribution does not suggest anything about their 

function or the function of the rooms in which they occur.

Miniatures. Miniature jars do not occur with much frequency at 

the site, but these jars may have been the products of children or



specialized functions which did not necessitate their occurrence in all 
of the rooms at the site.

Bowls: Functional Interpretation

Individual Serving Bowls. Decorated vessels of Class 1 form 

occur in only five rooms at the site: the households of Rooms 3 and 8,
and 11, community structures 2 and 15. This distribution suggests 

either that some inhabitants used perishable items or large vessels 
for eating or.that some inhabitants removed the vessels from these 
rooms prior to the abandonment of the site.

Large Mixing or Serving Bowls. . The distribution of these large 

decorated bowls is more as we would expect than the smaller decorated 

bowls. The households of Rooms 3 and 8, 5 and 9» and 11 each have at 

least one of these vessels, and Room 2, a community structure also has 
one such form.

Group Vessels. The enormous bowls in Class 3 occur only in the 

community Room 15, and habitation Room 9» The presence of the large 
smudged redware bowl in Room 9 is interesting, especially given the 

virtual absence of the smaller bowls in this room.

Miniature Bowls. Miniature vessels occur in habitation and 

community rooms and may have been used for a variety.of activities in 

these rooms.

210
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Smudged Bowls. At least one smudged bowl occurs in every room 

except Rooms 9 and 16. Since we do not know what these vessels were 

used for, it is impossible to interpret this distribution.

Husking Trays. Husking trays were found only in community Room

2 and habitation Room 9* With only two vessels, the husking trays may 

be seen as intrusives. But, it seems more likely that husking was an 

activity performed more often in a setting outside of the rooms. More 

vessels of such forms might then be found in outdoor areas at the site.

In conclusion, the distribution of vessel forms at the site 

tends to confirm the room functions assigned on the basis of architec

tural, artifactual (including gross vessel morphology) and other evi

dence (see Chapter 2). However, two rooms, 1 and 11 stand out as 

unusual. Both rooms lack evidence for any activities beyond dry and 

wet storage in jars, and whatever activities involved smudged bowls and 

decorated bowls. The low number of vessels found in these two rooms 

suggests that, for whatever reason, these assemblages are not complete. 

Floor features and the rest of the artifactual assemblages from these 

rooms do confirm that activities other than storage took place here. 

Finally, the combined totals of vessels from the households of Rooms

3 and 8, 5 and 9 are much more similar when the functional classes 

(Table 33) are considered rather than just the formal classes.

The analysis of the formal attributes of the Chodistaas 

assemblage has demonstrated the presence of a style of form in addition 

to functionally distinct formal classes. Vessels were produced in at 

least 13 different shapes and sizes, each apparently produced to
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fulfill a specific function. Some of the attributes of form must then 

be considered to have been determined by the^intended function of the 

vessel. Other attributes suggest the presence of a style of form, which 

influenced the final forms of the vessels at the site. The style of 

form may be considered here as a residual category of the attributes 

left once those determined by functional considerations are removed 

(Sackett 1977)• The consistency of overall sizes, proportions, and 

shapes reaches far beyond that necessary given the functions of the 

vessel assemblage. Here the aesthetic preferences of the inhabitants 

of the site are manifest, although the absolute separation of function 

from style is not possible.

The contributions of such an analysis to our understanding of 

vessel manufacture are two-fold. First, archaeologists must recognize 

that single measurements, such as vessel aperture, do not aid in func

tional determinations. Formal variation is much more complex than any 

one measurement can decipher. Ethnographic studies have repeatedly 

verified the existence of multiple formal and functional vessel cate

gories. A cooking-storage dichotomy is much too simplistic, especially 

when these interpretations of vessel function are used to interpret

site function. And even differences in such proportions may indicate
«

no more than changes in style rather than rates of activity performance. 

Second, much more experimental research is required into use-wear 

patterning and efficiency of specific vessels for specific tasks. Even 

given a knowledge of which forms and technologies were produced for 

which functions does not tell us what functions they actually fulfilled. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of the formal attributes of the Chodistaas
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assemblage has been extremely fruitful. The few measurements taken from 

each vessel required minimal time and effort for the analytical returns. 

Obviously, such measurements are not available on sherd collections.

But, unreconstructed vessels offer almost complete records of vessel 

form which provide significant and absolute avenues for analysis.



CHAPTER 7

ATTRIBUTES OF STYLE

A review of the painted vessels in the Chodistaas collection 

reveals a high degree of variability in design treatment. When the 

decorative treatments are reduced to attributes in the analytic process, 

a basis is established for seeing the potter as more than technician, 

more than manipulator of clay, but as artist. Styles of form enable us 

to speculate on the utility of the vessels, but styles of design enable 

us to speculate about the more hidden side of prehistoric existence. 

Moreover, it is the decoration on these vessels which appeals most to 

people as a whole today. Nevertheless, to the Southwestern archaeolo

gist the painted decoration is generally viewed more as an analytic 

unit than an aesthetic one. Seldom have archaeologists discussed the 

aesthetic virtues of ceramic vessels. It must be admitted that much of 

this reluctance to evaluate the aesthetic qualities of ceramics is due 

to our inability to judge the vessels as they were judged by their 

makers.

Archaeologists have approached designs as analytic units in a 

number of ways over the years. Many have concentrated on form of 

design elements or motifs alone (Clarke 1935» Cronin 1962; Longacre 

1970; Hill 1970; Tuggle 1970; Wiley 1971; Gerald 1975; Clemen 1976;

Plog 1977)i while others have been more concerned with the structure of
214
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the design (Amsden 1936; Carlson 1970; DeGarmo 1975; Washburn 1977; 

Zaslow and Dittert 1977)• Rarely has an archaeologist examined both 

forms and structures; Washburn's (1977) work with an Upper Gila area 

assemblage stands out as a rare attempt to integrate formal and struc

tural analyses. To a great extent, the type of analysis undertaken is 

constrained by the material: structural analyses are impossible with

most sherd collections. And when confronted with whole vessels, the 

complexity of the structure often diminishes our ability to view ele

ments or motifs as units.

The Chodistaas analysis attempted to combine many of the earlier 

techniques of analyzing vessels. This was not an attempt to evaluate a 

"correct" approach to analyzing designs, for there is no "correct" 

approach to artistic analyses. It was instead an attempt to analyze 

the material as completely as possible.

As techniques of analysis have varied, so have the interpreta

tions of the results of these analyses. In the early decades of this 

century, archaeologists concentrated on defining and describing the 

designs found on prehistoric Southwestern pottery. In a broad sense, 

these researchers attempted to evaluate the relationships between sites 

by examining the design styles at those sites. Sites with similar 

design styles were assumed to be related culturally. More recently, the 

same basic assumption, that the amount of shared design behavior indi

cates the amount of interaction, has been used to evaluate social 

organization within sites and networks of interaction between sites.

A corollary of the assumption, that vessels with aberrant design styles
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are the products of strangers to that culture, has been used to identify 

trade wares (e.g., Washburn 1977)•

The analysis of the Chodistaas assemblage did not begin with 

any set models for interpretive appraisal. Rather, it was designed to 

describe the amount of variability in the assemblage in as much detail 

as possible and to search for patterns in that variability. Once 

located, an attempt could be made to explain those patterns, to evalu

ate their significance for the culture as a whole. It was recognized 

from the outset that the patterning found at Chodistaas might not be 

discovered at other sites in the Southwest, and that the explanations 

which apply here might not apply to other times, places, or situations. 

But it was also recognized that the Chodistaas Site, and its assemblage 

represent what may be a unique situation in the Southwest. The oppor

tunity to analyze such an assemblage has not been present in the past 

and may not present itself again. The crucial task to this analysis is 

then to document the assemblage in as much detail as possible and assess 

that documentation in light of what is known and understood about the 

past today.

In the description of the design attributes which follows, the 

discussion will proceed from the smallest units of design to the 

grossest. And because Chapter 4 presented a detailed description of 

the attribute categories, only brief definitions will be provided here.

Elements

A total of 28 elements were isolated on painted vessels from 

the Chodistaas Site. Elements were defined for this analysis as the
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continuous line geometric shapes which make up a motif (see Fig. 8 for 

example). The element is thus only an outlined shape, it is not by this 

definition filled with anything. The $8 vessels used in the analysis 

exhibited a total of 392 occurrences of the 28 elements. Table 3*+ pre

sents a list of the elements with counts and frequencies of their 

occurrence at the site (Fig. 9 presents a stylized view of the elements 

themselves). It is immediately obvious that some elements occur with 

great frequency, some almost not at all. Thus, the elements with 

relative frequencies over are, in descending order of occurrence: 

stepped elements, broad lines, curvilinear scrolls, triangles, and 

equilateral triangles.

If we assume, as discussed above, that the majority of the 

vessels on which these elements occur are locally produced, then we can 

provide a number of explanations for this distribution (see S. Plog 1977 

for a discussion of a regional perspective on the same phenomenon). 

First, the elements may occur more frequently bn some types of pottery 

than others. Thus some elements may be more appropriate on vessels 

made in the Salado painted tradition than on vessels made in the Pine- 

dale Black-on-white tradition, and the priority of some elements over 

others may be a result of the priority of some types over others at the 

site. Second, the elements may occur more frequently on specific forms 

than on others. Thus, some elements may be more appropriate to bowls, 

and some to jars, or even classes of these forms (see Chapter 6) within 

these gross categories. The priority of some elements over others may 

then be due to the relative frequency of these forms at the site. 

Finally, the elements may occur more frequently in some rooms in the
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Table Counts and frequencies of elements on Chodistaas vessels.

Elements Counts % Frequencies
1. Dot 4 1.0
2. Circle 7 1.8
3. Square 5 1.3
4. Combined into diamonds 1 .3
5. Fine line 9 2.2
6. Stepped element 72 18.3
7. Equilateral triangle 29 7.4
8. Y frame 3 .8
9. Scroll 36 9.2

10. Right triangle 9 2.2
11. Scalloped triangle 10 2.5
12. Enclosed diamonds 2 .5
13. Stepped fret 2 .5
14. Bird 4 1.0
15. Triangle 35 9.0
16. Diamond 15 3.8
17. Barb 3 .8COH Squiggle line 3 .8
19. Rectilinear scroll 10 2.5
20. Triangular scroll 2 .5
21. Junction 5 1.3
22. Open Y frame 11 2.8

Broad line 66 16.8* A frame 19 4.8
25. L frame 11 2.8
26. Flagged scroll 5 1.3$5 Rectangle 13 3.3
28. Stepped line 1 .3

Total 392 100.0
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site than in others. And the priority of some elements over others may 

be due to the relative frequencies of painted vessels in these rooms.

Elements by Type

If we first examine the relative frequencies of elements by type 

of vessel, it is immediately clear that certain elements occur with more 

frequency on some types than others. Table 35 presents percentages and 

counts for all elements by type. Unfortunately, four of the seven types 

exhibit fewer them 10 elements each, so that the percentages cannot be 

considered reliable measures of relative occurrence of the elements 

overall. Therefore, we will concentrate on the relative frequencies of 

the elements found in Pinedale Black-on-white versus Pinto Painted ves

sels. The counts of Pinto Painted elements are approximately one-half 

those of Pinedale Black-on-white elements so that even here many of the 

smaller differences may be due to chance. There are thus 14 elements 

which exhibit up to 10 occurrences on Pinedale Black-on-white and do 

not appear at all on Pinto Painted types. Due to the discrepancy in 

sample size, these elements will be ignored, but it should be acknowl

edged that, given an equal sample size, the discrepancy might be found 

to have significance. Removing the 14 elements leaves 14 additional 

elements. Most of these elements exhibit low counts and low percent

ages in both types. But seven elements stand out as having high 

percentages in one type and low in the other. Thus stepped elements 

and scrolls occur with obviously higher relative frequency in Pinto 

Painted, and broad stripes occur with much greater relative frequency 

in Pinedale Black-on-white. A chi-square test (X^ = 71.6, 6 d.f.)
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Table 35« Counts and percentages of elements by type.

Elements
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Dot (4) 2 (0) 25
Circle (4) 2 (3) 2
Square (4) 2 (1)
Combined into diamonds (1) (0)
Fine line (9) 4 (0)
Stepped elemebt (33) 14 (37) 27 (2) 25
Equilateral triangle (2) 29 (17) 7 (10) 7
Y frame (3) 1 (0)
Scroll (6) 3 (30) 22
Right triangle (6) 3 (3) 2
Scalloped triangle (10) 4 (0)
Enclosed diamonds (1) (1)
Stepped fret (2) (0)
Bird (4) 2 (0)
Triangle (1) 14 (18) 8 (15) 11 (1) 13
Diamond (7) 3 (6) 4 (2) 66
Barb (1) (2) 1
Squiggle line (3) 1 (0)
Rectilinear scroll (1) 14 (6) 3 (0) (2) 25 (1) 25
Triangular scroll (1) 14 (1) (0)
Junction (5) 2 (0)
Open Y frame (8) 4 (0) (2) 25 (1) 33
Broad line (2) 29 (59) 25 (5) 4
A frame (9) 4 (10) 7
L frame (4) 2 (7) 5
Flagged Scroll (3) 1 (2) 1
Rectangle (4) 2 (5) 4 (1) 13 (3) 75
Stepped line (0) (1)
Total Elements 7 232 138 8 3 4
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demonstrates a significant difference in the frequencies of these ele

ments occurring on the two wares at less than the .05 level of signifi

cance. Most of this variability is due to the frequencies of three of 

the elements. Stepped elements and scrolls were thus viewed as appro

priate elements with which to decorate Pinto Painted vessels, while 

breadlines were viewed as appropriate elements with which to decorate 

Pinedale Black-on-white vessels. Obviously, it was acceptable to 

decorate both types with these elements, but these specific elements 

were apparently preferred in specific technologically defined contexts.

Elements by Form

It may also be that certain elements were primarily used to 

decorate certain forms. Unfortunately, the correlation between form 

and types is quite high: all decorated jars are black-on-white or

Salado Red, all decorated bowls are black-on-white, Pinto Painted,

Cibecue Polychrome, or McDonald Corrugated. Thus, any patterning 

apparent between form and design element may be due to type rather than 

form, and the correlation demonstrated above between some elements and 

specific types may be due to form also. We might expect to find then 

strong correlations between scrolls, stepped elements, and bowls, and a 

second correlation between broad lines and jars.

The cross-tabulation in Table 36 confirms these expectations: 

stepped elements and scrolls are highly correlated with bowl forms,

while broad lines are highly correlated with jar forms. In addition, 

despite the small sample size, it appears that right triangles and 

equilateral triangles occur slightly more often on jars than bowls.

x
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Table 36# Counts and percentages of elements by form#

Elements Bowl % Jar % i iDot (4) 2
Circle (3) 2 (4) 2 i":

Square (1) (4) 2 S:
'

Diamonds (1) ■:;'
Fine line (4) 2 (4) 2 ;:

Stepped elements (42) 24 (30) 14 r

Equilateral triangle (12) 7 (17) 8 1
Y frame (3) 1 :
Scroll (30) 17 (6) 3
Right triangle (3) 2 (6) 3 r
Scalloped triangle 
Enclosed diamonds (1)

(10) 5 
(1) r

Stepped fret (1)
Bird (4) 2 j:
Triangle (21) 12 (13) 6 i
Diamond (9) 5 (6) 3 ;
Bard (2) 1 (1) I
Squiggle line (3) 1 :

Rectilinear scroll (3) 2 (7) 3 ?
Triangular scroll (1) (1) 1
Junction (1) (4) 2 j

Open Y frame (3) 2 (8) 4
Broad line (11) 6 (55) 26
A frame (11) 6 (8) 4
L frame (7) 4 (4) 2
Flagged scroll (2) 1 (3) 1 ;
Rectangle (8) 5 (5) 2
Stepped line

Total Elements
(1)

(176) 48 (213) 52

i
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while triangles (scalene) occur more often on bowl forms. In this 

analysis, the formal classes described in Chapter 6 were collapsed into 

two: bowls and jars. The bowl class includes ladles, and the jar class

includes pitchers. The stirrup spout from Room 5 was left out of this 

part of the analysis.

Table 37 presents a cross-tabulation of elements by the formal 

classes described in Chapter 6. These classes include only vessels 

with all continuous measurements recorded except height, which elimi

nated six vessels from the analysis: four jars, one bowl, and the

stirrup spout. Unfortunately, examining the elements by eight formal 

classes reduces the sample size and the possible conclusions consider

ably. For the most part, however, the classes within each gross form 

appear similar in relative frequency of design elements. The few cor

relations which do appear may be due to the small size of the sample 

and the presence of a few vessels in a particular class. Such possibly 

fortuitous patterns include: a high frequency of diamonds and broad

lines in Class 1 of the bowl forms; a low frequency of stepped elements 

and broad lines in Class 2 of the bowl forms accompanied by a high 

frequency of A frames; a high frequency of scalloped triangles in Class 

1 of the jar forms; a low frequency of broad line stripes in Class 2 of 

the jar forms; a different distribution of element percentages in Class 

4 of the jar forms, which includes only Salado Red jars; and a high 

frequency of broad line stripes in Classes 8 and 9 of the jar classes.

It is impossible to separate the importance of form or type in 

determining the occurrence of elements on these vessels. A larger 

sample size would permit the analysis of both variables at once. It



Table 37. Counts and percentages of elements by formal classes.

Bowl Classes Jar Classes
Elements T~% 1 T ^  4 ^ 1 ^ • 2 ^ 4 % 8 % 9 ^
Dot ( 2) 3 ( 1) 3
Circle ( 2) 2 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 3 ( 1) 3
Square ( 1) 1 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 3
Combined into diamonds ( 1) 3
Fine line ( 1) 1 (3) 42 ( 2) 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 3
Stepped elements (25) 27 (14) 19 (2) 29 (13) 16 ( 6) 10 ( 4) 13 ( 3) 19Equilateral triangle ( 7) 7 ( 5) 7 ( 5) 6 ( 5) 8 ( 3) 10 ( 3) 19
Y frame ( 1) 1 ( 2) 7
Scroll (16) 17 (12) 17 ( 1) 1 ( 4) 7 ( 1) 3
Right triangle ( 2) 2 ( 1) 1 ( 3) 5 ( 2) 13
Scalloped triangle ( 8) 10 ( 1) 2
enclosed diamonds ( 1) 1 ( 1) 1
Stepped fret ( 1) 2
Bird ( 1) 1 ( 3) 5
Triangle ( 9) 10 (11) 15 (1) 14 (4) 5 ( 4) 7 ( 2) 7
Diamond ( 9) 10 ( 4) 5 ( 2) 3
Barb (2) 3 ( 1) 3
Squiggle line ( 3) 4
Rectilinear scroll ( 1) 1 ( 2) 3 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 3 (1) 25
Triangular scroll ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2
Junction (1) 14 ( 3) 4
Open Y frame ( 1) 1 (2) 3 ( 4) 5 ( 3) 5 ( 1) 6
Broad line (10) 11 ( 1) 1 (22) 27 (11) 19 (13) 43 ( 7) 44
A frame ( 3) 3 ( 8) 11 ( 3) 4 ( 3) 5
L frame ( 5) 5 ( 2) 3 ( 3) 4 ( 1) 2
Flagged scroll ( 2) 3 ( 1) 2
Rectangle ( 2) 2 ( 6) 8 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2 (3) 75
Stepped line ( 1) 1
Total Elements (94) 54 (72) 42 ( 7) 4 (8l) 43 (59) 31 (4) 2 (30) 16 (16) 8

173 Cases_______________________________________ 190 Cases
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is interesting to note, however, that while broad line stripes occur on 

black-on-white jars, bowls, and Pinto Painted bowls, and stepped ele

ments occur on Pinto Painted and black-on-white bowls, and with some 

frequency on black-on-white jars, scrolls do not occur on black-on- 

white bowls, despite their high frequency on Pinto Painted vessels. 

Scrolls do occur on three black-on-white jars, but in two of the cases 

the style and overall motif in which these scrolls occur is completely 

different on the jars than on the bowls.

Elements by Room

Table 3 8 presents the frequencies and percentages of elements 

in each room at the site. Again we are faced with extreme variance in 

the number of elements present in each room, which ranges from 16 to 

99. The number of specific element shapes recorded on vessels from each 

room is directly proportional to the number of total counts of these 

elements recorded for each room. Thus, in Room 16, the 16 elements 

recorded fall into only six different forms, while in Room 8, the 99 

recorded elements fall into 19 separate forms. It is therefore impos

sible to compare the frequencies or percentages directly. The only 

elements whose counts can be considered somewhat reliable are: stepped

elements, equilateral triangles, scrolls, triangles, and broad lines.

The distribution of stepped elements is fairly even throughout all of 

the rooms, with percentages between 14 and 27# for all rooms. Equi

lateral triangles and triangles are likewise relatively evenly dis- • 

tributed between rooms (6-10# for equilateral triangles and 6-19# for 

triangles). Broad lines and scrolls are not as evenly distributed as 

these other elements. The relative frequency of scrolls ranges from



Table 38* Counts and percentages of elements by room

Elements 1 % 2 % 3 96- 5 # 8 9 % 11 * 15 % 16 *
Dot ( 1) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 1) 2
Circle ( 2) 4 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 4
Square ( 1) 6 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2
Combined into diamonds ( 1) 2
Fine line ( 3) 10 ( 2) 3 ( 3) 3 ( 1) 2
Stepped element ( 3) 18 ( 8) 28 (10) 20 (11) 18 (18) 18 ( 7) 14 ( 5) 25 ( 7) 15 ( 3) 19
Equilateral triangle ( 2) 7 ( 3) 6 ( 6) 10 ( 8) 8 ( 5) 10 ( 5) 10
Y frame ( 2) 3 ( 1) 2
Scroll ( 4) 14 ( 8) 16 ( 4) 7 (10) 10 ( 2) 4 ( 4) 20 ( 4) 8
Right triangle ( 2) 7 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 3) 6 (1) 6
Scalloped triangle ( 3) 5 ( 2) 2 ( 4) 8 ( 1) 5
Enclosed diamonds ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2
Stepped fret ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2
Bird ( 1) 1 ( 3) 15
Triangle ( 2) 12 ( 1) 3 ( 3) 6 ( 5) 8 ( 9) 9 ( 6) 12 ( 3) 15 ( 3) 6 ( 3) 19
Diamond ( 3) 10 ( 4) 8 ( 5) 5 ( 3) 6
Barb ( 1) 2 ( 2) 10
Squiggle line ( 3) 6
Rectilinear scroll ( 2) 7 ( 1). 2 ( 2) 4 ( 2) 4 ( 3) 19
Triangular scroll ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2
Junction ( 2) 12 ( 2) 4 ( 1) 6
Open Y frame ( 2) 7 ( 3) 6 ( 4) 4 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2
Broad line ( 6) 35 ( 7) 14 (12) 20 (13) 13 (11) 22 (12) 25 ( 5) 31
A frame ( 1) 6 ( 1) 3 ( 4) 8 ( 3) 5 ( 7) 7 ( 1) 5 ( 2) 4
L frame ( 1) 6 ( 8) 8 ( 1) 5 ( 1) 2
Flagged scroll ( 2) 4 ( 2) 3 ( 1) 1
Rectangle ( 1) 6 ( 1) 3 ( 1) 2 ( 5) 8 ( 3) 3 ( 4) 2
Stepped line ( 1) 1
Total Elements (17) 4 (29) 7 (51) 13 (61) 16 (99) 25 (51) 13 (20) 5 (48) 12 (16) 4



Table 3 8— Continued

1 % 2 % 3 % 5 %

00 9 11 15 % 16 %

Relative Frequency of Types

Black-on-white (2) .6 (1) .2 (6) .6 (5) •5 (5) .4 (6) 1.0 (2) .3 (3) .5 (2) 1.0
St. Johns 1 (1) .2
Cibecue (1) .3 (1) .2
McDonald (1) .1 (1) .2
Salado White-on-red (2) .2
Pinto Painted (3) .6 (3) .3 (3) .3 (7) .6 (3) .5 (2) .3
Totals (3) (5) (10) (10) (12) (6) (6) (6) (2)
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4 to 20#, while the relative frequency of broad line stripes varies from 

13 to 35$» However, closer examination of the data makes it obvious 

that these discrepancies are due to the relative frequencies of types 

in each room, rather than to other factors. The rooms which have 

scrolls are also the rooms which have Pinto Painted ware, with the 

exception of Room 9. Rooms with a relative frequency of scrolls higher 

than 10.0 are characterized by a relative frequency of Pinto Painted 

to other painted types of greater than .5. The only exception is Room 

3. Likewise the rooms characterized by a high relative frequency of 

broad lines (over 15.0) are also characterized by a high relative fre

quency of black-on-white vessels (over .5)• The only exception again 

is Room 3. This anomaly cannot be explained by recourse to type alone.

In order to more accurately assess the differences, the rooms 

were collapsed into two groups based on construction sequence and 

location within the site. Rooms 1, 11, 15, and 16 were built prior to 

A.D. 1275 in the northeast corner of the site, and Rooms 3, 5, 8, and 

9 were built in A.D. 1285 in the southwest corner of the site. The 

sample size remains small (3&3 element cases), but permits a comparison 

of element locations at the site (Table 39). Although there is some 

variation in the relative freouencies for Clusters A and B, it never 

exceeds 7#. A chi-square of 3.43 with 5 degrees of freedom forces the 

acceptance of the null hypothesis of no differences in the populations: 

the differences in the relative frequencies could have arisen from 

sampling error alone.

In conclusion then, three elements are correlated with both 

type and form of vessel. Because form and type are so closely
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Table 39 • Counts and percentages of elements by room cluster.

Elements
Cluster A

Rooms 1, 11, 15, 16
Cluster B 

Rooms 3, 5i 8 , 9

1. Dot ( 1) .01 ( 3) .01
2. Circle ( 2) .02 ( 5) .02
3. Square ( 1) .01 ( 3) .01
4. Diamonds ( 1 )
5. Fine line ( 6) .02
6. Stepped element P 00 H 00 (45) .18
7. Equilateral triangle ( 5) .05 (22) .08
8. Y frame ( 3) .01
9. Scroll ( 8) .08 (24) .09

10. Right triangle ( 4) .04 ( 3) .01
11. Scalloped triangle ( 1) .01 ( 9) .03
12. Enclosed diamonds ( 1) .01 ( 1 )
13. Stepped fret ( 2) .01
14. Bird ( 3) .03 ( 1)
15. Triangle (11) .11 (23) .09
16. Diamond (12) .05
17. Barb ( 2) .02 ( 1)
18. Squiggle line ( 3) .01
19. Rectilinear scroll ( 5) .05 ( 3) .01
20. Triangular scroll ( 1) .01 ( 1)
21. Junction ( 3) .03 ( 2) .01
22. Open Y frame ( 1) .01 ( 8) .03
23. Broad line (23) .23 (43) .16
24. A frame ( 4) .04 (14) .05
25. L frame ( 3) .03 ( 8) .03
26. Flagged scroll ( 3) .03 ( 5) .02
27. Rectangle ( 9) .03
28. Stepped line ( 1)

Totals (101) .28 (262) .72
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correlated themselves, it would be impossible to evaluate the primacy 

of one over the other in dictating element form. The scroll is the only 

element which we can say with some confidence is associated more with 

type than form. Most importantly, elements are not correlated with 

rooms at the site, except as type (and form) are correlated with these 

rooms. Rooms with a large number of Pinto Painted bowls had a high 

relative frequency of scrolls and a low relative frequency of broad 

line stripes. This lack of correlation between elements and space at 

the site means that, in this site, elements did not denote ownership 

of a vessel and did not cluster with respect to any hypothetical work

groups. Rather, the potters at the site shared a common set of forms 

and applied them in similar ways, dictated only by the form or type of 

vessel under manufacture.

Elaborations

As elements are the basic geometric shapes which make up a 

motif, elaborations are the manner in which those elements are filled. 

Seven types of elaborations were recorded on the Chodistaas assemblage. 

Any one element, with the exception of the dot, could feasibly be 

filled with any of these types of elaboration. The dot could only be 

solid or unembellished since it does not have any surface area suitable 

for hatching. A code for elaboration was always recorded when an ele

ment was recorded, so that there are 392 cases of elaborations for the 

assemblage. Table 40 presents a list of elaboration types and their 

percentage and frequency at the site. It is apparent from these figures 

that certain types of elaboration were more frequently employed than 

others at the site. As with elements, we might reasonably expect
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Table 40. Counts and percentages of elaboration on Chodistaas vessels.

Elaboration Percentage Counts

1. Solid 68 268

2. Parallel hatching 8 31
3. Oblique hatching 12 50
4. Unembellished 9 34
5. Perpendicular hatching 1 4

6. Combination hatching 1 3
7. Cross hatching 1 2



elaborations to correlate with types of vessels, forms of vessels, or 

rooms which contained the vessels.

Elaboration by Type

Table 4l presents a cross-tabulation of elaboration type by 

standard type. Again, the standard types are here defined by gross 

technology rather than design. We might expect then that potters 

elaborated their elements according to the technology of the vessel 

under production. Although we are faced with sample sizes too small to 

permit accurate comparison across six types, in comparing only black- 

on-white and Pinto Painted types it is immediately obvious that type of 

elaboration does correlate with technological type. Seventy-eight per

cent of the Pinedale black-on-white elements are solid, while only 53^ 

of the Pinto Painted designs are. Both types have almost equal amounts 

of unembellished designs, but the Pinto Painted types are characterized 

by many more hatched elements overall (3f%) than the Pinedale black-on- 

white (1596).

Elaboration by Form

Table 42 presents a cross-tabulation of elaboration by gross 

form of vessel (bowl versus jar), while Table 43 presents the same in

formation by formal class. Despite the problem of separating form from 

type, a comparison of the relative frequencies of the bowls to those of 

Pinto Painted types in Table 41, makes it clear that the addition of the 

other types (black-on-white, St. Johns and McDonald) raises the rela

tive frequency of only one type of elaboration: solid. This is

because, apart from the Pinto Painted vessels, the only bowl which

232



Table 41. Counts and percentages of elaborations by type

Elaborations
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Solid (181) .78 (73) .53 (5) .71 (8) 1.00 (1) -33 (268) .68

Parallel hatching ( ll) .05 (18) .13 (2) .29 0s

Oblique hatching ( 18) .08 (32) .23 ( 50) .12
Unembellished ( 17) .07 (11) .08 (2) .66 (4) 1.00 ( 34) .09
Perpendicular hatching ( 2) .01 ( 2) .01 ( 4) .01
Combination hatching ( 3) .01 ( 3) .01
Cross hatching ( 2) .01 ( 2) .01

Totals (232) .59 inK\eccmH (7) .02 (8) .02 (3) .01 (4) .01 (392)
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Table 42. Counts and percentages of elaborations by form.

Elaborations Jars % Bowls %

1 Solid (160) 75 (106) 6l
2 Parallel ( 11) 5 ( 19) 11
3 Oblique ( 19) 9 ( 32) 18
4 Unembellished ( 18) 8 ( 15) 9
5 Perpendicular ( 2) 1 ( 2) 2
6 Combination ( 3) 1
7 Cross ( 2) 1

Totals (213) 52 (176) 48

Table 43. Counts and percentages of elaborations by formal class.

Jar Classes 1 % 2 % 4 % 8 % 9 %
1 (62) 76 (47) 8o (24) 80 (12) 75
2 ( 6) 7 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 7
3 ( 9) 10 ( 4) 7 ( 3) 10
4 ( 3) 4 ( 3) 5 (4) 100 ( 1) 3 ( 4) 25
5 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2
6 ( 3) 5
7

Totals (190 cases) (81) 43 (59) 31 (4) 2 (30) 16 (16) 8

Bowl Classes 1 % 2 g 4 %

1 (53) 56 (45) 63 (7) 100
2 (16) 16 ( 4) 6
3 (17) 18 (13) 18
4 ( 8) 8 ( 7) 10
5 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 1
6
7 ( 2) 3

Totals (94) 54 (72) 42 (7) 4
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exhibits any hatched designs is the single St. Johns Polychrome vessel. 

The black-on-white and McDonald bowls are decorated with unembellished 

and solid elements only. It does appear here then that it is type which 

is primary in determining elaboration type rather them necessarily form. 

It may be that for the black-on-white vessels both form emd type were 

important in influencing the type of elaboration, but, form alone does 

not correlate as well with elaboration as type of vessel does.

Elaboration by Room

Examining the cross-tabulations of elaboration by room in Table 

44, it is clear that, with few exceptions, the elaborations are evenly 

distributed across the site. The differences between rooms are deter

mined primarily by the relative frequency of Pinto Painted bowls in 

those rooms. Thus, rooms with Pinto Painted vessels, with one excep

tion, have 62-669$ solid elaborations and high relative frequencies 

(18-369$) of hatched elements. Rooms without any Pinto Painted vessels 

have 819$ solid elements and relatively low (8-19#) frequencies of 

hatched elements. The exception is Room 11, which has 509$ Pinto Painted 

vessels, but a high relative frequency of solid elements (759$). Given 

the small sample size of vessels in this room (6), and the low number 

of recordable elements (12) on the badly damaged Pinto Painted vessels 

from this room, the discrepancy cannot be accepted without reservations. 

When elaborations are examined by room cluster (Table 44), a chi-square 

value of 4.77 with 3 d.f. again forces the acceptance of the null 

hypothesis of no difference.

In conclusion, the elaboration of elements in the assemblage 

was determined primarily by the type of vessels being painted.



Table 44. Counts and percentages of elaborations by room and room cluster.

Elaboration 1 % 2 * 3 * 5 % 8 % 3 % 11 % 15 # 16 #
1. Solid (11) 65 (19) 66 (33) 66 (38) 62 (66) 66 (42) 81 (15) 75 (31) 65 (13) 81
2. Parallel ( 1) 6 (2) 7 ( 5) 10 ( 2) 3 (8) 8 (2) 4 ( 2) 10 ( 9) 13
3. Oblique ( 4) 24 ( 5) 17 ( 5) 10 ( 8) 13 (17) 17 (2) 2 ( 3) 15 (3) 6 ( 3) 19
4. Unembellished ( 3) 10 (4) 8 (10) 16 ( 7) 7 ( 5) 10 ( 5) 10
5. Perpendicular ( 1) 6 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 1
6. Combination ( 3) 6
7. Cross ( 2) 3

Totals (17)4.3 (29)7.3 (51)13. (61)15.5 (99)25.2 (51)13.0 (20)5.1 (48)12.2 (16)4.1

1. Solid
Cluster A 
70 (.69)

Cluster B 
179 (.68)

Totals
249 (.69)

2. Parallel 12 (.12) 17 (.06) 29 (.08)
3» Oblique 13 (.13) 32 (.12) 45 (.12)
4. Unembellished 5 (.05) 26 (.10) 31 (.09)
3. Perpendicular 1 (.01) 3 (.01) 4 (.01)
6. Combination 3 (.01) 3 (.01)
7• Cross 2 (.01) 2 (.01)

Totals 101 2.62 363
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McDonald Corrugated, Cibecue Polychrome, and Salado Red exhibited only 

solid elements. Black-on-white vessels, both bowls and jars, exhibited 

high percentages of solid elements and low percentages of hatched ele

ments. Finally, the Pinto Painted types were decorated primarily with 

solid elements, but also with a high relative frequency of hatched 

elements. Most hatching was oriented to be oblique to the framing 

lines, although parallel, perpendicular, cross, and combination hatch

ing were present in the assemblage also.

Relationship of Elements in a Motif

For each motif recorded, the relationship of the elements 

within that motif were also recorded. A total of six ways of combining 

elements into motifs were recorded for 173 motifs in the assemblage 

(see Fig. 10). Table 45 presents the frequencies and percentages of 

these ways of combining elements present in the assemblage. From this 

table it is apparent that motifs were most often formed by connecting 

several elements or by placing one element inside of another. In lesser 

amounts, elements were placed parallel to one another, running in a 

series, doubled but connected, or in some combinations of types of re

lations. The manner in which an artisan combined elements into motifs 

might have been a product of an association with types of technology, 

forms of vessels, or location in rooms at the site.

Element Relationship by Type

Table 46 presents the percentages and frequencies of ways of 

combining elements by type of vessel. Examining only Pinedale Black- 

on-white and the Pinto Painted types, we find that Pinedale displays a



Table 45. Counts and percentages of element relationship by type and form
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By Type
1. Inclusive 51 (.29) 26 (.24) 1 (.33) 21 (.39) 1 (1.0) 2 (1.0)
2. Running 22 (.13) 16 (.15) 4 (.07) 2 (.5)
3. Connected 56 (.32) 30 (.28) 2 (.67) 22 (.41) 2 (.5)
4. Doubled 13 (.08) 10 (.09) 3 (.06)
5. Combined 5 (.03 3 (.03) 2 (.04)
6. Parallel 26 (.15) 24 (.22) 2 (.04)

Totals 109 3 54 1 4 2

By Form Bowls Jars %
1. Inclusive 25 (.34) 26 (.26)
2. Running 9 (.12) 13 (.13)
3. Connected 28 (.38) 28 (.28)
4. Doubled 4 (.05) 9 (.09)
5. Combined 2 (.03) 3 (.03)
6. Parallel 5 (.07) 20 (.20)

Totals 73 (.42) 99 (.58)
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high relative frequency of parallel and running elements, and a low 

relative frequency of inclusive and connected elements. Pinto Painted 

bowls display a high relative frequency of inclusive and connected 

elements and a low relative frequency of other types of element

combining techniques. The chi-square value of 14.97 with 3 degrees of 

freedom demonstrates a significant correlation at less them the .05  

level of significance.

Element Relationship by Form

Table 45 also presents counts and relative frequencies of occur

rences of methods of combining elements into motifs by bowl and jar 

forms. Due to the small total population, the more detailed formal 

classes will not be considered in this analysis. Examining bowl and 

jar forms however, it is clear that methods of combining elements are 

associated with specific vessel forms. Nevertheless, given the associ

ation between forms and types, it is clear that the association between 

methods of element combination and types is slightly greater than that 

between these methods and vessel form. This suggests that it is 

actually type which determines combination technique rather than form.

Element Relationship by Room

Given the small number of cases for each room (Table 46), few 

conclusions can be drawn about the spatial location of the methods of 

combining elements. In general, the rooms appear remarkably similar 

in the distribution of methods of combining elements. The few anoom- 

alies may be due either to the variation in vessel types present in the 

rooms or to the small sample size. Despite this fact, it does appear



Table 46. Counts and percentages of element relationship by room and room cluster

Elements 1 # 2 # 3 # 5 # 8 % 9 # 11 % 15 % 16 %

Inclusive 3 (-3) 5 (.38) 5 (.23) 8 (.30) 12 (.29) 7 ( .3) 3 (.3) 7 (.37) 1 (.13)
Running 2 (.2) 3 (.23) 4 (.18) 5 (.19) 4 (.10) 1 (.04) 1 (.1) 1 (.05) 1 (.13)
Connected 1 (.1) 3 (.23) 9 (.41) 8 (.30) 16 (.39) 5 (.22) 2 (.2) 8 (.42) 4 (.5 )
Doubled 1 (.08) 1 (.05) 2 (.07) 3 (.07) 4 (.17) 2 (.2)
Combined 1 (.04) 3 (.07) 1 (.05) .
Parallel 4 (.4) 1 (.08) 3 (.14) 3 (.11) 3 (.07) 6 (.26) 2 (.2) 2 (.1) 2 (.25)
Totals 10 13 22 27 41 23 10 19 8

Cluster A % Cluster B #
Inclusive 14 (.30) 32 (.28)
Running 5 U D 14 (.12)
Connected 15 (.32) 38 (.34)
Doubled 2 ( .4) 10 ( .9)
Combined 1 ( 2) 4 ( .4)
Parallel 10 (.21) 15 (.13)

Totals 47 ].13

ro
o
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that Rooms 3 and 8 have a low relative frequency of inclusive designs 

relative to their frequency of Pinto Painted vessels, while Rooms 5 and 

9 have a surprisingly high relative frequency of inclusive designs 

relative to their low to non-existent frequency of Pinto Painved ves

sels. The relative frequency of running designs in Rooms 3» 8, and 9 

is also the reverse of what we would expect given the frequency of 

vessel types in these rooms. Unfortunately, these results cannot be 

accurately assessed without a larger sample size. Evaluation of ele

ment combination techniques by room cluster shows no relationship 

between the two variables (X^ = 1.32, 3 d.f.).

In conclusion, the ways in which potters combined elements into 

motifs appears to have been defined primarily by the type of vessel they 

were producing. There may have been some preference for certain tech

niques by room, but the sample size precludes forming definite state

ments about the spatial location of vessels nnd ways of combining 

elements into motifs.

Relationship of Motifs in a Desirrn

For each motif, the relationship between that motif and other 

motifs in the same field of design on the vessel was recorded. A total 

of five different ways of combining motifs in a given field of decora

tion occurred in the Chodistaas assemblage of 1?4 motifs (see Fig. 10). 

Table 4? presents the relative frequency of counts for these five types 

for the entire assemblage. Again, it is clear that certain methods of 

combining motifs were employed more often than others. Interlocking 

and isolated motifs were encountered most often, followed by doubled



Table 47. Counts and percentages of motif relationship by type and form
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By Type -
1. Interlocked 64 (.37) 27 (.25) 1 (.33) 36 (.67)
2. Opposed 3 (.02) 1 (.01) 1 (.33) 1 (.02)
3. Isolated 58 (.34) 48 (.44) 5 (.09) 4 (1 .0) 1 (.5)
4. Doubled 32 (.18) 20 (.12) 1 (.33) 10 (.19) 1 (1.0)
5. Repeated 16 (.09) 13 (.07) 2 (.04) 1 (.5)

Totals 173 109 (.63) 3 (.02) 54 (.31) 1 (.02) 4 2 (.01)

By Form Bowls # Jars %
1. Interlocked 38 (.52) 26 (.26)
2. Opposed 2 (.03) 1 (.01)
3« Isolated 16 (.22) 41 (.41)
4. Doubled 13 (.18) 19 (.19)
5. Repeated 4 (.05) 12 (.12)

Totals 73 (.42) 99 (.58)
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and interlocking motifs, motifs repeated in a line, and opposed 

motifs. If we consider the association of these methods of combining 

motifs with type, form, and room, we encounter the following results.

Motif Relationship by Type

Counts and frequencies of methods of combining motifs by type 

reveal a strong correlation between interlocking motifs and Pinto 

Painted types, and isolated motifs and Pinedale Black-on-white. For 

the Pinto Painted types, if we combined the values for "interlocking" 

and "doubled and interlocking" categories, we find that these methods 

of combining motifs account for 86% of the 5^ designs in the assemblage. 

Pinedale Black-on-white has a high relative frequency of isolated 

motifs (44%), but the combined frequency of "interlocking" types (inter

locked and doubled and interlocked) of motifs is also relatively high 

(37%). A chi-square value of 32.97 with 3 degrees of freedom demon

strates the significance of this relationship at less than the .05 level 

of significance.

Motif Relationship by Form

As discussed repeatedly above, the relationship between form 

and type is strong so that it is hard to separate the effects of one in 

influencing the patterning in the assemblage. In this case, however, 

an examination of the table with motif relationships by form and by 

type reveals a much stronger correlation of motif combinations with 

type than with form. The effect of adding Gibecue and Pinedale bowls 

to the Pinto Painted bowl assemblage is to reduce the frequency of 

interlocking designs and increase the frequency of isolated designs.
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Motif Relationship by Room

The variability present in the patterning of methods of com

bining motifs with location in the site appears to be due primarily to 

the variability present in the location of particular types within the 

site (Table 48). Thus, rooms with Pinto Painted types (Rooms 2, 3, 5»

8, 11, 15) have a high frequency of interlocking designs (over 50# of 

the motif relations recorded for those rooms), with the exception of 

Room 2. Rooms without any Pinto Painted types (1, 9, and 16) have a 

high frequency of isolated designs (over 35#)• Generally, the sample 

size is too small to make reliable statements concerning the association 

of isolated rooms and methods of combining motifs at the site. However, 

a chi-square test demonstrates that there is a significant correlation 

between room clusters and motif relations at less than the .05 level of 

significance. Cluster A has a high frequency of doubled and interlock

ing patterns, Cluster B a high frequency of interlocking patterns 
(X2 = 8.36, 2 d.f.).

In conclusion, then, the methods of combining motifs into pat

terns on vessels was determined primarily by the type of vessel under 

manufacture, although room clusters exhibit preferences for certain 

types of methods over others.

Motifs

The motif has typically been defined as "composed of elements 

such as dots, lines, and other simple geometric figures, which may be 

repeatedly combined with others" (Colton 1953:44). However, for the 

purposes of this analysis, the motif was defined as a structurally



Table 48. Counts and percentages of motif relationship by room and room cluster

Motifs 1 % 2 % 3 # 5 % 8 % 9 % 11 ^ 15 % 16 %

Interlocked 3 (.3) 4 (.31) 11 (.50) 12 (.44) 28 (.54) 3 (.13) 5 (.50) 4 (.21)
Opposed 1 (.08) 1 (.05) 1 (.05)
Isolated 4 (.4) 6 (.46) 7 (.32) 11 (.41) 8 (.20) 12 (.52) 2 (.20) 5 (.26) 3 (.3%)
Doubled 1 (.1) 2 (.15) 2 (.09) 3 (.11) 5 (.12) 5 (.22) 1 (.10) 8 (.42) 5 (.62)
Repeated 2 (.2) 1 (.05) 1 (.04) 6 (.15) 3 (.13) 2 (.20) 1 (.05)
Totals 10 (.06)

!
s•

1
K\rH 22 (.13) 27 (.16) 41 (.24) 23 (.13) 10 (.06) 19 (.11) 8 (.05)

Cluster A % Cluster B #
Interlocked 12 (.26) 48 (.42)
Opposed 1 ( .2) 1 ( .1)
Isolated 14 (.30) 38 (J4)
Doubled 15 (.32) 15 (.13)
Repeated 5 111) 11 (.10)

Totals 47 (.29) 113 (.71)
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meaningful combination of elements and elaborations in a design (see 

Fig. 8). Thus, the motif was isolated from the design as a unit of that 

design. It might contain any number of specific design elements (geo

metric shapes). We cannot assume that the motif was a meaningful unit 

for the artisan, although ethnographic evidence supports the primacy of 

the motif over the "element" as it is defined here. Furthermore, we 

cannot assume that the motif as we perceive it was equivalent in any way 

to the motif as the artisan would have perceived it. The only way to 

examine patterns of stylistic variability at the site was to record 

motifs in some manner. Rather than number individual motifs, however, 

motifs were recorded as combinations of elements, elaborations, the 

relationship of the elements in the motif, and the relationship of the 

motif to other motifs. All of these attributes were believed to be 

significant in accurately describing the parameters of the single motif.

All of the attributes of the stylistic analysis described above 

(see Chapter 4) were therefore combined in examining patterns of motif 

distribution in the assemblage. A total of 1?4 motifs were recorded 

for the 58 decorated vessels at the site. While the analysis of ele

ments, elaborations, element relations, and motif relations described 

above demonstrated the degree of repetition in these individual segments 

of the motifs, there was relatively little repetition in the occurrence 

of particular motifs at the site. A number of motifs shared one or two 

elements in common, but lacked identity due to the presence of singular 

elements, elaborations, or methods of combining these. Due to the large 

number of elements and apparent paucity of overlap, it was decided to 

attempt a cluster analysis of these motif data in order to reveal any



masked repetition in the number of motifs recorded. Both cluster pro

grams used the Ward criterion in measuring distance, producing a den

drogram, which was then used to separate the motifs into clusters 

(Anderberg 1973)•

The First Cluster Analysis

The first cluster program used eight variables in clustering 

the motifs: 3 element codes, 3 elaboration codes, 1 relationship of

elements in the motif code, and 1 relationship of motif to other motifs 

code on the vessel.

A total of 13 classes were derived from the dendrogram produced 

by the cluster program. In general, the 13 classes were characterized 

by only one common variable out of the eight and, since all variables 

were weighted equally, the common denominator shifted from class to 

class.

Class 1: Class 1 contains eight motifs, most of which have solid

triangles, several of which also have A frames or curvilinear scrolls. 

The elements are all inclusive or connected to form the motif.

Class 2: The 10 Class 2 motifs all have almost exclusively solid

elements, but share little else in common.

Class 3• All of the seven Class 3 motifs have stepped elements, 

most often more than one stepped element.

Class 4: The 1? Class 4 motifs all have their elements connected

to form the motif, which typically interlocks with other motifs. Many 

of the motifs have stepped elements, scrolls, or L frames.

Class 3: Only four motifs fall into Class 5, which is united by

the presence of equalateral triangles in motifs which interlock.
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Class 6: The 16 motifs in Class 6 are all formed of inclusive

elements.

Class ?: The three Class 7 motifs are composed of unembellished 

rectangles placed one inside the other and repeated in a line.

Class 8: Eighteen Class 8 motifs are characterized by connected

elements in motifs which interlock with other motifs. Most of the ele

ments exhibit oblique hatching and many of the motifs contain scrolls.

Class 9: The 21 motifs in Class 9 were primarily characterized by

a paucity of elements; all of these motifs were made of one or two 

elements, usually combined into a running motif.

Class 10: Twenty-five motifs in Class 10 also had fewer than three

elements per motif, but these elements were always combined in an 

interlocking pattern.

Class 11: All of the 12 Class 11 motifs interlocked with other

motifs in the pattern and all contained either scrolls or stepped 

elements.

Class 12: Class 12 contained nine cases, most characterized by

elements connected with each other and interlocked with other motifs, 

frequently incorporating solid broad lines, and always with only two 

elements.

Class 13: The 23 Class 13 motifs all shared solid broad-line

elements parallel to one another and isolated on the vessel.

These classes were cross-tabulated with type, form, and room at 

the site. Given the results of the correlations between the individual 

variables and type, form, and room, the correlation between motif and 

these factors held few surprises.



Motifs by Type. We are again faced here with problems of sample 

size, but if we consider only those motif classes which contain at least 

1056 of the motif population (the motif Classes 4, 8, 9, 10, and 13) some 

patterning becomes apparent (Table 49). Class 4 is much more strongly 

represented by Pinto types them black-on-white types. Since Class 4 

characteristics of connected elements, interlocking motifs, scrolls, and 

stepped elements are all correlated with Pinto Painted types themselves, 

it is not surprising that motifs with these characteristics are also. 

Class 8 is also more strongly represented by Pinto types than by Pine- 

dale Black-on-white, and for the same reason. Class 8 is characterized 

by connected elements exhibiting oblique hatching, and usually scrolls. 

Class 9 motifs, which occur more often on Pinedale Black-on-white than 

Pinto Painted types, were characterized by few elements in running 

motifs. Running motifs are also more frequently found on Pinedale ves

sels than on Pinto vessels. The Class 10 motifs are almost evenly 

distributed between the two types. The class includes primarily inter

locking motifs, a characteristic of Pinto Painted types, but also 

motifs containing few elements, more often a characteristic of Pinedale 

Black-on-white motifs. Finally, Class 13 is overwhelmingly represented 

on Pinedale Black-on-white vessels. Since this motif class is composed 

of solid broad line elements, parallel to one another and isolated on 

the vessel, all attributes correlated with Pinedale Black-on-white, the 

result is to be expected.

The results of the clustering of motifs by type thus revealed 

nothing which we would not have predicted given the previous analyses. 

Rather it strengthens the association of various characteristics within
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Table 49» Counts and percentages of motifs by type
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1 4 ( 4) 4 ( 7) 8 ( 5)
2 8 ( 7 ) 2 ( 4) 10 ( 6)
3 2 ( 2) 3 ( 6) 2 (50) 7 ( 4)
4 6 ( 6) 1 (33) 10 (19) 17 (10)
5 2 ( 2) 2 ( 4) 4 ( 2)
6 11 (10) 4 ( 7) 1 (100) 16 ( 9)
7 1 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 1 (50) 3 ( 2)
8 8 ( 7) 10 (19) 18 (10)
9 16 (15) 3 ( 6) 2 (50) 21 (12)

10 17 (16) 1 (33) 6 (11) 1 ( 50) 25 (15)
11 4 ( 4) 8 (15) 12 ( 7)
12 8 ( 7) 1 (33) 9 ( 5)
13 22 (20) 1 ( 2) 23 (13)

Totals 109 (63) 3 ( 2) 54 (31) 4 ( 2) 1 2 173



the two types, and suggests that these associations go beyond any one 

attribute, forming a constellation of attributes which are highly cor

related with the types.

Motifs by Form. Inspecting Table 50, which presents a cross 

tabulation of motif classes by form, it is clear that these classes are 

almost evenly distributed between the two formal classes. The differ

ences in distribution which were apparent when motif classes were 

examined by type, even out when the same classes are examined by form. 

Class 4 remains more highly correlated with bowls than with jars, but 

since the five Pinedale Black-on-white bowls do not have any motifs of 

this class, the effect of analyzing motifs by form was to reduce the 

strength of the correlation. For the remaining classes comprising 109? 

or more of the total motif collection, the effect of analyzing motifs 

by form was also to reduce the apparent correlation by type. There is 

little difference in the percentages of occurrence of motif Classes 9 

and 10 in bowl and jar forms. Class 8 exhibits some disparity, but is 

certainly not as strong as the disparity between this class when 

examined by type. Class 13 retains a strong correlation with jar forms. 

Thus, while Classes 4, 8, and 13 are correlated with specific forms, 

the remaining classes correlated with type do not correlate well with 

specific forms.

Motifs by Room. Unfortunately, when we consider the frequen

cies of motif classes by room (Table 5l) we are again faced with a 

sample size too small to permit adequate assessment of relative occur

rence. Despite the inadequate sample size, it does appear that the
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Table 50• Counts and percentages of motifs by form.

Class Bowl % Jar %

1 4 ( 5) 4 ( 4)
2 3 ( 4) 6 ( 6)
3 6 ( 8) 1 ( 1)
4 11 (15) 6 ( 6 )
5 2 ( 3) 2 ( 2)
6 5 ( 7) 11 (11)
7 2 ( 3) 1 ( 1)
8 10 (14) 8 ( 8)
9 7 (10) 14 (14)

10 10 (14) 15 (15)
11 8 (11) 4 ( 4)
12 1 ( 1) 8 ( 8)
13 4 ( 5) 19 (19)

Total 73 (42) 99 (58)



Table 51• Counts and percentages of motifs by room and room cluster

Class 1  # 2  % 3  % 5 ¥> 8 % 9 # 1 1  % 1 5  % 1 5  %

1 1  ( 1 0 ) 1  (  5 ) 3 (  7 ) 2  ( 9 ) 1  ( 5 )
2 2  ( 1 5 ) 2 (  7 ) 3  (  7 ) 2  (  9 ) 1  ( 1 0 )
3 3  ( 2 3 )  3  ( 1 4 ) 1 (  2 )
4 1  ( 5 ) 3  ( 1 1 ) 8 ( 2 0 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 3  ( 1 6 ) 1 ( 1 3 )
5 1  (  5 ) 1 ( 2 ) 1 ( 4 ) 1 ( 5 )
6 1 ( 1 0 ) 3  ( 1 4 ) 1  ( 4 ) 3  ( 7 ) 3  ( 1 3 ) 5 ( 3 D
7 1 ( 4 ) 1 ( 2 ) 1 ( 5 )
8 1  ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 8 )  2 ( 9 ) 3  ( I D 7  ( 1 7 ) 1  ( 4 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 5 ) 1  ( 1 3 )
9 4  ( 4 0 ) 1 ( 8 )  4  ( 1 8 ) 3  ( I D 4 ( 1 0 ) 2 ( 9 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 5 ) 1  ( 1 3 )

1 0 1  ( 1 0 ) 5  ( 3 9 )  1  ( 5 ) 8 ( 3 0 ) 3 ( 7 ) 3  ( 1 3 ) 2 ( 2 0 ) 1 ( 5 ) 1 ( 1 3 )
11 1 ( 8 )  2 ( 9 ) 3 ( I D 3 ( 7 ) 1  ( 4) 2  ( 2 0 )
1 2 2 ( 5 ) 2 (  9 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 2 ( 1 1 ) 2 ( 2 5 )
1 3 2  ( 2 0 ) 4  ( 1 8 ) 3  ( I D 2 (  5 ) 6 (26) 1 (10) 3  ( 1 6 ) 2 ( 2 5 )

Totals 1 0  (  6 ) 1 3  (  8 )  2 2  ( 1 3 ) 2 7  ( 1 6 ) 41  ( 2 4 ) 23  ( 1 3 ) 1 0  ( 6 ) 1 9  ( 1 1 ) 8 (  5 )

Cluster A % Cluster B % Total
R m s. 1 ,  1 1 ,  1 5 ,  1 6 Rm s. 3 ,  5 ,  8 ,  9 for Site %

1 2  ( 4 ) 6 ( 5 ) 8 (  5 )
2 1  (  2 ) 7 (  6 ) 1 0  ( 6 )

3 4 (  4 ) 7  (  4 )
4 5  ( I D 1 2  ( 1 1 ) 1 7  ( 1 0 )
5 1 (  2 ) 3 ( 3) 4 (  2 )
6 6 ( 1 3 ) 1 0  ( 9 ) 1 6  (  9 )
7 1 ( 2 ) 2 ( 2) 3  ( 2 )
8 4  ( 9 ) 1 3  ( 1 2 ) 18 ( 1 0 )

9 7  ( 1 5 ) 1 3  ( 1 2 ) 2 1  ( 1 2 )
1 0 5  ( I D 1 5  ( 1 3 ) 2 5  ( 1 5 )
11 2  (  4 ) 9 (  8 ) 1 2  (  7 )
1 2 5  ( 1 1 ) 4 ( 7 ) 9  (  5 )
1 3 8  ( 1 7 ) 1 5  ( 1 3 ) 2 3  ( 1 3 )

Totals 4 ?  ( 2 9 ) 1 1 3  ( 7 1 ) 1 7 3
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only differences in frequency of motif classes in rooms are again cor

related with the frequency of types in those rooms. In order to more 

accurately assess the differences, the rooms were collapsed into the 

two clusters again for the analysis.

The sample size remains small (160 motifs), but permits some 

comparison of motif location in the site. Although there is some vari

ation in the relative frequencies of motifs at the site, the difference 

between the relative frequencies for Cluster A and B never exceeds k% 

except in the case of motif Class 12. The chi-square value of 1.66 

with 5 degrees of freedom proves the independence of the variables of 

room cluster and motif class.

The results of the motif analysis using variables reveal 
strong associations between certain motif classes and type. Form does 

not correlate as well with the motif classes as does type, and what 

correlation there is, is probably due to the correlation between form 

and type. In addition, motif class did not correlate with room or room 

cluster.

The Second Cluster Analysis

A second cluster analysis was run using only five variables: 

each element with its associated elaboration was considered as one 

variable. Thus three element and elaboration combinations codes, one 

element relation code, and one motif relation code formed the basis for 

the analysis. It was hoped that this second analysis would place more 

weight on the element and elaboration as a unit, rather than elements 

and elaborations as separable entities. Fourteen motif classes were



formed on the basis of the dendrogram which resulted from the cluster 

analysis of the five variables for 173 motifs.

Class 1: The 12 motifs in Class 1 all had interlocking motifs.

Most of the motifs also had parallel hatched or solid stepped elements.

Class 2: Twenty motifs in Class 2 had elements connected to form

the motifs and interlocking motifs. In addition, most of the motifs 

had either a scroll or a terraced element.

Class 3: All of the 10 motifs in Class 3 have inclusive elements

and interlocking motifs. In addition, most of the motifs have less 

than three elements.

Class 4: Class 4 contains 14 motifs, all combined with interlock

ing motifs, most with connected elements. A stepped element, scroll, 

or broad line is one element of every motif in Class 4.

Class 5* The 12 motifs in Class 5 are all characterized by in

clusive elements and doubled and interlocking motifs. Many of the 

motifs also have stepped elements.

Class 6: There are only three motifs in Class 6, all with in

clusive, unembellished rectangles which are repeated in a line.

Class 7s The six motifs in Class 7 all have connected elements, 

and all but one has a solid stepped element.

Class 8: Class 8 includes 13 motifs, most with connected elements

and most with doubled and interlocked motifs.

Class 9s Seventeen motifs are included in Class 9» All are com

posed of running elements, many of solid triangles, and most with less
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than three elements.



Class 10: The 14 motifs in Class 10 all have fewer than three ele

ments. All were characterized by motifs repeated in a line or opposed.

Class 11: Eight motifs in Class 11 are, with one exception,

isolated motifs. Many also have parallel elements.

Class 12: All of the 14 motifs in Class 12 are isolated motifs with

less than three elements.

Class 13: Class 13 contains eight isolated motifs with inclusive

elements.

Class 14: The 22 motifs in Class 14 are composed of parallel broad

line stripes isolated from other motifs.

The motif classes were again cross-tabulated with type, form, 

and room at the site. The results of these analyses are presented in 

Tables 52 through 54.

Motif by Type. The relative frequencies of motif classes by 

type support the conclusions suggested by analysis of eight variables 

presented above. If we again concentrate on those motif classes con

taining 109® or more of the total motif population, we find that these 

Classes 2, 9$ and 14 confirm those previous conclusions. Class 2 has 

connected elements and interlocking motifs, most with a scroll or 

stepped element, all characteristics of Pinto Painted types. Class 9 

has running elements, and less than three elements, characteristics of 

Pinedale Black-on-white. Finally Class 14 has parallel broad lines 

isolated from other motifs, characteristic of Pinedale Black-on-white. 

It might also be noted that, in general, the first seven motif classes 

have characteristics of Pinto Painted types, and the remaining seven 

motif classes have characteristics of Pinedale Black-on-white. Of the
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Table $2. Counts and percentages of motifs by type —  the second analysis

Motif
Class Pi

ne
da

le §
■sh>

£  # Pi
nt

o

Ci
be

cu
e

Mc
Do

na
ld

Sa
la

do
a. To
ta

l

1 5 ( 5) 7 (13) 12 ( 7)
2 9 ( 8) 1 (33) 10 (19) 20 (12)
3 2 ( 2) 8 (15) 10 ( 6)
4 5 ( 5) 9 (17) 14 ( 8)
5 5 ( 5) 6 (11) 1 (100) 12 ( 7)
6 1 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 1 (100) 3 ( 2 )
7 4 ( 4) 2 (50) 6 ( 4)
8 10 ( 9) 1 (33) 2 ( 4) 13 ( 8)
9 12 (11) 3 ( 6) 2 (50) 17 (10)

10 11 (10) 1 (33) 2 ( 4) 14 ( 8)
11 5 ( 5) 3 ( 6) 8 ( 5)
12 11 (10) 2 ( 4) 1 (100) 14 ( 8)
13 7 ( 6) 1 ( 2) 8 ( 5)
14 22 (20) 22 (13)

Totals 109 (63) 3 ( 2) 54 (31) 4 ( 2) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 173
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Table 53. Counts and percentages of motifs by form —  

analysis.
the second

Class Bowl % Jar

1 7 (10) 5 ( 5)
2 11 (15) 9 ( 9)
3 8 (11) 2 ( 2)
4 9 (12) 5 ( 5)
5 7 (10) 5 ( 5 )
6 2 ( 5) 1 ( 1)
7 3 ( 4) 3 ( 3)
8 3 ( 4) 10 (10)
9 7 do) 9 ( 9)

10 5 ( 7 ) 9 ( 9)
11 5 ( 7) 3 ( 3)
12 3 ( 4) 11 (11)
13 1 ( 1) 7 ( 7)
14 2 ( 3) 20 (20)

Total 73 (42) 99 (58)



Table $4. Counts and percentages of motifs by room and room cluster —  the second analysis

Class 1 % 2 # 3  # 5  % 8  # 9  # 1 1  % 1 5  * 16  *

1 1 ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 8 ) 3  ( 1 4 ) 4  ( 1 0 ) 2  (  9 ) 1 ( 1 0 )

2 1 ( 1 0 ) 2  ( 9 ) 5 ( 1 9 ) 8  ( 2 0 ) 1 (  4 ) 3 ( 1 6 )

3 1  ( 8 ) 1  ( 5 ) 3  ( I D 2  ( 5 ) 3  ( 3 0 )

4 1 (  8 ) 2 ( 9 ) 3  ( I D 7  ( 1 7 ) 1  (  4 )

5 1  ( 1 0 ) 2 ( 1 5 ) 2  ( 9 ) 2 ( 5 ) 1  (  4 ) 4  ( 2 1 )

6 1  ( 4 ) 1  ( 2 ) 1 ( 5 )

7 2 ( 1 5 ) 2  ( 9 ) 1  ( 2 ) 1 ( 5 )

8 1  ( 2 ) 3  ( 1 3 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 4  ( 2 1 ) 4 ( 5 0 )

9 2  ( 2 0 ) 1 ( 8 ) 3  ( 1 4 ) 5  ( 1 9 ) 2  ( 5 ) 1  ( 4 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 5 ) 1 ( 1 3 )

1 0 2  ( 2 0 ) 2 ( 1 5 ) 1 ( 5 ) 5  ( 1 2 ) 2  (  9 ) 1 ( 1 0 )

11 2 ( 1 5 ) 2  ( 5 ) 2  ( 9 ) 2  ( 2 0 )

12 1  d o ) 1 ( 8 ) 1 ( 5 ) 5  ( 1 9 ) 2  ( 5 ) 2  ( 9 ) 1  ( 1 0 ) 1 ( 1 3 )

13 1 ( 5 ) 1 ( 4 ) 2  ( 5 ) 3  ( 1 3 ) 1 ( 5)
1 4 2  ( 2 0 ) 4 ( 1 8 ) 4 ( 1 5 ) 2 ( 5 ) 5 ( 2 2 ) 3 ( 1 6 ) 2 ( 2 5 )

Totals 1 0  (  6 ) 1 3  ( 8 ) 2 2  ( 1 5 ) 27 (16) 4l (24) 23  ( 1 3 ) 1 0  ( 6 ) 19 (ID 8 ( 5)



Table 54— Continued

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Totals

Cluster A %
Rms 1, 11, 15, 16

2 (  4 )

4  (  9 )

3 ( 6)

5 (ID
1 ( 2)
1 ( 2)
9  ( 1 9 )

5 (ID
4  ( 9 )

2 (  4 )

3 ( 6)
1 ( 2)
7  ( 1 5 )

4 7  ( 2 9 )

Cluster B # Total
Rms. 3» 5t 8, 9 for Site %

9 ( 8) 12 ( 7)
16 (14) 20 (12)
6 ( 5) 10 ( 6)

13 (12) 14 ( 8)
5 ( 4) 12 ( 7)
2 ( 2) 3 ( 2)
3 ( 3) 6 ( 4)
4 ( 4) 13 ( 8)

11 (10) 17 (10)
8 ( 7) 14 ( 8)
4 ( 4) 8 ( 5)

10 ( 9) 14 ( 8)
7 ( 6) 8 ( 5)

15 (13) 22 (13)
113 (71) 173

ro&
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first seven classes, five show a higher percentage of Pinto Painted 

motifs, and of the remaining seven classes, six show a higher percentage 

of Pinedale Black-on-white motifs. The remaining three classes are 

anomalous, but given the sample size, no reliable statement can be made 

as to the possible meaning of their occurrence.

Motifs by Form. As with the eight variable analysis, the five 

variable analysis of motif class by form showed a leveling out of the 

differences found when the classes were analyzed by type. The differ

ences in relative frequencies between types for Classes 2 and 9 have 

almost disappeared, while Class 14 maintains a higher frequency of jar 

occurrences than bowl occurrences.

Motifs by Room. Several of the motif classes differ in their 

distribution between the two room clusters at the site (Table 5 5 ) •

Most classes differ in relative frequency by no more than 4#, but four 

of the classes differed by more than 4%: Classes 2, 4 ,  5 ,  and 8 .  How

ever, the chi-square value of 1.09 with 2 degrees of freedom suggests 

that there is no relationship between motif cluster and room cluster in 
the assemblage.

In conclusion, the analysis of motifs has shown that differences 

in the distribution of motifs at the site are attributable primarily to 

the distribution of types at the site. The individual attributes found 

to contrast in distribution between Pinedale and Pinto types at the site 

in the previous analyses were found to co-vary in specific motif classes, 

producing differential distributions of motif classes between the types. 

Classes with the Pinto Painted types' characteristics of: scrolls,
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stepped elements, hatching, connected or inclusive element combinations, 

and interlocking motifs exhibited a higher frequency of motifs found 

on Pinto Painted vessels. Classes with the Pinedale Black-on-white 

characteristics of solid broad lines, running or parallel element com

binations, and isolated motifs exhibited a higher frequency of motifs 

found on Pinedale Black-on-white vessels. The analysis demonstrated 

that these single attributes are merely part of a constellation of 

attributes which characterizes these vessel types. It suggests that 

the artisan who began decorating a vessel had some definite preferences 

or perhaps rules for what to paint on that particular vessel type.

Fillers

Any part of a design of a vessel which could not be considered 

part of a motif, or which presented a "minor" part of the design was 

coded as a filler. Thus, in a few cases the number of elements in a 

motif exceeded the space allotted on the card for elements, and in these 

cases (a total of seven), the least substantial element was coded as a 

filler. Structural lines in a design, lines which broke up the field 

of decoration without affecting the motifs in the field, were coded as 

fillers. A total of 2 5  fillers were coded on the Chodistaas vessels. 

Table 5 5  presents frequencies and percentages for the fillers by type, 

form, and room, at the site. Given the small sample, few conclusions 

are possible. It is interesting however, that while 85# of the fillers 

on Pinedale Black-on-white vessels ere lines (fine or wide), Pinto 

Painted vessels exhibit a low frequency of such structural lines. By 

contrast, Pinto is characterized by several "extra" interlocking



Table 55. Counts and percentages of fillers by type, form, and room.

Pinedale 
%

Pinto Total
*

Type
Fine lines 
Wide lines 
Other Inter. Elem. 
Comb. 1 and 2 
Comb. 2 and 3

10 (50)
3 (15)
1 ( 5)
4 (20)
2 (10)

4 (8o) 
1 (20)

10 (40) 
3 (12) 
5 (20) 
5 (20) 
2 ( 8 )

Totals 20 (80) 5 (20) 25
Form
Fine lines 
Wide lines 
Other Inter. Elem. 
Comb. 1 and 2 
Comb. 2 and 3

Jar # 
9 (50) 
3 (17) 
1 ( 6) 
3 (17) 
2 (11)

Bowl %
1 (14)

4 (60)
2 (29)

Totals 18 (72) 7 (28)

Room 1 % 2 * 3 # 5 # 8 % 9 % 11 # 15 * 16 %
Fine lines 
Wide lines 
Other Inter. Elem. 
Comb. 1 and 2 
Comb. 2 and 3

1 (100) 3 (100) 2 (50) 
1 (25)

1 (25)

2 (22) 1 (17) 
2 (33) 

4 (44) 1 (17)
1 (11) 2 (33)
2 (22)

1 (100)

1 (100)

Totals 1 ( 4) 3 ( 12) 4 (16) 9 (36) 6 (24) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 4)



elements, while the Pinedale assemblage exhibits only one of these. All 

of these Pinto vessels are from Room 8.

Number of Repetitions

The number of times each motif or pattern was repeated on a 

vessel it was recorded for each pot. Table $6 presents cross

tabulations for the number of repetitions at the site by type, form and 

room, in addition to the totals for the entire assemblage. Examining 

first the general frequencies for the assemblage, it is apparent that 

designs were most often repeated four times on a vessel, but any number 

of repetitions from two to eight were present in the assemblage.

Number of Repetitions by Tyne

Examining the data by type, we find the distribution is more 

complex. Pinto Painted types and Salado White-on-red vessels exhibit 

repetitions only in the two to four range. Other types, St. Johns, 

Cibecue, and McDonald, only exhibit repetitions in the five to eight 

range. Pinedale Black-on-white has designs which repeat from two up to 

eight times. Given the sample size, few conclusive statements cam be 

made. However, these data suggest that the number of times a design 

was repeated may have been, in some sense, "controlled" more on Pinto 

Painted types than on Pinedale Black-on-white. Such "control" may have 

been conscious or unconscious.

Number of Repetitions by Form

Forms were divided into bowl exterior and interior, jar body 

and neck in order to examine differences in the attribute in these
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Table $6. Counts and percentages of number of repetitions by type, form, and room

Pi
ne

da
le

St
. 

Jo
hn

s 

Pi
nt

o SOo
§  * Mc

Do
na

ld
31 Sa
la

do
 W
/R

 

31 To
ta

l
31

Type
2 3 ( 7) 7 (4?) 10 (16)
3 6 (14) 4 (27) 10 (16)
4 12 (28) 4 (27) 1 (100) 17 (27)
5 4 ( 9) 1 (100) 5 ( 8)
6 6 (14) 1 (50) 7 (11)
7 7 (16) 1 (50) 8 (13)
8 5 (12) 1 (100) 6 (10)

Total 43 (68) 2 ( 3 )  15 (24) 1 ( 2) 1 ( 2) 1 ( 2) 63
Form Bowl Int. Bowl Ext. Jar Body Jar Neck

2 9 (50) 1 ( 6)
3 3 (17) 1 (25) 2 ( 9) 4 (22)
4 5 (28) 5 (22) 7 (39)
5 1 (25) 2 ( 9) 2 (11)
6 1 ( 6) 4 (17) 2 (11)
7 1 (25) 5 (22) 2 (11)
8 1 (25) 5 (22)

Total 18 (29) 4 ( 6 )  23 (37) 18 (29)
Room 1 % 2 * 3 # 5 9$ 8 # 9 # 11 * 15 % 16 %

2 1 (25) 4 (36) 4 (27) 1 ( 6)
3 1 (25) 1 ( 9) 1 (10) 3 (20) 3 (23) 1 (25)
4 2 (50) 1 (25) 2 (18) 5 (50) 2 (13) 3 (23) 2 (100)
5 1 (25) 1 ( 9) 1 ( 7) 2 (15)
6 1 (25) 1 (10) 4 (27) 1 (25)
7 1 ( 9) 3 (30) 1 ( 7) 1 ( 8) 2 (50)
8 1 (25) 2 (18) 3 (23) IX)

Q\

Total 4 ( 6) 4 ( 6) 11 (17) 10 (16) 15 (24) 13 (21) 0 4 ( 6 )  2 ( 3 ) VI
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locations on the vessels. Combining bowl forms of different types 

strengthens the conclusions made above about repetitions by type. Thus, 

Pinedale and Pinto bowls have four or less repetitions, regardless of 

the location of the design, while the other bowl types have five to 

eight repetitions regardless of the location of the design. On jar 

bodies there appears to be a bi-modal distribution. Several jars 

exhibit three to four repetitions, while most exhibit five to eight.

Jar necks, on the other hand, most often exhibit four repetitions, 

manifesting two to four repetitions in this assemblage twice as often 

as five to seven repetitions.

Number of Repetitions by Room

The sample size for rooms and room clusters is again too small 

and skewed to permit evaluation. Generally, rooms with Pinto and Pine- 

dale bowls had a higher frequency of vessels with two to four repeti

tions, while rooms with Pinedale jars and other bowl types had a higher 

frequency of five to eight repetitions.

In conclusion, the number of repetitions found on most types at 

the site may be determined by type. Alternatively, Pinedale Black-on- 

white vessels exhibit a range of repetitions, and do not seem to 

exhibit the probable stylistic constraints apparent on the other vessel 

types.

Layout

As discussed above, layout was recorded whenever possible for 

each field of decoration on the vessels. A total of 12 different 

layout patterns (Fig. 12) were recorded on fields of decoration.
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UN SECTIONED

VERTICALLY
SECTIONED

QUARTERED 

BISECTED 

DIAGONAL RT-LT 

TRISECTED 

OFFSET QUARTERED

BOWL JAR

UNSECTIONED

VERTICALLY
SECTIONED

CONCENTRIC

DIAGONAL-RT- LT

DIAGONAL - LT- RT

DIAMOND-PLAITED

ISOLATED

ZIGZAG

Figure 12. Layout patterns present on Chodistaas vessels.
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Table 57 presents the counts and percentages for all layout types on the 

vessels. From this it is clear that four types of layouts dominate the 

assemblage: vertically sectioned bands, bisected designs, bands sec

tioned diagonally from right to left, and isolated designs. The re

mainder of the table presents cross-tabulations by type and by field 

of decoration. The fields were included as “control" variables for 

this analysis because they are not equivalent shapes for the placement 

of designs. To combine jar necks and bowl interiors would be logically 

impossible since they are not equivalent shapes and therefore cannot 

have equivalent layouts. A jar neck design has to be isolated or 

banded: it cannot fill the field as a bowl design can. Therefore, if 

we examine the relative frequency of layouts by type and field of de

sign, it is immediately clear that specific fields only have some types 

of layouts. However, within these formal constraints, it is also clear 

that certain layouts were preferred. On Pinedale Black-on-white jar 

bodies, all designs are banded and the right to left diagonally sec

tioned band was used most frequently to organize this space. The 

vertically sectioned band was also used with some regularity. On the 

same jar necks, the isolated design was most commonly employed. While 

jar bodies always had banded designs, bowl interiors and exteriors often 

had unbanded designs. Most of the Pinto bowls had designs over the 

entire interior, with no bands: the designs were thus either bisected,

trisected or quartered with no structural divisions present. The few 

banded patterns were diagonally sectioned right to left or vertically, 

like Pinedale jar designs. Pinedale bowls exhibited a variety of layout 

types, but only the ladle bowl had an unbanded design. Bowl exteriors



Table 57• Counts and percentages of layout by type by field of decoration

Jar Body

Layout

0)
dTJ
c•HO-

i
■dw

Jar
Neck Bowl Interior Bowl Exterior

%

(D
3
£•H04

o-Mc•HPU

1 1 'O
° 0 . 1 1 g

S -P O
% w % a! % Pi

i

St
,

0 % s *

tom

to to
■334-> 0) O -H Eh O4

Unsec. band 1 ( 4) 1 (20) 2 ( 2)
Vert. sec. 5 (19) 1 (100) 1 ( 4) 4 (22) 1 (100) 1 (33) 13 (16)
Multiple 3 (ID 3 ( 4)
Quartered 1 ( 6) 1 ( 1)
Bisected 6 (33) 1 (20) 7 ( 9)
Diag. Z 13 (48) 2 ( 9) 3 (17) 1 (20) 1 (50) 1 (100) 21 (26)
Diag. \ 3 (ID 1 ( 4) 1 (50) 5 ( 6)
Trisec. 4 (22) 4 ( 5)
Diam. Pltd. 2 ( 7 ) 2 ( 2)
Offset. 2 (40) 2 ( 2)
Isolated 2 (67) 20 (24)
Zigzag 1 ( 4) 18 (78) 1 (100) 2 ( 2)

Totals 27 (33) 1 ( 1) 23 (23) 18 (19) 1 ( 1) 5 ( 6) 3 ( 4 )  1 ( 1 ) 2 ( 3 )  1 ( 1 ) 82
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with decorated interiors generally had isolated designs, while painted 

corrugated bowls had banded exterior designs.

The totals for layouts by room by form will not be discussed 

because the sample size for each room was simply too small. It does 

appear however, that layout is constrained first by form and field of 

decoration, and secondarily by type. Within a given field of design, 

the constraints are placed by type: Pinto bowls have overall designs,

while Pinedale and St. Johns bowls have open centers.

Focus of Decoration

Obviously, focus of decoration is intimately related to layout, 

and thus primarily constrained by form and field of decoration. Most 

designs placed on jars, where the whole field cannot be viewed at once, 

were banded or isolated designs. Bowl interiors offer the only visually 

integrated field of design, all other fields Eire painted in the round 

with only one hemisphere visible at a time. Thus, bowl interiors, 

where the entire design is visible at once, were sometimes banded, but 

often all-over, and could exhibit wall, whole field, or central focus. 

Table $8 makes it clear that all fields of decoration except bowl in

teriors always had wall focus; and apeirt from the Pinedale ladle bowl, 

only Pinto exhibited whole field focus. None of the types exhibited 

any central focus in this assemblage.

Category of Design

The category of a design is also intimately tied to its layout 

and focus of decoration. A banded design is always a one- or two- 

dimensional infinite design (Washburn 1977:56), a whole field design
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Table 58. Counts and percentages of focus of decoration by type by 

field of decoration.

Jar Body______ _____Jar Neck

Focus/Type

<D
■a

1  * Sa
la
do
 W

/R

Pi
ne

da
le

Sa
la

do
 W
/R

■5R

Walls
Whole field 
Central

27 (100) 1 (100) 23 (100) -

Totals 27 (33) 1 ( 1) 23 (28)

Bowl Interior
to
5 T3 0)

o | 3
-p 0) CO •a0)
•H
p* %

■JM % o 96 1  # £  %
Walls 8 (42) 1 (100) 4 (80)
Whole field 11 (58) 1 (20)
Central
Totals 19 (21) 1 (1) 5 ( 6)

Bowl Exterior

o 1 §

'O

■g 0) 1
•Hcu +>w * u  % s  %

Walls 3 (100) 1 (100) 2 (100) 2 (100)
Whole field
Central
Totals 3 ( 4 ) 1 (1) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2)
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is always a finite or assymetric or two-dimensional design. Table 59 

presents a cross-tabulation of symmetry classes by type by field of 

design. All of the jar body, jar neck and bowl exterior designs, except 

one, are one-dimensional. These designs are all banded, with actual 

framing lines, or without visible but clearly perceived structural bands. 

The two-dimensional design occurs on a jar from Room 9, which has two 

bands with framing lines paralleling one another around the jar body.

In many ways this particular design might have been better classified 

as two one-dimensional designs, particularly since the number of repe

titions of the basic motif in each band differs. But, using Washburn's 

recording scheme, the patterning of motifs fits a two-dimensional 

infinite design most easily.

Bowl interiors apparently permitted greater flexibility of 

design categories. Most (6o£) of the bowl interiors exhibit finite, 

and the remainder exhibit one-dimensional banded designs. Three of the 

Pinedale vessels are finite, including the ladle bowl and two vessels 

with offset quartered layouts, whose technically non-circular interior 

makes them finite instead of one-dimensional.

Counterchange

In order to analyze the symmetry of designs, it is necessary to 

determine if the designs are mono-color or bi-color. It is possible to 

have two designs identical in morphology and structure, but different 

because one has only solid elements and the other solid and hatched 

elements (see Fig. 13)• Mono-color designs are here designated as pure, 

bi-color as counterchanged (see Washburn 1977:13, 18). Counterchanged
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Table 59* Counts and percentages of category of design by type by 

field of decoration.

Jar Body Jar Neck

(
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ne

da
le

a. Sa
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do
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/R
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le

1-Dimen. 26 (96) 1 (100) 23 (100)
Finite •
2-Dimen. 1 ( 4)
Total 27 1 23

Bowl Interior Bowl Exterior
to IQ

o I | o I 0
1 c

c • i c • XI
- (X w X <x % Z  9$ w % o %

1-Dimen. 7 (37) 1 (100) 2 (40) 3 (100) 1 (100) 2 (100) 2 (100)
Finite 12 (63) 3 (60)
2-Dimen

Total 19 1 5 3 1 2 2



true
counterchange

false
counterchange

Figure 13. Types of color change.
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designs can exhibit two types of symmetry: true counterchange in which

the elements or motifs which alternate in color are of equal shape and 

size, and false counterchange in which the elements alternate in color 

but are not of equal shape or size. Table 60 presents a cross

tabulation of these types of color designs by type by field of decora

tion. On Pinedale Black-on-white jar bodies, an equal number of designs 

exhibit solid as opposed to solid and hatched designs, but of the 

counterchanged designs, all but one are of the false counterchange type. 

Pinedale Black-on-white neck designs are always solid (pure). Bowl 

interior designs vary from type to type. The five Pinedale Black-on- 

white bowls all have solid designs. The Pinto painted bowls are all 

solid and hatched, although only one vessel exhibits true counterchange. 

The St. Johns vessel is also solid and hatched, with false counter

change. By contrast, all bowl exterior designs are solid. The lone 

jar with true counterchange is from Room 8 and the lone bowl with true 

counterchange is from Room 5»

Symmetry of the Structure

The symmetry of the design painted on a vessel can be perceived 

and recorded at a number of different levels. In the analysis of the 

Chodistaas assemblage, the techniques used by Washburn (1977) were 

utilized to structure the types of design symmetry recorded. She re

corded design symmetry at three levels: symmetry of the structure, of

the constituent motifs, and of the whole design (Washburn 1977:18). 

Symmetry of the structure refers to the pattern present in the overall 

layout of the vessel. It does not take into account the motifs which
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Table 60. Counts and percentages of counterchange by type by field of 

decoration.

Jar Body Jar Neck
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Pure 14 (52) 1 (100) 23 (100)
True 1 ( 4)
False 12 (44)

Total 27 1 23

Bowl Interior Bowl Exterior
0) g g
3 o

s  ^ ° 1  | rH
1s j 5 o

. £  # % V3 % O % %  %
Pure 5 (100) 3 (100) 1 (100) 2 (100) 2 (100)
True 1 ( 5)
False 18 (95) 1 (100)
Total 5 19 1 3 1 2 2
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fill that layout, only the structural lines. The frequencies recorded 

for the symmetry of the structure of an assemblage should therefore 

match the frequencies recorded for the layout for that assemblage. The 

symmetry of the motifs considers only the "fillers" of that layout.

This level of symmetry analysis was not performed using the Chodistaas 

collection, since other types of motif and element recording were per

formed. The symmetry of the whole design relates to the entire design, 

both forms and structures. The symmetry present in the structure and 

in the whole design are often identical, but they may differ.

Table 61 presents the total frequencies of the different types 

of symmetry classes for the site (see Table 62 for key) and the frequen

cies by type of vessel and field of decoration. The total percentages 

for the site demonstrate the primacy of one-dimensional designs exhibit

ing straight translation or bifold-rotation at the site. Pinedale 

Black-on-white jar bodies actually exhibit a range of symmetry patterns 

of the one or two-dimensional types. On jar necks, the isolated 

designs are always of symmetry Class 1-100.

Bowl interiors again exhibit the greater variability. Designs 

are finite or one-dimensional, all generated by simple translation or 

rotation. The only assymmetrical vessel in the collection is a Pinto 

Painted bowl from Room 15. Bowl interiors have only one-dimensional 

designs. Four of the Pinto Painted bowls from Rooms 11 and 15 were not 

complete enough or their designs preserved enough to permit evaluation 

of their symmetry beyond the fact that three were one-dimensional and 

one finite.



Table 6l. Counts and percentages of symmetry of structure by type by field of decoration
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1 4 (15) 19 (83) 1 (20) 1 ( 7) 1 (100) 1 (33) 1 (50) 1 (50) 29 (39)
2 16 (59) 1 (100) 4 (17) 1 (20) 3 (20) 1 (33) 1 (100) 1 (50) 1 (50) 30 (39)
4 1 ( 4) 1 ( 1)
5 5 (19) 1 (33) 5 ( 6)

50 1 ( 4) 1 ( 1)
14? 2 (40) 7 (47) 9 (11)
148 2 (13) 2 ( 3)
149 1 (20) 1 ( 7) 2 ( 3)
Assym. 1 ( 7) 79

1 Assy.
Totals 27 1 23 5 15 1 3 1 2 2
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Table 62. A key to the symmetry classes found on the Chodistaas 

vessels.

Analysis Symmetry 
Code Code

1-100 1-Dimensional design generated by simple translation.
n m

1-200 1-Dimensional design featuring bi-fold rotation and 
translation.

1-101 1-Dimensional design incorporating vertical reflec
tion.

b k  I >l< I

1-211 1-Dimensional design generated by vertical and
horizontal reflection as well as bi-fold rotation.
Vic b k  l aleif n e 9 f

30 2-200 2-Dimensional design generated by bi-fold rotation
of figures along a horizontal and vertical axis.
SSS
s s * *

l4? 200 Finite design featuring bi-fold rotation.

148 300 Finite design featuring tri-fold rotation.

149 400 Finite design featuring quadri-fold rotation.
(£ r s

l-gOO 1-Dimensional design identical to Class 1-200, except 
that it features true counterchange with each bi-fold 
rotation.
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Symmetry of the Whole Design

As discussed above, the classification of the symmetry of the 

whole design on a vessel involves the evaluation of the symmetry of the 

structure and the constituent motifs together. Examining the percent

ages for the symmetry classes present at the sites in Table 63* it is 

again clear that one-dimensional designs dominate the assemblage. It 

is also clear however, that many of the types of symmetry present in 

the structure of vessel designs are reduced to less complex types of 

symmetry when the entire design is viewed. Washburn (1977*172-7^) noted 

this pattern of reduction also. The most common shift in the Chodistaas 

assemblage was from a 1-211 class symmetry of structure to a 1-100 class 

symmetry of whole design. This result is identical to that found by 

Washburn, and she concluded that this was because the rectangular area 

left by this vertically divided field of design permitted varied design 

elaboration (Washburn 1977*173)•

Apart from this, the symmetries of the designs are similar to those 

of the structures. Most Pinedale Black-on-white jars are one

dimensional with pure or false counterchanged designs. Only one jar

has true counterchange (a jar from Room 8), and the 1-211 symmetry of
2structure on this vessel becomes l-^OO symmetry of whole design.

On jar necks, the broad line stripes which form the isolated 

•patterns retain the same symmetry class, as do the few neck designs 

exhibiting bifold rotation.

On bowl interiors, two of the vessels with Class 1-200 symmetry 

of structure are reduced to 1-100 symmetry of whole design, and a re

maining vessel (a Pinto bowl from Room 5) with true counterchange,
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pbelongs to Class l-^OO symmetry of design from a Class 1-200 symmetry 

of structure.

On bowl exteriors, the symmetry of the whole design remains 

identical to the symmetry of the structure.

Design Irregularities

It is important to acknowledge that the symmetry classes re

corded for vessels were idealized. Several of the vessels exhibit 

"errors" which technically reduce or even negate their symmetry as it 

was recorded. Many of these errors occurred due to poor planning on 

the part of the vessel artisans: an equal amount of space was not left

for all motifs, and the last motif was trimmed in size or shape to fit 

the area. In some cases then, it is believed that symmetry was intended 

but not achieved. In only one case was a completely different motif 

placed in a position which made it clear that the "difference" was 

intended, rather than the symmetry. As Washburn (1977:21-22) noted, 

such errors may be part of the design tradition of the potters, placed 

on the vessel deliberately in completing a design. We have no way of 

evaluating this possibility. Therefore, all of these errors were 

ignored when evaluating the symmetry of the vessel designs. They are 

noted here because they are part of the vessel designs, and perhaps an 
intentional part of those designs.

All of the Pinedale Black-on-white vessels with such errors are 

jars (see Table 64). In most cases, the errors involve filling a motif 

or set of motifs in a slightly different way, or squeezing a shortened 

motif into a small space. On one pitcher, the diagonally shaped motifs
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Table 64. Counts and percentages of design irregularities by form and 

type.

Jars Bowls
Pinedale # Pinto %

Intended symmetry 9 (90)

Intended symmetry
and alternation 1 (10)
of motifs

1 (50) interior

Alternation of 
motifs

1 (50) exterior

Totals 10 2
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were arranged to offset the pitcher handle in a V, which left one left 

to right diagonal amidst right to left diagonals. The lone Pinto bowl 

interior with such an error has four interlocking curvilinear scrolls, 

but only two have small rectangular bars attached, technically reducing 

the symmetry of the design. Finally, a lone Pinto bowl exterior was 

found with slightly differing motifs placed at intervals around the 

circumference of the vessel.

Continuous Variables

In addition to all of the nominal attributes of design discussed 

above, three continuous variables were measured and recorded for each 

vessel, where applicable. These were attributes of design width, dis

tance from the rim to the design, and width of framing bands. For all 

of these variables, the unfortunately small sample size made any type 

of complex analysis superfluous. All three variables covary to some 

extent with type and field of design, and it appears that, despite the 

small sample size, certain proportions of design to overall vessel 

shape and size were preferred by the inhabitants of Chodistaas.

Design Width

Design width was measured from the top of a band to the bottom, 

excluding any detached framing bands. Design width could not be meas

ured on vessels with whole field focus, or vessels which were not 

reconstructed.

Table 65 presents the relative frequencies of design widths by 

vessel type by field of design. From this table it is clear that the 

width of the design varies as much as the vessel size. But it is the



Table 6$. Counts and percentages of design widths by type by field of decoration
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30-39 8 (35) 1 (50)
40-49 2 (10) 1 ( 4) 1 (33)
50-59 1 ( 5) 1 ( 4) 1 (50)
60-69 1 ( 5) 1 (33) 1 (33)
70-79 2 (10) 1 (20) 1 (33)
80-89
90-99 1 (100) 1 (50)

100-109 1 ( 5 ) 2 (40)
110-119 1 (50)
120-129 1 (20) 1 (50)
130-139
140-149 1 ( 5)
150-159 3 (15)
160-169 1 (20)
170-179 1 ( 5) 1 (50)
180-189 2 (10)
190-199 4 (20)
260-269 1 ( 5)
Totals 20 23 2 5 1 2 2 3 1
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proportion of vessel design width to overall vessel size which is of 

interest. By examining the relative proportion of design width to 

vessel height, we should be able to discover if the artisans worked 

consistently to maintain the same proportion despite the vessel size. 

Table 66 presents these proportions by the formal classes discussed in 

Chapter 6. Only those decorated vessels which had height measurements 

could be used in this analysis. If we consider the bowl measurements 

first, it is apparent that the potters did indeed use a consistent pro

portion of design width to vessel height, despite the overall size of 

the vessel. The proportion of design, 80-100%) of the vessel height, 

may have been the same for bowl interiors and exteriors. The anomalous 

vessel in Class 4 is a miniature black-on-white bowl from Room 2.

Jar body designs also demonstrate the existence of a preferred 

proportion between design width and vessel height. Here, however, the 

designs are, with little deviation, 45-58^ of the overall vessel body 

height. One vessel, a pitcher, has a considerably smaller design width 

to height proportion. Two large jars have unusually wide designs, and 

both jars (vessels 29 and 150) are otherwise anomalous with poorly 

executed designs.

The jar neck proportions were derived by dividing the jar neck 

design width by the jar neck length, rather than vessel height. There 

is no consistency in the proportion of this design to the vessel shape. 

Although the designs themselves are consistent in form, the motifs may 

cover little or all of the jar neck.
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Table 66. Proportions of design width to vessel height with means and

standard deviations for formal classes.

Interior Bowl Width/Height 
Formal Class

Exterior Bowl Width/Height 
Formal Class

1 2 4 1 2  4

.87 .81 .48 _ .80 .86

.94

.90

.79

.96

.88

1.01

(.06)

.62

Exterior Jars Width Height
Formal Class

1 2 8 9
.48 .66 .48 .50
.55 .45 .58 .49
•58 .48 .35
.65 .54 .47
.55 .50
.54
.58
.56 (.06) .55 (.07) .53 (.08)

Jar Necks Width/Neck Length 
Formal Class

1 2 8 9
.92 1.02 1.00 1.06
.41 .80 .29 .72
.22 .40 .94
.28
.90

1.07
.80
.92
.45
.41

.55

.77

.78

.09

.46

.66 (.03) .72 (.02) .74 (.04
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Distance from the Rim

The distance from the rim measurement was taken from the top of 

the vessel to the top of the field of decoration excluding any framing 

bands. Here the interest was in discerning any regularity in the place

ment of the design on the vessel form. Table 6? presents the measure

ments of distance from the rim by type by field of decoration. Again, 

the range of measurements found on the vessels only takes on meaning 

when these measurements are considered as proportions of overall vessel 

size. These proportions, in Table 68, again show the existence of 

preferred placements of designs relative to overall vessel morphology. 

Bowl interior and exterior designs and jar neck designs are all placed 

at the top of the vessel, almost flush with the rim. As might be ex

pected, jar body designs show more variability on where the design is 

placed relative to the rim, and it appears that, the smaller the vessel, 

the greater the relative distance from the rim to the design. The 

largest jars, in Class 2, exhibit the greatest consistency in the 

distance from the rim relative to the vessel height.

Width of Framing Bands

The measurements for framing bands were averaged from measure

ments taken from both the upper and lower framing bands present on many 

vessels. It was hoped that this analysis would demonstrate the exis

tence of a standard size for these bands or a standard relative to the 

vessel size. From the total percentages by type by field of decoration 

in Table 69, it is clear that the size of the band varied considerably 

from vessel to vessel. Measurements on Pinedale jar bodies, the only



Table 6?. Counts and percentages of distance from rim measurements by type by field of
decoration.
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20-29 1 ( 5) 1 (50)
30-39 3 (14)
40-49 5 (24) 1 (11)
50-59 1 ( 5)
60-69 3 (14) 1 (100)
70-79 3 (14)
80-89 2 (10)
90-99

100-109 1 ( 5 )
110-119 1 ( 5)
150-159 1 ( 5)
Total 21 1 9 3 15 1 2 1 1 2
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Table 68. Proportions of distance from rim measurements by height with

means and standard deviations for formal classes.

Bowl Interior 
Formal Class

Bowl Exterior 
Formal Class

1 2 4 1 2

00? .04 .03 .007

OCO

007 .04 .04 .05 .005
,04 .007 0
,02 .03
.01 .04
0
,008 0
.01
,01 (.01) 702™ (.02)

Jar Body 
Formal Class

1 2 8 9

.37 .21 .29 •37

.25 .18 .27 .27

.23 .21 .35

.15 .20 .27

.19 .26

.23

.23

.23

.24 (.07) .20 (.01) .30 (.04)

Jar Neck/Keck Length
Formal Class

1 1  8 9
.02 0 .05
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
.03 .02
.02 .0?
0 0
.02
.36 _____  _____
.01 (.01) .01 (.02) .01 (.02)

0
0
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Table 69. Counts and percentages of framing band widths by type by 

field of decoration.

Jar Body Jar Neck Bowl Int. Bowl Ext.
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6
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9

10 3 (12) 1 (50)
11 1 ( 4)
12 2 ( 8) 1 (33)
13 2 ( 8) 1 (100) 1 (33)
14 2 ( 8)
15 2 ( 8)
16 1 (33)
17 2 ( 8)
18 1 ( 4)
19 3 (12)
20 1 ( 4)
21
22 1 ( 4)
23
24 1 ( 4)

Totals 25 1 3 3 2

1 (100)

1
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vessel type which consistently displayed such bands, ranged from 3-24 

mm. We might expect such a range if it varied with size of vessel, but 

it does not. The 3 mm framing band is on one of the miniature jars, 

but the two 28 mm measurements are taken from jars in formal Class 2, 

which includes the largest painted vessels in the collection. Class 8, 

made up of small jars has a black-on-white canteen with a framing band 

19 mm wide. Table 73 presents the ratios of framing band to total 

height for the four formal classes of black-on-white jars. From this 

it is clear that, although framing bands were themselves a consistent 

feature on these vessels, their size relative to the vessel size varied 

considerably.

Style

Southwestern archaeologists have long embraced the concept of 

style in analyzing ceramics. Roberts (1929) was the first to use the 

concept in reference to Southwestern ceramics although it had clearly 

been an underlying feature of all previous ceramic research in the area 

(e.g., Kidder 1962). Despite this long history, specific styles have 

only rarely been named in the Southwest, and more rarely yet been ade

quately defined. The concept of style of design has especially gained 

prominence in the last 20 years, increasing in popularity to the point 

where, today, many ceramic analysts sort sherds into styles, bypassing 

typological categories (Doyel 1978; Sullivan 1978; Hantman et al. 1978). 

There is a certain logic in this emergence of style to the detriment of 

type. Types were originally defined as combinations of particular 

stylistic attributes and particular technological attributes. But
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Table 70. Proportions of framing band to height measurements with

mean and standard deviations for formal jar classes.

Jar Bodies
1 2  8 9
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styles not only have been found to crosscut types, but types to crosscut 

styles. A single technological base or type, as defined by Colton and 

Hargrave (1937), may exhibit many stylistic variants, and a particular 

style, such as Sosi style, may occur on several distinct technological 

bases. Attributes of design are more readily available for study than 

attributes of technology. It is, therefore, understandable that style 

has become so important to archaeologists in interpreting prehistory. 

Variability in design has aided in interpreting dates, identifying cul

tural groupings, estimating occupation span, and estimating amount of 

regional exchange. Despite this dependence on stylistic variability, 

archaeologists have never satisfactorily explained it. The list of 

known sources of design variability include: spatial and temporal dif

ferences; subsistence-settlement systems; and vessel form (S. Plog 

1977). Nevertheless, the most crucial assumption which has sanctioned 

the interpretations made by archaeologists is that specific socio

cultural groupings had specific styles. The style of a group might 

then change through time, but if viewed at one moment in time a group's 

ceramic inventory would represent a homogeneous whole, barring trade 

items and heirlooms. Thus, the concept of style is usually defined as 

the system of elements, motifs, and layouts which are characteristic of 

a particular group (V/asley 1959; Carlson 1970; Gifford 1976; Muller 

1977; Washburn 1977; Sackett 1977).

Two models of design variability support this notion of intra

group homogeneity versus intergroup heterogeneity in ceramic design.

The social interaction model states that individuals will paint designs 

like other individuals to the degree to which they interact with these

294
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individuals socially. Thus, the work of one family, work group, village 

or region will resemble itself more than the work of other such social 

groupings. This assumption, that the amount of design similarity shared 

by human groups is directly proportionate to the amount of interaction 

between the groups, has been the assumption behind many of the recent 

studies of design variability (Cronin 1962; Leone 1968; Longacre 1970; 

Hill 1970; Tuggle 1970; Gerald 1975; Clemen 1976).

A second, more recent model elaborated by Wobst (1977) suggests 

that style is an information exchange mechanism. It thus functions to 

promote social integration of the unit utilizing the style, and social 

differentiation between that unit and other units utilizing other styles. 

However, style only becomes important as a source of information as the 

artifact becomes visible to others. Household utensils would thus not 

be important mechanisms for emitting information, while dress or 

residence-exterior decoration may have enormous importance in symboliz

ing the rank or status of the owner. Styles would only be group spe

cific if the artifacts were utilized or seen by the entire social group 

and were used in contexts of boundary maintenance (Wobst 1977). S. Flog 

(1977) has suggested that increasing population density and interaction 

would produce increased use of group specific styles on ceramics. 

Furthermore, the greater the size of the social network in which an 

individual participates, the greater the stylistic elaboration.

Although the first model has been critized (Allen and Richardson 

1971; S. Flog 1977; Wobst 1977; Sackett 1977), both models appear 
reasonable and deserve further attention. Concerning the expected 

variability within one site at one point in time, both hypotheses would



predict homogeneity within the social group. Thus, a site occupied for 

a short period of time would be expected to have vessels displaying 

little design variability, and the variability present would be ex

pected to vary with social or physical distance between units within 

the site.

The most inclusive design attribute recorded at the Chodistaas 

Site was style of design. In order to make this part of the analysis 

interpretable by Southwestern archaeologists, only previously defined 

styles were used in recording this attribute. It became immediately 

apparent, as the vessels were washed and reconstructed, that the stylis

tic variability at the site was considerable (Table 71)• Indeed, a 

total of eight distinct styles are present in the assemblage. All of 

these styles have been previously defined, and a variety of archae

ologists familiar with Cibola Whitewares and Southwestern design styles 

have seen these vessels and agreed with the stylistic designations 

(Doyel, Gregory, Hammack, Haury, Reinhardt, and Sullivan, personal 

communication 1978). A brief description of the styles themselves 

follows with reference to the published definitions of these styles 

(see Fig. l4 for a generalized view of these stylistic types).

Tularosa Style

A Tularosa style was named by Colton and Hargrave (1937), and 

later defined by Colton (1953) and Wasley (1959); but the most elabo

rated description of a Tularosa style is that made by Carlson (1970: 

90-91)• Carlson's definition is quite complete and makes recognition 

of the style relatively simple. According to Carlson, then, a Tularosa
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Table 71. Design styles present on vessels by type and by room.
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TULAROSA

CIBECUE
PINEDALE

RED MESA

SNOWFLAKE

ROOSEVELT
Figure 14. Some vessels from the Chodistaas assemblage illustrating 

stylistic types.
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style is characterized by interlocking solid and hatched designs, in 
which the typically diagonally hatched unit is larger than or equal to 

the solid unit. The basic motif is repeated six to eight times. The 

banded layout leaves the center always open. Elements often exhibit 

stepped edges and motifs often include scrolls, double terraces, frets, 

and vertical zigzags. Framing lines and hatching lines are the same 

width. Carlson (1970:91) suspected that Tularosa style was present on 

Pinedale Black-on-white, in addition to occurring on St. Johns, Tula

rosa Black-on-white and occasionally Pinto Black-on-red and Polychrome 

(Carlson 1970:108). He dates Tularosa style between A.D. 1200 and 

1300.

Pinedale Style

Pomeroy (1962:22-30) first defined a Pinedale style, but again 

Carlson's (1970:91-93) definition of Pinedale style is the most com

plete and accessible description. Pinedale, like Tularosa, is charac

terized by interlocking solid and hatched units, but unlike Tularosa, 

the solid unit is as large or larger than the hatched unit. This 

produces a larger motif and consequently only two to four repetitions. 

Elements still exhibit stepped edges, but internal elaborations of the 

elements are more common. Carlson states that the double terrace motif 

no longer appears, while the running diamond motif first occurs on this 

style. Pinedale style appears close to A.D. 1300 and lasts to 1400, 

and the style appears on Pinedale Polychrome, Pinedale Black-on-white 

and some Pinto Black-on-red and Polychrome.
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Roosevelt Style

Pomeroy's (1962:30-38) definition of Roosevelt Style is the 

only complete description of this style. Unfortunately, there is con

siderable disagreement over the definition of Roosevelt type, which has 

affected the use of the Roosevelt style definition. According to 

Pomeroy, Roosevelt style exhibits a banded design, with diagonally or 

vertically sectioned layout, interlocking solid motifs, frequent use of 

frets, stepped terraces, scrolls, and opposed sawteeth. In contrasting 

Roosevelt with Pinedale styles, Roosevelt style exhibits mainly solid 

elements rather than solid and hatched; Roosevelt exhibits negative 

designs and Pinedale does not; and Pinedale has broad line dividers 

which break up the banded design (Pomeroy 1962:5^-55; see also Sullivan 

1978).

Snowflake Style

Of all of the styles present at the Chodistaas Site, Snowflake 

is the most controversial. Snowflake style was originally named by 

Longacre (1964), but he never adequately defined the style which is 

equated with the designs occurring on his Snowflake variety of Snowflake 

Black-on-white. Colton's (1941:62-63) original definition of Snowflake 

Black-on-white states that Snowflake exhibits a style of design like 

Sosi style. This equation has been repeated by researchers since 

(Wasley 1959:257; Sullivan 1978; Hantman et al. 1978; Doyel 1978, 1980b). 

Nevertheless, a conference held on Snowflake in 1977 at The University 

of Arizona resulted in a concensus on only one attribute of a Snowflake 

style: solid ribbon-like designs typically incorporating interlocking
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rectilinear scrolls. The distinction might be made then between a Sosi 

and Snowflake style on this basis: Sosi style includes primarily ele

ments with barbed edges, while Snowflake exhibits more clearly recti

linear designs with stepped edges (see also Crown n.d.). The distinction 

is fine, but fits the differences visible between vessels with designs 

designated as Sosi style and those designated as Snowflake style.

Puerco Style

Puerco style was originally defined by Wasley (1959). The style 

was later defined by Carlson (1970). A Puerco style is characterized 

by banded, vertically sectioned designs, separated by panels of parallel 

vertical lines. The design motifs between panels include only solid 

and checkerboard elements. Squares, triangles, negative lightening, 

and negative bullseyes are common elements of Puerco style.

Tusayan-Kayenta Style

A Kayenta style was defined first by Colton and Hargrave (1937: 

16-17), but the Tusayan and Kayenta styles were most fully elaborated 

by Beals, Brainerd and Smith (1945:107-125). According to their defi

nition, Tusayan or Kayenta styles are characterized by negative designs. 

The interlocking "S" scroll is the most common element, and usually 

occurs as interlocking rectilinear scrolls attached to terraces or 

triangles with serrated edges. A two-fold rotation symmetry class 

characterizes the style. Diaper layouts were common on jars.

Red Mesa Style

There has been some debate over the existence of a Red Mesa 

style. The style was recently revived and defined by Wilson (1976),
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Sullivan (1978), and Doyel (1978, 1980b), although some investigators |

iwould include it under a Black Mesa rubric. The style is characterized 

by medium width lines in a banded layout. All solid elements are 

elaborated with pendant dots. Typical design elements include small 

interlocking curvilinear scrolls.

I
Cibecue Style \

Although this style has never been defined as such, it was in- \

eluded in the analysis to designate all of the designs present on the !

painted corrugated types in the assemblage. Cibecue Polychrome,

McDonald Corrugated, and Salado Red share a common design ’'style**, and 

a style which, because of the combination of colors and texture, is 

difficult to equate with any of the black-on-white or black-on-red 

design styles. It is certainly similar to the designs present on the 

exterior of Wingate and St. Johns Polychrome vessels in some respects. j

The design style is characterized by broad line designs, usually widely 

spaced, with multiple repetitions (typically over 4) of the basic 

motifs. Typical motifs include terraces, keys, sawteeth, and nested 

elements (Mauer 1970). Little work has been done on the design styles 

present on the painted corrugated types, and it may be that with more 

detailed analyses of these designs, several styles could be defined.

Table 72 presents frequencies and percentages of occurrence of 

these styles by type on the vessels from Chodistaas. It is immediately 

apparent that most of the variability in design styles occurs on Pine- 

dale Black-on-white vessels. The remaining types are relatively homo

geneous, although the Pinto Painted types include two Tularosa style
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bowls together with 19 Pinedale style bowls. Examination of Table 71 

in which the styles are cross-tabulated with rooms at the site shows 

that there is nothing to demonstrate that particular styles were local

ized at the site. All of the rooms exhibit more than one style, and 

several rooms exhibit two or three styles on black-on-white vessels 

only. If we consider the vessels by style and type, several vessels 

do stand out as aberrant in the assemblage.

Black-on-white Vessels

Tularosa Style. Fourteen Pinedale Black-on-white vessels fall 

into this stylistic class. These vessels are all jars, ranging in size 

from small pitchers to enormous ollas. These vessels are united by the 

presence of balanced solid and hatched designs, interlocking, repeated 

in all but two cases five to nine times. Almost all of the body de

signs incorporate stepped edges. The jar neck designs are, in all but 

two cases, broad line stripes. These two cases with differing neck 

designs also exhibit additional features which promote their atypical 

nature in the assemblage. One, a medium sized jar from Room 8 (105) 

has half-stepped terraces around the neck, and four Pinedale birds 

below this. The birds stand on the framing band at the top of the body 

field of decoration. The layout consists of multiple concentric bands, 

and unfortunately the base is too burned to see the design, but the 

overall body design is assymetrical. The other vessel stands out 

immediately from the assemblage. A large jar from Room 8 (109), this 

vessel exhibits a dead white thick slip, and running triangles around 

the neck. The most unique characteristic of the vessel is the
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incredibly tightly packed and fine hatching in the body design. The 

hatching is better executed than that on any other vessel. Both of 

these jars may be trade vessels, or both may have been made by local 

potters who deviated from the norm. It is impossible to evaluate the 

reaction the inhabitants of Chodistaas had to such vessels, but I would 

suspect that these jars stood out to them also.

Snowflake Style. Of the four vessels exhibiting Snowflake 

style, one is a bowl and the remainder jars. All four have broad line 

ribbon designs with interlocking rectilinear scrolls. All four fit well 

within the tradition of the remainder of the assemblage in form and 

layout.

Roosevelt Style. Two of the seven vessels of Roosevelt style 

are bowls and the remainder jars. In many ways Roosevelt is simply a 

solid Pinedale style: the designs could have been switched to Pinedale

style by the replacement of some solid elements with hatched elements.

Of the four jars, a single large jar (9-136) has running triangles 

around the neck rather them broad line stripes. Otherwise, however, 

this vessel is identical in form and layout to the rest of the assem

blage, and probably was locally produced. An additional vessel (16-189) 

has a layout unlike other jars, with a square rather than circular 

framing band around the top of the jar body design, and a second band 

of design below the first. Again, both jars were probably locally 

produced by a potter breaking only slightly with traditional techniques.

Puerco Style. Only one jar and one bowl fit into Puerco style. 

The single jar (8-106) is identical to the jar Wasley (1959s269)
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utilized to illustrate his definition of Puerco style. The bowl (15- 

172) exhibits the checkerboard hatching characteristic of Puerco, and 

was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere producing a red-on-white rather 

than black-on-white design.

Tusayan-Kayenta Style. Both Tusayan-Kayenta style jars (5-86, 

8-117) have Tusayan-Kayenta style designs both at the neck and the body. 

Both are well-executed, incredibly intricate designs. The jar from 

Room 8 has a glaze paint also, but again, the layout and overall exe

cution of the design suggests that these were locally produced.

Pinedale Style. Remarkably few of the Pinedale Black-on-white 

vessels have Pinedale style designs, only one bowl and one jar. The 

distinction between these vessels and those with a Tularosa style is 

slight: primarily a difference in number of repetitions of the basic

design and quality of the hatching.

Red Mesa Style. The lone Red Mesa style vessel (9-108) is 

aberrant in both form, style, and technology. Technologically, the 

vessel exhibits a grayish wash instead of a slip, is poorly polished, 

and too highly fired. The vessel is the only canteen in the collection, 

and is probably an heirloom.

Black-on-red and Polychrome Vessels

Tularosa Style. The St. Johns bowl (15-178) and two of the 

Pinto Black-on-red bowls (3-38, 2-9) are painted in a Tularosa style. 

The Pinto vessels are two of only six Pinto vessels decorated in recti

linear rather than curvilinear designs. All three vessels are nearly
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identical to Tularosa style White Mountain Redware vessels illustrated 

by Carlson (1970:42, Fig. 20d; 36, Fig. 17g; 34, Fig. l6f).

Pinedale Style. The remainder of the Pinto vessels are executed 

in Pinedale style. Fourteen of the 19 bowls have curvilinear designs 

with scrolls. Most of these vessels are remarkably similar. Nine of 

the bowls with curvilinear scrolls exhibit scrolls curving in a clock

wise direction from their stems, four in a counterclockwise direction, 

and one running in both directions. Scrolls are repeated two, three, 

or four times, but designs with two repetitions are always all-over 

designs, those with three repetitions always have open triangles in the 
center, and those with four repetitions always have banded designs.

The sample is not large enough to state accurately what the implications 

of these correlations are, but there is nothing to indicate that these 

bowls were not all locally produced.

Painted Corrugated Vessels

Cibecue Style. The painted corrugated vessels have by the 

definition used here, Cibecue style. They all have the broad line 

rectilinear designs of such a style. Although as discussed above, the 

Salado pieces were probably traded in, they share this stylistic tra

dition.

Conclusions

1 In conclusion, then, it is probable that relatively few of the

decorated vessels were trade pieces, manufactured in a tradition out

side of that in which the Chodistaas inhabitants participated. These
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possible trade pieces or heirlooms include: the Salado White-on-red

jars, a Tularosa style jar from Room 8 (8-109), a Red Mesa style can

teen, the St. Johns bowl, and possibly several of the black-on-white 

bowls.

Having tentatively established then that most of the vessels 

were produced at the site by its inhabitants, we are in a position to 

evaluate aspects of the theories of design variability outlined above. 

Taking the large black-on-white jars from Rooms 5 and 9, defined as a 

household above, we see that several styles are present: the Tularosa

style predominates, followed by Roosevelt style, Kayenta style, Snow

flake style, and Puerco style. The same range of styles is present on 

vessels recovered in the architectural unit composed of Rooms 3 and 8.

This stylistic evidence does not match the expectation of either 

the social interaction theory or the information exchange theory 

(Robertson 1978). Considering the interaction theory first, if the 

assumption is made that each architectural unit had one potter, and 

that all of the vessels were made during a short period of time, then 

each potter was learning a range of styles to apply to the vessels, a 

range much greater than that predicted by the interaction theory. One 

might argue that the four styles represent an equal number of potters, 

each with their own style, exchanging vessels within the pueblo. This 

unfortunately is still contrary to the expectation of the interaction 

theory, since potters living in such close proximity should display 

stylistic similarity anyway. However, if these stylistic changes 

represent only temporal evolution of design, each potter still had a 

much more frequent and drastic change in style over time than has been



assumed by previous workers. Ethnographic evidence that vessels did not 

usually have a use-life over six years (Bunzel 1972:63) suggests that 

the rate with which one potter would have had to make temporal changes 

in style was almost equivalent to Detroit’s yearly shifts in car design.

Turning to the information exchange theory, we can again con

trast the expectations of homogeneity within a site with the reality of 

great heterogeneity within the Chodistaas Site. It might be argued that 

the vessels were not high visibility items, but all of these painted 

vessels were stored on the roofs of the rooms at the time of the burn

ing of the pueblo, and would thus have been highly visible. The four 

styles might represent four migrant groups drawn together with the four 

styles representative of their former social groups, but the homo

geneity of the basic type, layout, and manufacturing techniques argues 

against this, particularly since independent evidence of migration from 

other areas is lacking. With such high visibility artifacts, could the 

inhabitants of each architectural unit possibly be denoting that they 

belong to four separate social groups?
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CHAPTER 8

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON STYLE

The term "style" is one of the most ambiguous words used by 

archaeologists. The word suffers from excessive popularity in many 

disciplines, forcing redefinition of the term with each use. "Style" 

can denote fashion, form, class, refinement, wording, genre, and de

nomination. To use the term "style" without clarification is to invite 

multiple interpretations of the same thought. Archaeologists have used 

the term "style" freely over the last century, imbuing it with almost 

mystical importance in the general scheme of interpretation. A lack of 

clear definition of style in its use by archaeologists has led to some 

confusion over its meaning in any given context. Style is an elusive 

concept then, for archaeologists, and there is some indication that it 

has been useful to archaeologists precisely because of its ambiguity.

In the discussion that follows I am concerned exclusively with 

styles of design rather than other types of style which might be in

vestigated in ceramic studies (see, for example, Shepard's ̂ 971:248- 

2527 discussion of styles of form). .However, prior to examining the 

concept of design styles, it is instructive to consider more general

ized notions of style as employed by archaeologists in recent years. 

Several archaeologists have discussed the meaning of style in terms of 

a dichotomy between style and function. Sackett (1977:371) discusses 

a "model" of style for archaeology in which function resides in the
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use of an artifact, style in the choices made as to the variant a spe

cific functional form will take. Style thus: "(a) concerns a highly 

specific and characteristic manner of doing something; and (b) that his 

manner is always peculiar to a specific time and place" (Sackett 19771 

370). Sackett (1977*370) further states that apart from post- 

depositional agencies, function and style exhaust the possible vari

ability found in artifacts.

Bunnell (1978:199) propounds an evolutionary approach to the 

interpretation of the archaeologist record, and views the style- 

function dichotomy in this light. Thus "style denotes those forms that 

do not have detectable selective values. Function is manifest as those 

forms that directly affect the Darwinian fitness of the populations in 

which they occur" (Bunnell 1978:199).

Both of these models of style are concerned with the general 

identification and definition of style in the archaeological record. 

Both models could be criticised for their narrowness of scope: style

and function are not unwaivering poles of cultural manifestation, nor 

do they alone explain all of the artifact variability present in the 

archaeological record, since technological factors, often constrained 

by the environment in which the artifacts are produced, may account for 

a considerable amount of artifact variability.

Wobst (1977) objects to the style-function dichotomy specifi

cally because, according to his model, style "functions" as much as do 

other formal characteristics of material culture. He then defines 

style as "that part of formal variability in material culture which can 

be related to the participation of artifacts in the process of
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information exchange" (Wobst 1977:8)• His model, while admitting the 

functional possibilities of stylistic attributes, is perhaps too con

cerned with function. And, as with the other models of style, it 

presents serious problems for bridging the gap between model and actual 

application to an archaeological context.

As opposed to these general and esoteric models of style pro

pounded by theoreticians, archaeologists concerned with defining or 

interpreting styles of design have generally advocated a more explicit 

model of style. As discussed earlier, those archaeologists interested 

in styles of design have generally presented almost identical defini

tions of style: style is defined as the system of elements, motifs,

and layouts which is characteristic of a particular group (V'asley 1959; 

Carlson 1970; Gifford 1976; Muller 1977; Washburn 1977)* This defini

tion specifies two distinct characteristics of design styles: (a) the

substance of stylistic variability is imbedded in formal characteristics 

of ceramic design; and (b) the style of a particular group is singular 

both to the time and the place. In defining specific styles, archae

ologists segment the time-space continuum and provided a measure of 

association within and between groups of artifacts. The majority of 

archaeologists would agree with such a definition of design styles, and 

embrace the concept of style as crucial in archaeological interpreta

tion: stylistic stability and variability accounts for our ability to

form relative chronologies and calculate group boundaries in the South

western United States.

This definition actually then relates the variables of time and 

place to those of formal characteristics of design. It defines a way
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to delineate a style and interpret that style. In no way does this 

definition attempt to explain how or why styles are developed, it merely 

advocates a formula for discovering and interpreting styles archaeo- 

logically.

Muller (1973) suggests a more complex means of viewing styles, 

while still avoiding the explanation of stylistic development. Accord

ing to his definition, "style is the way (system) the artist creates 

the particular expression which he technically executes (output)"

(Muller 1973:16). Style is a cultural system of rules which allows a 

person to perform actions in a competent manner. A style may be the 

hallmark of a person or a group. The basic difference between Muller's 

definition and the more traditional definition lies in the way of per

ceiving and defining styles and the strength of the interpretive infer

ence. Muller (1973) defines styles by replicating and outlining the 

process of placing a design on an artifact, rather than by enumerating 

its formal characteristics. However, once his "grammar" for performing 

a stylistic operation competently has been outlined, the grammar must 

be repeatedly checked against new designs before they become part of 

the style. A single grammar may circumscribe a single design or hun

dreds.

Most archaeologists have concentrated on ways of defining 

specific styles rather than considering the processes of stylistic 

development or models of stylistic evolution. In contrast, these topics 

have been of primary interest to another discipline interested in style 

of design: art history. Art history has a long tradition of concern

with models of style, particularly with models of stylistic development
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and evolution. Because art historians have the advantage of generally 

knowing who the artist was, they are in a position to better evaluate 

the processes involved in style formation. The fruits of their research 

and the research of the few anthropologists interested in "primitive" 

art history may be instructive to archaeologists, who lack the "personal" 

elements in works of art. Before considering the models of stylistic 

development devised by modern and primitive art historians, it is in

structive to examine their definitions of design styles, which differ 

little from those of archaeologists.

Style is "the constant form, and sometimes the constant ele

ments, qualities and expression, in the art of an individual or group" 

(Schapiro 1933:287), ". . . a recurrent way of structuring and present

ing" (Mills 1957:72), " . . .  that intangible which, passed on from one 

generation to the next, marks the artistic products of a society, an 

epoch, just as it allows us to identify the work of a given" artist" 

(Herskovits 1959:53)• Finally, style is a "way of characterizing the 

relations among works of art made at the same time and/or place, or by 

the same person or group" (Ackerman 1963:164).

As with the archaeologists* definitions, the apparent concern 

in these definitions is in transforming formal qualities in designs 

into interpretive landmarks for contextual placement. But unlike 

archaeologists, art historians have gone far beyond the apparent super

ficiality of their definitions of style in their concern for explaining 

stylistic development and process.
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Models of Stylistic Process: the

Morphology of Style

Models of stylistic process are generally concerned with the 

’•behavior" of styles through history, the morphology of style. Early 

models of stylistic morphology tended to view the entire sweep of art 

history in terms of cyclical or evolutionary developments.

Several models conceive of stylistic development as cyclical.

One such model uses a biological analogy, interpreting the birth, 

maturity, and death of each style. More sophisticated cyclical models 

include: Wolfflin’s movement of a style from a classic pole to a 

baroque pole within each cycle, and Frankl’s complex series of stages 

within two poles of styles within each cycle (Schapiro 1953:296-298).

Evolutionary models developed by art historians usually took a 

less restrictive form than the cyclical models. Generally evolutionary 

models viewed artistic and stylistic expression as developing from one 

pole to another throughout time. Such models include: a shift from

geometric to naturalistic forms through time, and Riegl’s psychologi

cally based movement from the objective naturalism to the subjective 

impressionism within particular artistic traditions (Schapiro 1953: 

299-253)• Because Schapiro (1953) presents such a complete description 

of each of these models, they will not be discussed further here.

Anthropologists have not been as concerned with models of sty

listic morphology as have art historians, the notable exception of course 

being Kroeber. Kroeber’s model of stylistic process was closely related 

to those of the organic-cycle school of stylistic morphology. His model 

viewed styles as experiencing cyclical progressions from simple to
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baroque. Permitted to flourish unaltered by changing ideologies, a 

style could "exhaust" itself and deteriorate (Kroeber 1957; Muller 

1973:46).

One possible problem with all of these models is their concep

tion of styles as separate and distinct entities. Bather than a con

stant flow of stylistic change through time, these models view styles 

as changing only outside of the bounds of creation and exhaustion, with 

each style echoing the format of the last. Some students of style 

prefer to view styles as part of a continuous movement in art history. 

Styles are essentially the artificial constructs of the historians who 

identify them, they do not have a life of their own. The models must 

however be considered in terms of the nature of art history and their 

development on the basis of European artistic works. Given the amount 

of historical documentation and the highly skewed sample under study, 

the models serve a heuristic purpose for art historians and appear to 

fit the material. They are not useful for archaeologists because they 

do not consider the mechanisms of change, nor do they evaluate the means 

of "fitting" the model to new circumstances.

Two recent models, clearly indicative of a more broad-scale 

cognizance of stylistic variation, consider'stylistic definition a 

fragmentation of what is essentially a continuum. Ackerman (1963) 

states specifically that we cannot outline the movement of one style 

into another because of the complexity of the processes involved in 

style formation. He supports a model of "confluent, overlapping and 

interacting" styles in place of the cyclical models.

Since the extinction of one style is neither the prerequisite
for nor, necessarily, the result of the initiation of another,



old and new styles may exist side-by-side and mutually in
fluence one another; and several new ones may co-exist even in 
the same locale (Ackerman 1963:183)•

Kubler (1962) supports much the same conception of style, be

lieving that style should not be considered a precise notion temporally 

as it may be spatially.

Everything varies both with time and by place and we cannot fix 
anywhere upon an invariant quality such as the idea of style 
supposes, even when we separate things from their settings 
. . . .  Style pertains to the consideration of static groups 
of entities. It vanishes once these entities are restored to 
the flow of time (Kubler 1962:129-130).

Kubler*s statement broaches a common problem of all morphologi

cal considerations of style: that they are concerned with the shape

stylistic change may take, without considering the forces behind the 

shapes. Style is considered entirely apart from the forces which may 

cause a change in style, a break in the cycle. The events resulting in 

the style are ignored for the broader image of generalized stylistic 

change. Fortunately, most students of style would agree that such an 

approach, while perhaps appropriate for art history textbooks, does not 

explain anything. It is not useful in evaluating particular styles: 

styles do not exist apart from human activity. This rejection of the 

morphological models has led in recent years to more specific investi

gations of stylistic development and change.

Models of Stylistic Development

In advancing models of stylistic development both art historians 

and anthropologists have been concerned with proposing hypotheses which 

attempt to explain the origins of or changes in styles. The number of 

different factors which have been attributed with influencing the
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development of styles is quite large, but proponents of one factor sel

dom admit to the importance of other factors.

Technical Evolution

Probably the most renowned proponent of the hypothesis that 

technical evolution dictated stylistic development was Boas. He be

lieved that style was the result of the combined factors of motor habits 

and material. Certain qualities inherent in the material, whether clay, 

wood, or stone, limited and controlled the stylistic variability pos

sible, while the artists own motor abilities dictated the extent and 

form of the stylistic exploration of the material. This type of techno

logical determinism was considered too simplistic an explanation of 

stylistic variability, particularly since so many styles purposefully 

disguise rather than enhance the inherent properties of the material 

(Schapiro 1953:303-304; Muller 1973:40-41).

Social Environment

While Boas viewed technological factors and the physical en

vironment as limiting the range of styles possible in an artistic tra

dition, others considered the influence of the social environment on 

stylistic variability. Both cultural anthropologists and archaeologists 

commonly embrace this point of view. For example, Firth (1966:17) 

stated:

Art is one of the high points of individual expression, a 
vehicle for conveying intense and refined human emotions which 
can be recognized as of a universal order when they are iso
lated. But all art is composed in a social setting; it has a 
cultural content. To understand this content it is necessary 
to study more than general human values and emotions; they 
must be studied in specific cultural terms at given periods 
of time.
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Clearly* such a viewpoint is inherent in the study of art in cultural 

anthropology and even art history: works of art are examined for sty

listic content and variability specifically because they are productions 

of a group of some sort. When the work of artists from different groups 

or cultures is studied as a whole, it is always in terms of similarities 

across group boundaries, the similarities viewed as needing explanation. 

Similarities within a group are expected and not of particular interest. 

However, while anthropologists and art historians have commonly worked 

with the culture or group as a known and a given, utilizing this infor

mation to inform on the nature of the art itself, archaeologists have 

often worked in the opposite direction, using the art to inform on the 

culture.
In its most fundamental form this acceptance of the importance 

of the social environment in affecting stylistic variability underlines 

the concept of style and type in archaeology: it permits both archae

ologists and art historians to date pieces and place them geographically. 

Works of art can be restored to proper context due to the notion of 

social environment controlling, to some degree, stylistic variability. 

Taking the notion a step further, however, archaeologists have asked if 

works of art might not only be placed in proper context, but might also 

inform on that context. Thus, the social interaction model, discussed 

in some detail above, depends upon the notion that social environment 

affects and controls design variability within a group. The more two 

artistic units interact, the more similarities there will be between 

their styles. There are slight variations in this basic theme within 

the archaeological literature, but the underlying tenet of all of these
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models is that the locus of stylistic unity resides with a group 

(Binford 1962, 1972; Whallon n.d.; Longacre 1970; Hill 1970; Deetz 1965). 

The amount of interaction between any two units can then be evaluated 

by estimating the amount of stylistic similarity between them. A num

ber of studies have then inverted the concept twice more, saying first 

that style is "passed on" from mother to daughter in ceramic decoration, 

and then that, because of this, we can view social organization, spe

cifically marital practices, by estimating the amount of design vari

ability within or between specific residential areas.

The number of arguments which could be, and have been leveled 

against the logic behind this argument are numerous, and will not be 

repeated here (Allen and Richardson 1971; Stanislawski and Stanislawski . 

1974; S. Flog 1977). Most art historians would agree that stylistic 

variability should, in fact, be helpful in reconstructing social struc

ture at a gross level. However, as Schapiro (1953:311) cautions:

We have interesting studies on a multitude of problems concern
ing the relationship of particular styles and contexts of art 
to institutions and historical situations. In these studies 
ideas, traits, and values arising from the conditions of eco
nomic, political, and civil life are matched with the new 
characteristics of an art. Yet, with all this experience, the 
general principles applied in explanation and the connection 
of types of art with types of social structure have not been 
investigated in a systematic way. By the many scholars who 
adduce piecemeal political or economic facts in order to 
account for single traits of style or subject matter, little 
has been done to construct an adequate comprehensive theory.

Until regularities can be shown to occur ethnographically or histori

cally between stylistic development and social structure, the attempts 

by archaeologists to reconstruct social structure by examining stylis

tic variability will have to remain at a simplistic level, a level at
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which forms of material culture and architecture might be more easily 

utilized in reconstruction.

One attempt by Fischer (1961) to correlate style with social 

structure produced some interesting conclusions. Based on the concept 

of, "Social conditions of various sorts as determinants of artistic 

fantasy or creativity" (Fischer 1971:158), Fischer used Murdock's Human 

Relations Area files and divided primitive societies by the presence or 

absence of stratification: egalitarian and hierarchical. The art

forms of each group, when examined as a group, permitted him to corre

late specific types of forms and structures, including symmetry, with 

the classes of society. Although perhaps overly simplistic and easily 

refuted using specific cases, Fischer's work is both ingenious and pro

vocative. It suggests that, at some level, and with more sophisticated 

studies, it might be possible in the future to derive some aspects of 

social structure from art styles.

Psychological Environment

The use of the psychological environment in explanations of 

stylistic variability may take two forms: a deterministic, often racial

view of cultural character, and psycho-analytical analysis of group 

character.

The first form, the view of national character as controlling 

variability usually proceeds from a broad-scale analysis of national 

art forms. Thus, a common contrast is made between German and Italian 

art as reflections of their national character.

The second form, the view of psychological factors as influenc

ing specific stylistic tendencies in the individual and by association,
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the group, may take two forms of analysis. First, gross group psycho

logical characters may be evaluated on the basis of form and structure 

of the decoration. For instance, Inverarity (1955:376-77) discusses the 

criteria of primitive art, which includes a fear of empty space, a 

"Psychological need in certain people to fill space in their works." 

Alternatively, specific group psychological testing may use forms on 

works of art in performing the highly detailed psychological analyses 

used in personality tests. One such analysis evaluated the potter's 

need to generate meaningful patterns by examining Hohokam pottery as if 

it were the results of a Nee-Achievement test (Rippeteau 1972).

Both types of analyses suffer from dependence on the same un

proven assumption:

. . .  that the psychological explanations of unique features 
in a modern individual's art can be applied to a whole culture 
in which the same or similar features are characteristic of a 
group or period style (Schapiro 1953:307)•

Furthermore, the analyses of the psychological content of art all 

utilize Western notions of normalcy and abnormality in cultures where 

the same standards may not apply, and where the artistic expression 

especially may be indicative of completely different mental states. 

Archaeologists have tended to avoid these types of psychological analy

ses using primitive art due either to a lack of familiarity with the 

methods themselves, or an acknowledgment of the complex and question

able assumptions associated with performing such analyses using 

primitive art.
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Physical Environment

Although no models of stylistic variability depend entirely on 

the physical environment in explaining stylistic development, many 

theorists view the physical environment as a limiting factor in the 

development of styles. Unlike Boas's deterministic viewpoint, however, 

these researchers suggest only that the physical environment may limit 

either the subject matter or the materials available for promoting 

artistic fluorescence. Other factors clearly are needed to explain all 

aspects of stylistic variability, but the physical environment cannot 

be ignored. Arnold, for example, working in the Valley of Guatemala, 

found that "communities having the greater diversity of ceramic re

sources and the best quality of available resources tend to have more 

variety and diversity in pastes, vessel shapes and decorative tech

niques" (Arnold 1974:58).

Historical Diffusion

As with the physical environment historical diffusion is never

considered the only determinate of stylistic variability, because a

style has to originate somewhere. Nevertheless, historical diffusion

of styles has been shown repeatedly to have tremendous importance in

promoting changes in styles where records are available to demonstrate

such diffusion. Bunzel (1972) notes several instances of diffusion

among historical Pueblo potters. As Ackerman (1963:176) states,

. . .  the creative process is complex enough to be stimulated 
at many points; often the art of earlier times or of foreign 
places offers solutions to such problems, too - it even may 
suggest new problems, since its language is less familiar.
So inspiration may come from far as well as from near; some
times, especially in the formulation of a new problem, the 
distant past is actually closer than yesterday.
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Historical diffusion is difficult to document archaeologically, but one 

need only think of the Maverick Mountain Phase at Point of Pines to 

recognize the importance the migration or diffusion of art styles may 

have on distant and different archaeological assemblage (Haury 1958).

In various models then, anthropologists, archaeologists, and art 

historians have considered stylistic development to be the result of 

influence from the technological, social, psychological, or physical 

environment or historical diffusion. Some researchers have considered 

all of these sources as significant in instituting or preventing change; 

but most have concentrated on detailing the steps of one or another in 

tracing stylistic traditions. But while all disciplines concerned with 

styles of decoration have been interested in outlining the development 

of styles, their position in relation to the overall environment, few 

researchers have tackled the problem of the function of style within 

that environment.

Models of Stylistic Function

Three specific models of stylistic function have been developed 

and utilized in recent years to explain the reasons behind the stylistic 

variability present in the prehistoric and historic record. All of 

these models suggest that style functions to promote individual or 

group identities and social boundaries.

Social Function Model

A number of anthropologists and archaeologists conceive of style 

as promoting group status. As expressed by Binford (1962:219)» sty

listic properties are,
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. . .  believed to have their primary functional context in pro
viding a symbolically diverse yet persuasive environment 
promoting group solidarity and serving as a basis for group 
awareness and identity.

This viewpoint underlies most of the studies of ceramic design performed 

in the Southwest to date. As such it is the functional corollary to the 

conception of the social environment as promoting stylistic variability.

Information Exchange Model

V/obst's (1977) information exchange model is in reality an 

expansion of the social function model. As such, the information ex

change model provides a theoretical background in communications net

work theory for discussing the means of transmission in promoting group 

solidarity. In accepting this notion of style as functioning to 

exchange information, Wobst limits the definition of style on artifacts 

to that,
. . .  multi-dimensional and dynamic phenomenon which reacts 
with great sensitivity to change in other cultural variables 
and actively supports other cultural processes, such as cul
tural integration, and differentiation, boundary maintenance, 
compliance with norms, and enforcing conformity. . . .  I 
have interpreted stylistic behavior as that aspect of artifact 
form and structure which can be related to processes of in
formation exchange (Wobst 1977:31-32).

Such a definition omits artifacts which are not used in spheres where

they might emit messages from stylistic consideration, since not all

artifacts are capable of or Eire produced to emit messages, and not all

societies have the need to produce or transmit messages in this way.

This means that the context of the artifacts must be known, and the

level of the society known, its need to transmit messages, before the

stylistic variability on the artifacts can be evaluated in terms of

information exchange. For there to be a need for style on artifacts to
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function in information exchange, there must first be a context in which 

the artifact is highly visible and the individual possessing the arti

fact in contact with socially distinct people. However, the messages 

sent relate to social integration, and do not differ from the "messages" 

implied by the social function model.

Symbolic Function Model

A further elaboration of the social function and information 

exchange model is that which conceives of styles as the symbolic charac

ter of the artifact. All artifacts have this symbolic character, and 

symbolic function regardless of their physical properties (McGuire 

1979)• Evaluation of the symbolic aspects of artifacts is recognized 

as difficult, but necessary for approaching an understanding of prehis

toric social organization and ideational networks.

Obviously, all three of these "models" are no more than elabo

rations of a basic concept: . style functions to promote group solidarity, 

whatever the size and nature of the group. Whether the decoration 

encodes a message or reveals symbolic function may be a source of argu

ment, but the consequence of stylistic variability and stability is 

maintenance of group boundaries.

Discussion

At this point it is important to assess the models of stylistic 

morphology, development, and function presented above, and discuss their 

possible utility for archaeological interpretations.
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Models of Stylistic Morphology

The models of stylistic morphology have all concentrated on 

defining an ideal sequence of events in the life of a style or a cul

ture. None of the evolutionary or organic models has been shown to have 

any validity in Western culture, much less in any primitive cultures. 

Because they are heuristic devices, such models are basically useless 

to archaeologists: they circumscribe a form in space, but do not dis

cuss the processes associated with the development of this form. If we 

are not able to fit the morphological ideal due to lack of historical 

records, the models are of no possible utility to us. Ackerman and 

Kubler's models are less restrictive, but suffer from the same lack of 

defining mechanisms.

Models of Stylistic Development

These models are of much more utility to archaeologists because 

they describe specific mechanisms which control or influence human 

behavior. Archaeologists and anthropologists have traditionally empha

sized one aspect of the artists' environment over another in directing 

his stylistic behavior. Art historians have, in the past, not been as 

interested in examining the reasons behind the development of styles, 

or the environmental factors which are reflected in stylistic behavior. 

In recent years, however, art historians have begun to take a more 

holistic approach to the study of art, emphasizing all aspects of the 

artists' environment in examining and interpreting works of art. As 

Ackerman (1963:176) notes:

Since the artist may experience and put to use in making a work
of art anything in his environment, the historian must
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reconstruct as much of that environment as possible. . . .
Each work of art can be considered a repository of experi
ences entering from every direction in the artist's sur
roundings.

All of the factors discussed as possible determinants of sty

listic behavior have been proven to influence stylistic development in 

historic instances. Archaeologists have tended to concentrate on the 

social environment as primary, and often as sole, determinant of 

stylistic behavior. This is understandable, since the archaeologist 

typically cannot reconstruct all of the environmental factors influenc

ing the individual artisan. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize 

that the social environment is only one of many of these influences.

The technological, physical, and psychological environments and stylis

tic diffusion all influence stylistic behavior, and in some cases, may 

be the primary determinants of that behavior. If we cannot reconstruct 

all sectors of the environment, we cannot specify why and how style 

develops in a particular instance, and to lay all of the burden on the 

social encironment is to assume the naive position that art styles 

exist in vacuums.

Models of Stylistic Function

As discussed above, the three "models" of stylistic function 

present various levels of elaboration on a common theme; style functions 

to promote group solidarity. Because styles of decoration are defined 

as being group specific (see above pp. 311 and 31*0 it is not surprising 

that they should be conceived as promoting group solidarity. However, 

if we define our styles initially on the basis of their co-occurrence 

with a group of some sort, it is circular to define the function of



that style as promoting the group solidarity. The functionalist dilemma 

arises here: units defined according to their occurrence in an environ

ment cannot be used to explain the maintenance of that environment.

To some extent this raises the question of whether the artifacts 

are designed to promote group solidarity or do so only fortuitously.

In other words, is this function of style latent or manifest? Style 

may promote group solidarity simply because specific groups have spe

cific styles and because the artifacts generally considered in stylistic 

analysis are highly visible to the group as a whole. Groups may display 

the same stylistic behavior because they are participants in the same 

environment, social and otherwise, and only unconsciously indicate 

their participation in the group by this behavior. Conversely, indi

viduals may consciously indicate their participation in the group by 

their stylistic behavior, as suggested by the social function models.

We simply have no way of knowing whether this function is latent or 

manifest for the artisans themselves (see Binford 1972:200). But to 

continue to use style to demonstrate degree of social interaction is 

logically spurious.

Explaining Stylistic Form

If we consider the possibility that the designs painted on 

Southwestern pottery had no manifest integrative function, then we must 

ask outselves why the artisans painted their vessels at all. Most of 

the designs on the Chodistaas material are intricate, original designs 

which must have required considerable time and effort to complete. The 

vessels themselves retain their utility with or without such designs,
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and yet the designs were a constant companion to several vessel types 

at the site. The decoration must have some manifest function to the 

artisan, or the decoration would simply not be worth the time and effort. 

Here art historians (Gotshalk 1962; Mills 1957) provide an answer, an 

answer which apparently has appeared too humanistic for the majority 

of functionally-minded archaeologists. As expressed by Wingert (1962: 

14),
. . .  decorative designs compatible with, and Often growing out 
of, the technique were frequently applied to purely utilitarian 
objects for no other reason than to give them a more pleasing 
and attractive appearance. There is little doubt that most of 
these designs were the result of the aesthetic impulses of the 
artist and that they gave pleasure, as the objects were used, 
because of rather than in spite of the totally unnecessary, 
decorative adjunct.

Such a manifest function is more complex than the notion of "art for 

arts sake," for the artistic impulse fulfilled serves to relieve the 

aesthetic need, provide daily proof of the ability of the artisan, and 

undoubtedly gain prestige for some artisans through the respect of 

their peers.

The fulfillment of the aesthetic need explains why artisans 

decorated objects, but does not of itself explain why they have par

ticular styles. Why does the group as a whole exhibit stylistic 

similarity, the similarity we depend upon so much in analyzing sites 

and placing them in temporal and spatial context?

Considered from an evolutionary standpoint, style must have 

adaptive value (despite Dunnel's/L978:1997definition) for the group 

in order to be maintained. Such a value would presumably lie in its 

ability to define group boundaries. Such a definition does not,
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however, provide any explanation of how and why styles would change: if

a particular style has adaptive value, why would it be allowed to 

change, by the system? Wobst (1977: *0 suggests that styles change 

through 1'random errors in enculturation or acculturation, by distur

bances in previously existing enculturation equilibria (temporal dimen

sion) and by breaks in communication density (spatial d i m e n s i o n ) T h i s  

approach not only grants the concept of style a life apart from its 

actors, but it grants stylistic change all the mechanization of chromo

somal mutation in which the actors have no decision-making abilities, 

but are at the mercy of their genes. Rather than considering style 

from the point of view of an overriding concept on its own, perhaps we 

should consider styles and stylistic change in terms of the actors 

themselves. Here we must depend again on historians of art for ex

planations, since we struggle without informants and records for inter

pretation.

To begin with, we can imagine in general terms that all aspects 

of a culture are torn between innovation and stability. A culture is 

maintained only through the stability of cultural norms: everyone must

recognize and adhere to such norms. Change comes about only with 

innovation: individual or group "mutations" which may give the society

greater "adaptive" value, or simply not promote negative selection.

Styles within cultures are subject to these tendencies. As

Gifford (1960:131) noted many years ago,

In each craftsman there is a rudimentary desire for a measure 
of both stability or continuity (manifested by habits and a 
clinging to the old) and change (manifested by the desire for 
something new).
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The co-occurrence of styles and cultural groups is more than an accident

then| it is a generalized pattern which is group-oriented because the

group needs such stability in order to exist:

For the artist and for his audience, style is a protection 
against chaos; it serves the same purpose as do cultural 
patterns and institutions in society. . . .  The artist sub
mits to this tension between stability and change, between 
the reproduction of existing forms and the inventions of new 
ones by necessity, not by choice (Ackerman 1963:166-16?).

A style is formed of individual works created by individual artisans,

each torn between the dictates of the current stylistic environment and

his own creative impulse. Each work represents a choice made by the

artisan, a decision more complex than we may be able to imagine. Style

is not a dictator in most cultures, but it does impose rules or require

some fealty. Innovation may not be acceptable by current aesthetic or

cultural standards, it may be a risk. Stylistic change and evolution

must be conceived of in terms of an infinity of individual decisions,

and individual solutions, to the problems posed by each work.

The pattern of style change, then, is not determined by any 
destiny or by a common goal, but by a succession of complex 
decisions as numerous as the works by which we have defined 
the style (Ackerman 1963:175).

It is important to recognize that all cultural groups do not accept 

innovation in the same way. It is precisely for this reason that it is 

impossible to predict a universal stylistic morphology, a model of 

stylistic change. Some artisans are constrained almost completely by 

group dictates while some artisans are constrained only by their 

imaginations. The most extreme modern example of imaginative contain

ment is the art of Hitlerian Germany, entirely dictated by the politi

cal and ideological values current at that time. When compared with
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German art prior to or after the war, we are still faced with stylistic 

behavior, but much greater freedom within the boundaries of any one 

style.
Individual innovations must be viewed in their general cultural 

context then, but they must also be considered within the tenor of the 

times. An innovation may be viewed as a creative and valuable movement 

away from the then current style, or as an aberrant, worthless, or even 

dangerous affront to the current taste. We can view this concept in 

terms of the exhaustion of a style and birth of another, as Kroeber did. 

Or we can view it, as Ackerman (1963:174) does, in terms of a con

tinuous procession.

What is called evolution in the arts should not be described as 
a succession of steps toward a solution to a given problem, but 
as a succession of steps away from one or more original state
ments of a problem. Each step, for the artist who takes it, is 
a probe that reaches to the limits of his imagination; he can
not consciously make a transition to a succeeding step, for if 
he visualizes something he regards as preferable to what he is 
doing, he presumably will proceed to do it, unless he is con
strained in some way.

The individual participates in a style then because he or she is part of 

the cultural system which supports that style. One paints a decoration 

in a particular stylistic mode because one shares the underlying 

beliefs or theoretical bias which produced and maintained that style. 

Probably in a few cases does the individual exhibit a style because he 

or she is purposefully trying to communicate participation in a group; 

such conscious identity-seeking would not permit innovation or even a 

great deal of variability. It would dictate a limited range of stylis

tic behavior acceptable to the group and recognized by others. Never

theless participation by the individual artisan in a style does
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indicate participation by that individual in the beliefs and "solutions*1 

inherent in that group and their design style. By analogy, Picasso did 

not paint as an Impressionist in order to communicate his participation 

in that group, although we, who are familiar with Impressionist "goals" 

are aware of his participation because he painted in a particular style.

Stylistic Content

Thus far the discussion has centered around modes of explaining 

stylistic form both in terms of behavior and function within the cul

tural context, but style has both a form and a content apart from its 

cultural context of use. Although the functional models of style depend 

upon the nature of the content as the mechanism of communication, none 

of these models offer specific means of interpreting the "message" of 

the styles.

We are interested here in the signs inherent in the artistic 

expressions, and what and how they mean. Social function models sug

gest that the signs are symbols which reinforce group boundaries, 

whether the groups are political, social, ideational, or religious. 

Signs may have a more specific content and meaning than this modes 

suggests. Content is a necessary part of stylistic analysis to the 

art historian (Wingert 1962:?6) and the anthropologist (Firth 1966:28), 

but may present tremendous difficulties for the archaeologist.

The primary difficulty lies in understanding the kinds of signs 

represented in decorative art. Signs on decorative art may be icons, 

signs based on a formal association between the representation and its 

referent, or symbols, signs based on an arbitrary association between



the representation and its referent (Spradley 1972:13-13)• A circle may 

thus be an icon, when its referent is the world, a ball, or any round 

object, or it may be a symbol, when its referent is a railroad crossing, 

the Olympic games, or the concept of brotherly love, or it may not be a 

sign at all. A representation in art is often both an icon and a sym

bol: a circle with a cross below it is thus an icon of Venus' mirror,

and a symbol for the female of the species. Both icons and symbols have 

meaning within a cultural context: the referents are generally learned

rather than necessarily being intuitively obvious. Icons are more 

often shared cultural constructs than symbols, however. Thus, prehis

toric Southwestern Indians would probably not recognize the referent 

behind the icon or symbol of the circle and the cross, but stick fig

ures of men are almost universal icons recognized immediately. The 

more abstract the representation, the formal association, the less 

interpretable the icon. But where icons are often interpretable by 

form alone for persons outside of a cultural system, symbols never are. 

Symbols can only be grasped correctly by knowledge of the meaning of 

the symbol, the bridge between the representation and its referent. 

Anthropologists and art historians working with cultures other than 

their own usually are able to interpret naturalistic icons, but symbols 

can only be interpreted within their cultural context.

The most expedient way to interpret symbols is obviously to ask 

informants. However, the more abstract the concept, the more culturally 

unique, the less we are able to understand the meaning. Symbols gain 

meaning only within that cultural context, and they must be understood 

by all participants of a group for them to be interpreted correctly.
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A symbol exists by virtue of repetitions. The person using a 
symbol does so in the expectation that others will enlarge the 
association as he does, and that the resemblance between 
people's interpretations of symbols will outweigh the differ
ences (Kubler 1962:7*0.

The relationship between icons and symbols is not always clear. Icono- 

graphic representations characteristically also have symbolic meaning, 

but signs may be icons without symbolic or abstract referents, or sym

bols without iconographic or formal referents. Portraits of famous men 

may be only icons: formal representations of these men, as photographs.

A stop sign is only a symbol, without any formal referent represented.

In between these two extremes sure signs which are both icons and symbols.

By no means all art is symbolic. Much of it is simply descrip
tive, using signs. Many motifs employed by the primitive 
artist . . .  are simple line arrangements of a "geometrical" . 
order, with no allusive significance (Firth 1966:29)•

Study of content is an adjunct to the study of form. Archae

ologists unfortunately do not have the informants necessary for a com

plete study of content. Often however, the iconography is clear to us, 

even from this distance. However, due to the distance the extent to 

which we can cite a referent with any specificity is minute. We may 

thus be able to recognize the Mimbres figures as men, but we cannot 

specify whether these are portraits of individuals, gods, or even sym

bolic of a group. The symbolism behind these representations are always 

lost to us, although we may make weak inferences on the basis of ethno

graphic analogy. It is important here to remember, once again, that 

style is culturally bound, both in form and content. The iconography 

and especially the symbolism behind the form must be learned, especially 

as the formal representation becomes abstracted from its referent. 

Individuals may extend the meaning behind the form or combine forms
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This content must be understood in terms of its cultural context. An 

American flag as a symbol of America the country and its ideals is the . 

same regardless of its occurrence in a church, school, or in the hands 

of revolutionaries. But the single open eye may symbolize evil in some 

contexts, God in others (money), and a television network in yet others. 

Archaeologists can seldom recover iconographic content, never symbolic 

content with any reliability, but often we can examine spatial pattern

ing of specific stylistic forms. Although recognition of such pattern

ing will not recover content of the forms, it may give us some notion 

of where specific forms occur, and thereby allow us to make inferences 

about cultural significance, if not content. Such patterning will never 

be as inciteful or exciting as knowing symbolic and iconographic con

tent would be, but archaeology is, after all, a search for patterning 

and interpretation of that patterning.

Of course, it is important to recognize that the pattern of 

occurrence of forms within a site must be accompanied by a study of 

manufacture of the object on which the forms occur. Signs within the 

context of use may mean something different from the context in which 

they were manufactured: a sign in one culture may mean something else

or nothing at all within a second culture.

In large measure, the search for formal patterning is exactly 

what archaeologists have tried to do in their design element analyses. 

They have lacked, for the most part, the contexts of manufacture or 

use for the vessels from which the sherds arise. Furthermore, the 

particular problem which plagues many Southwestern archaeologists is
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the degree of abstraction of the art: not only can we not recognize the

icon if there is one, we cannot state absolutely that we recognize the 

form as the artist and his audience perceived it.

If particular forms are found to co-occur with particular loca

tions, we must then examine the significance of those locations through 

other artifact types or architectural or spatial forms. If a particular 

form occurs only in locations found to be of a ritual nature by other 

means, and it was manufactured at that site, we can infer that the form 

had some ritual significance, particularly if it crosscuts technological 

differences in the artifacts. We might also infer that the form has a 

referent of a ritual nature, be it iconographic, symbolic, or both.

All archaeologists would concede that all cultural contexts are 

not equivalent. This is why sites and rooms within sites and activity 

areas within and between rooms are divided into functional classes; we 

infer that the behavior permissible and acceptable within each class 

of rooms or activity areas was different. We also recognize specific 

types of artifacts which go with specific classes of activities. What 

most archaeologists have not recognized is that specific types or 

classes of style may go with specific classes of activities also. Thus, 

the style exhibited by artifacts used in a ritual activity may be and 

probably most often will be different from the style exhibited by arti

facts used in household activities.

A second way of considering the variability in stylistic forms 

is in terms of content. Thus, the designs on artifacts which are pro

duced for a context in which the iconography and symbolism is either 

narrow or specific will exhibit little variability in form. The
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artifacts which are produced for a context in which icons and symbols 

are not important will exhibit variability in form of designs, perhaps 

without any content at all.

Taking the notion a step further, we can consider the role of 

the artisan himself in producing specific styles for specific contexts. 

Within some contexts of manufacture, the artisan will be constrained 

from exhibiting innovative stylistic designs: the innovation may be

considered dangerous, bizarre, or simply too time consuming. Under 

other contexts, the artisan may be constrained only by current taste, 

and sometimes only by his own imagination.

Thus the styles of decoration exhibited by any assemblage are 

the sum total of many factors; It is extremely important for the 

archaeologist to recognize that the style of a group is the result of 

individual decisions and actions within the real or imaginative confines 

set by the social, cultural, and environmental milieu. Archaeologists 

have only two direct means of examining and evaluating stylistic be

havior in prehistoric contexts; form and context. Most archaeologists 

have only considered form in analyzing style, and the majority of those 

interested in style have only considered the most elementary aspects of 

form in their research. This is of course due to the use of fragmentary 

materials recovered out of manufacturing and use context, but it does 

severely limit the types of inferences which can be made about stylis

tic behavior. As discussed above, archaeologists cannot deal in any 

detail with the problem of interpreting content of styles. The follow

ing discussion reviews and clarifies the third dimension of style,
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•development of styles really are.

Stylistic Development
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Form

The form which any style will take will result from a combina

tion of factors: influence from the social, physical, psychological,

technological, and historical environments surrounding the individual. 

Social, physical, historical, and technological environments may affect 

all individuals in the group equally, but psychological environment is 

often specific to the individual and may contribute to the amount of 

freedom the individual feels he has and the overall stylistic charac

teristics of his work. A great deal of work has concerned the art of 

the emotionally disturbed, and it is clear from this work that, in 

Western society, mental aberrancy is often apparent in art. The same 

principles for recognition of emotional illness in art probably do not 

apply in other cultures, but certainly some of the decorative art of 

prehistoric peoples would reveal mental states, if we knew what to look 

for.

The individual presumably learns stylistic principles within 

the group, and his training in art would result from his instructors’ 

backgrounds. His own stylistic impression, however, would combine this 

training with current fashions, acceptable behavior, and any new input 

from the total environment. We cannot predict for any one individual 

what stylistic form he will exhibit by knowing any one factor of his 

environment, whether it be work groups or matri-centered teaching, for
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there is constant input into the individual's imaginative universe 

throughout his lifetime, and this input is channeled through group 

standards of acceptable stylistic behavior. Artists do not stagnate 

imaginatively unless they are forced to by some factor of the environ

ment. Form cannot, therefore, be predicted except in limited contexts 

which will be discussed below. And for forms themselves to be predic

tive of other aspects of a culture, they must first be considered in 

terms of all other factors of that environment surrounding the culture, 

in addition to individual innovation. The archaeologist may be able to 

learn a particular style and produce "acceptable" examples of that style 

but the same archaeologist could never predict what direction such a 

style would take solely on the basis of this ability.
\

Content

If form is difficult to predict prehistorically, content is 

nearly impossible to evaluate. Dividing the signs which make up con

tent into icons and symbols helps us to conceive of the variability 

present in artistic forms, but it does not help us approach a knowledge 

of what that content actually is. Iconographic content may be affected 

by all of the factors which influence form, but unlike form, symbolic 

content derives only from the arbitrary assignment of meanings to signs 

by the individual or the group. Symbols are meaningful if they are 

group controlled and understood, but individuals may have idiosyncratic 

symbols, and any socially defined group may and probably will have their 

own symbols. The transmission of meaning by the symbols or icons will 

involve both the ability of the artist to communicate clearly through 

signs and the ability of the viewer to interpret these signs clearly.
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Archaeologists cannot hope to perform a complete analysis of content 

using prehistoric materials, but the extent to which we can attempt such 

analyses has never been fully explored (Stout 1971:32).

Motivation

The motivation for decorating artifacts may come from three 

sectors: ritual, tradition, and the individual. These three sectors

may be conceived of in terms of levels of constraint. Ritual decora

tions are those which must be observed on artifacts in ritual use. The 

decoration must accompany certain artifacts, and there is therefore no 

decision involved in whether to decorate an object or not. Without the 

decoration, the ritual presumably will not be the same.

Traditional decorations are those typically observed on any 

artifact. If some object is traditionally decorated, the motivation 

for decorating is simply that that is the way things are done. There 

is presumably no danger in not decorating the object, but the group will 

anyway. The decoration adds aesthetic appeal to the object.

Individual decorations are those which are produced by any in

dividual for his own personal satisfaction. The design is not usually 

found on the object, but the individual decides to decorate because of 

some idiosyncratic sentiment.

The motivation for using a particular style in any of these sec

tors depends on the society in which it is produced. However, as a 

rule, forms are more likely to be culturally controlled in ritual deco

ration than in traditional or idiosyncratic decoration. Traditional 

decoration may exhibit correlation between forms in the design and form 

or use of the object itself, or they may exhibit complete or no control
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of stylistic form. Idiosyncratic decoration may exhibit the most sty

listic variability because the decoration of the object is an innovation 

to begin with and there will therefore be no concensus on how it should 

be decorated.

Motivation for presence and type of content again may be corre

lated with types of decorations and group preferences: the presence of

content through icons or symbols will depend upon the function of the 

object.

Function

Function of the decoration will limit form by limiting the forms 

which may be acceptable within a given functional class. Primarily, 

form will be defined by the type of content which is considered neces

sary to fulfill the function. It is important to recognize that the 

only ’•function” some decorations will have is to give the artist ' 

pleasure, and that the style exhibited by such objects exists within a 

culturally controlled environment of stability and innovation.

Objects decorated for use in rituals will, as a rule, have 

iconographic or symbolic content. Because these objects used in rituals 

may be used to communicate with the supernatural, the assumption must be 

made that the supernatural forces share in the symbolic universe of the 

culture: they can interpret the meaning inherent in the symbols in a

decoration. The motive for decorating objects of ritual nature will 

primarily be to communicate with or provide aesthetic pleasure for the 

supernatural. Items might also be decorated for the aesthetic appeal 

they have for any ritual personnel. We can therefore expect that both 

form and content will be controlled more in the ritual sphere than in
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any other sphere. The number of messages which are likely to be in

cluded in the content of the decoration is likely to be relatively 

small. The amount of stylistic variability exhibited by any class of 

ritual objects is therefore likely to be small also.

Items decorated for traditional use or idiosyncratic use will 

probably exhibit a wider range of forms than ritual objects, but the 

content is likely to be either much broader in scope or not as important 

as in the ritual objects. The individual should have more freedom of 

choice in decisions on what forms and contents to include on tradi

tional or individual decorations: the signs may have no meaning at all,

or the signs may carry a definite content (Wingert 1962:70). The con

tent may or may not indicate group affiliation. The point about style 

as we as archaeologists define it, is that a style carries this latent 

message quite apart from the presence or absence of a manifest message 

in the content. Because the individual develops a style in accordance 

with his total environment, that individual will tend to share stylistic 

features with those who share that environment. That is why there are 

styles for us to define. If we can so easily recognize similarities 

between individual designs, it is likely that the prehistoric people 

who painted those designs could also recognize those similarities. The 

style then would have the latent function of informing on stylistic 

affiliation. It is doubtful however that the people painted those 

styles because they were trying to indicate group affiliation. Instead 

they participated in that stylistic tradition due to hundreds of indi

vidual decisions about the correct and fashionable way to decorate

artifacts
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Form will be controlled by the group only on objects where a 

specific and narrow content is displayed. Ritual objects exhibit such 

narrow content, as do objects which indicate specific and important 

status. If it is important that the message not be mistaken, all of the 

variability permitted by the culture will be eliminated. As the content 

of the decoration decreases in importance, the amount of variability 

tolerated will increase. But the amount of variability present in a 

cultural style depends on more than the content of the forms, it also 

depends on the nature of the culture itself, its tolerance of innovation 

and demand for stability.

There is one final realm in which styles of design are apparent, 

and in which stylistic behavior is controlled by context. This is the 

realm of artifacts mass produced, or produced for trade. When mass pro

duction occurs or where trade or exchange of artifacts occurs, artifacts 

are being made by artisans for a community which may or may not be 

outside their own stylistic realm.

In the case of mass production, the amount of formal variability 

present on the artifacts will decrease. The same forms will recur, not 

necessarily in exactly the same arrangement. Concomitant with a de

crease in formal variability there will also be a decrease in the con

tent variability. Styles present on mass produced objects probably 

only rarely contain any manifest content. The latent content will 

always indicate group affiliation, but the overall decrease in idiosyn

cratic innovation displayed will undoubtedly reduce the degree to which 

styles are specific to smaller groups within the culture. The artifacts 

are no longer being decorated to fulfill individual aesthetic impulses.



They are being produced for others, and the amount of aesthetic pleasure 

the artisan derives from the task and finished product is decreased.

As speed in the production of artifacts increases, the quality of the 

workmanship and decoration will decrease.

Production of artifacts for trade and exchange also reduces the 

amount of formal variability present in a style. Here too, the content 

variability will decrease, or at least any manifest content will lose 

its meaning as the distance from the maker increases. Latent content 

may indicate group affiliation of the maker. But the real difference 

in the production of items for trade or exchange is that often the taste 

and fashions of the consumers are taken into account rather than only 

the taste and fashions of the producers. In a market economy, the law 

of supply and demand will compel an artisan to produce what his con

sumer wants and needs, and this may lead to attempts by the producer to 

duplicate the style of the consumer. In this case, the forms may have 

content, but the content may not be known by the artisan producing the 

object. As a consumer decreases its demand for a particular object, 

the producer will often exhibit much greater stylistic variability for 

a term, until a particular style shows promise as a fashion item in 

demand. Variability may then decrease again with the object of demand 

under production until it too wanes in popularity. Innovation and sta

bility here are not controlled by the producers themselves, but by the 

consumers of those objects.

Prehistoric trade and exchange probably did not exhibit such 

complex processes on this scale, but they may have exhibited similar
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patterns at a reduced scale. It may be that innovation occurred when 

the exchange ’’value" of that object faltered.

Style of design is an important concept to archaeologists. For 

any group a style will reflect the current taste, beliefs, and overall 

lifeway of that group. Because that style reflects the nature and back

ground of the group as a whole, participation by the individual in that 

stylistic tradition reflects a participation in the group, an "asser

tion of personal faith in the system" (Firth 1966:32). Each work is 

the result of a decision to support and maintain the status quo or 

branch out in a direction which may not be acceptable to the group. In 

primitive groups, this decision may be almost automatic, for the common

ality of uniform backgrounds and environments makes innovation less 

likely and more noticeable.

By examining styles in prehistoric contexts, we are limited in 

the amount of information we can draw from the analyses. We can examine 

form, particularly when the motives are clear and the artifacts com

plete. Defining the conceptual motif in other contexts is more diffi

cult and the stylistic analysis more tenuous. We cannot for the most 

part examine content. We may recognize rudimentary referents for 

naturalistic icons, but the actual referent or symbolic content is lost 

to us. We can examine contexts in which particular styles and stylistic 

forms on preserved objects occur. We can identify locally produced as 

opposed to trade objects and mass produced items, and view the stylistic 

processes which accompanied these cases of intensified stylistic be

havior. From this information we can extract information on degrees 

of stylistic innovation allowed and stability demanded within particular
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contexts of manufacture and use. Such analyses permit us to view the 

artist as individual, evaluate his individual decisions, and perhaps 

come to recognize the times at which creativity moved the style in a 

new direction.
One begins to sense what system of forms propelled and also 
limited the artist. One glimpses his hand working obedient 
to its mandates. One begins to see that here he realized and 
perhaps surpassed these instructions from tradition, and 
there he weakly imitated (Redfield 1959:30).

Returning to the question of a definition of style of design, I 

would paraphrase Ackerman (1963:165): Because our image of style is

not discovered but created by abstracting certain features from works 

of art for the purpose of assisting in prehistoric behavioral analyses, 

it is meaningless to ask, as we usually do, "What is style?" The rele

vant question is rather, "What definition of styles provides the most 

useful structure for prehistoric archaeology?"

Ortega y Gasset said, "Art is like a window with a garden behind 

it, one may focus on either the garden or the window" (in Redfield 1959: 

19). As archaeologists dealing with art, we see only the window, the 

work itself, and perhaps by examining that window as a work itself, its 

formal characteristics and context, we can make informed guesses as to 

what lies in the garden beyond.

Formal Attributes of Style —  The 
Chodistaas Assemblage

In light of the above discussion, we can examine the Chodistaas 

material from a different perspective. The problem of stylistic hetero

geneity, rather than appearing a problem, now appears as information 

about the artisans at Chodistaas. Although definitions of style
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commonly accepted by Southwestern archaeologists do not permit the 

occurrence of multiple styles within a single group and with rare excep

tion (Wasley 1959:230) do not admit the possibility of such an occur

rence, historians of art and anthropologists have repeatedly documented 

cases where a group or even an individual is capable of producing dif

ferent styles. Historians of art remind us,

Just as a single work may possess parts that we would judge to 
belong to different styles, if we found them in separate con
texts, so an individual may produce during the sane short 
period works in what are regarded as two styles. . . .  A large 
work by an artist who works mainly in the small, or a small 
work by a master of large forms, can deceive an expert in 
styles. . . .  In the Twentieth century some artists have 
changed their styles so radically during a few years that it 
would be difficult if not impossible, to identify these as 
works of the same hand, should their authorship be forgotten.
In the case of Picasso, two styles, Cubism and a kind of 
classicizing naturalism, were practiced at the same time 
(Schapiro 1953:294).

Examining specific cases of multiple styles we find many 

examples of variability in formal aspects of style. One Athenian 

painted vases, both late black-figure and early red-figure design styles 

occur on the same vessel, often representing the same scene on opposite 

sides of the vessel in different styles (Kubler 1962:119). Boas (1927: 

l80-l8l) found the Eskimos of Hudson Bay exhibiting two styles: a

realistic style made by men, and a more abstract style made by women.

Multiple styles are especially prevalent when a particular style 

is produced for trade, another for local use. Here we see the power of 

the Consumer to influence the producer, even in relatively elementary 

trade situations. The potters of Kaminaljuyu produced two styles, one 

for Maya "clients,u and a second for home use (Kubler 1962:120). And 

at Culhuacan, potters produced Aztec style pottery for production. In
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order to turn out vessels rapidly, a technique of decoration was de

veloped which,'fehifted the control of the design from the eye, or mind, 

to the hand, and the operation of automatic motor habits affected pro

foundly design-content and composition, and developed new design forms 

and arrangements calligraphically" (Brenner 1931?93)•

Foster (1965?43) found that present-day Mexican potters produced 

different styles for different markets.

Stability and change in pottery styles can be examined within 
artistic and economic frames of reference. In peasant soci
eties here considered it is suggested that the vast majority 
of potters are artisans, not artists, and that market condi
tions are more important than artistic motivations in main
taining stability producing change in styles. . . .  Pottery 
forms and production techniques change as a result of market 
demands. Under conditions of little technical and stylistic 
change, pottery-making techniques are available to all mem
bers of a village who wish to know them, hence, losses are 
not apt to occur as a consequence of something happening to 
specific people. Under conditions of rapid change, pottery
making secrets appear, known to only a few people. At such 
times disappearance of a particular style or techniques can 
more easily occur than during periods of little change 
(Foster 1965?59).

Bunzel's (1972:80-83) remarkable study of pueblo pottery details 

a number of examples of stylistic innovation for the American market.

And among the modern Hopi and Hopi-Tewa potters, pottery manufactured 

for trade typically exhibits Sityatki Revival style while vessels manu

factured for home use exhibit the traditional Zuni style (Bartlett 1977?

The occurrence of different styles both manufactured for con

texts within a site has rarely been documented. However, Bunzel (1972: 

85) found at least two styles at several historic Pueblos, one associ

ated with ceramics manufactured for ritual use, the other with ceramics 

manufactured for household use. Concomitant with the difference in
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stylistic forms she found differences in contents of those styles: 

ritual ceramics art was stable in its symbolic content, while secular 

art had little symbolism.
The psychological basis for the stability of religious ornament 
is quite different. Its purpose is magical, not esthetic.
Symbols which have proved effective are used on appropriate 
objects. Since the primary motivation is not esthetic, there 
is no tendency to play with the design or use it as a means for 
individual expression. In so far as the design is used mecha
nistically to produce a desired effect in the environment, it 
is in itself a technique of control. There is little tendency 
among primitive people to improve upon a satisfactory tech
nique (Bunzel 1972:85).

Most documented examples of modern and prehistoric heterogeneity 

involve trade or functional differentiation of styles. Multiple styles 

are easier to recognize in such cases, but multiple styles may occur 

under other circumstances, and probably have been overlooked due pri

marily to our attempts to define style as temporally and spatially 

specific (Ackerman 1963:183).

The group style, like a language, often contains elements that 
belong to different historical strata. While research looks 
for criteria permitting one to distinguish accurately the works 
of different groups and to correlate a style with other charac
teristics of a group, there are cultures with two or more 
collective styles of art at the same moment. This phenomenon 
is often associated with arts of different functions or with 
different classes of artists. The arts practiced by women are 
of another style than those of the men; religious art differs 
from profane, and civic from domestic; and in higher cultures 
the stratification of social classes often entails a variety 
of styles (Schapiro 1953:294).

The interpretation of stylistic heterogeneity is difficult in prehis

toric examples, because we cannot always view the other aspects of the 

culture which may co-occur with and cause the heterogeneity. It is 

best to consider such heterogeneity in terms of the notions of stability 

and innovation, heterogeneity clearly reveals a tolerance of innovation.
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While some critics judge this heterogeneity to be a sign of an 
unstable, unintegrated culture, it may be regarded as a neces
sary and valuable consequence of the individual's freedom of 
choice (Schapiro 1953:294).

Returning to the styles found on black-on-white jars only from 

the Chodistaas Site, we find the styles of Tularosa, Roosevelt, Snow

flake, Kayenta Puerco, and Black Mesa represented (Fig. 13). Each of 

these styles has been defined previously in the literature, and their 

occurrence in the Chodistaas material was confirmed by several experts 

(E. Haury, L. Hammack, D. Doyel, D. Gregory, D. Wilcox) in pottery 

analysis in the Southwest. From the discussion presented above, we 

might conclude that this heterogeneity of styles is indicative of in

credible freedom in the choice of designs suitable for painting on black- 

on-white jars. But the actual behavior seems to be more complex than 

this. If we examine the vessels as a group, we find that all are bound 

by certain common properties. It was these characteristics which set 

Pinedale Black-on-white jars apart as a decorative type in the type 

definition first published by Haury (1931)• These decorative character

istics include: two fields of decoration, one around the neck and one

around the body of the vessel; and banded layouts on jar bodies with 

two thick framing bands. With one exception, this basic "layout" occurs 

on all of the jars in the Chodistaas assemblage. This one exception 

(vessel 150 from Room 9) has two framing lines around the base of the 

jar, and a serrated edge on the base of the jar body field rather than 

a band. The vessel is aberrant in other respects, morphologically and 

aesthetically (sloppy line-work and hatching), so that its total posi

tion in the assemblage is questionable. Two additional jars exhibit a
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polygonal rather than round framing band at the top of the jar body 

field, so that the body fields are not true bands. All of the remaining 

jars exhibit the attributes described above and as a whole exhibit a 

limited range of more specific structural layouts. These layouts, de

fined in Chapter 7* crosscut the stylistic classes defined above and 

crosscut rooms and households also. With five exceptions decoration 

which occurs at the jar neck is always pendant broad stripes, although 

the number of stripes and number of repetitions of the design unit 

varies from vessel to vessel. Taken as a whole, it appears that there 

is stability in certain aspects of the design, with little deviation 

from an abstract norm, but other aspects of the design exhibit tremen

dous variability. Thus the layout, used to define the overall type is 

remarkably uniform. But the motifs and their arrangement within that 

layout, used to define the style, are remarkably variable. This sug

gests strongly that, at least for the artisans at Chodistaas. some 

aspects of the design style demanded stability, others allowed and may 

have sanctioned or valued innovation. We might think of the situation 

at Chodistaas in terms of a linguistic metaphor. Here, basic layout 

represents a grammar, a structure for organizing the artistic world: 

deviation from this grammar leads to a lack of understanding or accep

tance by the group. However, if layout is a grammar, design elements 

are words, and as with any grammar, an infinite number of statements are 

possible as long as they are grammatically correct. Thus, any set of 

elements which fit into the layout were considered acceptable, and 

vessels used in identical contexts regardless of their elemental forms, 

Layout was apparently more strongly controlled culturally by the style.
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Minor deviations from the norm are found, but they just stand out as 

different from the rest of the collection. The occurrence of the styles 

does not tell us anything about social organization or group interac

tion: they are spread over all of the rooms. But it does tell us some

thing about the cultural rules involving stylistic behavior. And we 

are able, by examining these rules to recognize the deviant behavior 

exhibited on one vessel and question its origin and acceptance by the 

group.
If we turn to the stylistic variability exhibited by the Pinto 

Painted types, we find, rather than heterogeneity, such homogeneity that 

is it difficult to believe that the black-on-white and Pinto Painted 

vessels are all part of the same assemblage. Of 1? vessels whose de

signs are clear enough to see, 13 exhibit interlocking curvilinear 

scrolls with opposed solid and hatched designs. The number of repeti

tions of the scrolls may vary from two to four, but specific layouts 

and foci of decoration always accompany specific numbers of repetitions. 

In the four remaining vessels, two exhibit interlocking rectilinear 

scrolls with similar layouts, one exhibits a design commonly found on 

black-on-white pottery, and one is aberrant both in design and color 

combinations (71, Room 5)• This lack of variability suggests that 

innovation was not tolerated on Pinto Painted types as it was on black- 

on-white jars. No styles outside of Pinedale and rare Tularosa styles 

were present, although other styles were clearly known by the potters. 

Three possible explanations present themselves.

1. One possible explanation is that this stability was encouraged 

by the context in which the vessels were used. If they were used for
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be encouraged and even demanded. Their presence in most rooms suggests 

that this is not the case, unless the ritual was performed in varied 

spatial contexts (for instance, a ritual associated with food consump

tion) .
2. Or, the ceramics could have been manufactured in a context which 

encouraged stability. Mass production would produce this pattern, but 

the excellence of the work on all of the vessels mitigates against this 

explanation. Specialization would produce this pattern also, but the 

technological variabilities exhausted by these vessels tends to negate 

this explanation. They might have been produced for trade, but they 

all show use wear on the base and are in use all over the site in func

tionally distinct rooms. If some Pinto Painted vessels were produced 

for trade clearly these were not.

3. The last possible explanation arises from a characteristic

which has only been noted for Pinto Painted types: their similarity to

the White Mountain Redwares.

Pinto Polychrome is a local (Salado) specialization of St.
Johns Polychrome in the drainage of the Upper Salt, in exactly 
the same way that Roosevelt Black on White is a local (Salado) 
specialization of Tularosa Black on white (Gladwin and 
Gladwin 1951:38-39).

If a type is produced as a local copy of a trade ware, we should expect 

little variability from the standards set by the trade type.

If we consider this last possibility in detail, one problem 

arises. The Pinto Painted types, supposed to represent local imitations 

of St. Johns Polychrome occur in a different style from that of St.

Johns Polychrome. Thus Pinto Painted types occur primarily in Pinedale
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style while St. Johns is characterized in the Chodistaas Site and else

where by Tularosa style. Pinedale style is "evolutionarily" later than 

Tularosa style. If Pinto Black-on-red is imitative of St. Johns, how 

could it have progressed on to the "next" style. One possibility is 

that White Mountain Redware vessels with Pinedale style designs were 

seen by the Chodistaas artisans and copied. This possibility seems some

what slim since the type does not appear in the immediate region until 

after A.D. 1300.

There is another possibility. That is that when local types are 

copied they exhibit more innovation than the imitation. It may be that 

instead of Pinto Black-on-red being a local copy of St. Johns, the 

White Mountain Redwared became copies of the Salado types. Some Pinto 

Painted vessels exhibit Tularosa style, as do two of the four "aberrant" 

pots at Chodistaas, but the remaining vessels have evolved beyond 

Tularosa into Pinedale style, and exhibit homogeneity within this style. 

The producers of the White Mountain Redwares, wherever they manufactured 

their ceramics, might, once they recognized the movement of their con

sumers to a new style, begin to copy this style in order to maintain 

their "market." It is interesting that the White Mountain Redwares 

began to develop the Pinedale style immediately before and after A.D. 

1300. Pinto may have begun as a local copy of St. Johns, explaining 

its primarily black-on-red format, and frequent occurrence of white 

designs on the exterior. But by at least A.D. 1300 the style had 

evolved beyond Tularosa style into Pinedale, and the producers of St. 

Johns quickly followed suit. Pinto evolves into a "Gila" style soon 

after A.D. 1300, and Pinedale evolves into the Fourmile style after



this. Fourmile style does not imitate Gila, but there are similarities 

between the two in the handling of layout and focus of decoration.

Content Attributes of Style —  The 
Chodistaas Assemblage

Recognizing that content is almost impossible to grasp in 

archaeological contexts, we can still hypothesize about the probable 

significance of content in the various styles at the site.

Bunzel (1972) found almost no evidence of uniform meaning 

attached to the forms painted on historic pueblo pottery. Some groups, 

such as the Hopi and San Ildefonso Indians, gave subjective interpre

tations of designs which differed from informant to informant. The 

people of Acoma did not assign any meaning at all to their designs, and 

stated specifically that the designs did not mean anything. The Zuni 

did not agree on meanings for signs except in cases where the designs 

were fixed in their usage: both obligatory on some forms and always

present on the same part of the vessel. Here, some designs are seen as 

visual prayers, and must be stable by nature. The Zuni informant viewed 

designs as "stories" (Bunzel 1972:69-71)• As Bunzel (1972:70) states, 

"Symbolism and rigidity go hand in hand." In some respects, we can 

expect a lack of symbolism from pottery produced for an American market.

The variability on the Chodistaas Black-on-white material sug

gests strongly that the formal aspects of the design had no manifest 

content. Much like the findings of Bunzel (1972) among the historic 

Pueblo groups, decorations on household goods did not symbolize any

thing. They were produced for the aesthetic pleasure they gave their 

users, and there was basically no content. This reduces the need for
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any specific stability or control of design elements: they are simply

design elements and nothing more.

The Pinto material exhibits much less variability, and although 

its recovery context would not suggest strictly ritual use, we can 

impune that it had some content. What this content was, we cannot 

suggest. The single design element which recurs on almost all of the 

vessels is the curvilinear scroll. Its meaning is unknown, whether 

symbol or abstract icon. It is interesting that, despite its repeated 

usage on Pinto, it only occurs in this form on a black-on-white vessel 

once (33, Room 3)•
St. Johns Polychrome probably did not have a fixed symbolic 

content for the inhabitants of Chodistaas. As a trade ware, it probably 

did not have any content for its makers either, although it may have 

been interpreted symbolically by its users.

There is probably then no manifest content in any one except 

the Pinto Painted types produced at the site. As far as a latent con

tent, the only stable attribute on Pinedale Black-on-white jars were 

their layout and neck designs, and this same layout and basic type was 

in use over much of the Southwest at this time. The Pinto Painted types 

may have indicated participation in the broad group of Salado ware pro

ducers, but there are no elements, motifs or layouts unique to this site 

in the material.

Conclusions

Viewed from this distance, and given the unusual contextual 

controls on the Chodistaas material, we see two different contexts of
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style. Pinedale Black-on-white exhibits a stable "grammar,u but intense 

innovation in its overall stylistic forms. Pinto Black-on-red and 

Polychrome exhibit uniformity in style, with virtually no innovation 

from the basic format. St. Johns, a trade ware, exhibits stylistic uni

formity over a broad area (Carlson 1970), and apparently lags in stylis

tic evolution due to its context of manufacture.

It is interesting to speculate on the development of the stylis

tic variability among the black-on-whites at Chodistaas. The occurrence 

of Tularosa style is expected in this region, although it is interesting 

that the formal aspects of the style lag behind the attributes of layout 

and design fields. Roosevelt style as the solid counterpart of Tularosa 

is also in line with traditional development for the area. The occur

rence of Snowflake style is not out of line temporally or spatially, 

and indeed, Snowflake is defined on such a narrow basis, it is difficult 

to accept as a complete style on its own. The occurrence of Puerco 

style suggests either a lengthy life for this style, or the copying of 

this style by the artisans of Chodistaas off of earlier material from 

the region. Since sherds were used for temper and were therefore prob

ably collected off of sites, it would not be out of line for a Puerco 

design to appear and be copied here. The Kayenta style occurrence is 

the most baffling. If it were not such a clear imitation of Kayenta, 

it might seem fortuitous. We can only assume diffusion of ideas about 

style, trade of vessels which were copied, or migration of people from 

the Kayenta area into the Grasshopper region. Since we do know of the 

migration of Kayenta groups into an area south of Chodistaas (Haury
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1958)t a movement of people rather than ideas or pots remains a reason

able possibility. Until there is further evidence, we can only specu

late. The important point to remember is that, regardless of where they 

picked up the stylistic forms that occur at the site, these forms were 

always executed in the idiom of the artisans at Chodistaas. In some 

ways, there are not five or six styles at Chodistaas on the black-on- 

white pottery, there is only one, but that one style was not by any 

means restrictive of the creativity and imaginations of its partici

pants.
One final point of interest is a comparison of the Chodistaas 

material with that of Grasshopper. All of the Pinedale Black-on-white 

jars from Grasshopper were examined and analyzed as to style. Only two 

styles were found to occur on the material: Pinedale and Roosevelt

styles. Grasshopper was occupied just after Chodistaas, but occupied 

for 100 rather than $0 years, and the reduction in the number of styles 

suggests several possible interpretations.

1. Grasshopper has 500 rooms, some two-storey. The amount of 

social integration which would be required to permit life in such close 

quarters would almost certainly be of a higher order than at a 20 room 

single story site such as Chodistaas. The situation at Grasshopper may 

have encouraged more stylistic control than at Chodistaas, and what we 

are viewing is encouragement of stability and discouragement of innova

tions.
2. An alternative explanation is that the Grasshopper material was 

being mass produced, which would explain a decrease in stylistic vari

ability. .



3. A third possibility is that the Grasshopper material was traded 

into or out of the site, although some technological analyses would 

tend to negate the former possibility (Rogers n.d.).

4. Finally, the Grasshopper material may exhibit more content than 

the Chodistaas material, it may have a manifest content, which would 

reduce the amount of variability also.

More detailed analyses of the Grasshopper material should con

firm one of these possibilities.

In conclusion, style can be an extremely valuable construct in 

archaeological research. While stylistic variability enables us to 

place sites temporally and spatially, it is apparent that the examina

tion of stylistic variability does not usually, in and of itself, 

answer questions about social environments. But this study can provide 

the basis for some alternative explanations of social behavior. Archae

ologists who believe that stylistic behavior reflects only social 

organization take an overly simplistic view of the development of styles. 

It is improbable that the manifest content of style is group affiliation, 

although this will always be a latent content of style. Perhaps the 

most important single conclusion which can be drawn about style is that 

any single model of stylistic development, morphology, or function will 

not envelop the particularistic environment which surrounds stylistic 

behavior. Individual decisions within an atmosphere of varying accept

ance of innovation and varying demand for stability in varying contexts 

of manufacture and use makes the study of general stylistic behavior in 

the Southwest impossible. Even in sites as close in proximity and time 

as Chodistaas and Grasshopper, the stylistic behavior considered
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desirable was different. Accepting this, we must also accept that each 

site and each assemblage must be examined on its own, in terms of its 

own particular environment of manufacture and use.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the ceramics from the Chodistaas Site has led 

to one conclusion: that the manufacture of ceramics at this site re

sulted in a highly variable assemblage lacking the unity in technology, 

form, and style, generally assumed to accompany vessel manufacture in 

the Southwest. Prior to discussion the implications of the analysis in 

greater detail however, one point must be made clear, that despite the 

size of the assemblage, the collection was too small to permit con

clusive statements as to the nature of manufacturing variability at the 

site. Classifying the almost 200 vessels into type, forms, and room 

association led to samples too small to evaluate confidently. There 

would be no way to resolve this problem without excavating more rooms 

at the site in order to retrieve more vessels. It is doubtful that this 

problem can ever be by-passed completely in archaeology; we are by 

nature splitters, the variability in the visible characteristics of 

ceramics too great to ignore. There can be then no conclusions per se, 

and what follows is merely a discussion of the implications of this 

analysis as it stands now.

Implications: Site

It is now possible to return to the original questions asked in 
Chapter 1 concerning variability in ceramic manufacture at the Chodis

taas Site.
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Locus of Production

There are three possible ways in which the ceramics from the 

site may have been produced: by potters within households, by a special

ist in the site, or by inhabitants of other sites or regions. Unfor

tunately, the technological evidence does not support nor negate any of 

these possibilities: the assemblage is highly variable in all attri

butes recorded and the variability does not correlate with any one 

factor alone. Therefore, it is impossible to pinpoint the locus of 

manufacture for these vessels: all may have been produced at the site

or all traded in. Due to the lack of good supporting evidence it is 

impossible to determine the origin of each vessel. Nevertheless, my 

own familiarity with the assemblage has given me some feeling for the 

origins of many. It is my subjective belief that the manufacturer of 

vessels found in rooms varied considerably from room to room. Some 

household assemblages exhibit greater homogeneity than others, espe

cially within certain types. Some vessels in every household were 

probably made by the inhabitants at the site. But even within the site 

there is some evidence that households obtained vessels from other 

households.

There is little specific evidence for vessel manufacture inside 

of the rooms beyond polishing stones, but clay, temper, and pigments 

were readily available on or near the site.

There is then no definite answer to the question of place of 

manufacture: all of the vessels of some types were probably manufac

tured at other sites (Salado Red, St. Johns Polychrome), and some 

vessels of all other types were probably manufactured at other sites
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also. Vessels manufactured within Chodistaas were probably exchanged 

between potters and rooms.

Despite our inability to pinpoint the loci of manufacture for 

the Chodistaas vessels, the conclusions derived from this study remain 

the same. Trade accounts for some of the variability apparent in the 

assemblage, but not all, and even if all of the vessels were traded in, 

the inhabitants of the site were selecting for heterogeneity rather 

than homogeneity.

Origin of Materials

The origin of the materials used to produce the ceramics is 

also uncertain. All of these materials could have been obtained within 

16 kilometers of the site, or could have been obtained outside the area.

Evidence derived from the ceramics excavated at the site has 

shown that the materials used to manufacture the vessels crosscut types, 

and types crosscut the materials.

Standardization of Forms

The cluster analysis of formal attributes demonstrated standard

ization in the production of forms recovered at the site. However, the 

analysis also demonstrated considerably more variability in the forms 

produced than has usually been assumed by archaeologists. Thirteen 

forms were present at the site transecting typological and room bound

aries. Such standardization suggests two conclusions regarding the 

manufacture of vessels here. First, there was a definable style of form 

current at the site and apparently universal within the rooms at the 

site; the second, specific forms were produced to fulfill specific



functions, perhaps in a somewhat singular fashion. The analysis of form 

revealed a conformity to certain proportions in the manufacture of ves

sels which verifies the importance of style in ’’molding" vessel form. 

Certain proportions particularly aperture to diameter, almost assuredly 

were defined by intended vessel function. Others, however, such as neck 

length to vessel height and diameter to height, may have been dictated 

purely by aesthetics. Nevertheless, forms were standardized at the 

site. And, although 13 distinct forms were produced, apart from eccen

trics, the forms crosscut both types and rooms at the site.

Within rooms, there is considerable variation in the numbers and 

forms of vessels present. Some of this variation may be correlated with 

room function, and the remainder with several different factors. There 

may have been some idiosyncratic behavior with regard to vessel forms: 

either in the manufacture, use, or ultimate removal of these forms from 

the site. Different forms might have been used in slightly different 

ways by different owners, and particular forms may simply have been 

preferred for utilitarian or aesthetic reasons. As with the variability 

in numbers of different types present in the rooms, the variability in 

numbers of different forms may never be satisfactorily explained. It 

is clear that all of the inhabitants of the rooms and manufacturers of 

the vessels shared a technological and formal manufacturing tradition, 

but their individual participation in this tradition was apparently not 

absolutely dictated with respect to ownership or use of vessels.

Vessel Decoration

One cannot evaluate the reasoning behind vessel decoration be

cause there are no informants to ask. Given the extreme variability in
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overall style present on black-on-white vessels at the site, it would 

be difficult to argue for any interpretation but that these vessels were 

decorated for aesthetic reasons. The aesthetic "urge” was tempered by 

the conventions of the group. There was a definite and accepted "gram

mar" to the decoration of vessels: all of the jars exhibit the same

banded layout, and almost all exhibit the same neck designs. There is 

no single good explanation for the design variability, except that the 

variability was valued, and that for this part of the vessel design, 

consistency did not matter.

The bowls decorated with black-on-red or polychrome designs 

reveal an altogether different convention, with a degree of stylistic 

homogeneity not found on the black-on-white vessels. Such stylistic 

homogeneity contrasts with the enormous latitude in color combinations, 

suggesting entirely distinct levels of vessel manufacture. The pres

ence of such "levels" admits several possible explanations. We may be 

witnessing well-defined associations of degrees of stability with in

tended functions. Thus, if Pinto Painted vessels were manufactured for 

a narrow, perhaps ritual, purpose, designs painted on the vessels might 

have been circumscribed by these rituals. By the same token, the 

"liturgy" may have demanded latitude in color combinations on such forms, 

or perhaps not prescribed any particular combinations, permitting the 

potter to superimpose some creative touches on an otherwise strictly 

stereotyped task. A final possibility is that the handling of pigments 

and control of firing temperature was not yet perfected for these 

carbon-paint vessels, producing a variability which might not have been

intended
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The discussion of style above (Chapter 8) suggests that the 

content of vessel decoration is intimately tied to intended vessel use. 

Vessels manufactured for trade, ritual, or household use will differ in 

content and presence of meaning. Stylistic variability must, therefore, 

be considered in light of intended use, and intended use is never 

simple to infer.

Within the Chodistaas Site, inferences regarding intended use 

were made on the basis of vessel form, room function, and technological 

variability. Unfortunately, in the absence of conclusive evidence from 

any of these classes of data, it was impossible to state with any con

fidence what precise relationship there was between intended use and 

stylistic variability. It is thus impossible to state whether the deco

rations on the vessels "meant" anything as icons or symbols.

The presence of meaning attached to specific signs requires 

some degree of concensus from the population employing such signs. At 

least some part of the population must agree on and understand the mean

ing behind the sign for them to function as symbols or icons. For this 

reason, conservatism would be a necessary concomitant of stylistic con

tent. Meanings attached to symbols might change slowly over time or 

even be forgotten, but new symbols would be difficult to introduce.

Quite specific mechanisms for symbolic use, and perhaps introduction, 

may thus have held sway, and prevented innovation on forms which had 

content.

As discussed earlier then, we might, by circular reasoning, 

draw inferences regarding the presence of content from the presence of 

stability or innovation in decorative style. The Pinto Painted types,
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within their narrow stylistic form and structure suggest the confined 

imagery which accompanies content. On the opposite extreme, the lack 

of stylistic unity revealed by the black-on-white vessels belies the 

presence of meaning in these designs, or at least a shared and group- 

specific meaning. In the context of household use and probable manu

facture, innovation was apparently valued, creativity prized. New icons 

and symbols are obviously introduced into a group through innovations, 

but to catch such a moment of symbolic inception on an artifact would 

be rare.
The amount of stylistic heterogeneity present in this assemblage 

changes then with technological base, and the presence of such stylistic 

variability, in addition to stylistic content and innovation, has been 

explained through a model of variability in context of manufacture and 

use. Ultimately, however, the context of manufacture and use must be 

known prior to the examination of stylistic variability, for the two are 

inseparable. And form and content of designs may not be properly ex

amined until such contexts of vessel manufacture and use are known.

Implications for Southwestern Archaeology

Prior to examining the implications of this study for the more 

general study of ceramics, it is crucial to ask how the Chodistaas Site 

fits into the Southwest in general. Is the Chodistaas Site assemblage 

aberrant in displaying such technological, formal, and stylistic vari

ability, or can such an assemblage be viewed as normal? Given the 

absence of similar sites with similar assemblages, this question cannot 

be adequately answered at this time. There is nothing to suggest, in
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either the architecture or other artifactual typest that this site was 

in any way unlike other late Pueblo III sites in the Grasshopper area.

If the Chodistaas Site was a "normal" Pueblo III site, then we 

may assume that the manufacture and use of vessels at the Chodistaas 

Site was also normal. If the assemblage exhibits a typical degree of 

variability for a small pueblo of this time period, then archaeologists 

may need to reappraise their views of ceramic manufacture in the South

west.

A number of specific points may be made at this time. First, 

although for the purposes of the analysis the assumption was made that 

all of the vessels were locally manufactured, in fact the petrographic 

analysis suggests that over half of the vessels may have been manufac

tured outside of the site. Hopefully further technological tests will 

clarify this problem for this assemblage. However, this does point out 

the serious error in assuming, without tests, that most vessels were 

manufactured at a site. It is probable that both decorated and un

decorated types were traded in to the Chodistaas Site.

Second, style is not as reliable an indicator of chronology as 

has been previously assumed by some archaeologists. Style may be equated 

with time for some technological bases better than others. In the 

Grasshopper region, for instance, the Salado Painted types appear to be 

good indicators of time: Pinto lasts at least until A.D. 1300 and is

replaced by Gila soon thereafter. The White Mountain Redwares are 

similarly temporally sensitive for this area. But the Cibola White 

Wares are virtually useless in any but the grossest temporal placements. 

Given the dates typically assigned to the styles found on the Cibola
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White Wares at the Chodistaas Site, the occupation of the site could be 

placed anywhere from A.D. 850 to 1450. For a site probably occupied for 

no more than 50 years, a 600-year ceramic occupation span is useless. 

This problem has certainly been recognized by archaeologists in the 

past, but with tight dating and a large assemblage, the Chodistaas Site 

provides unquestionable proof of the pitfalls of using style on black- 

on-white sherds alone to date sites.

Implications: The Study of Ceramics

Perhaps the most significant conclusion which can be derived 

from this analysis is that the complexities of ceramic vessel manufac

ture and use in the Southwest are not adequately known or understood. 

The Chodistaas analysis was unfortunately hindered by its sample size 

and inconclusive petrographic analysis: it is impossible to identify

the sources of the considerable variability in the assemblage with any 

confidence. Nevertheless, it was clear that there was considerable 

variability in the technological, formal, and stylistic attributes 

recorded in the analysis.

Technological Attributes

While the locus of manufacture is unknown for individual ves

sels, the petrographic and attribute analysis provide proof for a 

myriad of technological varieties in use at the Chodistaas Site.

Vessels differed in materials, method of construction, finishing tech

niques, and firing techniques. While some of the vessels suggest that 

the variability included experiments which failed, for the most part 

the variability suggests a complex understanding and control of
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materials and techniques. Because we cannot say which vessels were 

manufactured outside of the site, we cannot examine those definitely 

manufactured at the site and state with any surety which were the prod

ucts of single artisans. But an intuitive feel for the vessels suggests 

that ceramic manufacture was a specialization of some potters, or at 

least that certain types were the specialties of particular artisans. 

Such a conclusion is very much in keeping with what is known of Pueblo 

potters: certain women excel at their craft and will produce vessels

for other members of the group.
Both trade and specialization may account for some of the vari

ability witnessed in the assemblage. For most of the technological 

attributes recorded, the analysis suggested a greater correlation with 

type than with either form of vessel or room of use. Particular tech

nological bases were then developed and sustained in producing particu

lar types of vessels. Since type is in large part defined by 

technological attributes, such a correlation is to be expected. Never

theless, form and room of use appeared to contribute little to the 

variability witnessed here.

Formal Attributes

Why then were different technological bases (excluding temper 

and clay sources) so carefully adhered to in manufacturing the wide 

variety of vessels at the site? Since the various types occur in dif

ferent rooms at the site, it is most likely that different types had 

different functions. The analysis of formal and finishing attributes 

tended to support such an interpretation. At a gross level two types,



such as redwares and black-on-whites, might have been used for identical 

functions, holding water. But at a more specific level they might have 

served slightly differing functions, redwares holding drinking water, 

and black-on-whites storing water for less immediate use.

Perhaps the most surprising result of the formal attribute 

analysis was the identification of a style of form and specific formal 

classes which crosscut technological differences in the vessels. While 

there was some degree of correlation between types and forms, specific 

technological bases were used in manufacturing a variety of vessel 

shapes, and the same basic vessel shape was repeated on a variety of 

technological bases. Form definitely correlated most highly with type, 

specific rooms holding many forms.

A major problem with previous analyses of form and function was 

thus revealed by this analysis. The use of neck measurements alone, or 

combined with type, produces an overly simplistic view of the relation

ship between form and probable use. It is neck aperture size in rela

tion to overall diameter which is significant in analyzing vessel form: 

a small pitcher with a relatively wide mouth will have the same aperture 

diameter as a large olla with a tiny mouth. Given the aperture measure

ments alone, how could be distinguish their relative functions? 

Measurements of aperture, diameter, neck length, and height are all 

necessary for analyzing form on prehistoric vessels.

Stylistic Attributes

While a common style of form united the assemblage at the site 

regardless of location of use, a common style of decoration was entirely
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lacking for the most prevalent decorated types at the site. Style of 

design on Pinto Painted vessels correlated entirely with type, but style 

of design on black-on-white vessels correlated with no other recorded 

attribute. Whether different styles were manufactured at different 

sites, by different potters, or within one room at the site, the pres

ence of such incredible heterogeneity in design style on black-on-white 

vessels demonstrates the value placed at the site on innovation in the 

decoration of these vessels. Conservatism in the painting of elements 

and motifs was not only not promoted, but apparently not considered a 

part of the tradition. The effort expended in the manufacture and deco

ration of the black-on-white vessels, the singular nature of each vessel, 

is a tribute to the creativity of their makers, the freedom with which 

they experimented with past, current, foreign, and novel styles. The 

analysis of elements and motifs may suggest that certain owners pre

ferred certain attributes over others on their vessels, but it in no way 

implies that they were recalcitrant to own vessels painted with any com

bination of these attributes. This is not to imply that the manufac

turers of the Chodistaas vessels were completely free of conventions in 

decorating black-on-white vessels, as witness the "grammar" discussed 

above.
There is no evidence that design elements had any overriding 

social meaning to their painters, although some elements appear most 

often on specific types. Elements, or motifs, may have had content, 

but probably did only on types produced for ritual contexts. Otherwise, 

the design elements formed an alphabetic pool, drawn from at will by 

all potters.
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Given the complexities of ceramic manufacture suggested here, 

there are then questions which must be answered for any assemblage, even 

an assemblage used for a single year, prior to undertaking further 

stylistic analysis.
1. Were vessels produced locally or exchanged?

2. Is there evidence for intra-site household manufacture of spe

cialization?

3. Were specific classes of forms manufactured at the site?

4. Is there independent evidence to show that these specific forms 

were manufactured to fulfill specific functions?

5. For what contexts of use were the vessels manufactured?

Having answered these questions, a researcher might with confi

dence analyze stylistic variability on the technological and functional 

(or formal) classes of pottery identified by this analysis, considering 

more detailed questions of stylistic function and content. Most im

portantly, however, archaeologists must realize that the answers to 

these questions may differ site by site, and until more is known about 

ceramic variability, the assumption cannot be made that all ceramic 

manufacturing was equal in the Southwest. In fact, it is quite likely 

that each site differed slightly in methods of ceramic production, pre

ferred forms for specific functions, and stylistic fashion. We simply 

cannot pursue more complex questions until we know.

Methodology: A Critique

The Chodistaas analysis had a number of analytic problems, 

problems which might be avoided in future research. The largest problem



was the sample size, a discrepancy which could not be surmounted except 

through further excavation. The lack of an adequate sample prevented 

this analysis from providing firm explanations for the variability in 

ceramic manufacture at the site. A larger sample size would have per

mitted the analysis of the attributes by room by form by type in order 

to adequately assess the relative importance of these independent vari

ables in influencing the manufacturing variability.

Apart from the sample size, a number of additional problems 

hindered the analysis.

Technological Attributes

Although a knowledge of the origin of each vessel in the assem

blage was seen as of primary importance to the analysis, time and money 

prevented the complete analysis of the collection. Furthermore, the 

scant petrographic (Appendix C) and X-ray fluorescence (Mike Ebinger, 

personal communication 1980) results obtained to date do not permit 

conclusive statements regarding vessel manufacture.

Formal Attributes

The formal analysis would have been more conclusive if all of 

the vessels had been whole or reconstructed. The absence of height 

measurements, especially for bowls, reduced the significance of the 

second cluster analysis.

Volume was the least useful of the formal attributes recorded.

It only provides information on capacity, and therefore is useful for 

analyses of storage (if one knows how full the vessels were kept) poten

tial, but it says nothing about form.
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Under other circumstances (when the vessels did not come from 

burned rooms) use wear and use modification attributes, such as sooting, 

would have provided evidence independent of form for functional inter

pretations.

Stylistic Attributes

Most of the attributes of style recorded here were borrowed from 

previous analyses and felt to be successful both in those analyses and 

here. The techniques for recording element and motifs were derived from 

other analyses but modified for whole vessels. Although I am unable to 

recommend modifications to these analytic techniques, it is clear that, 

for the analysis of motifs in particular, this recording system is too 

cumbersome. It might have been advisable to go back and record motifs 

as single entities, single numbers, rather than attempting to include 

all of the specific information on elements and elaborations within the 

code.

Conclusions: Studying Variability in
Ceramic Manufacture

It is simple to conclude from this research that more analyses 

must be undertaken that attempt to explain variability in ceramic manu

facture prior to using this variability in analyses that attempt to 

explain other aspects of prehistoric culture. It must first be under

stood that each site may be unique in the variability inherent in its 

assemblage and the causes for this variability. But it must also be 

understood that ceramic manufacture was clearly a wide-scale phenomenon 

in the Southwest and that no site yet excavated was a complete isolate.
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The design elements and motifs which occurred on assemblages from Carter 

Ranch and Broken K and the Chevelon area and the Upper Gila area also 

occurred on the assemblage from the Chodistaas Site, and hundreds of 

other sites in the Southwest. Elements and motifs were combined in 

different ways, elaborated in different ways, placed in different lay

outs, and executed at different levels of expertise, but they are still 

part of some overriding common tradition. Why and how these vessels 

were manufactured and decorated may have nothing to do with social inter

action or information exchange and everything to do with the contexts 

of intended use. Until the sites are seen in a broader perspective, 

the extreme heterogeneity in styles exhibited on some types and extreme 

homogeneity on others explored and explained, the discussion of the 

function of specific design elements if premature. It does not add to 

our knowledge at this point to view the interaction at the lowest level, 

the room or site. We need first to start at the opposite end and view 

how much interaction there was in the universe of Southwestern inhabi

tants at one point in time, and how often some designs recur in this 

total universe. To imply that "foreign" vessels can be selected from 

an assemblage on the basis of elements, motifs, layouts, or symmetries 

is premature, especially since it is apparent that the universe of such 

attributes was somewhat limited at points in time in the Southwest.

There are several avenues for profitable research in ceramic 

analysis. Some total designs, particularly on some types, recur re

peatedly on vessels throughout the Southwest. A design on one Chodis

taas black-on-white jar (1-6) occurs on many vessels from other sites 

in the general region. Do all of these vessels come from similar



contexts? Do they come from ruins with similar dates? Are they techno

logically identical? Is there any evidence that they were painted by 

the same potter? The type of "handwriting” analysis performed by Hill 

(1977) would provide an interesting approach to these stylistically 

uniform vessels.

By contrast, one might begin with identical contexts, such as 

kivas, and examine all vessels from these contexts technologically, 

formally, and stylistically, to discover any uniformity in the produc

tion, decoration, or use of these vessels.

In conclusion then, the analysis of the Chodistaas assemblage 

has revealed the complex nature of ceramic vessel manufacture at one 

late Pueblo III site in east-central Arizona. It has demonstrated the 

folly in undertaking stylistic analyses without an adequate understand

ing of technological and formal variability, and adequate knowledge of 

the contexts of manufacture and use. It has proven the existence of a 

style of form and formal classes of vessels at one site. And it has 

pointed out the importance of examining manufacturing variability on a 

broader scale in the Southwest, increasing our understanding of the 

unity of tradition in the Southwest prior to dissecting individual site 

assemblages.

In 1916 Kroeber stated, "At present five thousand sherds can 

tell us more than a hundred whole vessels. . . ." (Kroeber 1916:21). 

This dictum which was at that time true is no longer. Seventy years of 

research with sherds has resulted in our tremendously complex South

western classification scheme, our ability to place sites temporally 

and culturally. But there are definite limits to the usefulness of
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sherds. The questions currently of interest to Southwestern archae

ologists require information which sherds cannot provide, above all 

context. Sherds, by their nature, usually occur in contexts of second

ary deposition or reuse. By contrast, whole vessels usually occur in 

contexts of use or ownership. It is time then that archaeologists 

understand that a hundred whole vessels can tell us more than five 

thousand sherds. And although there are many more sherds than whole 

vessels, the answers we want at present can only be grasped with ceramic 

artifacts from reliable contexts explored within these contexts by

manufacture and use.



APPENDIX A

LOCATIONS OF VESSELS IN ROOMS AT THE 
CHODISTAAS SITE

This appendix provides plan views of each of the rooms exca

vated at the Chodistaas Site with associated vessels (Figs. A-l through 

A—9)• The solid lines within the room walls represent individual 

vessels. Dotted lines connect segments of vessels found in various 

parts of the rooms. The vessels were located on different strati

graphic and vertical levels within these rooms, but these are collapsed 

here, so that all vessels are shown together in plan view. Therefore 

these figures document the horizontal relationships between vessels 

only and not the vertical relationships.

The numbers by each vessel are the vessel identification num

bers. A key to the vessel type and actual stratigraphic location is 

provided in Table A-l. Vessels which occur on the key but not in the 

plan views are vessels which were not identified as separate vessels 

in the field and for which the exact provenience is not therefore known. 

In cases where parts of vessels were located in different parts of a 

room, these segments are shown, and connected by a dotted line.
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Figure A-l. Room 1 vessels.
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Figure A-2. Room 2 vessels.
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Figure A—3» Room 3 vessels.
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Figure A-4. Room 5 vessels.
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Figure A-5. Room 8 vessels.
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Figure A-6. Room 9 vessels.
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Figure A-7. Room 11 vessels.
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Figure A-8. Room 15 vessels.
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Figure A-9* Room 16 vessels.
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Table A-l. Reconstruetable vessels from room contexts at AZP:14:24.

Code
Number Location Room Type

1 Roof 1 Black/V/hite
2 Roof 1 Cibecue Polychrome bowl
3 Roof 1 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated minia-

ture
4 Floor 1 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
5 Floor 1 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

smudged bowl
6 Roof 1 Black/White

7 Roof 2 Red Plain
8 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
9 Roof 2 Pinto Black/Red

10 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
11 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

small bowl
12 Roof 2 Pinto Polychrome
13 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated plate
14 Roof 2 Red Plain
15 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
16 Roof 2 Cibecue Polychrome bowl
17 Floor 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
18 Roof 2 Red Plain
19 Roof 2 Patterned Corrugated
20 Roof 2 Brown Plain
21 Roof 2 Patterned Corrugated
22 Roof 2 Pinto Polychrome
23 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
24 Floor 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
25 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
26 Roof 2 Black/White bowl
27 Roof 2 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

28 Roof 3 Brown Plain
29 Roof 3 Black/White
30 Roof 3 Red Plain
31 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
32 Roof 3 Black/White
33 Roof 3 . Salado Corrugated
34. Roof 3 Miniature
35 Roof 3 Miniature
36 Roof 3 Black/White
37 Roof 3 Black/White bowl
38 Roof 3 McDonald Corrugated
39 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
40 Roof 3 Salado Corrugated
41 Roof 3 Brown Plain
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Table A-l— Continued

Code
Number Location Room Type

42 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
43 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
44 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
45 Roof 3 Miniature
46 Roof 3 Miniature
47 Roof 3 Miniature
48 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
49 Roof 3 Pinto Black/Red
50 Roof 3 Black/White ladle
51 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
52 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
53 Roof 3 Black/White
54 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
55 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
56 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
57 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
58 Roof 3 Pinto Black/Red
59 Roof 3 Pinto Polychrome
6o Roof 3 Red Plain
61 Roof 3 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

, 62 Roof 5 Incised Corrugated
63 Roof 5 Black/White pitcher
64 Roof 5 Red Plain
65 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
66 Roof 5 Black/White stirrup handle
67 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
68 Floor 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
69 Roof 5 Red Plain
70 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
71 Roof 5 Pinto Polychrome
72 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
73 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
74 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
75 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
76 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
77 Roof 5 Salado White-on-red
78 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
79- Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
80 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
81 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
82 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
83 Roof 5 Red Plain
84 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
85 Roof 5 Pinto Black/Red
86 Roof 5 Black/White
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Table A-l— Continued

Code
Number Location Room Type

87 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
88 Roof 5 Miniature with white finger marks
89 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated 

miniature
90 Roof 5 Red Plain bowl
91 Roof 5 Black/Vhite pitcher
92 Roof 5 Pinto Black/Red
93 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
94 Roof 5 Black/Vhite. pitcher
95 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
96 Roof 5 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
97 Roof 5 Salado White-on-red

98 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
99 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

100 Roof 8 Black/VMte
101 Roof 8 Salado Corrugated
102 Roof 8 Red Plain
103 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
io4 Roof 8 Salado Red miniature
105 Roof 8 Black/Vhite
106 Roof 8 Black/Vhite pitcher
107 Roof 8 Red Plain
108 Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
109 Roof 8 Black/Vhite
110 Roof 8 Red Plain
ill Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
112 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
113 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
114 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
115 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
116 Roof 8 Pinto Polychrome
117 Roof 8 Black/Vhite
118 Roof 8 Red Plain "boot" vessel
119 Roof 8 Brown Corrugated
120 Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
121 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
122 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated bowl
123. Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
124 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
125 Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
126 Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
127 Roof 8 Red Plain bowl
128 Roof 8 Salado Corrugated miniature
129 Roof 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
130 Roof 8 Brown Plain
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Table A-l— Continued

Code
Number Location Room Type

131 Roof 8 Red Plain
132 Roof 8 Red Plain
133 Roof 8 Pinto Black/Red
134 Floor 8 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

135 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
miniature

136 Roof 9 Black/White
137 Roof 9 Black/White
138 Roof 9 Red Plain
139 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
140 Roof 9 Red Plain
l4l Roof 9 Black/Vhite
142 Roof 9 Black/White
143 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated plate
144 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
145 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
146 Roof 9 Red Plain miniature jar
14? Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
148 Roof 9 Black/White canteen
149 Roof 9 Black/White bowl
150 Roof 9 Black/Vhite
151 Roof 9 Red Plain
152 Roof 9 Red Plain
153 Roof 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
154 Roof 9 Red Plain bowl miniature
155 Roof 9 Red Plain bowl
156 Floor 9 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

157 Roof 11 Pinto Black/Red
158 Roof 11 Black/White
159 Roof 11 Miniature jar
160 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
161 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
162 Roof 11 Pinto Polychrome
163 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
164 Roof 11 Salado Corrugated
165 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

. 166. Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
167 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
168 Roof 11 Pinto Black/Red
169 Roof 11 Black/White
170 Floor 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
171 Roof 11 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated bowl



Table A-l--Continued

Code
Number Location Room Type

172 Roof 15 Black/Vhite bowl
173 Roof 15 Red Plain
174 Roof 15 Black/Vfhite
175 Roof ■ 15 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
.176 Roof 15 Pinto Black/Red
177 Roof 15 Brown Scored jar
178 Roof 15 St. Johns bowl
179 Roof 15 Pinto Black/Red
180 Roof 15 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
181 Roof 15 Salado Smudged bowl
182 Roof 15 Brown plate miniature
183 Roof . 15 Salado Corrugated
184 Roof 15 Black/White pitcher
185 Roof 15 Red Plain
186 Roof 15 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated

187 Roof 16 Pinch pot
188 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
189 Roof 16 Black/White
190 Roof 16 Black/White
191 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
192 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
193 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
194 Roof 16 Red Plain
195 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
196 Roof 16 Red Plain
197 Roof 16 Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated
198 Roof 16 Pinto Polychrome



APPENDIX B

DESIGNS PRESENT ON VESSELS FROM THE 
CHODISTAAS SITE

Below are the designs found on all decorated vessels from the 

site (Fig. B-l). On jars and bowl exteriors, only a vertically cut 

segment of the design is presented: the number of actual repetitions

of these designs varies from vessel to vessel. Jar neck designs are 

not presented here nor are exterior designs from bowls which exhibit 

interior designs. Interior bowl designs are complete.

In all of the illustrations, the attempt was made to be accu

rate in dimensions, elaborations and style. Hatching direction is 

accurate as is fineness or sloppiness of hatching. However, the designs 

do not always present the exact number of hatches in a particular motif.

On several of the jar bases and many of the bowls with carbon 

paint designs, segments of the decorations were burned out. In these 

cases, the visible part of the design was presented and the remainder 

left blank.

Obviously some distortion occurs when three-dimensional designs 

are drawn in two dimensions, but every attempt was made to present 

accurate representations of vessel designs. A key to the types is 

provided in Table A-l in Appendix A.
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5 -6 3 5 -8 6

Figure B-l. Designs from Chodistaas bowls and jars.
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8-117 9-148

Figure B-l— Continued



9-142

^JOA
9-141

9-136 11-158

11-169 15-174 

Figure B-l— -Continued



15-184 16-189

Figure B-l--Continued
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2 - 9  2-12

2-22 3-49

5-71 5-85

Figure B-l— Continued
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8-108 8-125

8-123 8-126

8-133 11-157

Figure B-l— Continued
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15-176 15-178

3-37 3-50

Figure B-l— Continued
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9-149 15-172

Figure B-l— Continued



APPENDIX C

CHODISTAAS SITE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
OF SHERDS

The following report presents the results of the petrographic

analyses of a sample of sherds taken from the whole vessels of the
\

Chodistaas assemblage• The author of this report, Jane Wheeler at the 

University of Hawaii, undertook this research at my request and with 

the understanding that her written report would be included with any 

written analysis of the Chodistaas material in this dissertation.

kok



CHODISTAAS SITE
PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SHERDS 

by
Jane Allen Wheeler 

Introduction

The matrices of forty-three potsherds and a clay sample from 

Chodistaas site were examined in order first to analyze mineral inclu

sions present, and then to assess 1/whether the types present correlate 

well with groupings based on inclusion mineralogy, and 2/ whether mem

bers of a type vary in inclusion content from room to room at the site. 

In most cases suggestions may also be made regarding probable parent 

rock type, at least at a general level.

The sherds come from Chodistaas Rooms 3i 9i 11 and 15. Types 

include Red Plain, Brown Plain, Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated 

(BIOC), Black/White, Salado Corrugated, Pinto Polychrome, St. John's 

Polychrome and Pinto Black/Red. Sherd 164 is of uncertain type and 

provenience.

405

Method

Sherds from all but St. John's Polychrome and Pinto Black/Red 

types were examined several times with both transmitted-light polarizing 

(petrographic) microscope and reflected-light binocular microscope, as 

suggested by Shepard (1942, 1956* Kidder and Shepard 1956). St. John's 

Polychrome and Pinto Black/Red sherds were examined with binocular 

microscope only, as was the clay sample.

Sherds analyzed with petrographic microscope were examined in 

thin section at 20X, 80X and 320X magnification. Sherds were broken
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to produce fresh edges in preparation for binocular inspection: addi

tionally, a small sample of the matrix was in most cases pulverized for 

examination of individual grains and rock fragments. Binocular micro

scopic examination was completed at 10.5X to 25X magnification.

The analysis focussed on grains of possible temper size (i.e., 

larger than silty clays); analysis of paste requires considerably 

higher magnification and optical resolution than are generally possible 

with petrographic and reflected-light microscopes.

Identification of mineral and other inclusions present was made 

as closely as possible, using in addition to the two microscopes streak 

plate, magnet, scratch tests and 10# HC1. Next, an estimate was made 

as to what percentage of the total matrix in each case consisted of 

inclusions of possible temper size. A note was made in each case as to 

dominant inclusion grain size and angularity of form. These character

istics are important indicators of probable parent material range at a 

general level: e.g. medium and coarse grains are likely to derive from

intrusive rocks or porphyries; good sorting in the medium size range, 

in addition to rounding, might suggest a sandstone or other sedimentary 

source; angularity suggests minimal transport in most cases. Sorting 

in the Chodistaas sherds was generally fair, occasionally good or poor.

Each sherd was briefly described in terms of paste color or 

oxidation/reduction in firing; additional features have been added to 

the accompanying tables where pertinent.

The Inclusion Minerals: A Brief Introduction

The three major mineral inclusion components are quartz (qtz in 

the data tables), feldspars (fsp) including both potassium feldspars



(K fsp) and plagioclases (plag), and mafics— those minerals with high 

iron/magnesium content and generally dark in color. Since different 

source materials contain these constituents in varying proportions, 

their relative dominance in each sherd is indicated in the tables, in 

terms of percentage of the total inclusion content (not as percentage 

of total matrix).
Individual mafics and feldspars reflect different geological 

environments and rock types. Members of these two groups are identi

fied in the tables as specifically as possible. The mafics include 

amphiboles (e.g. hornblende, most common in intrusives like granites) 

and pyroxenes (e.g. pigeonite, common in extrusives like basalt, or 

augite, more common in granites), as well as micas (here, biotite and 

muscovite) and optic opaques (such as magnetite, ilmenite, graphite, 

and other ore minerals).

Among the feldspars, the potassium feldspars include orthoclase, 

microcline, sanidine and others; the plagioclase feldspars include a 

series from most sodic albite through oligoclase, andesine, labradorite 

and bytownite to most calcic anorthite. Orthoclase and oligoclase, 

among others, are common in plutonics (intrusives), while sanidine and 

labradorite are characteristic of volcanics (extrusives). The attached 

bibliography lists references which describe these and other minerals 

investigated during the analysis; references are not cited here because 

knowledge regarding mineralogy is cumulative and often practical.

Quartz (which was treated as a single mineral), feldspars and 

mafics accounted for close to 100# of the mineral inclusions present 

in each sherd. Other groups such as the feldspathoids were not
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recognized; these are minimally important in such silica-rich source 

materials. Sheet silicates were represented only by the micas; serpen

tine minerals, chlorite and other types characteristic of metamorphic 

rocks were not identified. Two chemical precipitates are present: 

calcite and selenite (gypsum). Calcite and silica cements character

istic of sedimentary rocks like sandstone were not apparent.

One grain of olivine was recognized; neither tuff nor glass is 

apparently present. The overall impression is one of collection of 

sands and other sediments transported only a short distance in most 

cases from the intrusive rocks from which they were derived.

A Cautionary Note

Whereas petrographic identification of minerals in rocks is 

relatively straightforward, those same minerals in fired ceramics are 

seen outside their natural mineral contexts, lack associations which 

assist in their identification, and have additionally undergone further 

hydrothermal changes. The higher the firing of the ceramic vessel, the 

greater the potential for alteration, to the point where petrographic 

identification becomes extremely difficult.

Thin section preparation, invaluable as it is for the study of 

mineral inclusions in context within the sherd matrix, compounds the 

problem in some ways. The necessary grinding of the mounted sherd 

inevitably sweeps away some paste and some inclusions. When a mineral 

is highly altered, more is lost. Particularly in the cases of Black/ 

White and Pinto Polychrome wares, one is faced with a dilemma as to 

whether to prepare a thick section— more intact but also more opaque—



or a thin section— which permits better optical analysis but destroys 

many altered inclusions. In the Black/White case the paste seemed rela

tively vitrified and invulnerable t so sections were taken down to the 

usual .03 or .02 mm thickness. Pinto Polychrome sections were left 

as thick as (about) .04 mm because anything thinner was generally lost 

before identification could be made; consequently, much material re

mained opaque.

Alteration had, predictably, least effect on quartz, which was 

often fragmented but was generally identifiable. The mafics were 

affected little in soft wares, considerably more so in higher-fired 

wares. Mafic minerals were identifiable at least to general type in 

lower-fired wares as long as sections included grains with orientations 

suitable for optical analysis.

It is the feldspar group which presents the greatest diffi

culties. Although typically easy to identify at the most general level 

("feldspar"), most members alter readily to clay minerals (kaolinite, 

sericite, and others), making closer identification very difficult. 

Potassium feldspars remain relatively intact longer than do most plagio- 

clases, which typically appear white, chalky and undistinguished by 

diagnostic traits after firing. In higher-fired wares the same is true 

for K feldspars. Wherever possible, a plagioclase determination was 

made in order to learn whether the particular grain was relatively 

calcic or sodic. Few grains were oriented suitably, so that deter

minations must be interpreted as probable only 

; Although assignments to very specific rock types would be dif

ficult without a larger and a comparative sample, the general range for
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identifiable feldspars correlates fairly well with other data and sug

gests that the ultimate rock sources for the Chodistaas inclusions were 

chiefly felsic to intermediate (i.e. not felsic, not mafic) intrusives. 

Interpretations regarding differences seen within and between ceramic 

types and individual rooms have been made at this fairly general level. 

Sandstone, arkoses and greywackes derived from these rock types may 

have provided intermediate sources; because cementation is not evident 

and mineralogy does not generally fit sedimentary rocks (e.g. mafic 

content is often high), I have described mainly ultimate, not immediate, 

sources. Sand is, however, often more apparent and is often a listed 

component in the accompanying tables.

The report refers to "mineral inclusions" rather than to 

"temper" in order to avoid the implication that all inclusions consti

tute intentional additions. Much of the biotite in particular occurred 

in extremely small flakes which might occur in clays naturally. Exami

nation of the clay from Room 3 suggests that the same is often true for 

the smallest particles of quartz and feldspar; gypsum probably derives 

exclusively from the clays themselves. Gypsum (selenite) occurs in 

such tiny fragments that optics and binocular identification were diffi

cult; it has not been used as a diagnostic mineral for temper-sized 

inclusions.
Calcite may have been added as temper to sherd 148; its pre

cipitate form in sherd 29 suggests that it occurred naturally there. 

Magnetite and ilmenite are optically opaque and are difficult to 

differentiate even in reflected light in detrital grains. I believe
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both are present, probably in every sherd. They have been listed only 

where obvious and are not considered diagnostic of rock source type.

The accompanying tables present the data introduced (and quali

fied) above and, I hope, provide evidence concerning the integrity of 

each stylistic type, variation seen within each room, and differences 

seen in members of one type between rooms. Each table will be dis

cussed briefly.

Tables and Discussion

Red Plain wares - Table C-l

Mineral inclusions comprise from about 35 to 609$ of the Red 

Plain matrices examined, probably reflecting idiosyncratic behavior on 

the part of the potters, rather than type differences. Sherd 173« the 

sherd with the lowest percentage, stands out in other ways as well: 

grains are small, with coarse rock fragments only; the matrix was en

tirely reduced in firing; oxidized particles (opaque) appear in the 

matrix; and the inclusion component breaks down differently from the 

other Red Plain sherds.

All of the other sherds show higher quartz content than is ex

pected in most rocks; much of the quartz is subangular to rounded and 

occurs in loose grains. Grain size varies, but includes medium or 

coarse sizes. Feldspar determinations and mafic contents suggest that 

their ultimate sources include relatively felsic intrusive rocks, e.g. 

granites. Sand contributed additional quartz and probably feldspar.

Sherd 173 shows very low quartz and relatively high mafic 

percentages, a combination which could fit a felsic rock but which.
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Table C-l. Red Plain wares.

Room Code No. Description

3 30 General: Inclusions: 60# of matrix; medium to
coarse grain sizes; form subangular to 
angular, quartz often more rounded; 
many rock fragments present.

Other: exterior 1/3 of matrix oxidized,
remaining 2/3 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 5056 qtz/45# fsp/5# mafics
Feldspars: K fsp + sodic plag (4 deter

minations: oligoclase).
Mafics: amphibole; biotite; rare musco

vite; magnetite/ilmenite.
Other minerals: gypsum (selenite).
Rock fragments contain: fsp + qtz +

subordinate amphibole and biotite and 
opaques (incl. magnetite/ilmenite).

3 60 General: Inclusions: 50—556 of matrix; medium to
coarse grains" dominant; subangular to 
rounded, some qtz well-rounded; several 
rock fragments present, some coarse.

Other: one longitudinal fracture line
noted; exterior 2/3 of matrix oxidized, 
interior 1/3 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 5056 qtz/456 fsp/556 raaf
Fsp: K fsp (incl. probable orthoclase)

+ sodic plag (1 determination: oligo
clase) + poss. microcline (also a K 
fsp) .

Maf: biotite + amphibole (incl. horn
blende).

Other minerals: olivine (1 grain).
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp; amphibole +

biotite.

9 138 General: Inclusions: 4096 of matrix; small to medium
grains; angular to subangular; rock 
fragments present.

Other: charred vesicle noted; exterior 1/3
oxidized red, interior 2/3 oxidized 
brown.

Inclusion mineralogy: 5956 qtz/4o# fsp/1056 maf
Fsp: incl. sodic plag (1 determination:

oligoclase/andesine)•
Maf: amphibole (prob. hornblende) +

biotite 4 opaques (incl. magnetite/ 
ilmenite).
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Table C-l— Continued

Room Code No. Description

(9) (138) Other minerals: pose, selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fst + amphibole +

magnetite/ilmenite.

9 152 General: Inclusions: 50# of matrix; small to medium
grains; subangular, some qtz well- 
rounded; rock fragments present but 
rare.

Other: charred fiber near interior vessel
surface in black rind; exterior 1/3 
oxidized, 1/2 of sherd reduced gray, 
interior rind black.

Inclusion mineralogy: 49# qtz/49# fsp/lG# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag (0

determination possible).
Maf: amphibole (prob. hornblende) + bio-

tite + 1 fragmental pyroxene.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp.

15 173 General: Inclusions: 39# of matrix; small grains
dominant; subangular; rock fragments 
present, occasionally coarse in size; 
several oxidized (red) particles appear 
too small and rounded for grog - opaque.

Other: reduced to exterior rind ^red-
slipped) .

Inclusion mineralogy: 19# qtz/55# fsp/30# maf
Fsp: K fsp + plag (0 determination).
Maf: amphibole (incl. hornblende) + bio-

tite + magnetite/ilmenite.
Rock fragments: qtz vein + hornblende;

fsp + biotite + hornblende.

15 185 General: Inclusion 45-50# of matrix; medium grains
dominant; angular to subangular; few 
rock fragments.

Other: exterior 1/4-1/3 oxidized, interior
3/4-2/3 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 50# qtz/49# fsp/5# maf
Fsp: much K fsp + plag (0 determination).
Maf: amphibole (prob. hornblende) + bio

tite + 1 pyroxene.
Other minerals: prob. selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp.
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in conjunction with mafic-looking rock fragments, suggests a more inter

mediate rock range as ultimate source, e.g. a granodiorite, dacite or 

diorite.
Occasional anomalous minerals in the Red Plain group include 

rare muscovite (30), not uncommon in granites, and one lone grain of 

olivine (60). Olivine occurs primarily in ultramafic and mafic intru- 

sives and especially extrusives (volcanics); a single grain is not 

enough to suggest different sourcing for sherd 60.

The Room 3 sherds are mutually consistent, as are the Room 9 

sherds. Room 9 sherds show slightly lower total inclusion frequencies 

and slightly smaller grain sizes than Room 3 sherds; the Room 9 sherds 

both included either charred vesicles or fibers. Room 15 contained 

sherd 173♦ and sherd 185— which is intermediate in most characteristics 

between Rooms 3 and 9 and showed no charred vesicles.

Brown Plain wares - Table C-2

Only Room 3 is represented. The two sherds are fairly similar, 

although total inclusion percentage varies, as did firing technique. 

Sherd 28 shows more biotite in fairly large flakes, especially on the 

exterior vessel surface, them does 4l, and contains light-colored clay 

aggregates in addition.

The likely immediate source for inclusions in both sherds is 

setnd, derived from felsic to intermediate rock, e.g. granite or a 

granodiorite or dacite. The sherds seem mutually consistent, and also 

consistent with Red Plain wares.
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Table C-2. Brown Plain wares.

Room Code No. Description

5 28 General: Inclusions: 50# of matrix; small to medium
grains; angular to subangular; occa
sional medium-sized rock fragments; 
occasional clumps of clay minerals * 
possibly severely altered from plag - 
anhedral.

Other: sherd reduced in firing.
Inclusion mineralogy: 50# qtz/4o# fsp/10# maf

Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag
(0 determination).

Maf: much biotite + amphibole + opaques.
Other minerals: clay aggregates + prob.

selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp + amphibole.

3 4l General: Inclusions: 35-40# of matrix; small to
medium grains; angular to subangular; 
rock fragments present.

Other: exterior 1/2 oxidized, interior
1/2 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: qtz/50# fsp/5# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag

(0 determination).
Maf: amphibole (incl. hornblende) + bio

tite + rare pyroxene (prob. augite).
Rock fragments: qtz + orthoclase + sub

ordinate biotite and/or hornblende; 
qtz + plag + subordinate raafics.
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Brown Indented Obliterated Corrugated wares - Table C-3

All four rooms are represented. Total mineral inclusion per

centage ranges from 30 (sherd 16?) to 60# (156). Grain size always 

includes medium, often with small or coarse grains in addition; sorting 

is fair to poor. Angularity varies, as does the dominance of rock 

fragments. All sherds but 175 show charred vesicles and/or fibers.

Exteriors were generally oxidized in firing, interior surfaces 

reduced. Sherd 156 is entirely reduced, with black rinds, and is par

tially vitrified. Sherd l80 is also reduced. Sherd 175 is oxidized 

brown throughout.
Mineralogical analysis indicates two anomalous sherds: 167,

with very low quartz and hi^i. mafic content; and 145, with high musco

vite content and much plag, including one relatively calcic determina

tion. Sherd 167 contains mafic-looking rock fragments which contain 

andesine. Diorite or andesite, intermediate intrusive and extrusive 

rock types, are possible ultimate sources. Sherd 145 is probably 

granitic to granodioritic/dacitic (felsic to intermediate) in ultimate 

origin. Hetamorphic origin is unlikely.

The probable ultimate sources for all other sherds also include 

felsic to intermediate rocks, mostly intrusive: granites, granodiorites.

Sand (or sandstone) again could provide the high quartz percentages 

indicated. Angularity suggests minimal transport, although quartz in 

sherd 39 is more rounded and also present in large numbers.

BIOC wares show a fair amount of variability in each room. In 

Room 3, sherd 44 contains much biotite in the exterior vessel surface, 

many oxidized particles, and a pebble; sherd 39 does not. In Room 9
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Table C-3. BIOC wares.

Room Code No. Description

3 39 General: Inclusions: 60# of matrix; medium grains
dominant; angular, subangular and 
rounded; few rock fragments.

Other: charred fiber noted; exterior 1/4
oxidized, interior 3/4 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 60# qtz/35% fsp/9# maf
Fsp: prob. K fsp + sodic plag (1 deter

mination: oligoclase).
Maf: amphibole (incl. hornblende) + bio-

tite.
Other minerals: poss. selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp + subordinate

amphibole and biotite.

3 44 General: Inclusions: 45-5(96; medium grains dominant,
with coarse; angular subangular; many 
rock fragments; one rounded pebble; 
many oxidized (red) particles; biotite 
highly visible in outer vessel surface.

Other: several vesicles charred; exterior
1/4 oxidized, interior 3/4 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 50# qtz/40# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: include much plag (1 determination

possible: andesine).
Maf: much biotite + hornblende + rare

pyroxene (prob. augite) + opaques 
(incl. magnetite/ilmenite).

Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + biotite +
subordinate amphibole (hornblende); 
biotite + opaques.

Pebble: fsp + qtz phenocryst + raafics,
with cryptocrystalline qtz groundmass.

9 145 General: Inclusions: 40-45# of matrix; small to
medium grains; angular dominant (to 
subangular); rock fragments present; 
many oxidized areas —  appear too small 
and rounded for grog; sherd glitters 
with mica.

Other: charred fiber noted; exterior 1/4
oxidized, interior 3/4 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 45# qtz/45# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + much plag

(4 determinations: 1 oligoclase, 2
andesine, 1 labradorite).
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Table C-3— Continued

Room Code No. Description

(9) (145) Maf: much muscovite + subordinate biotite
and amphibole + prominent opaques 
(incl. magnetite/ilmenite).

Other minerals: poss. selenite.
Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + biotite/

muscovite + subordinate amphibole.

9 156 General: Inclusions: 6056 of matrix; small to medium;
subangular; rock fragments rare.

Other several charred fibers noted; sherd 
partially vitrified; rinds black, 
matrix otherwise reduced to gray.

Inclusion mineralogy: 60# qtz/3056 fsp/10# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag (0

determination).
Maf: amphibole + subordinate biotite.
Other minerals: poss. selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp.

11 167 General: Inclusions: 30# of matrix; small to medium
grains dominant; angular; occasional 
coarse rock fragments.

Other: one possible fiber-charred vesicle;
some grains aligned obliquely across 
sherd exterior 1/2 to 2/3 oxidized, 
interior 1/2 to 1/3 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: 10# qtz?50# fsp/40# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag (4

determinations, incl. 2 in rock frag
ment: andesine).

Maf: hornblende + biotite (occasionally
large) + occasional pyroxene (prob. 
augite) + opaques (incl. magnetite/ 
iloenite).

Other minerals: poss. selenite.
Rock fragments: qtz + hornblende; andesine

+ pyroxene.

11 170 General: Inclusions: 45# of matrix; medium to coarse;
subangular to angular; several rock 
fragments.

Other: occasional fiber noted; thick sherd;
reduced, except for one oxidized rind.
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Table C-3— Continued

Room Code No. Description

(11) (170) Inclusion mineralogy: 55& qtz/40# fsp/5# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag

(0 determination).
Maf: amphibole + rare biotite and musco

vite.
Other minerals: poss. selenite.
Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + subordinate

amphibile•

15 175 General: Inclusions: 50-5956 of matrix; medium
grains dominant; subangular; mainly 
individual grains.

Other: no fiber noted; oblique alignment
of grains noted { / / / /  \; very friable;
sherd brown-gray throughout, with 
interior brown rind.

Inclusion mineralogy: 65# qtz/30# fsp/9# maf
Fsp: mainly K fsp (prob. orthoclase) +

plag (dsurk in appearance. 0 deter
mination) + perthite.

Maf: rare hornblende + rare biotite;
prob. muscovite.

15 l80 General: Inclusions: 50-59# of matrix, small to
medium grains; angular to subangular; 
occasional rock fragments.

Other: oblique alignment visible in one
area r /  t ; sherd reduced throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 5056 qtz/45# fsp/9# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + plag

(0 determination); poss. microcline 
(K fsp) + perthite.

Maf: biotite + subordinate amphibole.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp.
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sherd 145 glitters with mica and contains many oxidized areas, like 

sherd 44; the mica here, however, is muscovite. Sherd 156 in Room 9 

is higher-fired than most BIOC sherds. In Room 11, sherd 16? is gener

ally anomalous; 170 is thick and has very little mica. Room 15 con

tained sherd 175* very soft and containing scant mica and other mafics, 

and 180, with an intermediate amount of biotite.

The general impression created by BIOC wares is one of utiliza

tion of a wide range of specific rock localities within the felsic to 

intermediate range, and a fairly wide range of manufacture techniques 

as well.

Black/White wares - Table C-4

Black-White wares are all relatively high-fired; many contain 

low quantities of temper. Identification of minerals was difficult in 

most cases. Plagioclase determinations were rarely possible. Potassium 

feldspars and mafics are also generally greatly altered. Analysis of 

differences between sherds and rooms must be considered very tentative.

Three groups seem likely, based on mineralogical breakdown.

One group contains sherds with approximately equal quartz and feldspar 

frequencies and subordinate mafic content: sherds 29* 32, 36, 53 in

Room 3* 148 in Room 9; and 174 and 184 in Room 15. The second group 

include sherds with a high predominance of feldspars, little quartz and 

few mafics: sherds 37 in Room 3* l4l (with no discernible quartz),

142, 149 and 150 in Room 9; and 158, the only sherd in Room 11. The 

third group, consisting of one member, sherd 172 from Room 15* shows 

lower quartz, higher feldspar, and considerably higher mafic frequen

cies than do Black/Vhite sherds typically.
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Table C-4. Black/White wares.

Room Code No. Description

3 29 General: Inclusions: 25-3095 of matrix; small to
medium; subangular (to angular)._____

Other: alignment parallels rinds l-s. -- 1
(vessel surfaces); gray throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 4C# qtz/40j6 fsp/lO# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 plag determination.
Maf: poss. amphibole.
Other minerals: calcite precipitate: one

cluster only.

3 32 General: Inclusions: 299$ of matrix; small grains
dominant; subangular to rounded; 
several small green stains noted.

Other: gray with white rind.
Inclusion mineralogy: 40$6 qtz/509$ fsp/lO# maf

Fsp: very altered. 0 plag determination.
Maf: poss. amphibole, + opaques; green

stains unidentifiable.

, 3 36 General Inclusions: 45-50# of matrix; small to
medium grains; rounded to subangular; 
occasional rock fragments.

Other: alignment of grains variable \—y'— |;
light gray throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 509$ qtz/40# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: incl. plag (1 determination; ande-

sine).
Maf: poss. amphibole.
Rock fragments: fsp + darker stains.

3 37 General: Inclusions: 20# of matrix; small to
medium grains; subangular to rounded; 
occasional rock fragments.

Other: alignment oblique; pink-tan through
out.

Inclusion mineralogy: 20# qtz/70# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: poss. amphibile.
Rock fragments: fsp + mafics.

3 53 General: Inclusions: 45-50# of matrix; small to
medium; rounded to subangular.

Other: alignment oblique 1 / / / 1; light
gray throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 40# qtz/53# fsp/9# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: incl. amphibole.
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Table C-4— Continued

Room Code No. Description

9 l4l General: Inclusions: 30-3536 of matrix; small to
medium grains; angular to subangular; 
many fsp grains elongate or wedge- 
shaped.

Other: exterior rind white; gray otherwise.
Inclusion mineralogy: ?0# qtz/9056 fsp/10# maf

Fsp: very altered. Incl. plag (1 deter
mination: andesine).

Maf: poss. pyroxene, + biotite.

9 142 General: Inclusions: 20# of matrix; small grains
dominant; angular to subangular, 
several rock fragments; small oxidized 
(red) areas noted.

Other: exterior rind white, gray other
wise.

Inclusion mineralogy: 10# qtz/80# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: amphibole + rare muscovite.
Rock fragments: fsp + muscovite + amphi

bole.

9 148 General: Inclusions: 35# of matrix: small grains;
rounded to indistinct; red oxidized 
areas noted.

Other: sherd gray throughout.
Inclusion mineralogy: 30# qtz/60# fsp/10# maf

Fsp: incl. K fsp and plag (1 determina
tion: labradorite/andesine).

Maf: amphibole + magnetite/ilmenite.
Other minerals: much calcite in yellowish

grains, and on surface in caliche-like 
coating.

9 149 General: Inclusions: 29# of matrix; small grains
dominant; angular to subangular; 
several rock fragments.

Other: charred vesicles noted; rinds
white, sherd gray otherwise.

Inclusion mineralogy: 9# qtz/80# fsp/19# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: hornblende.
Rock fragments: fsp + hornblende.
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Table C-4— -Continued

Room Code No. Description

9 150 General: Inclusions: 29# of matrix; small to medium
grains; angular to subangular, rock 
fragments - one coarse; one rounded 
pebble.

Other: charred elongate vesicle noted;
exterior 2/5 white, interior 3/5 gray.

Inclusion mineralogy: 20# qtz/70# fsp/lo# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: very altered. Poss. pyroxene.
Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + mafics.
Pebble: largely quartz; could be quartzite.

11 158 General: Inclusions: 10-15# of matrix; small grains
dominant; angular to subangular.

Other: many long vesicles - uncharred;
oblique alignment noted occasionally 
I I; sherd light gray throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 20# qtz/70# fsp/10# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. microcline) + plag (0

determination).
Maf: amphibole (incl. hornblende).

15 172 General: Inclusions: 20# of matrix; small to medium;
angular to subangular.

Other: many tiny red oxidized areas; sherd
white throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy: 19# qtz/50# fsp/35# maf
Fsp: K fsp (incl. poss. microcline and

prob. orthoclase) + plag (1 determina
tion: andesine)•

Maf: amphibole + biotite.

15 1?4 General: Inclusions: 40# of matrix; small to medium
grains; indistinct forms.

Other: sherd gray throughout, with lighter
band 1/3 way in.

Inclusion mineralogy: 55# qtz/40# fsp/9# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: prob muscovite, + poss. amphibole +

opaques.

15 184 General: Inclusions: 10-15# of matrix; small to
medium; angular to subangular.

Other: matrix white throughout.
Inclusion mineralogy: 50# qtz/40# fsp/10# maf

Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: amphibole + biotite + prob. muscovite

_________________________ + opaques (incl. magnetite/ilmenite).
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Small to medium grain size, grain form, general firing and 

modelling techniques crosscut these groups. One sherd in each group 

has opaque red oxidized areas which do not look like either grog or 

cement. In the first group, only sherd 36 contained clearly identi

fiable rock fragments; 32 has green stains which I could not identify.

The second group includes many rock fragments (sherds 37, 142, 149,

150), several charred and uncharred vesicles (149, 150, 158), and elon

gate feldspars in one case (l4l). Sherd 172, the third "group", lacks 

charred vesicles and identifiable rock fragments, as do many sherds 

from the other groups.
Inclusions in both the first and second groups may derive ulti

mately from intrusive or possibly extrusive felsic to intermediate 

rocks: e.g. granites/rhyolites, granodiorites/ dacites. In the second

group, sherd l4l, with its elongate and wedge-shaped feldspars, may 

represent intermediate extrusive origins; andesite is one possibility.

Sherd 172 inclusions may derive from intermediate intrusive rock,

e.g. diorite or granodiorite.

These groups crosscut room boundaries in all cases except that 

of 158, which is the only sherd from Room 11. Although, as indicated, 

these groupings must be considered tentative, it is possible that the 

site reflects a fair range of (probably idiosyncratic) variation in 

Black/White ceramics.

Pinto Polychrome wares - Table C-5

The two sherds comprising the group appear closely related 

stylistically and in manufacturing technology. Both are high-fired;
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Table C-5. Pinto Polychrome wares.

Room Code No. Description

1 59 General: Inclusions: JO# of matrix; small grains
dominant; angular to subangular - 
quartz more rounded; several rock 
fragments.

Other: high-fired; exterior 2/3 reduced,
interior 1/3 oxidized.

Inclusion mineralogy: qtz/45% fsp/lO# maf
Fsp: very altered. Prob. K fsp. 0 plag

determination.
Maf: muscovite + viotite + prob. pyroxene.
Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + subordinate

mafics*

11 162 General: Inclusions: 30#; small to medium grains
dominant; angular; some grains 
elongate, rock fragments.

Other: charred vesicles noted; high-fired;
rinds oxidized, remaining 2/3 reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy: %  qtz/75# fsp/20# maf
Fsp: very altered. 0 determination.
Maf: amphibole + biotite + poss. pyroxene

+ opaques (unidentified).
Rock fragments: fsp + mafics.
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most of each matrix underwent reduction in firing; both contain around 

3096 inclusion frequency, small-sized grains, and angular to subangular 

grain form. Rock fragments are present in both and show the only 

existing differences: sherd 59 (Room 3) has approximately equal per

centages of quartz and feldspar and subordinate mafics, while sherd 162 

(Room 11) contains very little quartz and higher mafic percentage, with 

feldspars far and away the dominant mineral family.

Both sherds appear finely made. One technology is probably in

volved, using sands from two source materials: felsic rocks, e.g.

granite or rhyolite, in the case of 591 and more intermediate rocks, 

e.g. diorite or andesite, in the case of sherd 162.

Salado Corrugated wares - Table C-6

Although total inclusion percentage and grain size and shape 

crosscut the three sherds in this group, two patterns emerge in minera- 

logical analysis. Sherds 33 (Room 3) and 183 (Room 15) are relatively 

low-fired, soft, oxidized and low in quartz content, showing dominant 

feldspars and fairly high mafic percentages. Sherd 40 (Room 3) is so 

high-fired that identifications were made with great difficulty; it was 

minimally oxidized and primarily reduced in firing, and contains more 

quartz than feldspar, more mafics them either.

All three sherds contain a fair amount of biotite, which glit

ters on their surfaces. All three may derive from intermediate rocks: 

33 and 183 from intrusive and 40 from either intrusive or extrusive 

types. Sherd 40 apparently received additional quartz, probably from 

sand. Ultimate sources for 33 and 183 might include diorite; for 40, 

granodiorite, or dacite.
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Table C-6. Salado Corrugated wares.

Room Code No. Description

3 33 General; Inclusions; 40# of matrix; medium grains 
dominant (with small and coarse); 
angular to subangular; many rock frag
ments.

Other; soft matrix; oblique alignment 
noted Iv~7™71; oxidized throughout.

Inclusion mineralogy; %  qtz/55^ fsp/4(# maf
Fsp; incl. plag (2 determinations; 

andesine/labradorite range).
Maf; amphibole + biotite + pyroxene + 

opaques (incl. magnetite/ilmenite).
Rock fragments; mafics + fsp + qtz.

3 40 General; Inclusions; 35# of matrix; snail to medium 
grains« better sorted than sherds 33 
and 183; angular to subangular; 
minerals altered markedly; identifica
tion difficult.

Other; exterior rind oxidized, remainder 
reduced.

Inclusion mineralogy; 30# qtz/25# fsp/49# maf
Fsp; very altered. 0 determination.
Maf; prob. amphibole, + much biotite + 

prob. pyroxene + opaques (incl. 
magnetite/ilmenite).

15 183 General: Inclusions; 4Q# of matrix; snail to coarse;
angular; rock fragments present.

Other: very soft matrix; oxidized through
out, shading to grayer toward interior 
surface.-

Inclusion mineralogy: %  qtz/55# fsp/40# maf
Fsp: prob. K fsp. 0 plag determination.
Maf: amphibole + prob. pyroxene + much

biotite and many opaques (incl. 
magnetite/ilmenite).

Rock fragments: fsp + mafics.
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St. John* s Polychrome wares - Table C-7

The sherd was examined only in reflected light. It is rela

tively high-fired, making identifications difficult. The general ulti

mate rock type would be felsic to intermediate and might include a 

granite or granodiorite.

Pinto Black/Red wares - Table C-8

These six sherds from three were also examined in reflected 

light. Total inclusion range is small, between 30 and 4f&; grains are 

generally small to medium; shape is angular or subangular; rock frag

ments are present in all cases except sherd 157• Charred vesicles were 

noted in four of the six sherds, 157 and 176 providing the exceptions.

Sherds 157 (Room 11) and 179 (Room 15) contain low quartz, high 

feldspar and fairly high mafic content, while all the others (49 and 58 

in Room 3» 168 in Room 11, and 176 in Room 15) show higher quartz and 

low mafic values. Only 1?6 shows a predominance of coarse grain size.

Sherds 157 and 179 may derive ultimately from felsic rock, 

probably granite but possibly rhyolite. The remainder appear felsic to 

intermediate in origin.

Sherd 164 - Table C-9

Sherd 164 is anomalous in several ways. Unusually large quanti

ties of biotite were incorporated into its matrix and over its surfaces, 

creating, in combination with the vessel’s red color, a really striking 

effect. Elongate feldspar crystals suggest volcanic (intrusive) 

origin for the inclusions; small grain size seems consistent with ex

trusive origin, as does a fairly large number of pyroxene grains. An
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Table C-7. St. John's Polychrome wares.

Roan Code No. Description

15 1?8 General: Inclusions: 50# of matrix; medium grains
dominant; angular to subangular; all 
minerals but quartz appear very altered.

Other: relatively high-fired; oblique
alignment noted U— ; sherd reduced 
throughout to light gray; sherd ex
amined in reflected light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: 20# qtz/60# fsp/20# maf
Fsp: very altered.
Maf: silt-sized biotite X 2 grains, +

opaques (incl. magnetite/ilmenite) in 
small quantities.
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Table C-8. Pinto Black/Red wares.

Room Code No. Description

3 49 General: Inclusions: 40#; medium grains dominant;
angular to subangular; rare rock 
fragments.

Other: charred area noted; matrix black to
dark gray-brown; sherd examined in re
flected light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: 65# qtz/30# fsp/5^ maf
Fsp: prob K fsp (prob. orthoclase or

microcline) and much plag (very 
altered).

Maf: amphibole (prob. hornblende) + scant
biotite.

Rock fragments: fsp + qtz.

3 58 General: Inclusions: 30&; small to medium grains;
angular; several rock fragments.

Other: charred vesicle noted: sherd black
to dark gray-brown throughout; sherd 
examined in reflected light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: 4056 qtz/5556 fsp/5# maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) and much

plag (very altered).
Maf: prob amphibole + prob. muscovite, +

biotite.

11 157 General: Inclusions: 35-^056 of matrix; small to
medium grains; angular.

Other: exterior 1/3 to 1/2 reduced,
interior 2/3 to 1/2 oxidized; sherd 
examined in reflected light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: 2056 qtz/6056 fsp/2056 maf
Fsp: K fsp (orthoclase or microcline) +

much plag (very altered).
Maf: prob. amphibile + scant biotite and

muscovite•

11 168 General: Inclusions: 35-4056 of matrix; small to
medium; angular to subangular; rock 
fragments present.

Other: powdery coating noted on exterior
surface; charred vesicle noted; ex
terior 2/3 oxidized-to-reduced, in
terior 1/3 oxidized; sherd examined in 
reflected light only.
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Table C-8— Continued

Room Code No. Description

(ll) (168) Inclusion mineralogy: 40# qtz/55^ fsp/5^ maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + much

prob. plag (very altered).
Maf: amphibole (prob. hornblende) + scant

biotite.
Rock fragments: qtz + fsp.

15 176 General: Inclusions: 4956 of matrix medium to coarse
grains; angular; many rock fragments 
present.

Other: exterior 1/3 and interior 1/3 oxi
dized, remaining 1/3 reduced; sherd 
examined in reflected light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: 40# qtz/50# fsp/10% maf
Fsp: K fsp (prob. orthoclase) + prob. plag

(very altered).
Maf: prob. pyroxene + prob. amphibole.
Rock fragments: fsp + qtz + mafics.

15 179 General: Inclusions: 39& of matrix; small to medium;
angular; several rock fragments present.

Other: Several charred vesicles noted;
sherd reduced except for interior oxi
dized rind; sherd examined in reflected 
light only.

Inclusion mineralogy: %  qtz/6096 fsp/39# maf
Fsp: very altered.
Maf: prob. amphibole.
Rock fragments: fsp + prob. amphibole.
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Table C-9. Sherd 164.

Room Code No. Description

?11 164 General: Inclusions: 30^ of matrix; small grains
dominant; subangular to angulart with 
some rounded; rare rock fragments; 
sherd glitters with mica; several oxi
dized particles noted - opaque; many 
grains elongate.

Other: sherd entirely oxidized.
Inclusion mineralogy: 10# qtz/60# fsp/30# maf

Fsp: incl. plag (0 determination).
Maf: large quantities of large biotite

flakes + hornblende + pyroxene + 
opaques (incl. magnetite/ilmenite).

Rock fragments: fsp + mafics incl.
opaques.
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intermediate rock such as an andesite might provide the ultimate rock 

source.

j:
Clay from Room 3 - Table C-10 j

This red clay contains many clumps of clay- and silt-sized par-
ir.!

tides and is perfused by CaCO,. Minute grains of quartz were recog- |
J

nized in small numbers, as were tiny grains of biotite and other mafics.

One possible selenite fragment and many fragments of fiber are also 

present.

Conclusions

In the U.S. Southwest, highly-diversified source materials for 

tempers and inclusions are frequently available within a small geo

graphic area. Mineralogical analysis of the Chodistaas sherds has 

established that a single type typically incorporates more than one 

ultimate source material. (It is important to realize that intermediate 

sources such as sands and sandstones may mix materials from different 

origins. At Chodistaas, many inclusion grains appeared detrital, 

rather than crystalline.)

The appearance of diverse source materials in combination with 

a fair range of manufacture techniques within a single type suggests 

that various vessels were manufactured by different individual potters 

in different localities, a pattern which, however, does not invalidate 

the typological groupings in any way. In certain cases, a type de

scribed for the site may need to be broken down more finely, e.g. BIOC 

wares, which show a wide range of inclusion types and manufacture
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Table C-10. Clay

Room Code No. Description

3 201 Red in color; contains many clay aggregates; has
been saturated throughout at some time with calcium 
carbonate - effervesces violently with 1096 HC1. 
Inclusions: small grains qtz + mafics, + minute
biotite flakes + poss. selenite; several fragments 
of charred fiber noted.
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technology. Generally, however, petrographic analysis suggests, not 

surprisingly, that the types described represent general guidelines or 

templates, rather than discrete localized workshops.
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